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Abstract 

This research started from the recognition that intergovernmental conflicts are inevitable in 
the process of public policy-making. ;.md that changes in extel11al environments ha \e an 
intluence on the process of contlict management and resolution. :\~ Korean society chan!.!ed 

'-' . ~ 

in the 1990s toward democratisation and local autonomy (especially hom 1995). the potential 
grew for intergO\"ernmental conflicts over major urban and regional de\"elopment projects. 
The purpose of this research has been to examine the factors intluencing the intensity of such 
conflicts and the variables for conflict resolution related to major regional development 
projects and environmental issues, and in particular to consider the role of the government in 
the process of conflict resolution. 

A review of the literature on conflict theory and conflict resolution (Chs. 3 -4) 
identified the key factors influencing conflict origins and management of the process of 
conflict. It indicated the key variables influencing conflict resolution including the potential 
for new, more mediating roles in conflict resolution. It suggested that the degree of difficulty 
in resolving conflicts was related to the intensity of the conflict concerned. Further literature 
reviews on the introduction of local government autonomy in Korea (ChA) and the existing 
spatial planning system (Ch.5), document the growth of intergovernmental conflicts since 
1995. They also verified the need for research into this general problem and provided a 
specific research scope in relation to major development and environmental projects in Korea 
so as to promote more effective management and negotiation strategies (Ch.6). 

The second stage of the research programme began by defining the requirements of a 
theoretical framework to be applied in an empirical analysis. Because of the need to 
investigate complex, time-extensive relationships in the specific context of Korea, the method 
of comparative case studies was chosen for this purpose. The main elements of the 
framework (Ch.7) included the factors influencing the intensity of conflict, ways of 
measuring the degree of intensity and the factors involved in conflict resolution. Three 
categories of intergovernmental conflicts were chosen for case study, and in order to provide 
a basis of comparison of the position before and after local autonomy (1995) two cases were 
examined in each category. The three categories were: nuclear plants at Amyun Island and 
Yongwang (Ch.8); major transport infrastructure projects at Kyungju and Inchun (Ch.9); and, 
water resource investment projects at Wichun and Youngwol (Ch.1 0). The comparative 
analysis is provided in Chapter 11. 

The case study analysis of these major development projects in Korea generally 
supported the central hypothesis of the relationship between the intensity of a conflict and the 
relative difficulty in its resolution. After the introduction of local autonomy the intensity of 
intergovernmental conflicts had become more visible, more intense and more difficult to 
resolve. Despite central government's role as a direct participant, there was some evidence 
of an emerging and useful mediation role which could be encouraged and developed further. 

The conclusions drawn from this research suggest that the key to developing a 
successful government role in conflict resolution in Korea will be to ensure a congruence 
between all elements of the planning framework, full integration and co-ordination between 
spatial plans or projects, and, the involvement all participants in the process of conflict 
resolution. There are also important roles for government in establishing new schemes for 
alternative dispute resolution and mechanisms for balancing between local/regional burdens 
and national benefits. These should be an integral part of an organisational strategy for 
continuous improvement in order to maximise the level of social satisfaction and competitive 
ad\"antages in Korea's regional development. In terms of successful implementations of 
alternati\"e approaches for conflict resolution, the outcomes for govel11ments and people 
\vould be a better performance in conflicts related to urban and regional de\"e!opment. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Research Background 

Since 1995, when Korean local government was granted greater autonomy, many difficult 

issues have emerged in terms of policy conflicts related to environmental problems and 

regional developments. As a result, some development projects have been delayed, and 

essential national or regional facilities have not been supplied on time. These conflicts 

are expected to increase in the future (Kim and Cha, 1997, p.17), and may thus continue 

to hamper a successful implementation of important national and regional development 

projects. In spite of these concerns, an appropriate method for conflict resolution in 

decision-making about the implementation of large-scale development projects in Korea 

has yet to be provided. 

Before 1995 Korea had a centralised government system, so inter-governmental 

conflicts (lGCs) did not occur as they do today. Even if conflicts occurred, central 

government could play an important internal role in their solution. Recent political 

changes, such as democratisation and the establishment of local autonomy in 1995, have 

led to changes in the relationship between central and local governments, which have 

become a factor of increasing conflict. After the introduction of local autonomy in 1995, 

some two hundred conflicts related to regional development projects were identified, 

which was four times those identified for 1994 (KLAI, 1996). Major national projects in 

particular (e.g. Younggwang nuclear power plant, Seoul-Pusan high speed railway, Daegu 

national industrial complex) have been delayed or changed because of intergovernmental 

conflicts. 

A number of major research issues have emerged with these changes in the 

political environment of Korean society and their consequent conflict issues. Why have 

intergovernmental conflicts been increasing with local autonomy? What were the basic 

nature and the particular problems of conflict in regional developments, and what 

influences and outcomes came from conflicts? What should be the govemment's role in 

the process of the conflicts? These questions have come to be important topics of 

concern to decision-makers in regional de\'e1opment policies, and as a result. the need to 

understand mechanisms and processes as well as the need to manage intergo\,enlmental 



conflicts have become pressing questions. In this context, the requirement is to develop 

an understanding of the nature of conflicts related to spatial plans and policies, the present 

mechanisms and processes of conflict resolution being used, as well as exploring the 

potential of new methods for conflict resolution. In relation to this, it can be helpful to 

compare theories and experience from elsewhere and to review their methods of dealing 

with similar sorts of conflict, and to explore some empirical evidence of the process of 

conflict resolution. 

1.2. Environments of Research 

In 1995 the Korean government devolved its local administrative powers. This change to 

local autonomy, which has led to the increase of inter-organisational conflicts in Korea, is 

the fundamental environment of this study. Of course, the progress of democratisation 

has also greatly influenced other social conflicts in Korea and contributed to a change in 

conflictual environments generally. This research consists of three basic components 

concerned with these environmental and political changes: 'intergovernmental relations'; 

the 'spatial planning system'; and 'intergovernmental conflicts' as displayed in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1-1. Environments and components of conflict in Korea after local autonomy 

(Conflict Environment) 

Affect 
Affect 

Affec\ 
Local Autonomy 

As mentioned above, the t\\'o political changes (democratisation and local 

autonomy) in Korea created a new environment for intergovernmental conflicts. 
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Democratisation both influenced intergovernmental relations and led to the introduction 

of local autonomy. The introduction of local autonomy resulted in a radical change of 

intergovernmental relations (component A). Local government has begun to function on 

its own, and this implies that its role is being transformed from the role of messenger and 

delegate of the central government into that of being the policy leader of the local 

community. 

The fundamental change in intergovernmental relations (component A) in tum 

influenced the system of spatial (regional) planning and development (component B). As 

intergovernmental relations between central and local governments changed from top

down hierarchical relations into more complex horizontal relations, local governments' 

and residents' participation in the process of regional planning gradually increased and 

their position became stronger. In addition the change in intergovernmental relations 

(component A) created new intergovernmental conflicts (component C) (Kim et ai, 1997, 

p.27). After introducing local autonomy, the types of conflict experienced in Korea 

extended from 'systems conflict' to 'bureaucratic conflict' (see section 6.3.1), and the 

number and intensity of intergovernmental conflicts began to increase sharply. 

Change in the regional planning system (component B) also affected aspects of 

intergovernmental conflicts (component C). 'Jurisdictional conflicts' related to regional 

development began to occur (see sections 8.3 and 9.3) and 'interest conflicts' became 

intensified (see section 10.2). Thus, political changes in Korea in the 1990s 

(democratisation and localisation) provided a new environment for intergovernmental 

conflicts related to regional development policy. In this changing environment, the three 

components have come to develop close relationships with each other. 

Intergovernmental relations influenced the regional planning system and 

intergovernmental conflicts, while the regional planning system changed the aspect of 

intergovernmental conflicts and increased the frequency of conflicts. 

Accordingly, it is necessary to set out new methods for resolution of the wide

ranging conflicts faced by many regional development projects in Korea through 

combining the concepts of regional development, intergovernmental relations and 

organisational conflict theory. The three components of contlict in Korea form the basic 

elements of this research: the major interest is spatial conflict stemming from the 
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relationships of three components. In other words, the subj ect of this research focuses on 

intergovernmental conflicts in regional developments and environment projects in Korea. 

Ultimately, local autonomy has become the basic environment and precondition for 

conflict components and provides new causes of intergovernmental conflicts. If the 

relationships between the three basic components can be understood, it may be possible to 

indicate something of the range of potential areas of conflict in regional development and 

to suggest some implications for improving conflict resolution. 

As mentioned above, with the progress of local autonomy in Korea, the types of 

conflict have moved from 'systems' conflicts to 'bureaucratic' conflicts. This implies that 

intergovernmental conflict has increased after the introduction of local autonomy, because 

'systems' conflict occurs mainly within an organisation, while 'bureaucratic' conflict 

takes place between organisations (see section 3.3.1). On the other hand, 'interest 

conflicts' were the main type of conflicts before the introduction of local autonomy, but 

'jurisdictional conflicts' have greatly increased after 1995. As a result, some major 

national projects were blocked or delayed by such intergovernmental conflicts. Typical of 

such conflicts were those related to an unwanted facility location (e.g. Y ounggwang 

nuclear power plants) (see Chapter 8), the construction of major infrastructures (e.g. 

Kyungju high speed railway and Inchon international airport motorway) (see Chapter 9), 

and, water resource projects (see Chapter 10). Since such intergovernmental conflicts are 

usually related to the interests of localities, where residents and social groups may wish to 

participate in the conflict process, this often brings about social conflicts which can cause 

additional social costs and instability. This factor is a main reason to seek appropriate 

methods to manage and settle a conflict in its early stages. 

1.3. Research Purpose 

According to Goverde (1992, pA), conflict can be studied in different ways, which he 

suggests as three analytical approaches, 'the first way is to consider conflict as an 

inevitable concomitant of the use of urban space. The second is to regard conflict as a 

strategy of one or more actors in a process of decision-making, and finally as a result of 

the dynamic of a policy-network'. Most strategies affecting the process of contlict come 

from the actors (disputants) in a conflict and the actors can take the initiative in the 



development of the conflict. As will be mentioned in section 1.4, since this research 

focuses on the dynamics of the process of conflict, it regards conflicts as partly being the 

relationships between actors' strategies in the process of decision-making, and, partly as 

dealing with a policy-network related to urban and regional developments. 

Public organisations come to participate in conflicts related to regional planning 

and development, either as direct parties (proponents or opponents) or as third parties. 

As a result of developing initiatives to deal with these conflicts, public organisations 

(central government, local governments and governmental agencies) play important roles 

in the process of conflict, and they have also a great influence on the conflict mediation 

and resolution. Given the increased number of intergovernmental conflicts in Korea 

following local autonomy in 1995, there is a need to suggest desirable alternative devices 

to resolve or redress such conflicts in the processes of urban, regional and national 

developments, and to consider the desirable role of a mediation service for the effective 

dispute management. 

In this context, the main objective of this research is therefore: 

To explore the government's roles in effectively managing and resolving conflicts related 

to regional developments and environment projects under the system of Local Autonomy 

in Korea. 

The possibility of the application of new conflict resolution methods (including 

ADR approaches) for conflicts related to regional developments in the system of local 

autonomy, are included in the Research Objective as specified above. 

The structure of the research design (Figure 1.2) for this project has been 

organised on a hierarchical basis, moving from a general Research Objective to a number 

of more detailed Research Aims. Each Research Aim is designed to respond to a set of 

Research Questions. The process of the research study has been to use specified methods 

and techniques, to seek data and make analyses so as to answer these Research Questions. 

In order to accomplish the main Research ObjectiYe, six Research Aims haye been 

deyeloped as more specific ways of accomplishing the Research Objective. The Research 

Aims supply the basic ideas for exploring and establishing the research framework of the 



project, and provide the specific focuses for more detailed research design including the 

processes of literature review, the analyses of actual conflict information and case studies, 

and drawing out conclusions and recommendations. In particular the literature review 

process was designed to contribute to providing research Premises for establishing a 

framework for case studies. The case studies were designed to supply evidence which 

could be tested against the framework of research Premises and provide ideas and 

implications for resolving and managing the specific conflicts related to regional 

developments in Korea. All the Research Aims have been focused on attaining the main 

Research Objective i.e. understanding the effects of the changing roles of governments in 

the process of intergovernmental conflicts in Korea. 

Figure 1-2. Structure of the research design 

\Research Objectiv~ 
I 

r I I I 1 I 
R. Aim 1/ R. Aim 2 R. Aim 3 R.Aim4 R. Aim 5 R. Aim 6 

l I I I I I 
R.Q.1.1 R.Q.2.1 R.Q.3.1 R.Q.4.1 R.Q.5.1 R.Q.6.1 
R.Q.1.2 R.Q.2.2 R.Q.3.2 R.Q.4.2 R.Q.5.2 R.Q.6.2 
R.Q.1.3 R.Q.2.3 R.Q.3.3 R.Q.4.3 R.Q.5.3 R.Q.6.3 

R.Q.3.4 R.Q.4.4 R.Q.6.4 
R.Q.3.5 
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The six Research Aims are: 

• Research Aim 1: to explore the nature of intergovernmental relations and the 

change of political environments in Korea. (Reported in Chapter 2) 

• Research Aim 2: to understand the nature and conditions of conflicts and the 

factors influencing the intensity of conflicts. (Reported in Chapter 3) 

• Research Aim 3: to review strategies and methods for conflict resolution and the 

variables influencing conflict resolution. (Reported in Chapter 4) 

• Research Aim 4: to analyse the actual condition of various intergovernmental 

conflicts related to regional developments and to examine the present methods for 

conflict resolution in Korea. (Reported in Chapters 5 and 6) 

• Research Aim 5: to assess the intensity of conflict through examining the factors 

influencing the progress of conflict and to analyse the relations between conflict 

resolution and the variables influencing conflict through case studies. (Reported in 

Chapters 7-10) 

• Research Aim 6: to establish methods for conflict management available to Korean 

society and to explore the implications in terms of identifying desirable roles for th 

government in resolving conflict. (Reported in Chapters 11 and 12) 

Specific Research Questions corresponding to each Research Aim were developed 

to help establish the research design and to realise the Research Aims. 

Research Aim 1: to explore the nature of intergovernmental relations and the changes 

of political environment in Korea 

Research 0.1.1: What is the significance of local autonomy to Korea? 

Research 0.1.2: Ho\\' does local autonomy influence intergovernmental 

relations in Korea'? 
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Research 0.1.3: Why does the introduction of local autonomy generate 

intergovernmental conflicts in Korea? 

Research Aim 2: to understand the nature and conditions of conflicts and the factors 

influencing the intensity of conflicts. 

Research 0.2.1: How does conflict influence local communities and society? 

Research 0.2.2: What is the nature of intergovernmental conflicts and why do 

they occur? 

Research 0.2.3: What are the factors influencing the intensity of conflict, and 

how do they influence the intensity ? 

Research Aim 3: to review strategies and methods for conflict resolution and the 

variables influencing conflict resolution. 

Research 0.3.1: What kinds of strategies are used for conflict resolution? 

Research 0.3.2: What are the variables influencing conflict resolution? 

Research 0.3.3: Why does the government participate in the process of conflict 

resolution? 

Research 0.3.4: Why are alternative methods for conflict resolution used? 

Research 0.3.5: How do the relations between the intensity of conflict and 

conflict resolution interact? 

Research Aim 4: to analyse the actual condition of various intergovernmental 

conflicts related to regional developments and to examine the 

present methods for conflict resolution in Korea 

Research 0.4.1: How did Korean spatial policy contribute to the occurrence of 

intergovernmental conflicts? 

Research 0.4.2: Why do conflicts related to regional development often occur 

in Korea? 

Research 0.4.3: What are characteristics of regional development conflicts in 

Korea? 
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Research 0.4.4: What is the position and condition of the conflict resolution 

system in Korea? 

Research Aim 5: to assess the intensity of conflict through examining the factors 

influencing the progress of conflict and to analyse the relations 

between conflict resolution and the variables influencing conflict 

through case studies 

Research 0.5.1: How do the factors influencing the intensity of conflict affect 

the process of conflict? 

Research 0.5.2: What are the relationships between the variables influencing 

conflict resolution and the outcome of the conflict? 

Research 0.5.3: What is the relationship between the intensity of conflict and 

conflict resolution? 

Research Aim 6: to establish methods for conflict management relevant to Korean 

society and to suggest implications for the government's desirable 

roles in resolving conflict 

Research 0.6.1: What are the important preconditions for introducing new 

approaches for conflict management in Korea? 

Research 0.6.2: What problems does Korean society have in introducing new 

approaches for the conflict resolution? 

Research 0.6.3: How will environments influencing the process of conflict 

change in the future? 

Research 0.6.4: What is the potential contribution of a mediation-based 

(Alternative Dispute Resolution: ADR) I) approach to the 

management of intergovernmental conflicts in Korea? 

These Research Aims and Research Questions represent the basic research interests of 

this project and supply the fundamental ideas used in establishing the research framev;ork. 

I) ADR implies alternative approaches to coul1judgements and administrati\'e commands as traditional 
resolution methods. It includes a \ariety of procedures for the resolution of disputes in the \Vide spectrum 
ranging from mediation to straightfof\\ard negotiation (see Section 3.4). 
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They are deeply concerned with government's role in conflicts related to regional 

development and environment projects and concentrate on dynamic rather than static 

factors. Accordingly, the scope of this research is related to the processes of the 

development of conflict and the processes of conflict resolution. The ideas and 

infonnation for establishing the Research Aims and Questions have been developed 

through the reviews of the literature about conflict theory and conflict resolution, through 

discussions with other authors, and the analysis of the experience related to regional 

conflicts in Korea. Pondy's (1967, 1972) discussion of conflict types and processes and 

Lan's (1997) strategies for organisational conflict have been particularly useful for 

understanding the concept of conflict and generating some elements of the research design. 

1.4. Research Methodology 

As stated earlier, the three basic components of this research are intergovernmental 

relations, the spatial planning system, and intergovernmental conflicts in Korea, and this 

research is carried out under the structure consisting of these basic components. As 

mentioned in section 1.3: 'Research Purpose', the main objective is to establish the 

government's roles in resolving and managing effectively conflicts related to regional 

development and environment under the Local Autonomy in Korea. The research has 

been carried out in a three-stage process: literature review; case study; and, defining 

conclusions and suggestions (see Figure 1.3). The research methodology is now 

introduced by relating the Research Aims and Questions to the specific chapters. 

The first Aim was to explore the nature of intergovernmental relations and the 

change of political environments through the introduction of local autonomy in Korea. 

Detailed Research Questions related to the definition of local autonomy, the significance 

of local autonomy in Korea, the change of intergovernmental relations and the 

relationships between local autonomy and intergovernmental conflicts were developed. 

The research related to Research Aim 1 is reported in Chapter 2. After the advance of 

democracy and the introduction of local autonomy in Korea, intergovernmental relations 

have been greatly changed, changes. \\'hich provide the direction of. and surroundings for 

my research (see Figure 1.2). The political changes (democratisation and localisation) in 

Korea have directly influenced the spatial system and the environment of conflicts related 
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to regional developments. In order to understand the nature of organisational conflict and 

to manage effectively conflicts related to spatial planning, it is necessary to look at the 

changing state of intergovernmental relations in transition in Korea. 

Figure 1-3. Framework for research 

Literature Review R.Ai m 1: Local Autonom 

Effect 

R.Aim 1: Intergovernmenta 
Relations 

Effect 

Spatial planning system 
Regional policy 

Prospect ~ ~ Prospect 

Conflict Environment 

R.Aim 2: Conflict Theory R.Aim 3: Conflict Resolution 

R.Aim 4: Regional Conflic 
in Korea 

Empirical Ana~ysis 

Verification 

Research Premises 

Input> 1 < Input 

Evaluation of Premises 
Conclusions 

R. Aim 5: Comparative 
Case Studies 

Evaluation 

I R.Aim 6: Implications and Conclusioni 

The second Research Aim was to understand the nature and conditions of a 

conflict and to find the factors influencing the intensity of conflict. The Research 

Questions for this Aim were related to the definition, function and causes of conflict and 

the factors influencing the intensity of conflict. In answering these questions, the second 

step (reported in Chapter .3) \\'as to reyiew literature on general theories of conflict. which 
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provided the basis for identifying the particular concept of intergovernmental conflicts 

and ideas to establish a more detailed framework for the research. 

The third Aim was to review the range of strategies and methods for conflict 

resolution, and to identify the variables for the conflict resolution. Research Questions 

were identified which were concerned with the variables and strategies for conflict 

resolution, the government's role in the process of conflict resolution, alternative dispute 

resolution (ADR) and relations between the intensity and resolution of conflict. This part 

of the research design was accomplished through reviewing the literature on the conflict 

management and the process of conflict resolution (reported in Chapter 4), which are 

basic topics to this research. 

In particular, as one of the methods for the conflict resolution, the practice and 

experience of ADR in other countries was researched. These two Aims mentioned before 

essentially refer to conflict theory and conflict resolution (Chapters 3 and 4) and underpin 

the rest of the project and its consideration of circumstances in Korea (Chapters 5 and 6). 

The two preliminary Aims supply the theoretical knowledge of this research and the bases 

for establishing Premises for the analytical framework of the case study (reported in 

Chapters 3 and 4). The main research Premises were formed (see section 7.2) through 

reviewing literature and research related to factors influencing the intensity of conflict and 

identifying and assessing the variables for conflict resolution 

The fourth Research Aim is to analyse the actual condition of various 

intergovernmental conflicts related to regional developments and to examine the present 

methods of conflict resolution in Korea. The Research Questions specified here relate to 

the relations between spatial policy and conflicts, main causes and characteristics of 

regional development conflict and the current system for conflict resolution in Korea. 

Corresponding to this research aim and questions, Chapter 5 deals with the spatial 

planning system and policy in Korea through the literature review. The change of 

intergovernmental relations has led to a transformation in the urban and regional planning 

system. The structure of spatial planning and the problems of current system are 

analysed, and the causes of conflicts generated from regional policies are examined. 

In Chapter 6 the experience of actual conflicts and the methods and system for 

conflict resolution in Korea are analysed. For this purpose, the change of the conflict 
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environment and the causes and types of conflicts are explored, and the specific 

characteristics of conflicts related to regional development and the environment in Korea 

are also examined. This part of the project also includes the analysis of current problems 

and the legal, administrative and technical mechanisms used in the solution of conflict in 

the process of regional development, and experience with ADR in Korea (see Chapters 5 

and 6). The results of this part of the study supply some ideas for establishing research 

premises for more detailed case study inquiries, while they also contribute to evaluating 

the premises established from the review of literature and provide implications for 

alternative devices in conflict management in Korea (see Chapters 12). 

The next major step in the research process was to develop an analytical 

framework for the case studies and to understand the survey and analysis of six regional 

development/environment project cases in Korea. This part of the research task draws 

mainly on the outcomes of Research Aims 2 and 3 and partly on those of Research Aims 1 

and 4. As a method for accomplishing Research Aim 5, the appropriateness of the case 

study method was evaluated. According to Yin (1988, p.l), case study is used in many 

situations and has been a common research approach in city and regional planning and 

political science topics. He (p.13) continues that the use of case study is an appropriate 

comprehensive research strategy for studies of 'how' and 'why' questions dealing with 

operational links needing to be traced over time. This research topic is about conflicts 

related to regional developments, and the research questions of this study are mainly 

concerned with 'why' and 'how'. For these reasons, the case study approach was adopted 

in this research. 

The theoretical approach for the case study analyses was established through 

developing a framework of Premises (see section 7.2) which were suggested by the review 

of literature in Chapters 2-4. The six conflict cases were chosen according to their types 

and characteristics (see section 7.3), with three categories of regional 

infrastructure/environmental conflicts in Korea where intergovernmental conflicts had 

delayed or negated projects essential to national and/or regional development. These 

categories were: 'Not in my back yard': (NIMBY) (i.e. facilities which no locality wants 

to ha\'e, but which must go somewhere); 'Please in my front yard' (PIMFY) (i.e. facilities 

which several localities would be pleased to have located in their district or region): and, 
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water resources investment project conflicts (conflicts where localities want to secure 

access to water resources outside their district). 

The most critical and typical conflicts occurring after the implementation of local 

autonomy in Korea have been those concerned with NIMBYism and regional selfishness. 

In this research NIMBY conflicts related to nuclear power, and the PIMFY conflicts were 

concerned with infrastructure and with water resource conflicts related to the allocation 

and pollution of water. The case study analysis was undertaken through a qualitative and 

comparative method (see section 7.4). 

First, the five factors influencing the intensity of conflict are analysed by the 

influence of sub-factors (see section 7.6); the intensity of conflict is then measured by 

three variables (number of participants; duration; and, number of violent acts) (see section 

7.7). Secondly, the analysis of five variables for conflict resolution is dealt with by 

analysing the influence of sub-variables (see section 7.8). Finally the evaluation of the 

results and outcomes of conflict are analysed, and the results are compared between two 

conflict cases (see section 7.9). 

Following the introduction to the framework established for the case studies, in 

order to assess and verify the Premises, and to examine the differences between theories 

and practices, fieldwork was carried out in Korea to collect information and data about six 

conflict cases (see section 1.5 and Appendix 5). The case studies are divided into three 

categories mentioned above: NIMBY conflicts (Chapter 8); PIMFY conflicts (Chapter 9); 

and, water resource conflicts (Chapter 10). 

According to the analytical framework established in Chapter 7, the analysis of the 

conflict cases depends on the comparison between two cases within same category 

(Chapters 8-10). At first, in order to understand the nature of the conflict case, the outline 

of the development of each conflict (including the causes, process and results) is 

introduced. Then each conflict case is tested against the framework of Premises in terms 

of the factors influencing the intensity of conflict and the variables for conflict resolution, 

followed by a comparative analysis between the two conflict cases in each category. In 

the case studies, the consistency and difference bet\\'een the Premises and the experience 

of actual conflict cases are analysed through the use of a quantitati\'e approach. The 

findings of this analysis provide lessons and suggestions about hO\\ to manage contlicts in 
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regional developments and the direction of regional policies in Korea under local 

autonomy in the future and provide a link with Research Aim 5. 

The fifth Research Aim is to establish a structured view of the present methods for 

conflict management available for Korean society and to suggest some recommendations 

for the desirable roles that central and local governments could undertake in resolving a 

conflict. The Aim thus responds to Research Questions about the preconditions and 

environments for the government to introduce alternative methods. These Questions are 

reported on in Chapters 11 and 12. In Chapter 11, the Premises related to the process of 

conflict and conflict resolution are verified and evaluated through the application of 

empirical analysis and theoretical test, then they are modified through the process of 

feedback. The results of the modified premises together with the result of empirical 

analysis are used to establish the implications and ideas of conflict resolution suitable for 

Korean circumstance (see section 11.2). Finally, in Chapter 12, in order to manage 

disputes better and develop sound regional economic and social policies in Korea, some 

desirable propositions and political implications of a more purposeful approach to conflict 

resolution are suggested. The possibility of the introduction of alternative plans for the 

practice of mediation is also suggested. 

1.5. The Process of Research 

In order to attain the purpose of this research project, consideration has been given to the 

appropriate processes of research; these include the processes of analysis and synthesis. 

First, to develop an understanding of the theoretical knowledge and to establish specific 

Research Aims and Questions, a wide literature review was conducted through 

considering sources in books, journal articles, reports and web-sites. The subjects 

considered in the literature review included local autonomy, the Korean physical planning 

system and conflict theory. In order to compare differences in regional conflicts between 

Korea and other countries, these materials covered not only Korean experience but also 

that relating to some developed countries (e.g. USA and UK). Chapters 2, 3 and 4 were 

mainly prepared through the use of these processes. 

The next stage was the collection and analysis of formal and infomlal data and 

information in relation to regional conflicts in Korea. These were mainly collected 
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through reference to Korean government's published official documents, annual reports, 

statistical handbooks and also to unpublished internal material (e.g. files and documents). 

Other documentary sources included: newspapers and media sources; magazines; 

conference reports. In addition a set of personal interviews and discussions were used to 

cover matters not accessible through documentary and archive sources or to explore issues 

arising from but not resolved in those sources. 

The particular purpose of the six case studies was to evaluate the suggested 

framework of research related to conflict management and conflict resolution. The 

empirical research for the case studies was carried out through a period of local fieldwork 

in Korea. This fieldwork was divided into three processes. First, the published and 

unpublished infonnation through magazines, newspapers, research reports and the Korean 

government's internal infonnation and data were sought and reviewed. Secondly, direct 

infonnation about the conflicts was obtained by in-depth interview with disputants and 

third parties or authors (see Appendix 4). Finally, if necessary, a visit was made for an 

'on the-spot survey' of a particular conflict case (e.g. Wichon and Inchon Kumam cases). 

Among the overall research processes in this project, the provision of basic 

background data for the case studies mainly depended on published infonnation and 

official documents. For the researcher to understand the mechanisms of conflict at work 

in the cases more precisely and to achieve a deeper analysis, however, these sources were 

complemented by in-depth interview with conflict specialists, disputants and stakeholders 

and, in for two of the case studies, by a local survey visit to the conflict site. The field 

survey work was mainly conducted by the researcher himself and partly by interested 

Korean government officials (who wish to remain anonymous for confidentiality reasons) 

and Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements' (KRIHS) staff (listed in the 

'Acknowledgements'), under the supervision of the researcher. 

1.6. Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of 12 chapters and is divided into five parts. Part I covers the 

introduction to the research subject and the experience of local autonomy in Korea. Part 

II presents an analysis of the theoretical study of contlict theory and contlict resolution. 

Part III provides the contextual background to the Korean spatial planning system and 



conflicts related to regional developments in Korea. Part IV contains the empirical core 

of the thesis and introduces the framework for case studies and the analysis of six conflict 

cases. Finally, Part V comprises an evaluation of the research Premises and conclusions 

(see Figure 1.4). 

In Part I of the thesis, Chapter 1 has introduced the key issues of this research about 

intergovernmental conflicts related to regional development and environmental proj ects in 

Korea. It also reported on the development and specification of the Research. Objective, 

the Research Aims and their related Research Questions which together represent the 

direction and scope of this research. It concluded with a review of the process and 

methodology of the research. Chapter 2 is related to the review of local autonomy and 

intergovernmental relations in Korea. This chapter is deeply connected with Korean 

political environments influencing the regional planning system (Chapter 5) and 

intergovernmental conflicts related to regional developments (Chapter 6). It thus 

becomes the starting point of this thesis. 

Part II comprises the main theoretical part of the study and consists of Chapters 3 

and 4. Chapter 3 is related to conflict theory which includes consideration of the types, 

causes, process and actors of conflicts. This chapter is useful for understanding the 

concept of conflict and mechanisms of intergovernmental conflict. Following Chapter 3, 

the methods and strategies for conflict resolution are reviewed in Chapter 4 which 

introduces a discussion of game theory and bargaining, strategies, ADR approaches and 

consideration of the roles of government. These two chapters (3 and 4) provide the bases 

of the analytical framework of Premises for the case studies, which is developed in 

Chapter 7, and also suggest the core idea to review the experience of conflict in Korea 

explored in Chapter 6. 

Part III draws on the previous Chapters 3 and 4, and provides a structured review 

of Korea's experience of spatial planning, regional development and the emergence of 

open conflicts. Chapter 5 is concerned with the system of spatial planning and spatial 

policy in Korea, while Chapter 6 deals with the experience of conflicts related to regional 

deyelopments in Korea. These two chapters (5 and 6) also provide supporting material in 

establishing the basic ideas for the framework for case studies \\"hich \\'ill be used to Yeri fy 

the suggested premises. 
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Figure 1-4. Structure of the thesis 
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Part IV is related to the case studies of regional development/environmental 

conflicts in Korea. Following the review of literature and experience, the theoretical 

framework for case study analysis is developed and explained in Chapter 7. Three sets of 

two case studies are examined: NIMBY cases (Chapter 8); PIMFY cases (Chapter 9); and, 

water resource cases (Chapterl 0). 

In Part V, the results of the comparative analysis of the six case studies are used to 

reach an overall evaluation of the Premises in Chapter 11. Finally, some implications for 

conflict management in future in Korea, are suggested, and conclusions of the research are 

dealt with in Chapter 12. A list of references and a set of seyeral Appendices are 

provided at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Local Government and Intergovernmental 

Relationships in Transition in Korea 

2.1. Introduction 

Korea is noted for its long history under a centralised government. Unifonnity rather 

than diversity has been the nonn in its political life. However, since 1988 Korea has 

been in a transition from authoritarian rule to political pluralism. In 1995 a new era 

opened with legislation to establish local autonomy, leading to full implementation in 

1998. These two political changes, that is, democratisation and localisation, have 

resulted in considerable changes in Korean society. 

Democratisation in Korea has been largely concerned with political 

democratisation, through which it has been argued that a more democratic policy 

process will develop that is both more responsive and more representative. This 

political change has in tum led to a wider social democratisation. Under the new 

democratic system, for instance, various groups have increased their demands for 

participation in the process of policy-making. As Moon (1998, p.82) has commented, 

'citizen groups [have] gradually become politically empowered in the course of 

continuing political democratisation' . 

From the standpoint of developing democratic practice, the policy process can 

be regarded as having been made more responsive and representative if participation 

has affected the participants, the programmes or the practices of government in 

general (Garson and Williams 1982, p.1 00). In a wider and more general sense this 

development can be seen as part of a ' ... shift from the traditional ways of involving 

citizens (on the input side) in elections and referenda to involvement of citizens in 

outputs (in program planning and delivery), (Garson and Williams, 1982, p.94). In 

this way it can be noted that new political voices have emerged throughout Korean 

society, asking that public programmes become more accountable to them. However, 

such new demands for citizens' participation have also increased the potential for the 

occurrence of conflicts between citizens and policy-makers over the supply of ne\\ 

public facilities, for example, industrial parks, nuclear power plants and multi-purpose 

dams, etc. 

Ie) 



The second important factor influencing intergovernmental conflicts is the 

introduction of local autonomy (localisation) in Korea. The rationale behind the 

introduction of local autonomy has been to decentralise governmental institutions and 

administration in order to allow interested and capable citizens to exert more influence 

on decisions on local government policy. Local government has begun to function on 

its own basis although only incompletely so far. This implies that the role of local 

government is being transformed from the role of messenger and delegate of central 

government into one of policy leader of the local community. As well as the 

development of new central-local government relationships, a further aspect of the 

changes is the increased attention given to relations between different local 

governments (many of which may involve disagreements over public facilities and 

projects). 

The system of local government in Korea has thus begun to change 

fundamentally, and further changes in intergovernmental relations (IGRs) may be 

envisaged for the future. Such changes in Korea's institutional environment as the 

introduction of local autonomy and the increase of new administrative demands will 

have a profound influence on IGRs over the spatial planning and development issues. 

One early significant phenomenon has been an increase in intergovernmental conflicts 

over urban and regional planning and development; these conflicts have presented 

themselves in varied forms over differing periods of time. To understand this aspect 

of public organisational conflict in Korea, it is necessary to begin with an examining 

the local government system under local autonomy, that is, the changes in IGRs which 

have become the fundamental institutional environment for intergovernmental 

conflicts. 

In the context described in the paragraph above, this chapter aims to describe 

Korean local government system and IGRs in transition and to explore possible 

directions for local autonomy in the future. First, the significance of local autonomy 

and the history of local government in Korea are considered. Secondly. the structures. 

functions and finance of local government under local autonomy are considered. Next, 

the changing shape of IGRs (both among local governments, and, bet\veen central and 

local government) and the respective roles of each level of government are examined. 

Finally. the problems emerging from this analysis and desirable directions for the 

future of local autonomy in Korea are discussed. 
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2.2. Local Autonomy 

2.2.1.Definition and Types of Local Autonomy 

There are many different views about and approaches to the concept of local 

autonomy (also called 'local self-government'). In this way, the nature and scope of 

local autonomy may vary according to historical, functional and political situations 

and the institutional definitions of autonomy may also be very different. Rhodes 

(1981, p.29), for instance, has stated that 'the concept of local autonomy is both an 

elusive and emotive one. On the one hand, autonomous local government can be seen 

as an essential bulwark against the tyranny ... On the other hand, it can be seen as 

highly divisive: a way for parochial local elites to assert their own interests over those 

of the state'. Kim, B. J. (1995, p.2) has explained local autonomy as an administrative 

system in which 'local government made up of local residents' representatives within 

a certain geographical boundary, autonomously carries out local matters'. As a rule, 

local autonomy implies that local government itself carries out local matters within its 

legal jurisdiction in the interests of its residents through a self- governing 

administration that is relatively independent from central government. Relating to 

this central definition, local autonomy can thus take various institutional forms and 

express diverse relationships between central and local governments according to 

particular circumstances. 

Clark (1984, [in Park, I.K. 1999, p.38]) has developed the analysis, by 

proposing a classification of the types of local autonomy based on two dimensions: 

power of initiation; and, power of immunity. The former means that local 

government has a right to be able to initiate some actions to accomplish its purpose, 

the latter implies that local government can take administrative decisions or actions 

without central government's interference or superintendence. Similarly, Gurr and 

King (1987, pp.56-65) divided the criteria of local autonomy into two: the right of 

self-government from central government; and, the right of self-government from 

internal system. They argued that 'many traditional analyses discuss this question in 

terms of local government's autonomy from high-level governments. Others 

emphasise the problem of the autonomy of local go,oell1ments from local social and 

economic interests'. According to their model, the types of local autonomy can be 

divided into four local government types (see Table 2.1). In the case of Type L local 

govelllmcnt has considerable discretion and can actively cope \vith the conflict 
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concerned whether with central government or local citizens. Local governments in 

Types 2 and 3 are in a middle ground, but the one is only weakly autonomous of 

central government and more influenced by local interests and vice versa. Finally, 

local government of Type 4 may be pulled in two directions though its doubly weak 

position and fall back to the position of onlooker and observer. 

Table 2-1. Types of local autonomy 

'-------Autonomy from central government Strong Weak 
Autonomy from internal system ---Strong Type 1 Type 2 

(Strong autonomy) (Middle autonomy) 
Weak Type 3 Type 4 

(Middle autonomy) (Weak autonomy) 
Source: Park, I. K. 1999, p.38. 

2.2.2. An Evaluation of Local Autonomy 

While considering the values and justifications advanced for local autonomy in terms 

of local knowledge, Sharpe (1970) has argued that 'local authorities can grasp the 

inimitable conditions of each locality', while Widdicombe (1986) has suggested that 

'they can respond corporately to multi-dimensional local issues, and the pluralism 

with decentralisation can provide political checks and balance, and a restraint on 

arbitrary government and absolutism' [in Wilson and game, 1991, p.30]. Clarke and 

Stewart (1991, p.29) have also asserted, 'a local authority had the capacity to shape an 

area, to preserve it, to develop it, to change it, and in doing so to give it a new 

identity'. Wilson and Game (1998, pp.31-39) pointed out that the advantages I) of 

decentralisation or elected local government were likely to be greater than a 

combination of central government and local administration. 

In relation to the implementation of local autonomy in Korea, Kim, B. J. (1995, 

p.22) has raised questions about two significant points: democracy and efficiency. In 

questioning whether local autonomy guarantees democracy, many scholars put the 

emphasis on the affirmative response, that is to say that local self-government is the 

most desirable alternative to check central authority or an autocratic state. It provides 

II The ad\'antages are: building and articulating community identity; emphasising di\,ersity: fostering 
II1IHwation and learning; responding swiftly. appropriately and corporately: promoting citllenship and 
participation: pro\'iding political education and training: and. dispersing pmwr. 



citizens as sovereigns with the opportunity to participate in government and supplies 

the requisite educational facilities to initiate citizens into the practise of democracy. 

Tocqueville (1945, [in Kim, B.J. 1995, p.22]), writing of a well-know 

institution of American local democracy in the early nineteenth century, said that: 

'Town meetings are to liberty what primary schools are to science: they bring it 

within the people's reach, they teach men how to use and how to enjoy it'. Bryce 

(1921, [in Kim, B.J. 1995, p.22]) described the 'relationships among autonomy, 

democracy and freedom as the best school of democracy,' and stated that' ... the best 

guarantee for its success is the practice of local self-government'. 

It is generally accepted that democracy is useful for increasing residents' 

influence over local government as well as enlarging the opportunity for participation. 

However, there are some different opinions. First, the freedom of opportunity to 

participate in local administration does not mean the actual participation. If the 

turnout rate in municipal elections is very low, a difficulty in local representativeness 

may develop. Secondly, there may be the possibility of rule by a minority, that is, a 

local elite assumes the reins of local government instead of a large representation of 

local voters. Thirdly, and on the contrary, there may also be possibility of majority 

tyranny. The majority group can act high-handedly, by the force of their numbers 

disregarding minority groups and interests. The smaller the area and/or the population 

of a local government, the easier it is for a special group to form the majority. 

Fourthly, criticisms about the educational function of local autonomy being initiated 

through citizens learning may be countered by concerns about such learning leading to 

matters such as 'exclusivism' and 'separatism' which give a very different view of the 

local interest and involvement to that hopefully produced by local democracy (Hill, 

1974, p.24). 

In considering whether local autonomy is a guarantee of the efficiency of 

administration, Kim, B.J. (1995) has suggested that a number of scholars (e.g. John 

Stuart Mill, Berms, Tiebout) have agreed that decentralisation and local autonomy 

help to improve the efficiency of the whole administrative system. First, they argue, 

local autonomy can cope sensitively \vith operational matters and administratin? 

demands at the local level. When their residents directly elect mayors and chief 

executi\'e officers and local goVe111ments have autonomous administrative power, then 

local matters are valued above everything else. Secondly. local autonomy can deal 



promptly and efficiently with local policies and local administrations. Some 

cumbersome administrative process working bureaucratically from central 

government to lower tiers may become an obstacle to dealing rapidly with local 

matters. Thirdly, local autonomy has the strength of making composite otherwise 

uncoordinated administrative functions which is helpful for a locality. Fourthly, local 

autonomy can stimulate participation through citizens' participation, which can 

enhance administrative efficiency and responsiveness and, perhaps more relevantly to 

very small numbers/areas, co-production which may help to ensure the provision of 

public services without financial charges (which implies that local residents perfonn 

voluntary public services). Finally, local autonomy inevitably invites competition 

between local governments, and through such competition, local administration 

gradually can promote an administrative efficiency. 

However, there some counter-arguments have been advanced to the case for 

local autonomy. On the one hand, local autonomy fosters political and social 

democratisation and enhances administrative efficiency but, on the other hand, it can 

be an obstacle to democratisation and efficiency. Under local autonomy, parochial 

interests may be given precedence over wider problems, and these aspects result in 

unnecessary intergovernmental conflicts. Etzioni (1969, [in Kim, B.J. 1995, p.20]) 

pointed out that a decentralised participatory system passed over national interests 

such as social justice or economic development. Other negative elements relating to 

local autonomy include, for example: local government officers lacking ability; 

irrational policy making; a lack of co-operation and even active resistance to national 

projects; regional egoism; conflict and competition between governments; and a waste 

of materiel and human resources. Thus there are different reciprocal opinions to be 

taken into account in an appraisal of local autonomy. 

Given these advantages and disadvantages, what answers may be given to 

those who question whether local autonomy should be introduced in Korea? 

Generally, there may be two answers. According to Kim, B.J. (1995. p.34), one takes 

a technical view that the introduction of local autonomy can give more benefit than its 

non-introduction. which focuses on a hannful influence of excessive centralisation. 

The second answer is a normative view that political and administrative authority 

stems from citizens, and that authority should be placed some\\here near citizens or 

local residents. 



2.3. The Effects of Local Autonomy in Korea 

The introduction of local autonomy in Korea notified Koreans of various significant 

political, social and cultural changes in the local level. First of all, it led to the shift of 

political and administrative power structures, which created inevitably different 

politics, administrations and cultures among regions. FOll11ing local councils and 

electing municipal and top administrators has achieved the decentralisation of 

administrative power. Moon (1998, p.90) argued, 'those two elections are considered 

a major improvement in Korean political decentralisation. However, the preliminary 

political decentralisation has not yet been extended to administrative decentralisation, 

where local governments enjoy administrative and financial independence'. 

Secondly, in connection with the decentralisation of power, intergovernmental 

conflicts between central and local governments or between local and local 

governments have been greatly changed. Under the centralism of a national 

government structure, a local chief executive officer (head) appointed by central 

government could not oppose the central government's authority. However, after the 

introduction of local autonomy, central government's overwhelming control over 

local government has virtually become impossible, and a new structure of 

intergovernmental relations has been created, changing from one based on hierarchical 

relations to one based on partnership relations. 

Thirdly, the number and variety of demands on local administrations have 

increased rapidly under the Korea's new administrative system. Under the system of 

direct elections, local residents' demands about local administration have gone on 

growing and local government's most important role has become that of dealing with 

the administrative demands of their local residents. Fourthly, with increased demands 

for more independent (autonomous) regional development, the opportunity has 

opened up for a full-scale regional competition between local administrations, setting 

the antagonism of one region against another. Such competition among local 

governments could lead beneficially to originality and efficiency, while an excessive 

competition could result in many negative outcomes i.e. conflicts over national, 

regional and local development priorities. 

Although the introduction of local autonomy has changed the political 

environment and intergovernmental relations in Korea, the residue of centralism 

seems still to remain. Central gove111ment is still influential over the administrative 



system and its policy orientation. However, by 1998 a report in the Korea Herald 

News gave some degree of optimism that the new arrangements were taking root: 

'Looking over the past three years of local autonomy,' their reporter concluded, 

, Korea is witnessing a slow process of decentralisation, which includes problem 

solving at the local level ' 

2.4. The System of Local Government in Transition 

2.4.1. The Structure of Local Government 

According to Keating (1991, p.6), 'autonomy is certainly important, but governing 

capacity is more than this. It is the ability to formulate policies and to mobilise 

powers and resources behind their implementation'. In this context, the structure and 

human resources of local government are very important in understanding the 

processes of administrative policy and intergovernmental relations. 

The substance and authority of local government in Korea are derived from the 

Korean Constitution. Local governments are given powers over measures within their 

geographical sphere i.e. the boundaries of local administrative areas. According to 

Article 11 7 of the Constitution, local governments are strictly divided into the 

Executive Office (mayor, governor, executive head) and the Local Assembly (of 

elected members). That the organisation of autonomous local government has taken 

the fonn of the 'strong mayor-council' arrangement can be accounted to the strength 

of the long-tenn influence of the centralist political environment in Korea. 

Local governments consist of upper-tier and lower-tier authorities which 

received their local autonomous authority status in the Local Autonomy Act, 1988. 

The basis for the two-tier system came from the administrative structure developed 

under the Chosun Dynasty (1392-1909). The upper tier governments are divided into 

two types: 'metropolitan areas' (Seoul and six large cities); and 'provinces' (do) (see 

Figure 2.1). 

The arrangements for the lower tier are more complicated than those for the 

upper-tier governments. The metropolitan areas have wards (Gll) and as an 

exceptional case, some metropolitan areas (i.e. Pusan, Oaegu and Woolsan large 

cities) have counties (GUll), \\'hile the provinces ha\'e local cities (Shi) and counties 

(GUll). In addition, to promote the more effective and co-ordinated administration of 
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local affairs, sub-tier offices are organised under lower-tier governments. Wards in 

Seoul and Large Cities, and local cities in provinces have villages (Dong), and 

counties in provinces have town (Eup) and township (Myun) authorities (see Figure 

2.2). 

Figure 2-1. Map of upper-tier local governments in Korea 
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Figure 2-2. Structure of local government in Korea (2000) 
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2.4.2. The Roles and Functions of Local Government 

1. Principal functions 

(MyUll: 1192) 

According to Section 8 of the Local Autonomy Act 1988 (LAA), local governments 

have responsibilities for the peace and economic prosperity of residents within their 

jurisdictional territories. The range of local government services covers a wide range. 

The principal functions are as follows: boundaries of lower-tier local government and 

supervising local administrations; social welfare services for residents; measures for 

the promotion of local industry; regional and local development and living 

environment; promotion of education, culture, physical training and art; and, the civil 

defence and fire service. 

2. The division of functions between local governments 

According to Section 10 of the LAA 1988, upper-tier governments deal with affairs 

requiring unified administration in provinces or metropolitan areas, and they carry out 

the roles of making administrative connections and adjustments between central and 

lower-tier governments. Lower-tier governments can implement all local affairs 

except those assigned to upper-tier governments' jurisdictional administration (see 

Table 2.2). 

In Korea, the main difference in function between the different levels of 

governments does not depend on the type of administrative subject and policy, but on 

whether the administrative subject in question is related to a wider area or not. If a 

service is related to t\\'O lower-tier governments or more, it falls under the jurisdiction 

of the upper-tier goVe1l1ment. Although each goVe1l1ment's function is described in 

the LAA. the division in practice is very amhiguous and abstract (Kim, B..I .. 19l )5. 



pp.l 06-1 07). Accordingly, confusion over administrative affairs often occurs 

between levels of governments, which can itself lead to intergovernmental conflicts. 

Table 2-2. The division of functions between upper and lower tier government 

Local government Contents of functions 

· Great-sphere affairs spreading over more two lower tiers (e.g. Local 

Upper tier 
road; local river, provincial natural park; wide sewage disposal plant) 

· Affairs require unification in a province or metropolitan areas (e.g. 
Statistical research for administration, Provincial development plan) 

· Connect and adjustment between central and lower tier 
· Unsuitable affairs for lower tier to carry out (e.g. Ciyil defence; high 

school) 
· All of local affairs except upper tier dealing with affairs (e.g. welfare: 
local industry; county/ward plan; education: primary, middle school) 

Lower tier · If a competition takes place between upper and lower tiers, lower tier 
has the priority in their jurisdiction JLAA Sect. 1 0-2) 

Source: LAA, Sect. 10 

3. The division offunctions in spatial development 

The classification of local government functions related to development projects can 

be identified by reference to the main agencies involved. Central government 

establishes nation-wide spatial policies and serves for the purpose of national benefits 

and interests, while local governments deal with benefits limited to their areas such as 

community services. On the other hand, 'Public and Private Corporations' venture a 

high degree of capital investment and private industries are concerned with profit gain 

(ROK, 1992, p.141) (Table 2.3). 

Table 2-3. The division of functions and main agencies in development projects 

Government Private-Govermnt Private 
Central Local COJ:goration Industry 

· Preservation of national · Transportation networks .Communication · Housing 
land / natural environment (local road) .Airport and port · Leisure and 

· Management of mountain · Management of provincial · Subway recreational facilities 
and water resources natural and municipal park · Industrial estates · Tourist facilities 

· Nation-wide railroad and · Water supply and waste · Bus terminal · Urban renovatIon 
road networks (motorway, treatment · Landfills 
national road) · Public housing Local 

· Industrial complex estate industrial park 
· National development plan · Regional dewlopment plan 

(Town plan; County plan) 
Source: ROK (RepublIc of Korea). 1992a, p.l-ll 



2.5. The Organisation of Local Government 2) 

2.5.1. The Pattern of Organisation 

The relative position and power of local governments depends upon their relationships 

with central government, and the most influential factor in this equation in Korea is 

the relationship of the head of the local government to central government. After the 

implementation of local autonomy, the strengthened position and changed role of the 

chief executive (e.g. the mayor) have become important variables in 

intergovernmental relations. In addition, the role of the local assembly has also 

played an important part in defining the relationships and pattern of local government. 

Depending on the relative power and status of the head of a local government, the 

pattern of power relationships in the local government as a whole may be greatly 

changed. In other words, the value of the balance of power between the local 

assembly and head of local government becomes an important indicator of the form of 

a particular local government. 

Kim, B.J. (1995, pp.209-2IO) has suggested that the general form of local 

government can usually be divided into three types: 'integrated organisation'; 

'antagonistic organisation'; or, 'mixed organisation'. Among these forms, the system 

of Korean local government belongs to the antagonistic organisation 3) which 

expresses a system of 'checks and balancse,4) between the executive office (the head 

of local government) and the local assembly. This form is such that the local 

assembly and the executive organisation are strictly separated, so members of the 

assembly and chief executives are elected with separately from each other, and they 

are also constituted separately from each other. 

According to Kim, BJ. (1995, p.2IO), such patterns belong to the category of 

'mayor-council model' as found in the USA. This antagonistic form can also usually 

be divided into three types: 'strong mayor-council' model; 'weak mayor-council' 

~) This section draws substantially on: Kim B. 1. (1995), Korean Local Allfoll0ml' (in Korean). Seoul: 
Bubmun-sa' (pp.281-298). 

-') Generally the merits of this system are as follows: the prewntion of the abuse of power by 'checks 
and halances': the prevention of sectionalism: the embodiment of responsible administration: and, the 
stabilisation of administration. The dra\\backs of this system are: the possibility of conflicts between 
the assembly and the executi\'e; and, an inadequate reflection of different residents' interests. (Kim, 
1995b, p.2IO) 
-1) . Mayor's power toward the Assembly: whether mayor has a po\\er to \'eto a decision of assembly: 
the right to dissoh'e the assembly: and, the right of personnel management. 

. A~sembly's pO\\'er to\\ard i\layor: The right to inwstigate and inspect administrative maJ1Jgemcnt: 
and, the right to hold a vote of no-confidence in the head of the e\ccutiw (Il1JYor). (L\.\. I9~~) 



model; 'strong mayor with chief administrative officer' fonn' (Wilham, 1985 [in Kim, 

B. J., 1995], p.211). The position and power of mayor was similar to the chief 

executive as an administrative officer before the introduction of local autonomy, but 

after local autonomy local governments have adopted the 'strong mayor-council 

model' type. 

2.5.2. The Position of the Head of the Local Government (Mayor/Governor) 

In 1995, mayors, governors and county heads were elected 5) directly by their local 

voters under the new LAA (1988). This change in local political environments has 

greatly reduced central government's power to influence local administration. The 

power and position of the head of the local government played the most important 

part in influencing the patterns of local government and the degree of discretion. 

After the introduction of local autonomy in Korea, the position and roles of chief 

executive (head) based on the viewpoint of strong mayor-council system (Kim, B. J., 

1995,281-198) were as follows: the leading representative of the local government; 

the chief executive officer; the chief of a national local government; and, local 

political leader. 

2.5.3. The Authority of the Head of a Local Government 

Local government in Korea belongs to the pattern of the 'strong mayor-council 

model', through which the mayor (governor) gets an advantage in authority over the 

local assembly and can resort to strong measures in local administration. His/her 

power can be effectively divided into two parts: one is the mayor's power toward the 

local assembly, and the other part is the power of administrative action expressed 

through the organisation of the local government. 6) 

5) All elections are dealt with by universal, equal, direct and secret ballot under the Lall' for The 
Election of Public Officials and the Prevention of Illegal Elections. 1994. The method of election is the 
/irst-past-the-post (Plurality system) and the elected officials' term is four years. All Koreans over 20 
have a right to vote by ballot. 'Local Election Management Committees' are established to conduct the 
administrative arrangements for elections. 
6) According to LAA 1988, the head has first the right of requiring an extraordinary session of the 
assembly to consider a specific subject (LAA 1988, Sects. 39-2): the right of initiatiw and right of 
requiring the reconsideration of a policy issue (LAA 1988. Sect 58- L 85. 98-3): the right of personnel 
management to make appointments to the posts of director, head of a department and an office clerk 
(LAA~ 1988, Sects.83-2): secondly. he she has a wide range of administratiw powers: the establishment 
of regulations about clerical \york (I AA88. Sect. 16): the right to execute the self-go\'erning affairs of 
the g;\·ernment. affairs mandated to a local autonomous body and the affairs entrusted to the chief of 
local gOH'rnmcnt hy la\\' (I .\A 1985. Sl'Ct. 9.+): the PO\\l'I to appoint and dismiss the staff of e:\l'cuti\'e 
office~ all:\iliar~ organi~ation and suhordinate offices under la\\s. ordinances and regulations. 
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2.5.4. The Role of the Head ofa Local Government 

As mentioned above, the position and power of the head of local governments may 

vary, according to the type of organisational arrangements. However, the basic role of 

head does not greatly differ between countries with similar systems. Kim, BJ. (1995, 

p.116) has cited Pohlmann's enumeration of the overall role of such a local 

government head as follows: courtesy representative; chief executive; chief legislator; 

spokesman for local interests; responsible person for an extraordinary step; guidance 

person of public opinion; and leading member of a local political party. 

In contrast under the traditional system of British local government, Norton 

(1991, p.147) has, for instance, largely divided the chief executive's role as an 

appointed administrator into two parts, i.e. the internal role, and, the role concerned 

with outside world. For the internal role, he pointed out four areas of achievement 

predominate: providing leadership; securing sound internal and constructive 

relationships; policy-making, strategy and the planning of policy implementation; and, 

co-ordination. Relationships with the outside world cover an extremely wide range 

and vary greatly between individuals and localities. Wilson and Game (1998, p.1 08) 

have commented on the chief executive's task to ensure that the policies laid down by 

the councillors (equivalent of the local assembly members in Korea) was implemented, 

and that all their reasonable and lawful instructions were carried out. 

Kim, B. J. (1995, pp.281-284) has explained the position of the heads of local 

governments in Korea in the light of the 'strong-mayor system' as follows: they are 

the representatives of their local government; their chief executive officers; the chief 

of national local government; and, local political leader. He further divided their role 

into six categorises: initiators of policy issue and answers; policy drivers; restraints on 

the local assembly; a manager and executive; a manager of local government; and, a 

mediator of conflicting interest. 

Norton (1991) and Wilson at al (1995) largely put an emphasis on the internal 

role of the chief executive in British local government as the 'courtesy' and 'political' 

functions are carried out by elected councillors, while Pohlmann (1992) and Kim, B.J. 

(1995) placed an importance on the relationships or roles concerned with outside 

organisation. These differences reflect deep connections \vith national cultures and 

traditions o\'er the pattelll of organising local government. The fOllller views relate to 

an organisation in \vhich the chief executi\'e has o\'erall responsibility for 



administering and implementing council policies, and accordingly the elected 

councillors had the right of policy making. While the latter vie\\'s related to the 

antagonistic system with a strong mayor, in which the head of the local government 

had a right in most policy-making and implementation activities and the local 

assembly had the right to check the executive office. It is interesting to note that 

recent changes in British legislation bring localities the opportunity to vote for 

systems more related to the latter views, but it is too early to say what the result will 

be. 

Since the system of Korean local government belongs to the 'strong mayor

council model', an 'antagonistic' system, the local government head (mayor) takes 

charge of executive functions and decision-making, while the local assembly is in the 

charge of limited functions of control and inspection over the executive office. The 

role of head can be enumerated as follows: recognition of local policy problems and 

suggestion of solution; policy driver; restraint to local assembly; manager and 

executive; manager of local government; mediator of interest conflicts; and, connector 

with central government. 

2.5.5. The Local Assembly 

In the system of Korean local government, the role and power of the local assembly 

are relatively limited and weak. The most important roles are to check executive's 

policy-making and implementation, to assess policies and to represent local residents' 

opinions. Recently, their influences on the various conflicts related to regional 

development or environmental issues have been gradually increasing. Important 

extended roles for local assemblies, however, can include those of being a policy 

initiator, a guardian of local interests, a mediator for disputes and the solution of civil 

resentments and policy decisions. 

2.6. The Finance of Local Government in Korea 

Access to and the availability of self-supporting finance for local government is yery 

important to the successful implementation of local autonomy in Korea. According to 

Kim, W. (1995, p.285), \\'hen local governments depend for re\enues on central 

govenlmenL then the central govenlment's control oyer the business of each locality 

obscures the inherent strength of local gOyelllment and the abi lity of people in those 
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cities to detennine their own affairs. As a result, the issue of whether local 

governments are able secure their financial self-sufficiency has influenced successful 

implementation of local autonomy. 

Local revenues in Korea can be largely divided into 'self-revenues' and 

'dependent revenues'. Self-revenues consist of local tax and non-tax revenues. Local 

governments can collect local taxes from residents under the Law on Local Tax, but 

because the tax rate and subject is set in the law, local governments have no discretion. 

Non-tax revenue sources include rents, commissions, donations, local loan bonds and 

the salellease of property. On the other hand, dependent revenues are transferred from 

the central government and are known as 'money with strings' (subsidiary local tax), 

and as 'money without strings' (local transfer funds) which contain subsidies for the 

support of matters central government has entrusted to local government. In the 

structure of national revenues, the portion of local revenues has rapidly increased 

since 1990, and was over 50 per cent of the whole national finance in 1994 (see 

Figure 2.3). The reasons for such an increase were the extension of sources of local 

taxation, the establishment of a local transfer fund and transfers from some national 

taxes to local taxes. 

Figure 2-3. The portion of local government revenue 
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Sources: MOF (Ministry of Finance), Local Financial Yearbook (1992), Korea. 

Although the level of self-supporting finance was quite lo\v in the 1975-85 

decade, the proportion of local revenues has greatly increased since 1985 (MOF. 

1995). The financial self-sufficiency of local govcnlment \\'as recognised as 

providing far less than the resources required to stimulate local economies in the 



provinces, counties and wards. This financial inability of Korean local gO\'ernment 

can lead to central government intervention in local affairs. Another problem has 

been an imbalance of local revenues between different local governments, which has 

had a negative influence on local autonomy taking root. According to Moon (1998, 

p.91), 'despite current efforts for local autonomy, many local governments are still 

constrained by a lack of financial and administrative autonomy.' 

As shown in Table 2A, the extent of financial self-sufficiency appears to be 

improving although not much. Local governments experienced a relatively stable 

increase from 57.7 per cent in 1987 to 69.6 per cent in 1992. The provinces and local 

cities have experienced the largest increases. Nevertheless, the financial need of the 

provinces and counties is so acute that none of them have sufficient financial means to 

deal with the implementation of their own policies. 

Table 2-4. Degree of financial independence (%) 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Seoul 97.5 97.3 98.1 98.3 98.3 98.3 

Large City 84.0 82.0 89.7 83.1 83.4 87.3 
Province 32.7 36.4 32.1 33.6 45.1 49.0 

Local City 57.8 53.7 68.3 69.2 71.5 74.7 
County 25.9 26.8 27.2 28.5 27.3 29.3 
Ward - - - 46.0 50.0 51.2 
Total 57.7 59.3 63.5 64.8 66.4 69.6 

Sources: MOF, Local Financial Yearbook (1992) 

2.7. The Changing Nature of Inter-Governmental Relations (lGRs) in Korea 

2.7.1. The Definition ofIGRs 

According to Ashford (1982, pA), 'modem administrative government puts a 

premium on [an] ability to adjust policies in midstream, to redefine spatial units 

around new goals, and to adj ust the size of local units to new functions'. The 

introduction of local autonomy in Korea has required changes in the whole of society 

towards a new paradigm in terms of local administration. The identification of 

appropriate roles between central and local governments is yery important for 

understanding IGRs and intergovernmental conflicts in circumstances such as the 

transition to operational local autonomy in Korea. A 11 leyels of gOyenlment needed to 

de\"e1op some flexibility and mutual adjustment in local administration. Intcr

govenlmcntal relations (IGRs) wcre aboyc all confronted \vith seriolls changes which 
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brought about changes in regional policies and developments as well as in the spatial 

planning system. 

Scholars have defined different views about intergovernmental relations, but 

their fundamental notions are similar to each other. Anderson (1960) considered 

IGRs as 'an important body of activities or interactions occurring between 

governmental units of all types and levels within the federal system'. Wright (1974 

[in Rhodes, 1981, p.76]) explained, 'the term IGRs alerts one to the multiple, 

behavioural, continuous and dynamic exchanges occurring between various officials 

in the political system'. In order to define IGRs, he identified five elements: 

(i) the multiplicity of relationships between all types of governments; 

(ii) the interactions between individuals, especially public officials; 

(iii) continuous and informal relations; 

(iv) the important role played by all public officials, politicians or 

administrators; 

(v) its policy component, that is, substantive policies such as financial issues. 

In summary, IGRs can be defined as a multiplicity of relationships including 

financial, political and administrative behaviour and exchange occurring in the 

process of allocation function, resources and power among all units of government. 

2.7.2. Models ofIGRs 

Wilson and Game (1995, pp.115-125) have suggested that IGRs can be divided into 

three types related to the resource-dependencies involved: (i) the 'agency' model; (ii) 

the 'power-dependence' model; and, (iii) the 'partnership' model. First. in the agency 

model, local authorities, as arms or agents of the centre, have a completely 

subordinate relationship to central government and they have little or no discretion in 

the task of implementing national policies. Secondly, the power-dependence model is 

an elaboration of the partnership model, which sees central government and local 

authorities as more or less co-equal partners. The concept of the partnership model 

tends to be left vague and imprecisely defined. This model postulates that both 

central departments and local authorities ha\'e resources which each can use against 

the other and against other organisations as \vell. It is a model that pays particular 

attention to bargaining. 



The agency model contains some parallels to the 'stewardship' model 

presented by Chandler (1998). The central concept of the stewardship model lies in 

the sense that the 'steward' is delegated considerable authority by his master to order 

his estates. Chandler emphasised the ineffectiveness of agencies representing the 

world of local governments in their dealing with central government. He (pp.115-l25) 

explained that 'the tenn "agent" is not entirely appropriate since the centre has always 

been prepared to allow local authorities a considerable measure of discretion'. 

However, while these models address the diversity of political activity within various 

levels of local governments, they largely ignore the policy-making process. 

Intergovernmental relations are so complex and diverse that no single model is able to 

provide a complete frame of reference for IGRs. 

The contemporary era of public administration may be characterised as one of 

intense and increased citizen involvement which can become an important factor 

increasing conflicts in the process of policy making and implementation. In order to 

understand the process of public policy making and implementation, Henry (1995, 

pp.295-30l) attempted to categorise six types: 'elitism'; 'groups'; 'systems'; 

'institutionalist'; 'neo-institutionalist'; and, 'organised anarchy'. 7) After 

democratisation and localisation in Korea, the' elite/mass' and 'traditional 

institutionalist' models have become more useful for understanding the process of 

policy making rather than the 'group' and 'system' models. 

Ashford (1982, p.17) divided central-local relationships into two fonns 'an 

administrative device for the provision of services in a given area, and a system of 

local independent bodies, each having its own right and duties', and established 

structures of relationships based on political and administrative systems to assess 

7) 1. The 'elite/mass' model may be among the most germane to public administrators. A policy
making/executing elite is able to act in an environment characterised by apathy and information 
distortion and thereby governs a largely passive mass. 

2. The 'group model' is associated with the legislature. The polity is conceived of being a system of 
forces and pressures acting and reacting to one another in the formulation of public policy. 

3. The 'system model' relies on concepts of information theory and conceiws of the process as 
being essentially cyclical. 

-+. The 'traditional institutionalist' model focuses on the organisation chart of gowmment. 
5. A recent stream of public policy literahlre has surfaced that might best be described as 'neo

institutionalism', and it rests on a considerably more sophisticated analytical plane. This model is 
concerned chiefly with political institutions, but \\ith an eye toward generating theoretical predictions 
about policy types related to the branch of government. the polity and typologies of political 
behaviours. 

6. The 'orgal11sed anarchy' model includes problems. political and policy ~lream. When these 
streams meet. a puhlIc policy can result. 
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whether government is centralised or not (Figure 2.4). The diagram points to major 

linkages (channels of influence and communication) between le\"els of government 

the political and administrative systems. 

Figure 2-4. The sub-national system 
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Source: Ashford (1982), p.19. 

According to the above model, before 1995 when local autonomy was 

implemented, the structure of IGRs in Korea could be recognised as originating from 

area B. After that, with the advance of localisation and democratisation, the pivotal 

role in local policy-making has moved from administration into politics, and from 

national government into local government. It implies that the role of local 

governments and the National Assembly will gradually increase in future policy

making. 

Although there are many models ofIGRs, most scholars consider that the topic 

has been seen simply in terms of centralisation versus localisation. If higher-level 

governments increase their power, it is assumed that this must be at the expense of 

lower-level governments. Nonetheless, it is entirely possible for both levels to 

increase their governing capacity simultaneously. Keating (1991, p.6), for instance, 

has argued that 'intergovernmental power relationships are reciprocal. Both higher 

level and local governments enjoy relative degrees of autonomy or dependence on 

each other. which vary across time and space'. 



2.7.3. The Change ofIGRs 

Discussion of central-local relations in Britain in the 1950s and 1960s was based on 

the distinction between the' agent' and 'partnership' models (Rhodes, 1981, p.l.+). 

With the advance of localisation, partnership relations have become emphasised 

among the models of IGRs. Nonetheless, it was also argued that local government 

was moving from being a partner to being an agent. In other words, pressures toward 

centralisation were gradually increasing. Rhodes addressed two reasons of 

centralisation, arguing that 'central government exercise increasingly tight control 

over capital expenditure ... [and, that] central departments have acquired more powers 

of detailed control'. He (p.22) added, 'local authorities have been caught between the 

pressures of demand for improved local services, an inflexible tax base and the 

unpopularity of rate increase. Financial pressures seem to have been critical in tipping 

the balance of force to the centre.' The consequence of this ambiguity and confusion 

over the appropriate model assisted the development of a trend towards centralisation. 

According to Cullingworth (1997, p.35), 'it used to be common to talk of 

central-local government relationships as constituting a partnership, but for several 

reasons, this no longer seems an appropriate description in Britain'. He explained his 

view of the reasons as follows: (i) the extent of the central government's 

responsibilities and its power of the purse; (ii) a fundamental change in the place of 

local government, that is, the provision of 'public goods' rather than re-distributive 

services; (iii) many functions have been removed from local government; and, (iv) 

drastic changes in the system of local taxation. This concern for finance is also 

relevant to the position in Korea. 

In the context of Korea, three reasons can be understood for the tension 

between local autonomy and financial centralisation (see section 2.6): the national 

insistence on a high level of services; national restrictions on levels of capital 

expenditure; and, the growing proportion of funds found by central government. 

Nevertheless, despite the weaknesses inherent in the present structure of local 

government and the pressure of centralisation, democratisation and localisation ha\"e 

supported moves to decentralisation in IGRs in Korea. Such moves towards 

localisation imply a decentralisation of administration which can be secured through 

local autonomy. 



The factors of democratisation and localisation have had an important 

influence on deciding the balance of relations between central and local governments 

in different countries. As seen in Figure 2.5, IGRs can be divided broadly into five 

groups based on these two dimensions: 'democratisation' and 'localisation'. In A 

group countries, democratisation based on parliamentary institutions and processes is 

highly-developed, but central government's power over local governments is 

relatively strong. Next, in B group countries, local autonomy is assured and political 

and administrative decentralisation is highly-developed. In sharp contrast to this, 

group D comprises autocratic countries such as an absolute monarchy or dictatorship 

where central government completely controls local governments. Local governments 

in group E countries have a relatively high degree of self administration, but political 

and administrative democracy are not allowed. With the advance of localisation and 

democratisation after the introduction of local autonomy, Korean local government 

may be in the middle of a transition from group D to group B in the position of a 

Group C type of country. Democratisation in politics and administration in Korea is 

not perfect yet, and the decentralisation of power is still at an early stage. 

Figure 2-5. Position of local government 
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2.7.4. Intergovernmental Relations in Korea 

1. Functions by level of gOl'ernl11cnts 

Rhodes (1981, p.20) has argued that IGRs are simultaneously 'rational'. 'ambiguous' 

and 'confused'. The functionallinks between national and sub-national units of 
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government are rational within a given policy area. Actors in the same policy area at 

different levels of government share common interests in the development of that 

policy area. However, the links between policy areas are ambiguous and, when the 

system is viewed as a whole, the pattern of relationships can be regarded as confused. 

In order to prevent this functional confusion, IGRs in Korea have been set out 

in the Korean Constitution and LAA 1988; these documents include an allocation of 

functions and powers between the national and local government levels. Central and 

local governments are legally assigned the right to operate in their own spheres of 

policy and administration and to formulate and implement their separate programmes 

without the intervention of other levels of government. Nevertheless, many informal 

ambiguities and confusions in roles and functions between central and local 

governments can be observed (Kwon, 1996, p.8) and in practice the formalities of 

autonomy for both levels are blurred. Such confusions appear to have often occurred 

in regional development and regional policies (Yun 1997. P.23). In this case, as 

Garson and Williams (1982, p.92) have mentioned, central government may be called 

on to step in to assist and intervene in local governments and their political 

subdivisions; however, such cases seldom involve strong directives or national 

guidelines which may in themselves deepen conflicts. 

Figure 2-6. Distribution of roles among central and local governments 
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In undertaking its administratiye duties, each leyel of gO\'enlment in Korea has 

its di fferent functions and roles. Central gOyelllment engages largely in national 

policy making, in enacting law and regulations and it supp011s local gO\'enlments with 
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financial and technical assistance. Local governments have substantial sen"ice 

delivery responsibilities. Upper-tier local governments have responsibilities to make 

decision at the local level and to connect between central government and lower-tier, 

and they have a role to report over administrative matters to central government. 

While lower- tier local governments implement the policies decided by central 

government and the upper-tier, they also fonnulate policies related to the need of the 

residents within their jurisdictions (Figure 2.6). 

2. Central - Local government 

Under the strong presidential system, Korea had a centralised administration system, 

with a clear vertical/hierarchical relationship which continued in existence until 1995. 

The power of local government as well as civil society was also limited. The leading 

policy of promoting economic development over the last 30 years led to an ever more 

pervasive centralised control. This resulted in the erosion of local government's 

political and financial base and caused hierarchical IGRs to develop in most 

administrative fields. With the development of local autonomy from 1988 and 1995, 

these hierarchical relationships between central and local governments have begun to 

change basically, and new horizontal and new vertical relationships have begun to 

build up in the field of economic and spatial developments. Local government's 

discretion has gradually increased, and local government has also established an 

increasing responsibility over regional preferences and concerns. Nonetheless, the 

LAA 1988 still contains hierarchical factors to limit the degree of freedom of local 

governments and central government retains a broad power to control and manage 

local governments, because, as mentioned before (see section 2.7.3), there is an 

ambiguity and confusion in inter-governmental relations e.g. their role and function. 

The basic structure and procedures of local autonomy have been introduced in 

Korea, but have not yet completely reached their full potential. Several factors have 

checked the full realisation of local autonomy: e.g. (i) the centralism of the national 

culture~ (ii) the lack of local political consciousness; (iii) the conservati\"e methods of 

the political system and the bureaucracy~ (iv) local government's dual status (Local 

authority/ Local agency for central government)~ and, (v) the weakness of local 

finance discussed above. 
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3. Upper tier - Lower tier government 

The structure of inter-local governments relations between upper and lower-tier local 

authorities in Korea have largely retained their traditional hierarchical relationships. 

The upper tier of local government has a statutory requirement to provide guidance 

and exercise control over the lower tier governments within its jurisdiction. These 

include checking and, if necessary, correcting the lower tiers' decisions and actions 

(LAA Sect. 156), the right to cancel or suspend of unjust decision (LAA Sect. 157), 

and the right to report on or inspect specific matters (LAA Sect.158). 

According to the LAA 1988, the head of an upper-tier local government has a 

role in managing and supervising the lower-tiers within his/her jurisdiction. If the 

head of lower-tier makes an unreasonable decision or his/her dealing is prejudicial to 

the public interest, the head of upper-tier can ask the head of lower-tier to correct the 

error. The head of upper-tier can also cancel or put an end to the decision if the head 

of lower-tier does not correct the decision (LAA 1988, Sects. 157-1). In such ways, 

Korean IGRs still have some formal and substantial hierarchical aspects and the roles 

of local government have concentrated on being an agent for central government 

rather than one of being a partner. The discrepancy of theory and practice of local 

autonomy causes some confusion in IGRs and may lead to intergovernmental 

conflicts. 

2.8. The Future of Local Autonomy in Korea 

2.8.1. Problems to be Solved 

There is a saying that 'in Korea, local autonomy is a level of 20 per cent.' Formally, 

local autonomy has been implemented, but authentic local autonomy has not made 

much progress in substantive terms. However, when local autonomy was fully 

introduced in 1995, local governments did not make sufficient preparations for its 

introduction. They had a lot of problems to do with the environment of and 

conditions within their localities. They inherited a system of excessive central 

government, an old- fashioned structure of local go\'emment and inadequate financial 

resources. The poor quality of the existing local public officials, \\'ith shortages of 

management skills, did not help the change (Moon, 1998. p.91). There was also 

insufficient experience of co-operation with social organisations. Despite these 



adverse factors, local autonomy was introduced for political reasons especially 

because the previous ruling party was now out of power and the ne\y government 

wanted to move the country more towards democratisation. 

Although the idea of local autonomy has been introduced in Korea, central 

government still has powerful measures to control local governments, and local 

governments have only the right of self-administration within the limited sphere at 

their disposal. In order to extend the existing limited boundaries of autonomy and 

settle an authentic local self-government, there are many things to do in future, and 

some suggestions are stated below. 

1. Reduction of central government power 

Central government's power to control and guide local governments and its power of 

approval of local government actions should be reduced. In preparation for local 

autonomy and the reduction of central government powers, Moon (1998, p.89) has 

noted that' 115 divisions [ministries, agencies etc.] in the government were eliminated 

from 1993 to 1994. The reform actions appeared to enhance political support from 

the public by implementing its initiatives for a clean and efficient government, and to 

increase political control over the bureaucracy by demonstrating the supremacy of 

presidential power'. However, the total numbers of staff employed in central 

government in 1997 was larger than in 1993, and central government has still 

intervened in the internal affairs of local governments much as before. 

2. Enforcement of personnel management 

Central government still possesses substantial rights of personnel management. These 

should belong to local governments directly, who should be able to also engage the 

full range of staff and organise the structure of personnel management for themselves. 

3. Reinforcement of local go\'ernment financial pmrer 

Local government finance in Korea is very infirm. Pro\'inces and lower-tiers local 

gO\'Cll1ment have recei\'ed much financial assistance from central go\'ernment because 

their self-supporting finance is low. For sound local autonomy to be ilnplemented. a 

prerequisite is the improvement of the size and security of local goven1ment's 

independent revenucs, In order to e:xtend the re\'enue sources of local go\,enlments. 



several measures can be considered e.g. establishment of ne\\' local charges; a rational 

re-distribution of revenue sources between central and local governments; equality of 

local government finances between the less well-resourced counties and provinces and 

the better off metropolitan areas and the capital region; a transfer of national taxes to 

local taxes. 

4. Restructure and reform of local government 

The current structure of local government reflects an era of centralising, hierarchical 

governmental organisation. With developments in communication and transportation, 

the structure is not suitable for Korea's new information-oriented and globalised 

society. A new structure of local government should be introduced to enhance the 

efficiency of public administration and promote the development of local economies. 

As mentioned before the current two-tier system often can cause conflicts between 

upper and lower-tier due to the obscurity of their functions and affairs and the 

supervisory functions of the upper tier (see section 2.7.4). It can be argued that the 

two-tier system should be transferred to a one-tier system. Along with this 

restructuring, the reorganisation of administrative jurisdictions should also be driven 

forward because of the change in the distribution of population and industry for the 

last forty years. 

5. Self-legislative power 

Local government in Korea has a limited right of 'self-legislation' and to make local 

regulations under the Korean Constitution (Art. 117-1) and LAA 1988 (Sect.lS). 8) 

However, the right is limited by the requirement for permission to be received through 

central government administrative decrees and, in practice, is further restricted by 

legal reservations over the range of matters which may be covered. For complete 

local autonomy to be established, local governments should be able to exercise these 

legislative rights by themselves without the intervention of central government. 

~) The local assembly has the right of estahlIshment of 'self legislation". and the head of loc;}1 
go\\~rnment has the nght of esuhlishment of "local regulation". 



2.8.2. The Future Direction of Local Autonomy 

Kim, B. J. (1995, pp.42-43) has mentioned four fundamental conditions for local 

autonomy to be put in practice in Korea for democracy and administrative efficiency. 

First, he suggests, local governments must have as large local autonomy powers as 

possible, such as, the enlargement of self-government administration and finance. 

Secondly, local governments must be ensured of their independence and autonomy 

not only from central government, but also from specific interest groups within their 

regions. This implies preventing minority interests from infringing on the majority's 

right, while also preventing the majority from infringing the minority's right. Thirdly, 

Kim suggests that local governments should develop their management abilities based 

on a sprit of enterprise. Under the local government competition for resources from 

central government and the private sector, local governments should equip their 

organisational systems and managerial abilities to maximise services for regional 

residents. Finally, he thinks, local governments' activities should be under the local 

control. Although local governments should free themselves from central 

government's control, they should not use their discretionary powers without local 

approval. 

On the other hand, Moon (1998, p.91) has recommended some necessary 

measures for further decentralisation and more complete local autonomy. He 

considered it important to introduce local higher civil service examinations to recruit 

higher quality public officials for local governments. He also recommended the 

establishment of sound local finance and a redistribution of functions between central 

and local governments. The most important factor for a sound local autonomy is 

financial independence from central government. In addition, recognition of the 

independent right of personnel management and the employment security of high 

quality public officials will be prerequisites for the firmer establishment of local 

autonomy. 

The reforms required can be achieved through the re-organisation of 

administrative systems and structures and the revision of legal systems. However, it 

is no less than important that local go\'emments overcome the authority and 

centralism of administration, and that central govenlment gets rid of its traditional 

bureaucratic and authoritative practices. Local autonomy \\'as introduced \\'ith the 

conviction that it would emerge as the conlerstone of Korean democracy. but there are 



still many problems to be solved. Nobody belie\'es that these problems can be sol\'ed 

in a short time. It requires a considerable amount of perseverance and continuous 

concerns about local autonomy. Although the introduction of local autonomy brought 

many changes in the system of local government, and local government's power was 

extended (see Table 2.5), the establishment of an authentic autonomous culture 

depends upon the efforts of the Korean people. 

Table 2-5. Local autonomy and the changing local government system 

Contents Before 1995 After 1995 

Structure of local government Two-tier system Two-tier system 

- Upper-tier: 15 (Metropolitan: 6; - Upper-tier: 16 (Metropolitan: 7; 

Province: 9) Province: 9) 

- Lower-tier: 260 - Lower-tier: 

Head of local government Appointed by central government Elected by residents 

Local assembly Reserved Established (1992) 

Members of local assembly - Elected by residents 

Role of local government Agency of central government Agency / independent authority 

Inter-governmental relations Authoritarian relations Democratic pluralism 

Contents Before 1995 After 1995 

2.9. Conclusions 

In order to adopt a new and more democratic environment, in 1995 the Korean 

government carried out an administrative reform to downsize central government and 

reorganise its administrative structures. These efforts to introduce local autonomy 

were deeply concerned with the decentralisation of central government's political and 

administrative power and the cultivation of local governments' abilities in public 

administration. In spite of such efforts, Korean local governments still have many 

problems to overcome to achieve a real local autonomy, and these problems can often 

lead to conflicts with central government in administrative policies. Even after the 

implementation of local autonomy, local government is still being challenged by 

many administrative and economic matters relating to the welfare of local residents. 

by their own lack of financial sources and by their relationships \\"ith central 

govenlment. These challenges include: 

• c\cessi\c controls retained by central government; 



• inadequate financial resources; 

• the poor quality of public officials and shortages of management skills; 

• inadequate means of co-operation with social organisations; and, 

• an old fashioned organisational structure and unsatisfactory boundaries. 

This research started from a recognition that the introduction of local 

autonomy in Korea brought about many conflicts related to regional development and 

environmental projects. Recent political changes (localisation and democratisation) in 

Korea have created a fertile soil for intergovernmental conflicts. The review of 

Korea's experience to date conducted in this chapter suggests a Korean-specific 

'Premise' for an analytical framework (see section 7.2) which can be used later in this 

thesis in relation to more detailed case studies (see Chs. 8-10). 

Premise E: The larger the degree of discretion and the greater the autonomy of 

organisations, the greater the likelihood of deep intergovernmental 

conflicts (see section 7.2). 

To establish desirable IGRs, a fuller operational local autonomy and to 

overcome increasing intergovernmental conflicts, some methods may be suggested. 

These methods include: a reduction of central government powers (controls, guidance, 

approvals); the ability of local government to conduct their own personnel 

management; the reinforcement of local governments' financial powers; a 

restructuring and refonn of local government functions and boundaries; and, new 

legislative powers for local administrative matters. 

Following this starting point and the suggestion of an analytical Premise that 

political transition can produce intergovernmental conflicts, the literature review and 

discussion continues in Part II of the thesis to consider the general fields of conflict 

theory in Chapter 3, and, the methods for conflict resolution and the role of 

government in conflict resolution in Chapter 4. 



Chapter 3. Conflict Theory 

3.1. Introduction 

Conflict is an everyday experience everywhere. As Minnery (1985, p.3) has stated, 

'conflict is multi-dimensional and dynamic. It is ubiquitous in human affairs'. 

Actually, various types of conflicts occur in different situations: e.g. among the 

members of a family, between labour and management, political parties, religious 

groups, fonnal organisations, neighbours, classes and nations. Among these many 

kinds of conflicts, Minnery (1985, p.xiv) has suggested that those concerned with 

urban and regional developments fall 'within the general ambit of the human, or social, 

sciences'. These urban and regional conflicts may also belong mainly to the category 

of organisational conflict, because public organisations play an important role in 

preparing, implementing and controlling most spatial planning and developments. In 

the 1990s, many of the conflicts with which public administrators were confronted, 

became much more complex, multifaceted and intense. They cannot be managed well 

without both an adequate understanding of conflict and various skills for its resolution. 

In this chapter, conflict theory concerned with organisational conflict is 

discussed as the stage prior to discussing the more specific subject of conflict 

resolution (see Ch.4). The first section deals with the general concept and function of 

conflict. In the second section the types of organisational conflict that have frequently 

taken place in the process of regional developments are reviewed. From the literature 

reviewed, attention is focused on two particularly important contributions that are 

central to this discussion: Pondy's model of conflict types and Schmidt's conflict types. 

Finally, the causes and process of organisational conflict are examined. 

3.2. The Definition and Classification of Conflict 

3.2.1. The Definition of Conflict 

Conflict is a general feature of human activity, and it is inevitable in organisations due 

to the complexity and interdependence of organisational life. The complexity and 

variety of social conflict mean that the literature on conflict theory and its management 

contain \'arious dcfinitions. I\lost literature treats conflict as a negati\c pathological 

condition characteriscd by the lack of co-operation, hostility, struggle. brcakdO\\'ll and 



destruction, and accordingly such definitions take a negative point of vie\\ of conflict 

and its functions. 

In terms of definitions which focus on the negative nature of conflict, Deutsch 

(1969, pp.7-8), in a early contribution, stated that 'a conflict exists whenever 

incompatible activities occur' and defined it as 'an action which is incompatible with 

another action, prevents, obstructs, interferes with, injures, or in some way makes it 

less likely or less effective'. In the modem systematic study of conflict, Rapoport 

(1974, p.8) argued that 'conflict may be no more than a word that expresses our 

interpretation of a multitude of widely disparate phenomena governed by entirely 

different principles'. Himes (1980 [in Lan. 1998, p.28]) stated, 'conflict is said to exist 

when there is a manifest purpose in the struggle for status, power, and resources', and 

Blalock (1989 [in Lan, 1998. p.28]) regarded conflict as 'the overt hostility between 

two or more parties'. Klausner and Groves (1994, p.353) explained, 'the concept of 

conflict denotes some type of incompatibility, disagreement, and opposition among 

members or groups within an organisation'. Among the many definitions, Nicholson 

(1970, p.2) gave one which was helpful to this researcher: 'a conflict exists when two 

people wish to carry out acts which are mutually inconsistent ... they may both want to 

do the same thing or they want to do different things where the different things are 

mutually incompatible'. 

On the other hand, some authors concentrate on the constructive function of 

conflict and attach an importance to the dynamic nature and management of conflict. 

Schmidt and Kochan (1986, p.363), for instance, criticised definitions of conflict which 

tended to rely on value-laden terminology, whereas they thought a definition should be 

devoid of value perspective to be useful for analytic purposes. In their scheme they 

defined 'conflict' as referring 'to overt behaviour arising out of a process in which one 

unit seeks the advancement of its own interests in relationships with the others'. Buntz 

and Radin (1983, pA04) defined conflict as conscious opposing behaviour between 

parties and explained that such behaviour involved deliberate interference by parties 

\vho were attempting to change their positions relative to one another. 

According to each of these definitions, Blalock, Himes, Birckman and Boulding 

concentrated on the situation of incompatibility among parties and negati \'e aspects of 

conflict \\'hile Schmidt and Kochan, Buntz and Radin focused on ovel1 conflictual 

behaviour in the dynamic process of con !liet. In spite of the di tTerence of their 



concerns and points, as seen above, most definitions of conflict are similar to each 

other, using words including 'desperate', 'hostile', 'struggle', 'incompatible', 

'disagreement', 'opposing' and 'inconsistent'. Conflict implies that the situation of 

incompatibility surrounding certain issues including resources and position should 

exist and manifest struggling behaviour should also take place. As a consequence, 

conflict can be defined as a situation in which parties concerned with a certain issue 

have realised the impossibility of gaining their goal, and thus there is the manifest 

struggle for each party's status, power and resources. If a party to a conflict has a 

negative perception (such as can be found in terms such as, 'desperate', 'struggle', 

'disagreement' and 'opposing'), they will tend to concentrate on negative behaviour 

(e.g. including even violent action) or negative strategies such as 'disregarding the 

other party altogether' and 'conquest'. As a result, negative perception and behaviour 

may have an influence on increasing the intensity of conflict and this suggests an 

analytical Premise. 

Premise C: The more negative the perception of conflict and the more violent 

the pattern of conflictual behaviour, the deeper the degree of conflict (see 

section 7.2). 

(N.B. The alphabetical identification for the Premises is given according to the sequence established 

overall in Chapter 7, section 2, and not in the order in which they were developed in Chs.3 and 4) 

Usually 'dispute' and 'conflict' are treated as similar terms. However, some 

differences can be identified between these words. 'Conflict' includes an internal 

contradiction and psychological confrontation of individual as well as conflict between 

persons, organisations and masses. However, 'dispute' means only social conflict to 

influence mutually. Conflict may include a situation of incompatibility between the 

parties concerned (i.e. 'latent conflict'), but dispute implies that a conflict appears on 

the outside (i.e. 'manifest conflict'). The term dispute also implies that an obstacle to 

the achieyement of a certain purpose continues. Drawing on these different 

interpretations, it can be concluded that conflict includes dispute in a broad sense. 

However. it seems that most scholars do not make a strict distinction between the terms 

and, accordingly. this study uses the ternlS 'conflict' and 'dispute' interchangeably. 

:' I 



3.2.2. Competition and Conflict 

There has been much debate and confusion over the terms 'competition' and 'conflicr 

(Boulding, 1 962;Schmidt and Kochan, 1986; Seiler, 1963; Deutsch, 1969; Fink, 1968). 

Boulding (1962, ppA-5) made one of the first distinctions, writing that 'competition in 

its broadest sense exists when any potential positions of two behaviour units are 

mutually incompatible. This is a broader concept than conflict. Whereas all cases of 

conflict involve competition.' He continued, 'conflict may be defined as a situation of 

competition in which the parties are aware of the incompatibility of potential future 

positions and in which each party wishes to occupy a position that is incompatible with 

the wishes of the other'. Seiler (1963, pp.122-l23) argued that 'the essential 

difference between competition and conflict is in the realm of interference, or blocking 

activities'. In competition, resources may be shared or independent, but the activities 

of the parties are not perceived by the party's member to be interdependent [author's 

emphasis}. Therefore, parties do not perceive the opportunity for interference. 

Consequently, competition is the parallel striving of the parties toward their respective 

goals' . 

Fink (1968, pA22) made a distinction between the two concepts by considering 

the extent of regulation and the participants' behaviour. He described, 'the difference 

as one of parallel striving (competition) versus mutual interference (conflict) among 

parties trying to reach a position in which simultaneous occupancy is not perceived to 

be possible ... , competition is reserved for actions which occur within a set of 

established rules ... , and conflict is seen as either unregulated interaction, or as the 

result ofa violation of the rules'. Deutsch (1969, p.12) also pointed out that 'the tenns, 

competition and conflict, are often used synonymously or interchangeably due to a 

basic confusion about difference of the two behaviours'. 

In summary, it seems that Boulding concentrated on the situation of potential 

positions, while Fink, Seher and Deutsch focussed on the difference of process of 

actors' behaviour. Schmidt and Kochan (1986, pp.360-361 ) categorised these various 

opinions into three lines of thought. The first one treats conflict as a subset of 

competition, that is, competition is a broader concept than conflict. The second one 

stresses the extent to which behaviour is regulated. Competition involves established 

rules or institutionalised nomlS, but conflict is unregulated. The third treats 

competition and conflict as behaviourally distinctive phenomena. They suggested that 

, 1 



behavioural difference is analogous to the difference between participants in a race and 

a fight. The fonner, which is a characteristic of competition the participants do nothing 

to obstruct the efforts of their opponents, while the latter, behaviour is centred on 

blocking the efforts of one's opponents to reach their goal. 

In conclusion, the tenn 'conflict' has been usually used to describe a state, 

while 'competition' has been used to describe a process. Competition is also a broader 

concept than conflict. Many scholars have tried to distinguish between the two 

conceptions and making this distinction can help contribute to an understanding of the 

characteristics of conflict and the adoption of strategies for resolving relevant problems. 

3.2.3. Function and Dysfunction of Conflict 

The output of conflict may be regarded as 'functional' or 'dysfunctional' for part, all, 

or none of the parties involved. Traditionally, there is a tendency to view conflict as 

negative or destructive in social and international conflicts. Nonetheless, as Deutsch 

(1969, p7) mentioned, 'it has been long recognised that conflict is not inherently 

pathological or destructive'. Considering how discussion of the nature of conflict can 

be clarified by the value laden tenns 'constructive' and 'destructive', Deutsch (1969, 

p.IO) has suggested that 'a conflict clearly has destructive consequences if the 

participants in it are dissatisfied with the outcomes and all feel they have lost as a result 

of the conflict. Similarly a conflict has productive consequences if all the participants 

are satisfied with the outcome and feel they have gained as a result of the conflict' . 

However, most actual conflicts may be resolved with some satisfied and some 

dissatisfied parties. Accordingly, most conflicts have aspects of being both 

'destructive' and 'productive'. This affords a basis for the application of the ethical 

value 'the greatest good for the greatest number', but it is not easy to identify and 

measure satisfaction vs. dissatisfaction, and, gains vs. losses in practical situations. 

1. The destrllctil'e jUllction 

As mentioned aboye, scholars' yie\\s about the impact of conflict differ. One regards 

conflict as having potentially destructi\'e effects. According to this view, the most 

important task of conflict study is to search for reasonable means to ameliorate or 

remo\c the cause of contlict (Rapoport, 1962: Fisher. 1964: Frank, 1968. [in Lan. 1997, 

p.29]). Deutsch (19()9. p.18) has noted that: 'a destrllctiYe contlict is characterised by 

- , 
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a tendency to expand and to escalate ... Expansion occurs along the various dimensions 

of conflict; the size and number of the issues involved; number of motives and 

participants; the size and number of the principles and precedents; the costs that the 

participants are willing to bear; the number of norms of moral conduct· and the , 

intensity of negative attitudes'. 

The processes in the intensification of conflict may be said to create a 

'Gresham's law of conflict'. The harmful and dangerous elements drive out those who 

would keep the dispute within bounds. Deutsch (p.19) continued: 'consequently, 

according to the expansion of the scope of conflict, there is an increasing reliance upon 

a strategy of power and tactics of threat, coercion and deception. Such a destructive 

conflict can also be aborted before running its full course if there is a strong enough 

community or strong third parties who can compel the conflicting parties toward their 

violence' . 

In spite of these destructive qualities, in terms of organisational and social 

systems, they are not the only relevant aspects. Stem (1976, p.369), for instance, has 

argued that' for any given socio-economic system, some degree of conflict may be 

highly functional for the long-term viability of the system. At some points, excessive 

conflict becomes dysfunctional and produces adverse effects on the system. Conflict 

should thus not be treated as all good or all bad'. 

2. The constructive function 

Another view regards conflict as an inevitable phenomenon with either positive or 

constructive potential (Singleton and Henkin, 1989; Buntz and Radin, 1983; Coser, 

1956; Simmel, 1955; Stem, 1976; Klausner and Groves, 1994). Simme1 (1955, p.14) 

has noticed that 'social phenomena appear in a new light when seen from the angle of 

this sociologically positive character of conflict', and Coser (1956, p.151) stated that 

'conflict within a group may help to establish or to re-establish unity and cohesion 

where it has been threatened by hostile and antagonistic feelings'. I) 

I) Deutsch (1969. p.l.52-1.5.+) argues that contlict has at least the follo\\'ing positiH' functions: first. 
contlict helps to establish group and personal identities: second. it forces one to test and assess oneself. 
It stimulates interest and curiosity in others and promotes innontion. change. and progress in group" 
that are dn\'en to seek a competitlYe ad\'antage 111 the contlict: third. contlict is likely to ha\'e stahIllsll1g 
and II1tegratin.' functions for relationship" 111 loosely structured organisation: fourth. conn let is a useful 

cOIHiItion for IIldiyiduals to enJoy frL'ctio11l to dlOll"e thL'ir O\yn course of action 
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Deutsch (1969, p.19) stressed the positive functions of conflict commenting that 

'many discussions of conflict cast it in the role of the villain as though conflict per se 

were the cause of psychology, social disorder, war'. Singleton and Henkin (1989, 

pp. 7 -8) delineated five possible positive functions of conflict for organisations: 

'unifying', 'preserving', 'integrative', 'growth' and 'problem-solving functions' .2) 

If parties value change, creativity, openness of process, honesty, and the like, 

they will be better placed to appreciate the positive aspects of conflict. The productive 

consequences of conflict could involve, for instance, the stimulation of creativity, the 

energising of individuals to activity, changes in power relationships, the provision of 

opportunities for debate and learning, and the reinforcement of institutional loyalty and 

commitment through a clarification of goals and values (Buntz and Radin, 1983, pA04). 

As mentioned above, conflict can possibly create positive features, such as, 

discussion, understanding respect and reconciliation. Klausner and Groves (1994, 

p.367) has argued that 'organisational conflict can be the catalyst for a variety of 

favourable changes that range from better working conditions to increased productivity, 

sales or morale'. For the promotion of positive changes, they suggest, first it may 

impel management to reconsider current procedures, policies and structures. Secondly, 

it may benefit an organisation to stimulate member to do their best and to produce 

creative ideas. Conflict also can serve as a safety valve for pent-up frustrations. 

Therefore, they (p.369) has concluded, the 'consequences [of conflict] may be viewed 

as positive or negative, or as is most likely to be the case some combination of both. 

The consequences mostly depend upon the perspective of the person doing the 

viewing'. Thus it may be concluded that the participants' perceptions over a conflict 

have an influence on the intensity of conflict. 

In relation to organisational conflicts, many scholars have indicated that 

conflict might result in a variety of positive outcomes within an organisation; that is, 

they have argued that a positive outcome of conflict was dominant in organisational 

2) . llnifying function: conflict makes it possible to get members il1\'olyed and help to build tmst. team 

sprit and commitment. . . .. , 
· Preserving function: it il1\'olyes the confronting of issues. curtailment of hoStlhty, amng of mmor 

antagonisms. and \'enting of frustrations, 
· IntegratiYe function: it invol\'es the creation of norms. distribution of power. promotion of 

accommodations betwecn groups and job satisfaction. 
· Cin)\\th function: it il1\olws creative ideas. innovation. initiative and job performance. 

Problem-so!\'ing function: It IS L'oncerned with focussing attention on problems. increasing the 
numher of aiternati\'e solution considered. incrcasing the C'\l'hange of Information and improving 

the quailty of the prohlel1l-'-,ohing pn)L'CSS (DeutsL'h. 19()() p.7). 



conflict. Accordingly, in tenninology, they preferred to use 'conflict management' to 

'conflict resolution'. Resolution has an air of finality, which may imply a yie\\ 

'against' conflict, while conflict management suggests that conflict remains on the 

potentially creative and positive side of an invisible, but critically an important barrier. 

Drawing on the review of the discussion in the literature on the productive functions of 

conflict, it has been proposed that a party (parties) can bring about a conflict for 

helping to build team sprit and commitment (Deutsch, 1969, p.7), or, for reinforcing an 

institutional loyalty (Buntz and Radin, 1983, p.404). Taking the analysis a step 

further, Park (1999, p.33) argued that an 'unstructured system of parties and internal 

discord can influence on increasing the intensity of conflict'. In other words, if a party 

to a conflict is not internally well structured or their internal cohesion is weak, then 

such a party has a tendency to be more in dispute with another party concerned with the 

same conflict issue. This is the subject of Premise D. 

Premise D: The more well-structured and the more cohesive the party, the lower the 

degree of conflict (see section 7.2). 

Although many scholars place emphasis on the positive function of conflict, if 

the conflict goes beyond an appropriate level or drags on without progress, the result 

will have a serious effect on the motivation, energy and efficiency of organisation. It is 

almost inevitable that a favourable outcome of the conflict will also be accompanied by 

an unfavourable outcome. This is why conflict management is necessary. The major 

concern of conflict management is how to control destructive conflicts and how to 

stimulate constructive conflicts. The positive opportunities that conflict provides are 

further discussed in Chapter 4 on 'Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)'. When 

conflict is being resolved through the ADR approach, the approach may accentuate the 

need for sound scientific infonnation and a broad knowledge base. 

3.3. Types of Organisational Conflict 

3.3.1. General Classification of Organisational Conflict 

Conflict theory and research are primarily concenled with disagreements about ends, 

but conflicts can just as easily occur about means, e\Tn \\hen ends are shared. In this 



context, the distinction between means and ends can provide a framework for 

examining various types of conflict that can occur in organisational groups. Public 

organisational conflict may occur at different levels. 'It may be interpersonal (between 

individuals within the organisation), inter-group or inter-division (among two or more 

groups or units within the organisation), or inter-organisational' suggest Klausner and 

Groves (1994, p.355). 

According to the relations of disputants, organisational conflict can be divided 

into various types. Katz (1964, p.1 07) divided conflict into three categories: 

functional conflict induced by various subsystems within the organisation; struggle 

between functional units in direct competition with one another; and, hierarchical 

conflicts stemming from interest group struggles. Pondy (1967, p.296) proposed three 

conceptional models of organisational conflict through classifying the relationships 

between actors ( disputants). These were: the 'bargaining model,' which is concerned 

with interest groups in competition for limited resources; the 'bureaucratic model' , 

which deals with vertical relations of authority and the needs to control; and, the 

'systems model', which deals with functional relations and the need to co-ordinate. 

Since Pondy's models concentrate on the relationships between the actors 

(parties) in an organisational conflict, it can be a useful way to examine the nature of 

public administrative conflict closely and to understand conflicts between inter or intra

organisations. His classification is very similar to Katz's three types. Buntz and 

Radin (1983, ppA04-405) also used Pondy's model in their study Managing inter

governmental conflict: the human services. 

Schmidt and Kochan (1986, p.366) also divided conflict into three types. Their 

typology is based on the location of the blocking (intervening) activity. One 

implication of this typology is that there may be a need to devise specific strategies for 

resolving different types of conflict. The first actual blocking behaviour identified by 

Smith and Kochan can occur at the 'resource attainment stage', which is concerned 

with conflict between the parties in the process of fulfilling the team goals of having 

the maximum number of resources or number of facilities. The next blocking 

behaviour takes place at the 'stage of interdependence of activity', in \vhich the goals 

are incompatible and resources can be either shared or not, while the activities are 

interdependent. Finally, blocking behaviour occurs at t\\O further stages, the point of 

resources sharing. and. the activity ~tage. 
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More recently, Lan (1997, p.30) has classified organisational conflicts into four 

types based on the structural degree of parties in dispute: (i) 'unstructured'; (ii) 

'partially structured'; (iii) 'fully structured'; and, (iv)'revolutionary conflicts'. Most 

public administrative issues fall in the category of (ii) 'partially structured' conflict 

with norms, rules, and regulations constraining some of the behaviour, while leaving 

freedom of choice over other issues to the parties concerned. 

Jhen (1995, p.258; 1997, p.531) identified two types of conflict: 'relationship 

conflict' which is related to interpersonal interactions; and, 'task conflict' in which 

individuals pursue specific gains. He (1997) stated, 'the former conflict exists when 

there are interpersonal incompatibilities among group members ... while the latter exists 

when there are disagreements among group members about the content of the task 

being performed, including differences in viewpoints, ideas, and opinions'. This 

method of conflict type is useful for examining a correlation between conflictual 

behaviour and productivity within a group. 

Among these classifications, the researcher considers that Pondy's model based 

on actors' relationships as the most important factor in conflict, expresses the character 

of organisational conflict best of all. Since the aspects of conflict progress and 

strategies for conflict resolution are different from each other according to their 

character patterns, this classification is useful for establishing the strategies and 

understanding governmental conflicts. Schmidt and Kochan's conflict types 

concentrate on the actual blocking behaviours that characterise conflict and show 

dynamic progress. They are thus well suited to analyse the process of conflict and 

disputants' activity. Therefore, these two models (Pondy's, and, Schmidt's) may frame 

a positive perspective that will guide strategies for improving conflict resolution. 

3.3.2. Classification of Conflict in Regional Development 

The various classifications of conflict type that can be used for defining social 

organisational conflicts have been discussed above. The classification of conflict plays 

an important part in providing a device for conflict settlement as \\cll as in 

understanding an intrinsic attribute of conflict. Now the revie\\ considers \\'hich 

classifications are useful for spatial;regional or environmental conflicts. It examines 

conflict types by 'content', by 'disputants', and by ·characteristics'. and includes those 

often used in intcrgovcrnmental conflicts related to regional dc\"clopment. 



Conflicts over regional development issues are different in character from other 

conflicts, because the period of urban and regional development takes longer to settle 

and the procedure is severely graded and distinct. The most distinctive point is that 

spatial conflict is based on a certain place or the location of an existing or proposed 

facility. Generally conflicts related to regional development have complex 

characteristics, so the methods of classification are very varied according to the 

purpose of analysis and research. As the most universal method found, classifications 

of conflict type by disputants and by content are examined first. 

I. Types by content 

Conflict of interest largely occurs between residents or communities, while conflict of 

jurisdiction takes place between governments. A conflict of interest does not explain 

an active behavioural conflict, because as Axelrod (1970, p.13) suggests 'both sides 

could benefit by accepting some compromise solution which would enable then to 

restore full co-operation in matters affecting their common interests, thereby saving the 

costs of an active conflict'. In Korean terms, since the introduction of local autonomy 

in 1995, conflicts of jurisdiction related to authority and responsibility of local 

government have been increasing. In relation to regional development, however, 

conflicts of interest or location often grow towards an active behavioural conflict 

because there can be a wide difference between disputants in the cost-benefit 

distribution or in environmental implications. The greater the conflict of interest, the 

more likely is conflictual behaviour. This conclusion suggests another specific 

analytical Premise for further case study investigation. 

Premise A: The larger the difference of interest, the deeper the degree of conflict (see 

section 7.2). 

Conflict typologies established by reference to the contents (subject issues) of 

conflicts can be divided into 'conflicts of interest', which are relevant to socio

economic interests, and, 'conflicts of jurisdiction', which are related to the re\'ersion of 

authority and responsibility. According to Kim (1997, p.31), the fonller are concenled 

with local opposition over land lise. the location of a facility and the cost of e"penses, 

\\hile, the latter is related to cost sharing. sanction, approval and management. 



Sometimes, the cost sharing of public facilities can be included in the conflict of 

interest type (Table 3.1). 

Table 3-1. Classification of conflict by contents 

Patterns Classification of conflict 
Conflict of interest - opposition to unwanted facilities 

(Locational conflict) - competition of desirable facilities and land use 
- land use for environmental protection and of public interest purpose 
- local opposition of development in neighbouring community 

Conflict of jurisdiction - cost sharing of public facility 
- management of public facilities 
- co-operation of construction and building permission 

2. Types by disputants 

The second method is classification by the different disputants who are involved in a 

conflict, where Kim (1997) has recently made a very helpful contribution relevant to 

the study of Korean circumstances. This can be useful for identifying the role of each 

government involved in an intergovernmental conflict which is the particular interest of 

this study. The disputant-based typology (Table 3.2) divides into; (i) those conflicts 

between governments; (ii) those between government and residents; and, (iii) those 

among residents. The first, intergovernmental conflict type involves vertical conflicts 

that can be sub-divided into three classes, and horizontal conflicts that can be sub

divided into two classes. The second main type in this classification is a conflict 

between government and residents (or non-governmental organisations: NGOs), and 

finally, the third main type is a conflict among residents (or between residents and 

NGOs). 

Kim (1997, p.18) has argued that the participation of local residents or social 

organisations (NGOs) in intergovernmental conflicts in Korea could lead to more 

complex situations, because their interaction could introduce the complexity of 

relations between parties and the wide variety of conflict issues. The greater the 

number of disputants involved in a conflict, the more difficult is the adjustment of 

conflicting interests. In Korea many conflicts related to regional de\'elopments or 

policies have usually taken place between public organisations or between 

organisations and residents, but after the introduction of local autonomy. 

intergovenlmental conflicts count for the most part. 



Table 3-2. Classification of conflict by disputants in regional development 

Pattern 
Inter-government 

Government - resident 

Resident - resident 

Class Sub-class 
Vertical conflict Central government-upper tier 

Central government-lower tier 
Upper - lower tier 

HoiiiOritalcOriflid···Uppei·~ uppertieY'" 
Lower - lower tier 

Government - resident Central government - resident 
Upper tier - resident 
Lower tier - resident 

····Q·ov·e·mmeni·=·NGO··· Cen't~:~I'go'~eiTIiii'e'nt"':::'NG6 

Upper tier - NGO 
Lower tier - NGO 

Non- governmental organisation (NGO) - resident 
Resident-resident 

Source: Based upon Klill and Cha (1997), pp.29-30 

Depending on the purpose of analysis, the conflict type likely to occur in the 

process of carrying forward regional developments and policies can be classified in 

different ways as discussed above. However, it is not so easy in practice as in theory 

to classify conflicts. Lan (1997, p.30) has recently argued that 'most of the conflicts 

that public administrators encounter are the mixed types, or they can be turned into the 

mixed types by offering alternative compensation for the losing party'. Thus, some 

conflicts can posses the character of two types, and can shift from one type to other 

type as the situation of the conflict changes (e.g. change of issues, time and of 

disputants etc.). Conflicts over regional development issues may be more prolonged 

than conflicts of other fields, thereby transformation of conflict type often ensues, and 

aspects of conflict can become more complicated.3
) This change can occur through 

the interference of other party at stage of resource attainment and distribution or at 

stage of activity. 

3.4. Causes of Conflict 

3.4.1 General Causes 

The causes of conflict are yarious and can happen anywhere. Conflicts can exist 

whenever incompatible actiyities between parties occur. This re\'iew now considers 

.') The conflict that is called 'the Bodely barricades', took place in a small residential area lying to the 
north of a large industrial city in England in the 1970s. The issue was sparked by a proposal to improve 
the intersection of a main road. The battle was basically het\\een private householders and public 
tenants. \ fter the frJgmentatlOn of private interests, the actual contlict centred among the o\vners 
themseh'es so that the role of the Council \\as changed from enemy to arhiter (Rohson, )l):-;(l, pp. :':-;-6(1), 

This LaSL' shu\\" an e\ample that as tllne pa:--scs, the role of concerned disputants can change L'ompletely. 



the origins of various social conflicts. According to Deutsch (1969, p.8), 'a conflict 

may arise from differences in information or belief: it may reflect differences in 

interests, desires or values; it may occur as a result of a scarcity of resources such as 

money, time, space, position; or it may reflect a rivalry in which one person tries to 

outdo or undo the other'. Klausner and Gloves (1994, p.355) have argued that 

'conflict can break out from disagreement and opposition involving cognition, 

emotions, behaviours, and goals and the means to achieve them' . 

The perception of goal incompatibility is a necessary precondition for either 

conflict or competition. It means that the goal attainment by one party cannot be 

achieved without diminishing or preventing the other's goal attainment under the same 

situation or with equivalent outcomes. Under the constant-sum game, goal 

incompatibility among parties inevitably leads to a conflict. The existence of 

incompatible goals motivates conflict, but says nothing about perceived ability to 

engage in it. 

Schmidt and Kochan (1986, pp.364-365) have suggested three preconditions of 

conflict. The first necessary precondition is the perception of goal incompatibility. 

The second factor is the availability of resources for the parties involved. The more 

dependence on a common source that is perceived, the more the party will tend to view 

their success (goal attainment) as contingent on each other's behaviour. Finally, the 

interdependence of activities among the parties is important factor for understanding 

the situation that leads to a conflict among decision-making parties. The pursuit of 

participants' goals, after the necessary resources have been acquired, is defined as the 

'activity stage'. The interdependence of activities where goals are incompatible 

presents the occasion for potential conflict. Here, it can be presumed that a 

combination of 'interdependent activity' and 'resources shared' cannot lead to a 

manifest conflict, but a combination of goal incompatibility and interdependent activity, 

or, goal incompatibility and resources shared may result in a conflict. The reason is 

that the goal incompatibility which motivates a conflict between parties, is treated as a 

prerequisite for conflict. Similarly, goal incompatibility is a critical factor for a 

conflict, and when it combines \vith other factors (such as resources shared and 

interdependent activity) a conflict becomes manifest. 



3.4.2. Causes of Intergovernmental Conflicts (IGCs) 

Inter or intra-organisational conflict is a common phenomenon. Buntz and Radin 

(1983, p.406) expressed the view that 'conflict is inherent in the dri\-e for autonomy on 

the part of actors and institutions involved' and Karen (1988, p.256) described 'conflict 

is inevitable in groups and organisations due to the complexity and interdependence of 

organisational life' . According to Charles Ferguson (1986 [in Klausner and Groves, 

1994, p.356]), 'varying life experiences have equipped all of us to see, feel, and 

appraise things more or less differently, inevitably producing conflict. In addition, the 

consequences of decisions and policies within organisations affect various groups and 

sub-units within an organisation in different ways, thus produce opposing positions of 

the various groups.' In this way, organisational conflicts are always in existence, 

because of the intrinsic attribute of the constitution in organisation and structure. As 

Minnery (1985, p.89) has explained, 'conflict within organisations may occur over 

scarce resources, or over jurisdiction; conflict between organisations are common, 

where the organisations have different goals; conflict with organisations (such as local 

authorities) by individuals and informal organisations are also common over 

conservation and environmental issues' . 

Examining the direct causes of conflict (Johns, 1983) drew attention to scarcity 

as a common feature: 'Scarcity has a way of turning latent or disguised conflict into 

overt conflict (pA18), a view confirmed later by Minnery's (1990, p.200) view that 

'scarcity of resources and conditions of competition can produce organisational 

conflict'. Baron (1985, p.186) argued that restrictions on access to information might 

be a source of conflict, and that the lack of official communication might lead to a 

conflict as informal and rumoured information is substituted. Klausner and Groves 

(1994, p.356) stated that 'the factors -l) that cause organisational conflict are not only 

psychological or interpersonal; they also can be social structures, stemming from 

organisational features or the social context in which the organisations operate'. They 

(p.360) continued that 'since organisations have a limited amount of resources 

-l) Psychological factors im-olye aspects of an individual's personality, \\hile social inter-act ional factors 
include mis-attributions of motives or beha\iour. faulty communications patterns, prejudice and 
discrimination toward individuals holding certain ascribed status. negati\e residues of past experiences. 
erroneous causal accounts or explanations for beha\iour. dissimilarity of persons and perceptions of 
unfairness or inequity. Social structural factors \\ould include the hierarchical or authority relatwl1ships. 
the dl\islon of lahour. the ..,pan of control. the communication patterns. the degree of centralisation 
\\-ithin the orgal1lsation. statues \\ith their role requirements and demands. and deCIsion-making patlL'rns 
( KIa U..,I1L'r ~l\1d (; n 1\ l'.." 1994, pp __ ~.5:' --~ 6()) 



available to allocate the various units, and workers in each division \\'ant as larae a 
b 

slice of the resource pie as possible, conflict among units is likely'. 

Buntz and Radin (1983, pp.404-407) have explained that the source of 

intergovernmental conflicts (lGCs) was generally an issue that can be characterised as 

arising due to some structural condition or process event such as political changes. 

IGCs in human service planning frequently arise out of a discrepancy between the 

demands on states and their skill or resource capabilities. In relation to regional 

development or location, Amour (1991, [in Kim, 1995, p. 25]) divided the causes of 

conflict into three categories: (i) an economic factor related to the equity of cost

benefit; (ii) a technical factor such as a negative effect or the danger of unwanted 

facilities; and, (iii) political factors concerned with the elimination of the opponent. 

In relation to the problem of siting a development project or facility site, 

Amour (1991, p.10) specified three causes: the 'not in my back yard' (NIMBY) 

syndrome; poor public relations; and, a flawed siting process. Usually, he considered, 

conflict of interest arises from the scarcity of some resources, and conflicts of value or 

beliefs come from these differences of values to establish a conflict. The former source 

emphasises the similarity of the contestants, their common needs and aspirations. The 

latter source is based on a disagreement. The parties do not value the same things and 

tend to keep apart. 

As mentioned above, the causes of organisational conflict are explained and 

classified diversely according to different scholars' interests, points of view and the 

development of organised studies and some experience. However, the causes of 

organisational conflict can be summarised as follows: scarce resources, an 

incompatible goal, organisational relationships, and, jurisdiction. Among these causes, 

resource sharing and activity interdependent between units (local governments) in 

wider-area developments may be inevitable, therefore the occurrence of conflict can 

depend on the degree of goal incompatibility. Hence under the potential situation of 

resource-sharing and interdependent activities, in order to reduce and prevent such 

conflicts, the establishment of common goals and consensus building between the 

parties are very important, and they may be the only method for the reduction of 

conflict. 



3.5. The Process of Conflict 

Conflict can be more readily understood if it is considered as a dynamic process. Each 

conflict can be thought of as having a life cycle. Like an organism, it is conceived and 

born, it flourishes for a while, and then certain processes bring it to an end under the 

influences of the surrounding environment. However, all conflicts do not develop 

through such phases. At the 'conception' stage', proper measures can be brought into 

play to prevent the birth of conflicts. 5) A direct negotiation or consensus-building 

process at the issue stage can often interrupt to expand over the flourishing conflict. 

Wright, in a very early contribution, (1951, pp.193-7) divided conflict into four 

stages: (i) inconsistencies ( emerge); (ii) social tensions (condition); (iii) conflict 

(process); and, (iv) open violence. Stage (iv) may seem unusual for most 

organisational disputes, but may in fact be an outcome where residents and social 

groups become involved as parties to a dispute and feel themselves excluded from 

consideration by the main (intergovernmental parties). Kenneth Thomas (1976, pAO), 

in another early contribution, stated that conflict is best viewed as a process rather than 

a static phenomenon, and he also similarly divided this process into four stages. These 

comprised: (i) frustration; (ii) conceptualisation; (iii) behaviour; and (iv) outcomes. At 

first, parties are frustrated because one of their goals is not being realised. At the next 

stage, parties conceptualise the situation, define it as an issue, and consider alternative 

actions and their outcomes. After these two stages, the parties determine their conflict 

behaviour. The last stage involves the outcomes of conflict episode. 

As mentioned above, conflict usually goes through several phases or stages 

from the beginning to the end. The first phase is the emergence of an issue, which the 

parties involved perceive the point at issue and show an early reaction from their point 

of view to a certain issue. At this stage, if the discord among the parties continues 

without solving the conflict, the situation develops from an issue to a dispute, which 

defines the start of the main phase of conflict. Theories and methods of conflict 

resolution are largely applied this phase. If there is also no resolution of a conflict in 

this phase, the dispute moves into the state of impasse. The opportunity for resolution 

of the dispute becomes narrower, and the situation may become \\'orse. This phase is 

5) For example. the 'collaboratl\e process' as a measure of contlict management has been lIsed recently 
III the l'K to pre\ent the de\'elopment of contllcts concerned \\'ith emironmental displIlL'" (Ingram 1 ()\)~. 

p, 113), 



the area where dissatisfaction about an agreed set of rules or situation of bargaining 

leads to parties' complete disintegration, and open hostility breaks out. 

A hostile behaviour pattern expressed in a conflict is often caused by the 

uncertainties of the situation, because hostility is often the product of frustration and 

fear and frustration are often the product of uncertainty. Such uncertainty may often be 

caused by insufficient or distorted information. In this context, Rangarajan (1985, 

p.30) explained that hostility usually followed two courses: 

1) Dissatisfaction ----* Frustration ----* Desperation ----* Violence; 

2) Dependence ----* Vulnerability ----* Fear ----* Violence. 

From these courses, the influence of communication emerges as an important factor 

related to the mutual trust between parties to a conflict. Such trust is deeply related to 

the intensity of conflict and this relationship provides the basis for suggesting another 

Premise for later detailed investigation. 

Premise B: The higher the degree of distrust and the more distorted the 

communication between parties, the deeper the degree of conflict (see 

section 7.2). 

Conflict relationships between two or more individuals (parties) can be analysed as a 

sequence of conflict episodes as discussed above and the characteristics of the episodes 

can be more specifically defined. 'Each conflict episode begins with conditions 

characterised by certain conflict potentials' argued Pondy (1962, p.296). In the same 

sense that a decision can be thought of as a process of gradual commitment to a course 

of action, a conflict episode can be thought of as a gradual escalation to a state of 

disorder. If choice is the climax of a decision, then by analogy, open war (in inter-state 

disputes) or aggression is the climax of a conflict episode. However, this does not 

mean that every conflict episode necessarily passes through every stage to open 

aggression. In some cases, conflict may be resolved by several other alternative 

courses or processes before hosti lities break out. 

Pondy in his important early contribution to the study of conflict, on \\hich the 

discussion no\\' dra\\s in a substantial way (1962, pp.300-6), identi tied ti \·e stages of a 

con tl ict episode: (i) latent con £lict (condition): (i i) percei\·ed con £lict (cognition); 



(iii)felt conflict (affect); (iv) manifest conflict (behaviour); and, (v)conflict aftermath. 

These episodes provide a very useful specification of the progress of a conflict (Figure 

3.1), and these episodes are introduced in more detail. 

Figure 3-1. The dynamic of a conflict 

Aftermath of Preceding 
Conflict Episode 

I 
lLatent conflict I '::::::ltrironmental effects I I 

Organisational and / ~ S ppression and 
Extra-organisational Felt !Perceived Attention focus 

Tensions ~onflict e'onflict v1echanisms 

~ / 
Strategic Manifest Amenability of Conflict 

Consideration Conflict Resolution mechanisms 

I 
IConflict Aftermath I 

Source: Pondy, 1962, p.306. 

1. Latent conflict 6) 

The preliminary conditions of conflict include factors such as a scarcity of resources, 

policy differences and incompatibility of goal. Sources of organisational conflict are 

condensed into three basic types of latent conflict: (i) competition for scare resources; 

(ii) drives for autonomy; and, (iii) divergence of sub-unit goals. Each of these 

fundamental types of latent conflict is paired with one of the three conceptual conflict 

models (mentioned as Pondy's model of conflict). 

2. Perceived conflict 

This stage is one of recognising the cognitive state of individuals. The parties perceiYe 

or are aware of a conflict situation. Conflict may sometimes be perceiyed when in fact 

no conditions of latent conflict exist; equally, latent conflict conditions may be present 

in a relationship without any of the participants perceiving the conflict. T\\'o 

important mechanisms that limit perception of conflict are the 'suppression 



mechanism' and the' attention focus mechanism'. The fonner is applicable more to 

conflicts related to personal values~ the latter is related more to organisational 

behaviour than to personal values. 

3 . Felt conflict 

There is an important distinction between perceiving and feeling conflict. For example, 

A may be aware that B and A are in serious disagreement over some policy, but it may 

not result in A being tense or anxious, and it may have no effect whatsoever on A's 

affection towards B. Felt conflict may arise from sources independent of the three 

types of latent conflict, but latent conflicts may provide appropriate targets for 

undirected tensions. 

4. Manifest conflict 7) 

The most obvious of the manifest types of conflict stage is open aggression, but such 

physical and verbal violence is usually strongly proscribed by organisational nonns. 

Violence as a fonn of manifest conflict in organisations is rare. The motivations 

toward violence may remain, but they tend to be expressed in a less violent fonn. 

Behaviour can be defined as conflictual if, and only if, some or all of the participants 

perceive it to be conflictual. The most useful definition of manifest conflict seems to 

be behaviour which, in the mind of the actor, frustrates the goals of at least some of the 

other participants. In other words, a member of the organisation is said to engage in 

conflictual behaviour if they consciously, but not necessarily deliberately, blocks 

another member's goal achievement. 

The interface between perceived conflict and manifest conflict, and the 

interface between felt conflict and manifest conflict are the pressure points where most 

conflict resolution programmes are applied. The object of such programmes is to 

prevent conflicts which have reached the level of awareness or the level of affect from 

6) Latent conflict is different from unconscious conflict for 'parties may be aware of latent conflict but 
have suppressed or ignored it. \\'hile in unconscious conflict. parties are not aware of the situation of 
conflict' (Minnery. 1985. p.15). 
-) Minnerv (1985. p.35) defined. 'a manifest conflict as an interaction between 1\\0 or more inter
dependal{t but separately identifiable parties, based on an incompatibilIty of goals of \\hich at least one 
party is a\\'are. where at least one par,t?' acti~ely seeks to achie\'e its goals or obtain a s~arce resource 
throu!.!h actions that make It more dIffIcult tor the other to do -;0, or reduce the \'alue of the outcome to 
the otJ1er' .• Ie cont111ued: 'I f outside ob"enl'r cOI1\'inces at Iea"t one party of the incompatibilIty, then 
latl'nt contlict may nisI. Ifaction l'n~lIe" by at leaq one party, maI11fcst conflIct e:\hh.' 



erupting into non-co-operative behaviour. The availability of appropriate and effectiye 

administrative devices is a major factor in determining whether conflict becomes 

manifest. The mere availability of such administrative devices is not of course 

sufficient to prevent conflict from becoming manifest. If the parties to a relationship 

do not value the relationship, or if conflict is strategic in the pursuit of sub-unit goals, 

then conflictual behaviour is likely. 

5. Conflict aftermath 

Each conflict episode is one of a sequence of episodes that constitute the relationships 

among participants. If the conflict is genuinely resolved to the satisfaction of all 

participants, the basis for a more co-operative relationship may be laid, or the 

participants in their drive for a more ordered relationship may focus on latent conflicts 

not previously perceived and dealt with. If the conflict is merely suppressed but not 

resolved, the latent conditions of conflict may be aggravated and explode in more 

serious form. The development of each conflict episode is determined by a complex 

combination of the effects of preceding episodes and the episode environment. 

On the other hand, Minnery (1985, p.36) summarised the features of conflict 

process as follows. First, conflict occurs within a wider social political and economic 

environment, and if the sources and preconditions do lead to goal incompatibilities, 

then latent conflict exists and there is a potential for manifest conflict to arise. 

Secondly, when one or more of the parties becomes aware of these conditions and take 

action, manifest conflict can then be said to exist. There are many different kinds of 

conflict action and the strategies chosen to manage them will be influenced by the 

value the participants place on conflict itself. A number of end states are possible for 

any conflict situation, depending upon the type of conflict itself and the conflict 

management process utilised. 

Minnery (1985, p.13 7) also commented in relation to conflicts in the regional 

planning process, that 'there are two stages where conflict is the most visible. These are 

decision-taking and implementation of the decision. At these stages latent conflict is 

most likely to become a manifest conflict, because action is taken and resources are 

committed'. In contemporary Korean circumstances, as the participation of citizen 

and social groups in the process of planning is extended, and as the demands of open 



administration becomes stronger, conflicts at the stage of decision-taking are on the 

Increase. 

Regional planning is concerned with change and the reform of currently 

inadequate social and physical environments. Resistance or reaction to change from 

vested interests is usually likely to arise over implementation. As Wilenski (1980, 

p.72) has stated, implementation cannot be separated out as one aspect of reform, so 

without implementation, there is no reform. Although many scholars present different 

definitions of the process of conflict, the analysis above indicates that even the simplest 

conflict contains the basic parts of a three-stage process: pre-condition; conflict; and, 

aftermath. 

3.6. Actors in Conflict Situations 

The actors in a social conflict can be individuals, social groups, formal organisations 

and political or social institutions. The most important factor in the process of conflict 

is the interaction between parties, more technically referred to as actors or participants' 

behaviour. Depending on the actors' behaviour, the processes or aspects of conflict 

can be greatly different. The actors' behaviour is influenced by personality, by the 

social system, by rules and procedures, and by the other party's behaviour. 

In his early contribution, Deutsch (197, pp. 6-7) categorised actors into three 

groups: (i) an interested audience to the conflict (observers or onlookers, either 

sympathetic or nonsympathetic); (ii) parties to the conflict; and, (iii) conflict resolvers 

(arbitrators, mediators, or facilitators). He focussed on the different roles played by the 

actors in a conflict. Lan (1997, pp.31-2), in his more recent work, also followed these 

categories (observer; direct party; and third party), and stated that they corresponded to 

the nature of the public administration's work. First, the observer's role is analogous 

to the neutral competency role defined by one school of public administration theorist. 

Administrators do not participate in dispute. If they are asked by either party in a 

conflict to pass something on or hand something over, they do it quickly, faithfully, 

and with no bias against or for either party to the conflict. Other than that. they watch 

the process and wait for the outcome, with either a sympathetic or unsympathetic heart. 

In areas where govell1mental presence is not particularly called for or areas that lie 

outside of the public administrators' jurisdiction. public administrators should stick to 

their ohseryer's stance in spite of a temptation to interYene. 



The next role is that of being a direct party to a conflict. As Minnery (1985) 

has mentioned, public authorities establish and implement most spatial development 

plans and projects in Korea. Accordingly, public bodies have become main actors in 

the conflicts related to regional development. In these cases, public bodies as 

proponents of regional development or environmental projects usually participate 

directly in the conflict. Lan (1997, p.33) has pointed out that 'when public 

administrators have strong opinions or stakes in a conflict, and it is within the 

boundaries of law for them to address their concerns, they should rightfully identify 

themselves as a party to the conflict and exercise their legal position and constitutional 

right to seek a resolution in their favour' . 

Finally, a government (public authority), can participate in a conflict as a third 

party. Third parties may be classified into two broad categories depending on the 

degree to which they exert their influence: 'active instigation' (also called real 

intervention), and, 'passive instigation' (also called potential intervention). The former 

category refers to a situation in which actions are actually being taken by the third 

party, whilst the latter refers to a situation in which such actions might be taken. Real 

intervention as third party intervention may occur in any of the following ways: both 

sides may invite the third party (mediation); intervention may be invited by one side 

(the ally, hostage or delegate); the third party may intervene on its own initiative (law 

courts, authority or command). Public authorities rely on the processes and 

procedures of public administration to manage their activities under political 

supervision. Public administration has classically been seen as a technical means of 

action, emphasising rationality, organisation and management in the pursuit of human 

co-operation (Waldo, 1948 [in Lan, 1997, p.32]). For this reason, public agencies and 

administrators have often been called to assume the role of arbitrator to a conflict as a 

third party. 

In urban and regional planning and development issues, the parties (actors) 

involved are the public authorities or their agents as proponents (and, in 

intergovenlmental conflicts, as opponents), their supporters and opponents, and those 

affected by its decisions. A varied range of actors as opponents can become involved 

in a conflict, with the public authorities, residents, social groups, priYate bodies 

becoming direct actors in a conflict. Various other actors (e.g. ad\·isers, supporter. 

obserycrs, thi rd party and indirect stakeholders) can in tluence the process of a con flict. 



These actors play an important role, not only in the development of conflict but also in 

the process of conflict resolution. However, an initial analysis is required to determine 

if the public authority's position is as proponent, opponent or as a third party to a 

conflict as this has a great influence on the situation and resolution of conflict. That is 

why the public authority (government) is considered as the most important actor in 

conflicts related to regional development in Korea. The role of the government in 

conflict connected with regional development in Korea will thus be discussed 

concretely in Chapter 6. 

3.7. Conclusions 

This Chapter has introduced and reviewed the literature about conflict theory as a part 

of the preliminary study of this research. It has helped to develop an understanding of 

the process of conflict in preparation for the more specific consideration of the 

significant aspects of major regional development/environmental conflicts in Korea 

(Chapter 6). It has also contributed to a framework for the analysis of conflict case 

studies (Chapter 7) through establishing some components for an analytical framework 

of Premises relating the intensity of a conflict with the difficulty of conflict resolution 

(see ChA for discussion of conflict resolution Premises). It has been found that 

conflicts are developed by various factors such as the 'change of disputants' and 

'issues', 'social systems', 'relationships', and 'external environments'. 

From the review of literature about conflict theory, the following important 

Premises concerned with factors influencing the intensity of conflict have been 

identified, and they will be used for establishing an analytical framework for case 

studies (see section7.2) 

• First, most regional conflicts result from a difference of interests between the 

parties. 'Interest' and 'locational' conflicts often grow toward an active 

behavioural conflict and their intensity of conflict grows because of wide 

di fferences between disputants in the distribution of costs and benefits or because 

of the safety aspects of environmental issues. Thus, the greater the conflict of 

interests, the more likely is conflictual behaviour. 

Premise A: The larger the difference of interest. the deeper the degree of cOl~flict. 



• Secondly, communication is deeply related to mutual trust. The lack of 

communication and distorted communication leads to distrust, and this in tum 

brings about fear and increases the intensity of conflict (see section 7.2): 

Premise B: The higher the degree of distrust and the more distorted the 

communication between parties, the deeper the degree of conflict. 

• Thirdly, the perception of conflict and the pattern of behaviour have a great 

influence on the progress and intensity of conflict. If parties to a conflict 

concentrate on the productive functions of conflict, they will adopt productive 

approaches in dealing with the conflict (see section 7.2): 

Premise C: The more negative the perception of conflict and the more violent the 

pattern of conflictual behaviour, the deeper the degree of conflict. 

• Finally, environmental or regional conflicts usually involve residents or interest 

groups. These conflicts often develop to the 'impasse' stage because the residents 

or social groups are apt to split and do not have a unified chains of command and 

control, which increases the intensity of conflict (see section 7.2): 

Premise D: The more well-structured and more cohesive the party, the lower the 

intensity of conflict. 

The next Chapter is concerned with methods to resolve the intergovernmental 

conflicts that have been reviewed in this Chapter and to establish the role of [central] 

governments in the process of conflict resolution. 



Chapter 4. Conflict Resolution 

4.1. Introduction 

At the outset, academic concern with conflict resolution has involved areas of study in 

sociology, international relations, labour relations and political science, subsequently 

its field has spread to organisational conflicts including an administrative conflict. 

Recently, for solving conflicts related to environmental issues or regional 

developments, various methods including Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) have 

captured the attention of those in the public and private sector. Nonetheless, 'today's 

public administration literature is still shy of systematic efforts in the understanding of 

conflict resolution and its relevance to public administration' (Lan, 1997, p.28). 

As mentioned previously in Chapter 3, conflicts derive from limited resources, 

interdependent, and goal incompatibility between parties. In order to achieve conflict 

settlement, it is important to remove the causes of conflict. Among the causes of 

conflict, the goal incompatibility between disputants rather than the limited resources 

and interdependence has been the main object of conflict resolution. Of course, 

although an increase in the resources and the interception of interdependence can be 

the focus conflict resolution, however, it is not easy to change these two conditions 

within a short time. Accordingly identifying the goals of participants and finding the 

causes of goal incompatibility has tended to become the first stage in conflict 

resolution. 

It is more important to consider as part of this stage the conditions that lead to 

the goal difference. Goal difference can arise not only from differences in policy and 

in the characteristic of organisations, but also in the personality and opinions of 

participants. Although it is difficult to specify organisational goals which have 

profound effects on the structure and function of an organisation, this process is 

necessary for conflict resolution. Negotiation and bargaining in conflict resolution 

mainly focus on the reduction of goal incompatibility between participants. Various 

methods by a third party intervention also emphasise the dissolution of goal 

incompatibi lity. In spite of using these methods, no conflict is ever resolved 

ilTevocably or totally. Although conflict is indeed an essential and useful element in 

social Ii fe. as Khan and Boulding ( 196 .. L P 75) mention. there is. ho\\c\'CI". a constant 



tendency for unmanaged conflict to get out of hand and to become bad for all parties, 

which is the reason that conflicts should be managed in appropriate ways. 

As the structure of society becomes more complex and diverse, the aspects of 

social conflict also become more complex and varied. Recently, many conflicts have 

derived from the clash of interests generated in the process of establishing and 

implementing public polices, particularly related to regional developments and 

environmental issues. Conflicts of this kind are likely to be connected with many 

stakeholders and multiple policies, and as a consequence the elements of the conflicts 

are complex and diverse. Traditional processes for conflict resolution cannot cope 

efficiently in such circumstance, thus the need of new alternatives becomes pressing. 

In accordance with this demand, for resolving environmental disputes, ADR 

processes were introduced in the United States (US) in the late 1970s. Today it has 

become central to dispute resolution approaches in many countries. ADR approaches, 

including mediation have become 'buzz words' used to describe a bewildering array of 

conflict intervention processes, which have grown beyond the resolution of dispute on 

a case by case basis, to the institutionalisation of procedures for resolving 

environmental disputes. Since the use of Environmental Dispute Resolution (EDR) 

was introduced in the field of environmental and regional development in 1973, the 

track record of ADR has seen dramatic changes in the conflict resolution. 

The aim of this chapter is to explore strategies and methods of conflict 

resolution and to distil the variables which determine its effectiveness. In this context, 

the chapter deals with traditional approaches as well as various ADR methods for 

conflict resolution. First, as the basis of conflict resolution, game theory and 

bargaining are introduced. The second section refers to various strategies and 

traditional approaches to conflict resolution, and thirdly recent ADR methods are 

examined. Finally the government's roles in conflict resolution are discussed. 

Through the review of literature about conflict resolution, premises related to conflict 

resolution are established, and these premises are used for formulating a framework for 

case study analysis (see section 7.2). 



4.2. Game Theory and Bargaining 

4.2.1. Game Theory 

1. Definition of game theory 

Game theory is regarded as one of the most outstanding scientific achievements and it 

made a marked impression on scientific research (Rapoport, 1968, von Neumann and 

Morgenstern, 1964, Porter and Taplin, 1987). Among many attempts to deal with 

regulated conflicts and to understand strategies for managing conflict, the most 

important attempt is the theory of game. 

Although many scholars (Schelling, 1960; Axelord, 1970; Davis, 1970; 

Minnery, 1985) have defined game theory from various points of view, they concluded 

basically that the theory was the action of individuals who were conscious that their 

actions effect each other, thus their intentions were realised. Game theory can be 

defined as a theory of rational decision and the best course of action for each 

participant in conflict situation. 

2. Application of game theory 

At the outset, game theory was seen as an approach to economic problems (Davis, 

1970; Rappoport, 1961), and it was seen as a mathematical approach to problems in 

social science (Luce and Raiffa, 1957; Nicholson, 1970). Game theory was developed 

to identify optimal behaviour in an ideal free market and in a monopoly situation, and 

it emphasised the rationality, optimality and artificial condition of perfect information. 

Rapoport (1961, p.1 08) stated, 'games of strategy offer a good model of 

rational behaviour of people in situations where there are conflicts of interest; a 

number of alternatives are open at each phase of the situation; people are in a position 

to estimate consequences of their choices' . He was the first to induce game theory to 

the study of conflict resolution and treated 'conflict theory as a branch of rational 

decision-making in game theory'. According to Rapoport's opinion, conflict is a 

central concept to game theory. 

Although game theory has been applied to make a rational decision in various 

social conflicts, the theory has been selectively useful. 'This model is not useful \\'hen 

decisions are made \\here the reaction of others are ignored or others are treated as 

illlpcrsonalmarkct forces. This is a modelling tooL not an axiomatic system' (\Iinncry. 



1985, p.158). According to Minnery (1985, p.161), there are three immediate 

advantages of applying game theory in urban and regional planning and design: 'firstly, 

it leads to a framework which considers contlict between those involved; secondly, it 

forces a consideration of bargaining behaviour based on stable value positions; finally, 

it leads to clarification of the parties involved, the strategies available, and to some 

estimate of the payoffs of various outcomes' . 

3. Classification of games 

Although games are classified variously,l) usually the most important distinctions rely 

on the number of players: games with two players (two-person games) 2) and games 

with more than two players (n-person games). Next, games are divided into constant 

sum games called zero-sum game and non-constant sum games. The former is that 

interests of players are diametrically opposed, and it means that whenever one player 

wins, the other loses so that the total benefit to the two players is zero. The latter is 

where interests are partially opposed and partially coincident. Thus the non-constant 

sum games are further differentiated according to whether players can agree on joint 

strategies or not: co-operative and non-cooperative games. 'Co-operative game theory 

is axiomatic, frequently appealing to pareto-optimality, fairness and equity. While 

non-cooperative game theory is economic in flavour, with solution concepts based on 

players maximising their own utility functions subject to stated constraints' 

(Rasmunsen, 1991, p.29). Games related to most regional contlicts are mainly of non

constant sum game type, but in practice, constant-sum and non-cooperative games are 

also normal due to disputants' self-interest, and in situations where two persons 

(proponent and opponent) become to engage in the conflict with time over. 

Among various game theories, 'Prisoners' Dilemma' and 'Chicken Games' are 

very simple and stylised non-zero sum games, which have played a considerable part 

in the analysis and classification of contlict. The first game is concerned with a non

co-operative game situation, while the second one related to co-operative game 

situation. By looking at these simple games, 'we can get some insight into their basic 

II Porter and Taplin ( 19'f..7, pp.46-7) \"ariously classified games as follo\\ings: Real \'\ :\on-real games: 
OhjectiH' n Sllb1ecti\"e games: Competiti\'e n "Jon-competitiw games: Zero-sum \'.\ ;\on-zerO-Sllm 
!2al;lcs: Dirccti\t~ \'\ :\on-directi\'c gamcs: PlTkct information n '\on-perfect information gaml's, 
~I I )~l\ IS () 9-(l, p,~) dinded t\\o-person g:lmt' into three C:ltl'!20nL"< Zen)-Sllm game" (11' per fl'L' t 

Information: gL'nL'I~t1/ero-sllm games: 11011-/ero-sllm games 



structure which will be a help in looking at the nature of more complex conflicts' 

(Axelroad, 1970, p.61). 

4. Limitation of game theory 

There are a number of fundamental assumptions underlying game theory: rational 

players; at least two players; the outcome of sequential moves; a pay-off specified on 

an interval scale; a termination rule (Porter and Taplin, 1987, pp.4 7 -48). However the 

above circumstance do not exist in most real life situations. A major shortcoming of 

game theory is that it is static. The theory cannot say when an agreement will be 

reached, even if it can be said to predict what the agreement should be. Minnery (1985, 

p.160) pointed criticisms of game theory as follows: the results are often trivial and 

might not be reproducible; inference about motivation might be in error; inappropriate 

generalisations from results abound; games are static, while the realities of conflict are 

dynamic; game situations are not isomorphic to conflict situation. Porter and Taplin 

(1987, pp.46-53) also pointed out that the limitation of game theory could come from 

communication, applicability and inadequacy. Especially most games are non

negotiable and non-zero-sum games. Game theory is adequate in zero-sum games, but 

it is clearly limited and inadequate in non-zero-sum games. 

In spite of these limitations, these should not detract from the overall usefulness 

of game theory. Game theory gives one sight into the logic of strategic conflict. It is 

not a behavioural theory rather it described the skeletal form of interaction. Finally 

game theory is useful in generating insights that have led into other areas which might 

further explain the situation. 

4.2.2. Bargaining and Negotiation 

1. Definition of bargaining 

The theoretical approaches to bargaining and negotiation have been based on game 

theory. Bargaining and negotiation are processes happening over a period of time and 

involving two or more negotiants. Bargaining is usually associated with trade and 

commerce, whi Ie negotiation is generally used for inter-state dealing. But the 

distinction is not al\\ays kept. 

Nicholson (1970. p.(7) stated, 'the acti\"ity \\hereby t\\"o contending parties 

dccidc bet\\een thcmsc1\"cs what act ions to take, when some arc better for one than for 



the other, is called bargaining. When it is done by explicit verbal communication. we 

refer to it as negotiation'. Bargaining implies a voluntary process of distributing the 

proceeds from co-operation (Cross, 1965, p.67), and negotiation is explained as 'a 

process in which explicit proposals are put forward ostensibly for the purpose of 

reaching agreement on an exchange or on the realisation of a common interest' (Ikle 

1964, pp.2-3). From the various definitions of negotiation and bargaining, the 

following elements are included. The process of negotiation is a voluntary and 

peaceful process, not SUbjugation involving violent or disruptive action. It is also 

assumed that each player (negotiant) has a rational opinion and good sense. 

2. Progress and types a/bargaining 

If two participants in a non-zero sum game agree to co-ordinate their actions, they can 

normally obtain some outcomes which might bring them mutual benefit. In this case, 

bargaining for' give and take' between participants begins to progress. According to 

Nicholson (1970, pp.67-80), there are usually two problems such as communication 

and fair bargain 3) in the process of bargaining. The former is related to what degree 

participants are able to co-ordinate their policies, and the latter is related to several 

different outcomes which could be chosen. 

The actual bargaining over a policy outcome begins at the lower level, and if no 

agreement is reached, then it is referred to the upper level. If the upper level cannot 

agree, the President decides. The President unilaterally sets the penalties for the upper 

level officials who are his subordinates, and they then set the penalties for the lower 

level officials who are their subordinates. The full sequence is as follows: 1) President 

unilaterally sets upper-level officials' penalties; 2) Upper-level officials set lower-level 

officials' penalties; 3) Lower-level officials playa bargaining game to determine the 

policy outcome; 4) Upper-level officials playa bargaining game to determine the 

policy outcome if the lower-level officials were unable to agree; and 5) President 

unilaterally decides the issue if the upper-level officials are unable to agree (Axelrod, 

1970, p.132). In Korea most unresolved political conflicts follow such steps. If the 

subordinates cannot reach an agreement. their bosses must consider the issue. This 

I) For explaining the "Fair bargaining", usually the l'oncept of utility is induced. The procedure of 
bar~ainin~, \\hich IS illustratin: of the general 'gclI// was de\'eloped hy J. F. '\a~h in his 'Ru!e of 

\(';()ri{/ri(~II' (l\iclwlsoll. 19"7(), p.7~) (For m01l' dl"tail about '\ash point for the l)ptI1l111111 ~ullilion. ~Cl' 
'\ iclwbun,ll)"'O, pp. 71-7'+). 
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implies that the initiative of agreement for conflict resolution can move to a third party 

hand, as the intensity of conflict begins to increase. 

Premise I: the more intensive the degree of conflict, the more likely there will be third 

party intervention (see section 7.2). 

Nicholson (1970, pp.82-84) divided aspects of bargaining into four general 

groups: negotiation and infonnation; the status of final offers; the parties to a conflict; 

and, knowledge of opponent's reactions. Not all fonns of conflict can be described as 

bargaining situations. The two fonns of conflict which do not fit very readily into this 

bargaining framework, are firstly, games in the everyday sense of the world, and 

secondly, 'threat conflict'. The fonner is where people compete under strictly defined 

rules in games such as football, card game, races and so on. The later fonn of conflict, 

which cannot be categorised neatly as a bargaining situation, is threat conflict. 

On the other hand, Axelrod (1970, p.121) presented a multilevel model of 

bargaining in bureaucracies connected with conflict of interest. Bureaucracies are not 

monolithic organisations rationally pursuing a single goal. Instead they decompose 

problems and assign different sub-problems to different parts of the organisation. To 

achieve some degree of co-ordination between the sub-problems, the different parts of 

a bureaucracy involved in the problem bargain with each other, usually with biases 

associated with their location in the organisation. 

4.3. Strategies and Methods of Conflict Resolution 

4.3.1. Strategies for Conflict Resolution 

Occurrence of conflict depends on a condition in which each party will benefit in some 

way from a continuation of the relationship and in which power is shared to some 

extent. The choice of strategies for conflict management mainly depends upon the 

value placed on conflict and the relations of the actors. Thus the interdependence and 

opportunity to influence inter-relationships are key elements in conflict management. 

perspective, \vhich is deeply related to the previous relations. 

In order to reduce or manage conflicts, M innery (1985, p.l'+2) pointed out that 

three reactions to percei\e contlict could be possible: 'e\"asion', 'suppression' and 

'regulation', These categories imply a reduction ofcontlict \vhen it is 'handled', but 
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potentially it can also be 'handled' by being maintained and deepened. Lan (1997. 

p.31) explained, 'the strategies for conflict resolution fall into conventional strategies 

which rely on the expertise and discretion of the judges and administrators, and 

alternative strategies which are about bargaining and negotiation, not about fairness or 

social justice'. Conventionally, conflict resolution relies upon the court of law or chief 

executive's arbitration. Arbitration, punitive sanctions on conflictual behaviour and 

avoiding conflict escalation are typical tools for conflict resolution. However, the 

costs of such litigation and dissatisfaction of result have forced individuals and 

organisations to search for alternative ways to resolve conflicts. Alternative Dispute 

Resolution (ADR) methods have began to dominate the conflict resolver's agenda (see 

section 4.4.3). 

Katz (1964, p.l 08) suggested strategies for dealing with various types of 

conflicts as follows: (1) Problems can be handled within the institutional structure by 

maximising informal resources, shifting personnel around, or simply ordering people 

to co-operate; (2) Setting up additional machinery for handling it. This is typical 

organisation-type solution to any problem. When the institutional machinery does not 

function well, add a new piece; (3) Changing the institutional structure so that there is 

less built-in conflict. 

Kilmann and Thomas (1978, p.60) argued that conflict management involved 

three interrelated steps: recognition, diagnosis and intervention, and they suggested 

distinct conflict management strategies (interaction management; contextual 

modification; consciousness raising; selection and training) associated with the four 

sources of conflict (external process; external structure; internal process; internal 

structure). In relation to locational conflict, Dear and Long (1978, p.117) stated that 

five strategies might be available to community groups: exist, voice, resignation, 

illegal action and formal participation. Their emphasis was laid on groups in 

opposition to any particular proposal. In judging the efficacy of these strategies, they 

used the extent to which individuals or groups could influence urban decision-making. 

On the other hand, March and Simon (1958, [in Axelrod, 1970, p.123]) 

suggested useful methods related to conflict resolution in organisations: problem

solving, persuasion, bargaining and politics. In the case ofproblem-soh'ing. it is 

assumed that all pat1icipants have the same goals, and the decision-problem is to find a 

solution that satisfies these criteria. In persuasion, the indi\'idual goals differ, but are 
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not taken as fixed. Bargaining takes the goals as fixed, and agreement \\ithout 

persuasion is sought. Politics means a situation like bargaining except that the arena is 

not taken as fixed by the participants. They continued, 'problem-solving has no 

conflict of interest, and persuasion is an attempt to lower the amount of conflict of 

interest, while bargaining and politics are processes aimed at reaching agreement in the 

presence of conflict of interest'. 

So far, various strategies for conflict resolution have been introduced, and these 

strategies can be adapted to the every type of conflict. In other words, strategies for 

'bargaining conflicts' can apply for bureaucratic or systems conflicts. One strategy can 

apply to a conflict, and two or more strategies can apply to the conflict. Accordingly, 

each strategy can be used for resolving all types of conflict, but it is very important that 

the most efficient and appropriate strategy should be introduced. A conflict can be 

resolved when some mutually consistent set of actions is worked out. 

4.3.2. Change of Method 

Conflict resolution typically depends upon the court of law or governmental decision. 

The judge in the courtroom or the decision by autocratic administrator under the role of 

the law and organisational policy is the final decision-maker, thus they largely leave no 

room for compromise between disputants. Such methods rely on the expertise and 

discretion of the judges and administrators, and it can be efficient, effective, and often 

economical way of resolving conflict. Administrative court, hierarchy of office and 

unity of command are mechanisms designed for resolving conflict in such a manner 

(Lan, 1997, p. 31). 

According to Gladwin's (1987, p.33) research, 4) methods for conflict resolution 

in the US at the beginning of the 1970s mainly depended upon the judge in a 

courtroom, but by the end of the 1970s, autocratic decisions had taken the first place 

(Table 4.1). Why then had the role of autocratic decisions been increasing in 

environmental disputes and why had the adjudication approach been relati\'ely 

decreasing? Using complex and technical methods, government officials in 

bureaucratic organisations with authoritative technical expertise had played an 

imp0I1ant part in dispute settlement. At the same time. an excessive use of courts had 

-------------

i, Ihl'Sl' sample caSL'S !-~()() conflicts) \\ere site spL'cific cnyironmental battks 0\ l'I on industrial facIlll~ 
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led to delay in the process of conflict settlement which had dramatically increased the 

costs of litigation. The escalating costs of court judgements forced disputants to search 

for alternative ways to resolve conflict. 

Table 4-1. Resolution mechanisms used in US environmental conflicts 

Categories 1970-1 1972-3 1974-5 1976-8 
Third Autocratic decision 25 % 33 % 24% 41 % 
party Adjudication 55 % 44% 42% 36% 

Arbitration/mediation 0 3% 2% 2% 
Legislation 6% 10 % 12 % 9% 

Public Vote 2% 5% 6% 11 % 
Public hearing 11 % 16% 24% 27% 
Bargaining/negotiation 5% 18 % 14% 18 % 

Private Joint problem solving 12 % 16% 18 % 11 % 
Private decision 15 % 14% 0 5% 

Sources: based upon GladwIn (1987), p.33 

However according to Moor (1998, p.163), by the end of the 1970s, 'autocratic 

decisions were becoming rarer in disputes involving environmental or sustainable 

development issues. The knowledge and authority of decision-makers was no longer 

sacrosanct, as information was more widely available and more people had developed 

expertise or discovered contradictory information' .5) Nonetheless as the role of 

adjudication approach was being reduced, it still remained the most important 

resolution mechanism. Concurrently with this trend, the involvement of the public 

grew: public hearing rapidly increased from 11 percent to 27 percent; and citizen 

voting 2 percent to 11 percent. Furthermore, the importance of bargaining and 

negotiation also increased. Up to the end of the 1970s, arbitration or mediation by 

involvement of a third party was rare. These tendencies had a deep concern with a fact 

that 'environmental conflict was shifting from 'regulatory' to 'social' in general 

character. 

As seen on table 4.2, in the 1970s, environmental conflicts moved out of the 

court room and became to depend on autocratic decisions, reflecting the stronger 

discretionary power vested in administrati \'C agencies, which became the most 

frequently employed mechanism of resolution approaches. Ho\\e\er as the 1980s 

progressed, the initiative moved to altenlativc dispute resolution (ADR) as a typical 

method for mediation. Nowadays. it has become a mainstream method of dispute 
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resolution. For the last thirty years, mechanisnls for conflict resolution haye been 

changing continuously from court judgement to ADR approach. Such transition has 

taken place in the US and other countries are following the US model. From the 

review of strategies for conflict resolution, it has been established that the main 

approach has become more co-operative and collaborative. The adversarial and 

autocratic methods of resolving conflicts have become less favoured, because such 

methods cannot manage and settle conflicts effectively and often lead to party 

dissatisfaction. In this situation conflict can be made worse, and ultimately conflict 

resolution can be more difficult. Consequently the following conclusion can be drawn: 

Premise H: The more coercive the strategies and tactics used, the more the conflict 

tends to become aggravated and the more difficult is conflict resolution (see section 

7.2). 

Table 4-2. The change of mechanisms and methods for conflict resolution 

Period Mechanism for conflict resolution Methods 
Before 1970s Court Room Adjudication Traditional and Adversarial Method 
1970s Administrative Decision Autocratic and Technical Method 
After 1980s Alternative Dispute Resolution Mediation/ Arbitration/Collaborative 

(ADR) process/Consensus building/ 
Stakeholder dialogue 

Sources: based upon Gladwin (1987), pp.32-35 

4.3.3. Methods of Conflict Resolution 

Conflict resolution is as old as conflict itself. Even though some conflicts are good, 

the word itself has a bias toward bad. Everybody thinks of the problems of conflict not 

usually in tenns of how we get more of them, but how we get less of them. 

Accordingly to look at ways in which conflicts are resolved and settled, is very 

important. This section focuses mainly on techniques of third party intercession and 

direct negotiation as a transactional resolution method, while various ADR methods 

are dealt in the next section. 

1. Avoidance: The first method of ending conflicts is an avoidance or disappearance of 

one or both parties, \\'hich is probably the commonest method. 'The tenll "avoidance" 

has been taken from experimental psychology to denote the ending of contlict by 

'I \ IO()lL' ( 19lJS) sa\\ that the contlllllUl1l of contlict re-.;ollition approaches \\enl ahead ill the ordn or 
cOlllmand. dccl:--ion lllakill~. (llll"lIltatl\e cieclsil1ll-lllaklllg and L'()-()PL'l~ltl\L' deci"lull-Illaking. 
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eliminating contact between parties' (Porter and Taplin, 1987, p.20). Boulding (1962, 

p.308) explained this as where 'the parties to the conflict simply remove themselves or 

one from another and increase the distance between them to the point where the 

conflict ceases from sheer lack of contact'. Avoidance always involves putting some 

kinds of distance between the parties. The distance implies not only physical distance, 

but also social distance or epistemological distance. According to Rangarajan (1985, 

p.256), there may be three forms of avoidance: one party may simply remove itself 

from the conflict field; both parties may remove themselves and; one party forcibly 

removes the other. 

2. Conquest: Conquest is the extreme case of forcible removal form of avoidance and 

the most radical form of conflict termination. 'One of the parties is in effect removed 

to infinity, or removed from the scene, leaving the victor in sole possession of the 

field' (Boulding, 1962, p.309). The conquest can take place only where one party is 

conditionally viable with respect to the other. In spite of a direct negotiation or 

intervention of a third party, when a dispute does not settle, the party which has more 

power than the other party often uses the conquest method. Nevertheless, as Porter and 

Taplin (1987, p.21) stated, 'total conquest is usually an impossibility, for example, a 

war in which the victor completely exterminates all members of the vanished is a rare 

event indeed'. 

3. Direct negotiation: Ifparties can neither conquer nor avoid each other, the parties 

have to stay together and live with each other in some form of procedural resolution. 

When two parties are able to settle their dispute without an outsider's help, a direct 

negotiation is likely to be established. Direct negotiation can be useful when the 

conflict level is low. 

According to Boulding (1962, p.31 0), 'direct negotiation or conciliation can 

lead to reconciliation, in which the value systems of the parties change so that they 

develop common preferences in their joint field. They both want the same state of 

affairs or position in the joint field, and so conflict is eliminated'. Reconci liation is the 

result of con\'crsation, argument, discussion, or debate that leads to convergent 

modi fications of the images of the two parties. Since direct negotiation does not lea\c 

behind a residue of dissatist~lction, there is little likelihood that other ne\\' conflict 



Occurs in connection with this residue, or that implementation of agreement is held 

back. 

4. Third party intervention: Third party assistance is necessary when the conflict level 

has increased to such an extent that parties have moved away from the goal agreed by 

the direct negotiation. Rangarajan (1985, p.257) classified third party intercession 

based on a wide range of aspects, into four types along a spectrum from conciliation to 

adjudication. The four methods broadly fall into two distinct classes. In mediation 

and conciliation, the disputants are persuaded to agree among themselves on the terms 

of a settlement, while, the disputants agree to accept the terms of a settlement dictated 

to them by an arbitrator or judge in arbitration and adjudication (see Appendix 3). 

Conclusions of third party intervention are compromise and award. 

Compromise is the result of a process of bargaining, in which mediation and 

conciliation may play an important part. In compromise, the value systems are not 

identical, and parties have different optimum positions in the joint field. However, 

each party is willing to settle for something less than its ideal position rather than to 

continue the conflict. Next, an award is the end result in arbitration or legal trial. This 

settlement is reached because both parties have agreed to accept the verdict of one 

outside person or agency rather than continue the conflict (Boulding, 1962, p.311). 

Nevertheless the various procedures are not completely separated in practice. 

Frequently, both reconciliation and compromise go on together. Similarly in 

arbitration cases or in court proceedings, there are often elements of both reconciliation 

and compromise and of bargaining before the award is handed down . 

• Conciliation: When a third party is requested to aid communication and bargain, but 

not to arbitrate, there are the methods of conciliation and mediation. These two 

techniques depending on the persuasion for achieving an agreement, have many things 

in common. Porter and Taplin (1987, p.29) defined, 'conciliation is the act of a neutral 

third party instigating interaction and communication by performing the role of 

middleman, of a go-between, of a bridge oyer which two parties can begin to negotiate 

a transaction'. 

This is the simplest fOl1n of mediation. The conciliation simply tries to clear up 

misunderstandings" Conflict situation a!\\"ays proyide ample opportunity for 



unnecessary incompatibility of images. "A conciliator can both recei\'e and give 

accurate messages to either of the parties without distortion, and so can achie\'e a 

certain reconciliation of images' (Boulding, 1962, p.316). Disputes settled by 

conciliation leave behind a smaller residue of dissatisfaction, therefore the chances of 

further conflicts arising from this residue are much less. Conciliation is the cheapest 

means and economises on time, and it is a useful technique for all types of conflicts. 

There are two prerequisites: (a) the disputants must have had a close and multi-linked 

relationship, (b) there must have been mutual trust, at least some time in the past 

(Rangarajan, 1985, p.257). 

• Mediation: Mediation is the process whereby two or more parties appoint an 

independent third party to assist them in reaching a negotiated agreement to resolve 

their differences. According to Rangarajan (1985, p.259), "the mediation process is 

non-binding, although a settlement agreement resulting from mediation usually is 

binding'. The mediation has more outside pressure than mere conciliation, and it 

implies a middle position between the parties, but sometimes the solution introduced 

by the mediator may be a new position altogether that neither party has previously 

contemplated. Mediation is usually as voluntary, non-binding, 'without prejudice' and 

confidential (Estates Gazette, 1999, p.117). The essential criteria in the art of 

mediation are to (1) instigate communication between two parties where immediate 

contact is difficult or impossible, and (2) to accommodate those parties in reading 

voluntarily and by mutual consent a mode of compromise and consensus acceptable to 

both (Porter and Taplin, 1987, p.30). Mediation may be conceptually and empirically 

broken down into basic subgroups: initiation; inquiry and investigation; mediation; and, 

combinations of the above models. 

A mediator acts as a catalyst so that interaction and communication may be 

initiated. Porter and Taplin (1987, p.32) explained the functions of a mediator as 

follows: to widen the agenda; to introduce new opportunities to exchange bargaining; 

to put forward salient suggestions: to provide information; to help explore solutions 

and to create new solutions; to transmit messages; to mobilise outside influence. A 

mediator, unlike a conciliator, needs not do all his \'lork with both parties present and 

can meet the disputants indi\'idually and put forward different proposals (Rangarajan, 

1985, p.2() I). 'The mediator role may be quite informal or it may be more fonnalised. 
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In any case the role is a complex one with a whole spectrum of possible degrees of 

intervention into the conflict' (Boulding, 1962, p.31 7). Consequently, an objective of 

the mediator is to keep up the momentum of the discussions. He helps parties to craft 

realistic solutions which would bring real and tangible benefits to all parties to the 

dispute and often bring forward ideas for solutions (Napier, 1998, p.204). 

• Arbitration and adjudication: In spite of their own and a third party's efforts, when 

conciliation and mediation are unsuccessful, the procedural conflict tends to take over 

in the fonn of arbitration or court proceedings. Both arbitration and adjudication are 

legal processes resulting in arbitration awards or court judgements. 

In arbitration, a preliminary bargain has to be struck in the sense that parties 

have to agree to submit to arbitration. All the disputants have to agree to subject a 

dispute to arbitration. An arbitrator differs from a mediator in that the fonner 

adjudicates the process, while the latter guides, initiates and directs the process of 

coming to tenns. In brief the arbitrator judges, and the mediator guides. However, at 

times both may involve the same role or they may be confused by the parties involved. 

Boulding (1962, p.319) pointed out, 'successful arbitration frequently operates as 

mediator and conciliator as well, for the closer his award comes to what the parties 

might have agreed upon in the absence of arbitration, the more satisfied the parties will 

be, and the better the reputation of the arbitrator'. A disputant can repudiate arbitration 

awards. In this situation the conflict then moves to a different level. 

Judicial decision is a widespread and widely used fonn of conflict resolution. 

When both mediation and arbitration fail and if the situation is perceived as a serious 

threat to the state, then judicial and legal interventions are generally introduced into the 

situation. Among the options usually found, adjudication has more coercive power 

behind it than that of arbitration, because the system of punishment, the apparatus of 

prison and the punishments stand behind the law. Procedures taken in the courts are 

made more objective by the disputants being represented by lawyers and by decisions 

being made by judges with no personal interest in the dispute. The sense of fainless 

plays a major role in the judicial process. Ultimately, a conflict that cannot be resolved 

by appeals to the existing law may be transfened to the law-making process in 

leuislativc assemblies. 
b 



4.3.4. Methods by Progress 

Appropriate methods for conflict resolution may vary according to the intensity of 

conflict: 'different intensities of conflicts call for different settlement forum and 

techniques' , 6) noted Godschalk (1992, p.369). He defined three intensities of conflict 

and recommended a conflict management system. If each method of conflict 

settlement is connected with the degree of conflict, practicable means can be 

introduced. Figure 4.1 illustrates possible techniques for conflict settlement that may 

be taken in relation to two dimensions: techniques for conflict settlement and the 

intensity of conflict. 

At the first stage of an issue developing, negotiation and third party 

intercession may be able to resolve a conflict. As the intensity of conflict increases, 

however, the possible range of conflict settlement techniques, that is the shaded section 

in Figure 4.1, is diminished. 

Figure 4-1. Techniques of conflict resolution 

Technique 
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Impasse Degree 
(Violence) 

Source: based upon Godschalk, 1992, p.368 

For example, if the degree of conflict is at the point A, the possible range of 

appropriate techniques lies between mediation and adjudication; should the conflict 

move to A " the techniques available naITO\ towards adjudication only with a strong 

possibility of third party intervention. Consequently, as the intensity of conflict passes 

" 1 Godsc hnlk ( 1992, p.369) :ugued . for purpo~e of designing and operating a conflict l11annge1l1en~ . 
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from being a dispute to nearer the stage of impasse, the possible range of techniques 

for settlement gradually becomes narrower. This process can be expressed in the 

following way: as the degree of conflict increases (issue~ dispute~ impasse), the 

range of choice of technique for conflict resolution becomes narrower. Following this 

approach, it may be concluded that: the intensity of conflict is the critical factor in 

conflict settlement, and the more intensive the degree of conflict the more difficult is 

conflict resolution. This conclusion forms the Central Premise to be used in 

establishing a framework to analyse the six case studies of regional 

development/environmental projects in Korea, which are reported on later in this thesis 

(see Chapters 8-11). 

Central Premise: The intensity of conflict is the critical factor in conflict settlement, 

and the more intensive the degree of conflict the more difficult is 

conflict resolution (see section 7.2). 

4.3.5. Character by Methods 

Among these various methods, as shown in Figure 4.2, direct negotiation or 

conciliation and mediation give more satisfaction to parties. For similar reason 

mediation is superior to arbitration, and arbitration is superior to judicial decision: 

voluntary, non-coercive and independent consensus is usually more utilitarian and 

satisfactory to the parties involved. In this context, Porter and Taplin (1987, p32) 

argued 'mediation is preferred in all cases to arbitration or judicial decision because 

mediation implies mutual consensus which is favourable to both parties because of its 

independent and voluntaristic nature'. 

Figure 4-2. Indices by means 

Means Avoidance Negotiation Conciliation Mediation Arbitration Judicial 
I I I I I I 

Coercive Low Pressure ~ High Pressure 

Voluntarist High intervention .. Low intervention 

Satisfactory H igh satist~1ctory .. LO\\ satisfactory 

Cost Cheap Uncertain Uncertain ~ Expensl\e 

Time Short ~ Lone 

Leeal extent LO\v ~ Hieh 

Sources: based on Porter and TapIIIl (1987) 
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Consequently, a voluntary decision gi\'es satisfaction to disputants and leads to 

the high degree of settlement. Here, the compliance rate is proportional to the degree 

of satisfaction and the level of satisfaction is proportional to degree of implementation. 

Nevertheless, sometimes the higher the degree of legal basis (compelling power), the 

higher the degree of implementation of agreements can be. In this case, usually 

disputants' satisfaction is very low, so new conflicts related to the matter can occur 

again in the future. 

4.4. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Approach for Conflict Resolution 

4.4.1. What is ADR? (Definition of ADR) 

ADR implies alternative approaches to court judge as a traditional resolution method. 

'Common to all ADR procedures is the word "alternative". Actually each ADR 

procedure is an "alternative" to court adjudication' (Gary, 1999, p.1). This definition 

interprets ADR in a broad sense which refers to a variety of procedures for the 

resolution of disputes in the wide spectrum between mediation and straightforward 

negotiation. According to this definition, because ADR has a very wide range, it is 

ambiguous in definition and it is difficult to point out a concrete entity. Ingram (1998, 

p.146) explained, 'there are a number of other terms used: collaborative process; 

consensus-building; mediation; facilitation; stakeholder dialogue; community problem

solving'. One of the characteristic features of ADR is that the approach includes a 

varied range of procedures. 

The most common form of ADR is mediation which involves the participation 

of a mediator to assist the parties in a dispute to reach a settlement. Mediation, as a 

popular ADR method, is a process for resolving disputes with the aid of a neutral 

whose role includes assisting parties, privately and collectively, to identify the issues 

in dispute and to develop proposals to resolve the dispute. As mentioned in section 

4.3.3, mediation is not a new approach, but is an established method of third party 

intervention. With new techniques de\'eloping, it has been in the spotlight recently. 

The reason why mediation has become the main method of ADR is based on 

the following fi\e elements. First of alL because there is a neutral and impartial 

facilitator, the parties can trust that they ha\'e some safeties and arc not being abused 

by an interested party. Secondly a L1cilitator or mediator protects the conflictability nf 
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the proceedings. Thus the mediator does not take sides against any party and does not 

usurp the parties' rights to disclose, or not to disclose infonnation. Thirdly, it requires 

good faith from the participants. Good faith includes entering into the ADR method 

with the intention to work towards a resolution and not using the process for outside 

purposes. Fourthly, all necessary parties needed to resolve the problems can interact 

with the mediator. Those with full authority to act for the parties must attend so that 

the parties can work toward resolution (Napier, 1998, pp.203-204). 

4.4.2. Emergence of ADR 

1. Start of ADR 

The 1970s was a decade of growing concern about the environment in the US and saw 

the emergence of ADR processes in environmental disputes. At the beginning of the 

1970s disputants in environmental public policy disputes had few meaningful options, 

other than litigation related to statutes concerned with particular events. The vast 

majority carried their disputes to court. Naturally, court dockets overloaded, litigation 

dragged on and the machinery of government stalled (Susskind and Secunda, 1998, 

pp.16-17). From the mid-1970s, this began to change. A growing number of 

disputants began to experiment with new approaches of dealing with conflict. In the 

private sector, interest in processes such as facilitation and mediation to help disputing 

parties grew and a few disputants also began to use consensus-building techniques. 

The first significant environmental dispute to be mediated in this way was a 

controversy over the proposed location of a flood dam on the Snoqualmie River in the 

State of Washington in 1973. The mediators initiated and facilitated a dialogue among 

the opposing parties, and an agreement was forged around plans for the construction of 

the dam. After that, meaningful experiments with dispute resolution in the public 

sector commenced in the late 1970s. Environmental disputes provided one of the first 

arenas in which a mediator began exploring the applicability to public conflict 

techniques and processes for resolution. In the 1980s, ADR for resolving public 

disputes have been rapidly growing in the US (Susskind and Secunda, 1998, p.18). 

The introduction of ADR process in the UK has been greatly influenced by and 

benefited from the experience in the us. It was introduced to the UK in the field of 

neighbouL commercial. family and employment disputes. A mediation approach \\ as 

used to resol\'e t~lI11ily issues in the early 1980s, ADR subsequently spread into the 
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public sectors in the early 1990s. In the UK, the 'Environmental Resolve and 

Environmental Council' has pioneered ADR in public disputes. In 1991, following a 

conference which introduced the concept of consensus-building to the UK, the 

Environmental Council has been running introductory skills and awareness building 

workshops and consensus-building activity has increased. The development of 

consensus-building was also linking into government interest in strengthening local 

democracy. This increased interest from local authorities and communities has 

provided a positive context for the increased use of consensus-building. The UK is at 

an exciting innovative and experimental stage in the use of collaborative processes, and 

this method is used just as often to prevent conflict rather than resolving disputes 

(Ingram, 1998, p.113). 

Environmental and political trends in developed nations have influenced 

developing countries. Developing nations induced new procedures and mechanisms, 

and began to adapt more formal approaches to seeking ways of addressing 

environmental issues and conflicts (Moore 1998, p.167). Until the last half of the 

1980s, environmental issues were often seen as local or regional concerns, extraneous 

to economic growth. The phenomena have however now assumed a global dimension, 

and is increasingly being be seen as intrinsic to economic growth or decline. In 

addition, international activities such as Local Agenda 21 have also expanded 

environmental visions and expectations. These trends stimulated developing countries 

to have an interest in consensus-building approaches and sustainable development, and 

many developing countries began to adopt ADR process in public sector disputes since 

the 1990s, but the application of ADR has stayed at an experimental stage. 

2. Reasons for the emergence of ADR 

Nowadays conflicts in urban and regional developments tend to become complex due 

to the interposition of environmental issues. Environmental issues, which emerged in 

the fields of water management, waste disposal and the energy industry, may influence 

all of fields in related to the development policies. During the last t\\'enty-five years, 

problems related to environment have increased tremendously at alllevel-Iocal, 

regional, national and intenlational affairs. 

Before the 1970s, the disputes related to public policy were largely interest 

stru~~lcs or judicial disputes related to administration, .\ccordingly. a dispute 
~~ . 



resolution depended on traditional legislative and administrative options. As 

environmental problems have developed from the mid-1970s onwards, instead of 

traditional methods which have limited value in resolving complex environmental 

issues, an EDR (ADR) approach was introduced in the US. 

Why has ADR been introduced in response to environmental issues and 

regional development disputes? Nonnally, parties are limited in industrial and 

organisational conflicts, and usually a triad position including mediator is established. 

In regional development or environmental conflict, parties to a dispute tend to be 

indistinct as well as numerous; a concern range covers a wide area; public 

characteristics are strongly exhibited; a concept of space exists; systematisation 

between members is not finn; and there are complex issues. According to Moore 

(1998, p.168), environmental conflicts have different characteristics from other 

conflicts as follows: involvement of multiple and diverse parties; diverse and 

incompatible interests; differing appraisals of the situation; contrasting sources, power 

and leverage; lack of relationships; divergent expectations; confusion over the 

appropriate forum; unequal levels of knowledge and expertise; different levels of 

skills; and, the lack of an identified and respected convenor. 

As reviewed above, because disputes related to environmental problems and 

regional developments include many parties and issues, solutions of the problems is very 

difficult. Under such a situation, court judgements and administrative decisions, have 

limitations. Too many stakeholders cannot go to law with various interests at once. 

Eventually they all cannot find satisfaction in the autocratic administrative decision, and 

are unlikely to accept the decision without their participation in the process of decision

making. Traditional ways of resolving disputes usually result in the parties losing 

control of the dispute and becoming frustrated and dissatisfied, and relationships can 

become damaged as parties only talk to each other in hostile environments'. 

Following this review, Premises F and G are established. 

Premise F: The greater the number of stakeholders and parties in\'olved, the more 

di fficult is conflict resolution. 

PremiseG: The more complex the issues of conflict and the larger the scale of issues, 

the more <.Ii ffielilt is eon fl iet resolution (see section 7.2). 
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In order to oyercome problems of the adyersarial resolution approach and to 

resolve complex conflicts. a new altematiye approach has been introduced. ADR is 

recognised as an acceptable and mainstream way to resolye a dispute or make a good 

decision, thus providing a positive climate in which to deyelop collaboratiye processes 

in the public policy area (Ingram, 1998, p.1IS). Many factors haye contributed 

directly to the growing interest and use of collaborative processes as a means of 

addressing enyironmental problems and sustainablilty. First of all. parties can avoid 

the lengthy and costly haul through the courts. Secondly, the process cuts short 

expensive and unpredictable legal procedure with significant sayings of time and 

money. Thirdly, ADR creates a satisfaction through ownership of the settlement. 

According to most literature, the main reason that parties to dispute use ADR 

method is to avoid the delay and high cost of litigation. Howeyer, as Lan (1987, p.31) 

stated, administrative decision is likely to be more efficient effective and often 

economical method. Then why has ADR taken a firm root in the scene of 

environmental conflict since the beginning of the 1980s, instead of an administratiye 

decision or legal judgement? Although the reasons mentioned above influenced the 

introduction of ADR, more important reason might relate the citizen's awareness of 

environmental issues and citizen's demands for participation in the process of regional 

policy decision. Many people have been awakening to the significance of environment, 

and thus they have taken part in the process of policy-making and implementation of 

projects related to environmental issues. Decision-making, as Moore (1998, p.163) 

noted, is no longer an exclusive objective of a few environmental specialists or 

administrative officials. The large and varied numbers of stakeholders who haye 

become concerned with environmental issues and projects have made ADR into a 

mainstream method in resolving environmental conflicts. 

According to Susskind and Secunda (1998, p.26), 'as the frequency of 

environmental disputes has grown, the ability of our social, political and legal 

institutions to resolye them in a timely, efficient and decisiye manner has diminished' 0 

They (po27) continued to argue .. government seems unable to resoh-e these disputes 

satisfactorily~ in part because government is often a party to them, 00 oconyentional 

methods for managing conflict sapped financial resources. took a long time to achie,-e 

procedure agreement, did nothing to improye relationship among disputants_ It is in 

this context that new approaches to reso\\"ing en\-ironmental disputes ha\e arisen o. 
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4.4.3. The Development of ADR 

1. Various techniques 

At first, ADR in environmental conflict mainly took a form of mediation or arbitration, 

because ADR was initiated from experiences of commercial, family and industrial 

disputes. Recently, with the complexity and diversity of society, the progress of local 

democratisation, and the awareness of citizen participation, ADR methods have 

gradually changed and developed. New methods are applied for satisfying their 

various desires because there are many stakeholders to conflicts related to 

environmental issues or regional disputes. These methods include 'consensus

building', 'joint problem-solving', 'negotiation', 'informal arbitration', 'mediation', 

'non-binding mini trials', 'partnering, ' 'outlets for emotions', 'enlargement of conflicts 

to include more players' and 'increasing the stackers' (Lan, 1998, p.31). The 

mainstream of ADR began to transfer from mediation to collaborative decision-making, 

and it moves from conflict resolution to prevention of dispute. 

2. Increase of mediated cases 

By the end of 1977 nine disputes had been mediated in the USA and the number of 

case mediated by ADR methods subsequently rapidly increased. 7) 'Over the past two 

decades the use of mediation (ADR) as a tool to resolve environmental enforcement 

disputes has become increasingly popular and recently, the mediation has been an ad 

hoc choice' (Sipe, 1998, p.275). According to the Centre for Dispute Resolution 

(CEDR, 1998), it can be used: when business negotiation are in deadlock; in parallel to 

litigation or arbitration; to achieve consensus in partnership or complex policy 

disputes; for national or international disputes; to resolve disputes in almost any area of 

law or business. The illustration in Figure 4.3 is an ADR process bar chart showing 

changes in the number of cases handled by CEDR 8) in the UK. Cases of mediation 

have increased by 80 per cent average annual growth rate over the past three years. 

-) By the end of 1977, nine disputes had been mediated. Another nine casl~s were mediated in 19'5. and 
ei!..dlteen cases more \\'CIT mediated in 1979. By mld-1984. mediator and facllttators had been 1Il\'olwd 
in~o\'L'r 1()O disputes (BJIl::cham. 19S7. p.314) . 
~I CTDR IS one of the leadin::c organisations III the field of ."\DR. dl-;pute management and conflIct 
pre\'l'ntlon in the llK (CTDR. Il)9S) 



Figure 4-3. Trend of mediated cases (Sept. 1995-Sept. 1998) 
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3. Institutionalisation of ADR procedure 
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At the outset, environmental dispute resolution (EDR) has been used on an ad hoc, 

case by case basis. Entering into the middle of the 1980s, negotiation and mediation 

procedures have been written into statutes governing environment issues. Even into the 

early 1980s, most dispute resolution services were offered at low or no cost to the 

disputants by foundation-sponsored, non-profit private or university-based institutions 

in the USA. The Ford Foundation, for instance, founded the National Institution of 

Dispute Resolution (NIDR), one of the organisations most responsible for establishing 

and guiding the direction of the public conflict resolution field (Susskind and Secunda, 

1998, p.21). 

The growing public interest in mediation, consensus-building and other 

innovative processes for managing disagreement produced a demand for training in an 

energising set of conflict management skills. In the early 1980s mounting 

dissatisfaction with federal rule making propelled the Administrative Conference of the 

United States (ACUS) to recommend agencies to adapt new procedures based on the 

principles of negotiation. In the latter part of the 1980s, many agencies began 

in1plementing collaborative decision-making processes. The Congress enacted 

the 'Negotiated Rulemaking Action' in 1990 to legitilnise this alten1ati e approach to 

regulatory decision-making, and the Administrative Dispute R solution Act Public 

Law (104-552) \ as nacted in 1990. In accordance \ ith the Act, feueral gO\' mm nt 

agencies should introduce ADR approache and earch [or method to appl y th ct 

(Plonning ond Po1i .1', 1999, " .39) . 



On the other hand, in the UK, Environment Select Committee has encouraaed 
:;, 

the use of mediation to address dispute relating to tourism and enyironment (Ingram. 

1998, p.ll 7). A few government bodies have initiated research in areas that could 

benefit from consensus building.9
) In the middle of such a new tendency, ADR has 

also been visible in the landscape of litigation procedures, with the Civil Procedure 

Rules (CPR), 10) which give judges the power to stay proceedings to allow for 

negotiation and ADR efforts, coming into force in 1999. ADR could potentially 

become a mainstream process in all judicial proceedings. I I) Countries that have 

established a long experience of ADR seem to have a tendency to institutionalise ADR 

beyond a case-by-case basis. 

4. Variety of ADR application 

ADR has helped ordinary people to resolve disputes without the expense, uncertainty 

or anxiety associated with litigation. To date the ADR process has expanded into other 

fields, thus is frequently employed in almost all dispute fields. Although ADR 

methods have focused most on interpersonal disputes arising typically between 

neighbours or among several community members, the range of application of ADR 

has been widening toward the field of public disputes (Estates Gazette, 1998). 

According to Susskind and Secunda (1998, p.24), 'the activity that characterised the 

mid-1980s transformed dispute resolution and consensus building in the public sector. 

The arenas where public dispute resolutions were first introduced also underwent 

dramatic change'. In this way the use and application of ADR has been considerably 

increased since EDR was introduced to help resolve environmental disputes. 

According to Moore (1998, p.183), the range of application now included educational, 

approval, jurisdictional, cultural, economic, regional and urban development disputes 

as well as environmental disputes: water development, allocation and use; air quality; 

land use; development; habitat and species protection; irrigation systems operation; 

forest management; transportation development, and a range of other issues. 

In the United States and in Britain the use of ADR is supported and encouraged 

by central govenlment. In the USA, for instance, the introduction of ADR is either 

'II For example. the DOE circulated a consultation document about the pOSSIbility of using mediation to 
resohe planning disputes \\'hich \\ould kad to an appro\'al in 19~7. , _ 
1"1 \Iter 2() :\pril 1999. there may ewn he fInancial penaltll's tor partIes \\'ho unreasonably rl'lllse to 
pdrticipatl' in mediation, 
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required of federal ministries and government agencies or is encouraged. ll ) Thus the 

public sector is playing an important part in the growing acceptance of ADR in 

management practice. Currently eight different departments 13) in the UK government 

are running ADR pilot schemes, incorporating ADR clauses into their contracts. 'The 

ADR debate is no longer a philosophical one of whether or not mediation will become 

a mainstream tool in the resolution of disputes. It has now proven itself to be a useful 

technique in the simplest or most complex, bi-party or multi-party disputes whether on 

a high emotional or purely technicallevel,14) (CEDR, 1998). 

5. The diffusion of ADR (EDR) 

ADR has become a world-wide approach for conflict resolution. It originated in the 

USA, and has become a rapidly growing professional field in that country; from there 

it was introduced to European countries. ADR has been since been established and 

practised in many other countries on an ad hoc basis and is clearly a growing field. In 

the UK, the demand for consensus-building in the environmental and public policy 

area has grown dramatically over the last five years. 'Experience to date is most 

noticeable for the breath and depth of examples, rather than frequent use in one area. 

Projects are being initiated at all levels and by many sectors' (Ingram, 1999, p.113). 

Many developing nations have begun to modify their dispute resolution approaches 

and procedures and adapt western models of conflict management. As Moore (1998, 

p.160) has commented 'these new social technologies have enabled government 

agencies, citizens, public interest groups and the private sector to work together to 

respond to environmental issues and strive for collaborative and mutually acceptable 

solution' . 

As mentioned above, developing countries have more recently been testing the 

application of ADR in to their regional developments and environmental issues. 

II) It reflects the current practice of some judges in the Commercial Court, the Technology and 
Construction Court and the Central London County Court \\hich have led the \\ay in ADR initiatives. 
12) In the US in accordance with a federal Memorandum (1998), each go\"ernment agency is actin~ly to 
use an ADR approach and is to implement "Negotiated Rule-making' between interested parties. In the 
liK. just as ADR is becoming accepted as a case management tool for the judiciary. so too the public 
sect(~r is takin!.! :\DR into the heart of its management structure (CEOR. 1999). 
11) The DOE i; testing the use of mediation in planning actions: the DaTI has lIlcorporated reference to 
.\OR use in !.!o\·ernment analysis on competitiveness: the DFID has used ADR in a numher of its 
projects and ~onsiders .\DR as an Important part of internal dIsputes procedures: the Independent 
J lousing Omhudsman Scheme lIses (,EOR as an independent mechatlOl1 SLT\ Ice. etc. 
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Because of some characteristics of environmental disputes themselyes and \\'orld 

trends regarding public participation and democratisation, many traditional command 

(i.e. public sector) decision-making models have found it difficult to reconcile different 

interests and to find fair and mutually acceptable solutions to environmental disputes. 

Thus the ADR method has been used actively under the name of 'EDR' in the field of 

environmental conflict and, in fact, almost every nation had introduced a form of EDR 

by the early 1990s. 

Although the application of ADR had not been actively pursued in the public 

sector, the Third World already had some experience with mediation in civil courts for 

family and neighbour matters. In China, disputes are resolved almost exclusively 

through negotiation and conciliation is a preferred way. The Japanese system derived 

from Germany does not favour litigation because these conditions do not encourage the 

making up of losses and prefers techniques leading to acceptable compromise solutions. 

Conciliation and mediation are more the usual way of settling dispute. Thailand is a 

'non-litigation country', although the court case-load is fast increasing. The country is 

keen to pressure the relations between people and shuns from formal litigation. In 

New Zealand disputes are disposed of either through litigation in the courts, through 

arbitration or through negotiation (Hwang, 1994). 

Many countries have used ADR methods within conflicts of commercial, 

family or neighbour disputes. On the basis of such experience, each country has taken 

a growing interest in ADR processes in multi-party disputes, including regional 

planning and development. Nowadays, the ADR approach is becoming worldwide 

phenomena covering many different subjects of dispute and contentious issue. 

4.4.4. ADR Skills and Techniques 

To address, manage, and resolve environmental disputes, various methods including 

'dialogue', 'argumentation', 'negotiation', 'contest', 'mock battles', 'mediation' and 

'arbitration' are used (Moore, 1998, p.175). Although methods of ADR are very 

diverse, basically ADR is based on negotiation. In an ADR approach, according to 

Ac1and and Hickling (1997 [in Ingram, 1998, p.l..l8]), 'the two basic ingredients are 

mediation and faci litation. In essence. mediation ski lIs are llsed to help resolye 

--------------------------- ---

I~I In multi-party dispute including plannll1g and dnelopment. l'I1\'iroI1I11L'I1tal dlsputl''i, publ~c disputes 
and multl-l'tdtural disputes, thl' caSl'S Illl'di;lted by (,fDR han,' IlSl'l1 from t t pl'r cent III t l)!) to 1 () PCI 

cent of tntal cases 111 1<)1):-, 
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disputes where anger and emotions are running high. Facilitation skills and techniques 

are used to help large groups of people reach consensus decisions'. 

The success of mediation often depends heavily on the skills of the mediator. 

Ingram (1998, p.l48) stated, 'listening, empathising and questioning are considered 

essential skills for a facilitator or mediator. The skills are essential for the parties to 

dispute as well as the mediators'. Facilitation and mediation techniques that aim to 

enable large groups of people to work together to develop joint plans and reach 

agreement, have been developed recently. She (pp.l48-l50) pointed out four 

examples of basic techniques 15) that are increasingly being recognised. 

On the other hand, Sandman (1987, pp.34l-2) introduced new communication 

methods for ADR resolution. There are a wide variety of all-purpose methodologies 

for developing means to facilitate interaction, communication, trust and agreement. 

These methods are tools that are available to anyone interested in making negotiation 

more likely or more successful. They include: Delphi methodology; role-playing; 

gaming-simulation; co-orientation; efficacy-building; focus groups; fact-finding; 

participatory planning; feeling acceptance; school intervention; behavioural 

commitment; and, environmental advocacy. 

Poirier Elliott (1999, pp.2l6-2l8) designed and managed a participatory or 

conflict resolution process in very different ways, depending on the foci of the process 

in public policy. 'Processes can adopt a problem-solving focus, a relationship-building 

focus, both, or neither. The process design can vary considerably by objectives which 

can include information sharing, knowledge acquisition, problem-solving, visioning, 

agreement seeking, and community building. These objectives lead to processes that 

are stylised rhetorical, inter-actional and communicative, or dynamic and 

transformative'. Many methods of ADR introduced for resolving multiple and 

complex conflicts mainly emphasise the prevention of conflict rather than settlement of 

15). Metaplal1: this is a powerful way for a group to build a joint picture of members' issues and 
concerns. Two methods include the use of small pieces of paper or card, pinned or stuck to a \\all or 
screen, and. the use of smaiL brightly coloured stickers to prioritise lists. 

, Carousel: this has been dew loped as an efficient \\ay to generate creatiyity among a large group of 
people in a \\ay that ensures that all contribute and build on each other's ideas, It invoh'es creating a 
number of subgroups. gl\"ing a task. and allotting to each a particular space as its home base, 

, C0I11111oll-grounding: This is used to deyelop consensus on the \'arious solutions, An essential 
component is a visual presentatIon of the \'arious solutions and the C0111mon ground on nip charts, 

, .\/({lIagclI1('n( Or/ll/c('rf({i1/~1': llncertainty IS al\nys a factor in any complex situation and the shared 
lllan<lUemcnt. and rl'<,olution of uncntainty IS a step to\\ards building ~l con<,cn<,us There are three t) lX'S: 

uncn7ainty about the faL'l~ of a situatIOn: uncertainty about \\hat \'alul's arl' il1\ol\'eLi: uncertainty ~lbout 
reialL'd Issues and dccI<'l(lnS 



conflict. The combined application of these skills and techniques has proved a 

powerful and successful approach to address complex, multi-party environmental 

problems. 

4.4.5. Why is ADR Important? (Strength of ADR) 

Some scholars focus on the merits and benefits of ADRI6
) (Wood 1995; IngramI998), 

commenting that it can be "something better", "more accessible and understandable" to 

the lay person, less adversarial, expensive and time-consuming, and more likely to 

produce an outcome that matches the interests of the disputants than litigation or other 

traditional mechanisms. Ingram (1998, p.13 8), for instance, argues that the benefits of 

ADR are likely to be as follows: the cost, delays, loss of control, and anxiety 

associated with adversarial procedures are considerably reduced; ADR generates a 

wide senses of responsibility among parties to find a solution that they can all live 

with; there is a wide sense of ownership for the solution and commitment to its 

implementation; the process can enhance participatory democracy; a shared 

understanding of the issues and develops result in parties build trust with one another; 

relationship are improved and parties develop better decisions. Besides, mediation can 

be used before, or during, litigation or arbitration proceedings. A mediated settlement 

allows for imaginative and creative solutions, such as re-negotiation of tenns, of give 

and take, a reappointment on another deal. This is often described as the 'win/win' 

outcome (Estates Gazette, 1999, p.117). 

Basically the ADR approach establishes co-operative relationships between 

disputants. Any strengths or benefits of ADR have to include the following elements: 

an ADR is a voluntarily intercession, so there are few dissatisfactions; it saves time 

and money because the dispute is resolved within a relatively short period of time; it 

allows for imaginative solutions and/or creating value, confidentiality and flexibility. 

1. Time and money sal'ing: Among many benefits, the saving of time and money are 

the most indicated benefit (Merinitz, 1980; Bingham, 1986; Army, 1987; \Vood, 1995: 

Campell and Floyd, 1996; Ingram, 1998). Resolution through ADR frequently 

enables the parties to eliminate or minimise the expense of disco\ery and motion 

practice and to reach an acceptable resolution earlier in the process. 
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2. Wise resolution of differences (Satisfaction of parties): Resolution by ADR is 

suitable for complex conflicts involving many parties and large stakeholders as \vell as 

routine disputes. According to Ingram (1998, p.114), 'traditional consultation and 

decision-making process leave interested parties and the public not only dissatisfied 

with the final decision, but also frustrated by the process by which they were reached'. 

The ADR process generates a wide sense of responsibility and acceptable solution, so 

that parties have a wide sense of ownership of the solutions and of commitment to their 

agreement. 

3. Continue better relationships: Litigation can block the communication between 

disputants, and it causes further damage to an ongoing relationship, while ADR can 

improve relationships, which helps in the management of future complex problems. 

ADR is a way of improving communication and preserving or restoring ongoing 

relationships. 

4. Creative value and brainstorming future possibilities: In court-like proceedings, 

narrow questions or interests are decided within the framework of law. Most 

courtroom time is spent in ascertaining past facts, not in increasing value or 

brainstorming future possibilities. Judges' decisions may not address or satisfy any 

parties' interests. While ADR settlement allows for imaginative and creative solutions, 

and is designed to maximise joint gains for all stakeholders. 

4.4.6. The Weaknesses of ADR 

Despite the benefits, popularity and universality of ADR discussed above, there are 

also identified weaknesses. Many scholars have pointed out that the ADR approach 

has its weak points (e.g. Bingham, 1987; Gladwin, 1987; Susskind and Secunda, 1998), 

and there are some recognised obstacles to the introduction of ADR approaches 

(Moore, 1998). 

According to Bingham (1987, p.321 ), although ADR approaches are cheaper 

and faster than litigation, there is little empirical e\'idence to support this assertion. He 

assel1ed that 'very little infol111ation existed about how long it took either to mediate 

or to litigate disputes, and also there \\'ere several conceptual problems in comparing 

1('1 \ccordlllg to ES/lI{n (i{[~('f((' (1 ()l)l). p.117). it e11l1meralL's the hel1e"lh PI' medlatlo11 as speed. cnst. 
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EDR to litigation. Some mediated disputes have been resolved quickly, but \·oluntary 

dispute resolution processes are not necessarily fast if the issues are complex'. A more 

efficient process may not be more desirable if it leads to significantly poorer decisions 

in the view of one or all of the parties. 

Gladwin (1987, p.32) has commented that 'mediation may be appropriate or 

feasible in only a very small share of the disputes'. He argued that mediation may be 

best or perhaps only be suited for disputes reflecting low conflict of interest, a sense of 

shared goals, an absence of precedents at stake, relatively equal distribution of power, 

a relative lack of time pressure, a common interest in finding the 'correct' or 'best' 

solution, an acceptance of each party's legitimacy, issues which are relatively concrete, 

tangible, non-ideological, and negotiable, and a mature phase of conflict. 

According to Susskind and Secunda (1998, pp.38-40), EDR solutions are 

neither precedent-setting nor definitive. These authors have enumerated the perceived 

weaknesses of EDR and presented some rebuttals to the weakness. At first, EDR can 

appear expensive in terms of the front-end investment of time required, due to pre

mediation assessment of conflict for effectiveness of mediation. Secondly, 

stakeholders' suspicion of the process can make them reluctant to participate due to 

poor understanding about EDR. Thirdly, EDR may be unsuitable in situations 

involving dramatic asymmetries of power. Moore (1998) has also pointed out that 

there might be many further problems of ADR, including: the privatisation of public 

functions; lack of fairness or social justice; not necessarily more efficient or less 

costly; and, the informal binding feature of ADR. 

4.4.7. The Development of ADR in Developing Countries 

In the future, it seems that the increasing interest in ADR process will continue, and 

ADR may play an important role in settling many conflicts concerned with public 

policies such as the environment, social economy and regional developments. What 

then are the requirements for further development of ADR methods? In order for 

ADR to evolve from an interesting idea to a more effective and broadly a\·ailable 

option. a number of specific steps must be taken. 

According to Moore (1998, p.187), there may be some barriers to 

implementation of ADR. These include a \\eak or under-defined legal and regulatory 
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environment; resistance by potential parties; and lack of resources such as financiaL 

personnel, skills and technical knowledge. Indeed, Moore (1998, pp.187-191) argues 

that, 'as the field of EDR grows and matures in the developing world, and innovations 

and applications increase, a number of issues have emerged that will need be 

addressed'. Among those he suggests for the development of ADR are: (i) developing 

appropriate ADR approaches for cultural situations, issues, institutional arrangement 

and participants that the ADR process is supposed to serve; (ii) governmental agencies 

to convene parties to a dispute, to initiate a process, provide a relatively predictable 

system and prepare defined legal and regulatory systems; (iii) the creativity and 

foresight of practitioners, decision-makers and other stakeholders; and, (iv) reinforcing 

the resources available to government agencies and public interest groups. 

4.4.8. Summary 

The ADR approach has proved its value in dispute resolution over the last two decades 

in developed countries and has obviously been a growing field in the developing world. 

This voluntary and co-operative approach has already had significant successes in 

addressing and resolving a wide range of public disputes including the areas of 

planning, policy development and facility location. 

In court-like proceedings, narrow questions or interests are decided within the 

framework of the law and most time is spent ascertaining past facts, not in creating 

value or brainstorming further possibilities. Court-based adjudication is explicitly 

adversarial, and disputes perceived by the respective advocates are "zero-sum". ADR 

procedures and reviews, however, give superior results to participants, particularly 

when measured in terms of the satisfaction of the parties. ADR offers better odds that 

the process is designed to maximise joint gains for all stakeholders. In environmental 

conflicts, EDR can resolve disputes more efficiently in terms of the time and money 

expended and in terms of relationships maintained. EDR's integrative processes can 

be transforming for the parties involved; long-term professional relationships can be 

enhanced, leading to even greater efficiencies in preventing and/or resolving future 

disputes. These are signi ficant advantages, since most environmental disputes occur 

among parties that are likely to be locked into on going relationships. 

ADR can be a good altenlative to court judgement but it is not panacea for 

conflict rcsolution and has somc weak points. :\s IVloore (1998) has pointed out since 
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there are some barriers and problems to implementation of ADR (EDR) procedures, 

public organisations or administrators in developing countries cannot simply adapt 

existing ADR strategies without thought about the nature of the conflicts with which 

they are concerned. However, ADR has been a new mainstream approach to resolving 

environmental disputes and produces solutions that are neither precedent-setting nor 

definitive. Despite some barriers and obstacles, ADR will continue to grow 

substantially around world. This trend has been derived from democratisation and 

decentralisation as well as from practical necessities such as saving of time and money 

and raising satisfaction levels among disputants. 

4.5. The Role of Government in Conflict Resolution 

Because spatial planning or policy is largely carried out and established by public 

organisations (i.e. government), many conflicts concerned with urban and regional 

development can be categorised as inter-governmental conflicts, while other conflicts 

primarily involve governments and private sector interests or civil society elements. 

The procedural responsibilities for spatial plans and policies rests with public bodies 

(although the focus and content of plans and policies may be open to external advice 

and influence) and given the issues dealt with such bodies easily become major 

participants in conflicts related to spatial plans or policies. 

What then is/are government's role(s) in the process of conflicts? A lead can 

be given by the view that a government's role is deeply related to its behaviour, which 

can be categorised into three types: (i) being an interested audience to the conflict, such 

as observer or onlooker; (ii) being a direct and involved actor; (iii) being a third party 

related to conflict resolution functions, such as an arbitrator, mediator or facilitator 

(Table 4.3). 

Table 4-3. Roles of government in conflictual situations 

Categories Roles of government 
Audience Observer, onlooker, assistance, sympathetic or non-sympathetic 
Oi rect actor Proponent, opponent, sl!Qgorter 
Third party Facilitator, mediator, arbitrator, authority commander, advisor, 

communicator, manipulator. 

The first role is of goVeJ11ment as an outsider to a connict. 'The obsencr's role 

is analogolls to the nelltral competency role defined by one school of pub I ic 
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administration theorists. In this role, public servants execute the will of the people 

from their non-partisan stance' (Lan, 1997, p.31). In these circumstances 

governments do not participate in disputes, they assume a wait-and-see attitude. There 

can be two aspects to such attitudes. First the government can take an interest in the 

concerned conflict and minutely watch the development of the situation. In this case, 

if the government is asked by either party in a conflict to pass something on or hand 

something over, it can participates in the conflict quickly, faithfully, and with no biases 

against either party to the conflict. The role of government moves from a simple 

observer to a third party such as facilitator or mediator. Secondly, when the 

government is not a party to a conflict and does not want to be implicated in the 

conflict. In this case, the government continues to stay outside the conflict, and it may 

ignore and avoid the conflict. However, if the conflict grows and becomes a social 

problem, the government often tends to take legal steps rather than provide 

administrative guidance or mediation for conflict resolution. Although 'the observer's 

role reinforces the powerless, alienated, 'office boy' image of the bureaucrat'(Rohr, 

1978, p.63), it is often 'a more appropriate role for public administrators than other 

possible alternatives' (Lan, 1987, p.32). 

The next role is as a third party. In intergovernmental conflicts, government 

often takes part in a conflict as a third party. When the progress of direct negotiation 

for conflict resolution is not smooth, third party intervention can influence the result of 

conflict in a positive way. In such a context, the government's role, as a third party, is 

a wide-ranging one, and at the stage of impasse (in Korea at least), central 

government's intervention can be the sole method for conflict resolution. Lan (1987, 

p.32) has pointed out that this role was analogous to a public administrators' role as the 

governor of the state (Table 4.4). When the duties of public administrators call them 

to act as arbitrators, they work to seek a resolution that will reflect justice, public 

interest, regime values, trustworthiness, and righteousness, or at minimum, a resolution 

that \vill be accepted by the parties to the conflict. This role gives administrators the 

position and power to deal \vith strategies such as persuasion, arbitration. value 

assertion, and value inculcation to resoh'e the conflict in favour of the desired goals of 

the community. 

The third role is equivalent to the political role of administrators. According to 

Krislo\\ (1974 [in Lan. 1987. p.32]L 'public administration otten represents different 
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political forces by way of active and passi\"e representation'. When public officials 

have a strong opinion or stake in a conflict, and the conflict is \vithin the boundaries of 

their jurisdiction or law for them to deal with as their concern, they should take part in 

the conflict as direct parties based on their legal, positional. and constructional right to 

seek a resolution in their favour. Since many governments established spatial plans 

and implement them, they have an interest in most conflicts concerned with regional or 

urban development, hence the administrative power of the executive officials needs to 

be checked by legislative, judicial, and organised interest powers. 

Table 4-4. Role of public administrators 

Perspectives of public administration Role of public administration 
~anagerialapproach Observers of conflict 
Legal approach Arbitrator in conflict resolution 
Political approach Parties to conflict 
Source: Lan (1997) p.32 

According to Lan (1997, p.33), as a matter of course, few public administrators 

have been adequately exposed to the skills and rationales of conflict resolution. He 

(p.31) indicated that formal public administration programmes had very limited course 

offerings in conflict resolution. Many administrators would adopt a decision rule of 

conflict avoidance. Rather than actively identifying and analysing conflicts and 

seeking strategies to resolve them, many had actually given up on their constitutional 

responsibility. Accordingly, the administrators' role as conflict resolvers was limited 

and generally they stood in a weak position, frequently using strategies such as 

avoidance, ignorance suppression and conquest. 

However, in fact, when government officials try to promote mediated processes, 

they often run into suspicions and problems. 'What they propose as a neutral and 

unbiased consensus building process can be interpreted by the public as anything but 

that. The public often has little love for government. little trust in city hall, and 

certainly no inclination to assume that officially sponsored dispute resolution processes 

\\"i 11 be unbiased' ( Forester, 1999, p.-J.(7). 

Consequently, the mixed functions of public administrators as conflict 

resolvers, observers and paI1ies to conflict often confuse public administrators 

themsches as \\ ell as complicating the public e:\pcctations of them. \Vhen local 

authority planners and developers reach deadlock over a proposed developmC'nt. there 
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are four possible outcomes: continuing discussions; appeal to authority; losing interest 

and walk away; and possibility of ADR method. For relationships between 

proponents, executives and stakeholders to become less adversarial, new methods must 

be found to resolve planning and development disputes. 

4.6. Conclusions 

Like an organism, conflict also goes through characteristic stages of birth, 

development, flourishing, degeneration and termination. Most strategies and methods 

for conflict resolution are mainly concerned with the stage of development and 

flourishing which can be classified into 'issue', 'dispute' and 'impasse'. Usually as 

the intensity of conflict increases (issue~ dispute~ impasse), the possible range of 

methods for conflict resolution gradually becomes narrower, and the application of 

various strategies and methods are more and more restricted. Consequently, conflict 

resolution becomes more difficult. These conditions form the Central Premise to be 

used in establishing a framework to analyse the six case studies of regional 

development/environmental projects in Korea. 

Central Premise: The intensity of conflict is the critical factor in conflict settlement, 

and the more intensive the degree of conflict, the more difficult is 

conflict resolution (see section 7.2). 

The techniques in used in regional development conflicts are mostly 

concentrated on the following basic variables: actors (stakeholders, representatives and 

outsiders); the conflict issue; and strategies and tactics. Through the review of 

literature, sub-premises related to these variables for conflict resolution were also 

fonned. At first, it is difficult to resolve multi-parties conflicts related to 

environmental issues and regional developments through negotiation or bargaining 

because parties' interests can differ greatly, and the identification of stakeholders is not 

easy. This finding leads to the suggestion of a Premise about the relationship bet\\een 

the number of actors inyolved and the difficulty of resolving the dispute satisfactorily: 

Premise F: The more the Illfmher of stakeholders alld parties il1\'oh'cd, the more 

d(fliclflt is cO/?flict rcsolution. 



Secondly, the issues related to regional development are frequently comple'., 

and the scale of issues is wide. In multi-parties conflicts, many stakeholders generate 

issues advantageous to themselves, and they have a tendency to increase number of the 

issues reviewing reconciliation. When the priority of issues is obscure, and when the 

scale of issue is of national concern, conflict resolution becomes more difficult. 

Premise G: The more complex the issues of conflict and the more large the scale of 

issues, the more difficult is conflict resolution. 

Thirdly, there are various strategies for conflict resolution, but the most 

effective and satisfactory methods may well be the less coercive and voluntary 

strategies, such as consensus building, collaboration and direct bargaining. Strategies 

concentrating on forcing solutions or disregarding other parties may make conflict 

resolution difficult. 

Premise H: The more coercive the strategies and tactics, the more the conflict has a 

tendency to become aggravated, and the more difficult is conflict 

resolution. 

Finally, time is a critical element in the process of conflict. As a conflict 

progresses from the stage of issue to the stage of impasse, the opportunity to negotiate 

directly about matters related to the conflict becomes smaller, while the possibility of 

third party intervention becomes higher. 

Premise I: The more intensive the degree of conflict, the more likely there H'il! be third 

party intervention. 

The review of conflict resolution in this chapter will be used as a basis for 

understanding and analysing methods of conflict resolution in conflicts related to 

regional development/environment projects in Korea (Chapter 5). The revic\\' also 

supplies the basic knowledge for considering the experience of ADR approaches and 

central govenlment's role in contlict resolution in Korea (Chapter 6), and further 

provides some ideas for establishing Research Premises to be used to establish an 

analytical fnlllle\\'ork for case studies \\hich explore the \'ariah1cs influencing contlict 

resolution (sec section 7.2), 
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Chapter 5. The System of Spatial Planning and Development 
Policy in Korea 

5.1. Introduction 

The aims of this chapter are to examine the Korean spatial planning system and those 

policies which have influences on planning conflicts and to provide a basic 

background of understanding of the experiences of conflict related to regional 

developments in Korea which will be discussed later in the thesis (Chapter 6). The 

essential questions to be addressed are: 'what are the characteristics of regional 

(spatial) planning in Korea', and 'how do these characteristics influence conflicts 

related to regional developments?' 

According to Rydin (1998, p.l), regional planning is a future-oriented, 

primarily public sector activity, focused on the physical environment. Such 

characteristics suggest that spatial planning and policy inevitably contain some 

conflicts within themselves. As Goverde (1992, p.3) has commented, 'spatial 

planning and development are concerned with the management of conflicts that are 

presented in a spatial fonn'. Usually, the root causes of regional conflict are derived 

from an irrational distribution of costs-benefits and unbalanced regional developments 

implemented by governments. In the light of this view, conflicts in regional 

developments and policies are largely concerned with regional interests and have 

aspects of intergovernmental conflicts. The introduction of local autonomy in Korea 

had a great influence on the intergovernmental relations and the environment of 

regional planning, and consequently these changes supplied a fertile soil for 

intergovernmental conflicts (Chapter 2). 

The major national plans in Korea comprise the Socio-Economic Development 

Plan (SEDP) and the National Land Development Plan (NLDP). The fonner covers 

the whole fields of national economy and social welfare such as economic 

development, trade, industrial development, education and labour training, prosperity. 

science and investment of social overhead capital (SOC). The latter provides spatial 

guidelines for long-tenn policies to utilise, develop and preserve the national land. 

Therefore the plan deals with matters related to spatial policies and de\'elopments 

such as the constructions and supplies of SOC. industrial locations. transportation and 

information networks. Jiying necessities. enyironmcntal managl'111ent. land lise 
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management and guidelines for regional planning .. -\t a more local kyel llll Urhall 

Plull is the basic spatial plans. In addition, there are other spatial plans based on c\cry 

kind of special laws and administrati\c plans. 

,-\Ithough regional policy and planning \H~rC introduced for balanced rcgional 

development in Korea, the policy and planning neither coped \yith, nor managed the 

country's regional problems appropriately. These are factors which might partially 

contribute to conflict over the last four decades. The criticism of past regional 

policies has been gradually growing after the democratisation and localisation in 

Korea. In particular the failure of balanced regional development has led to many 

serious disputes about the future interests between regions or between local authorities. 

As a result, acute interregional conflicts have given the opportunity for government to 

reconsider its past policies. 

In this chapter, the system of spatial plans, regional policies and the effects of 

regional development are discussed. At first, in order to understand the spatial system 

and the character regional developments in Korea, the history of spatial plans, the 

process and the administrative system of spatial planning related to the NLDP are 

examined. The next part deals with the success and failure of the past regional 

policies and developments in Korea under the prerequisite that a regional disparity 

may be a major cause of interest conflicts. This section can help in understanding the 

conflicts that take place relating to regional interests and the case studies to be 

reported on in Chapters 8-10. The final section refers to controversial points in spatial 

plans and suggests some directions for spatial policy in the future. 

5.2. The History of Spatial Planning in Korea 

The Korean national planning system was established in the early 1960s when the 

country's Economic Development Plan was first launched. Until this time Korea was 

very poor and there was little infrastructure. According to the Urban District 

Planning Rule,l) 'formal urban planning was established in 25 cities in the 1950s, 

which secured the housing and residential areas for accommodating a great number of 

refugees and reco\'ering from Korean 'vVar' (Kim et aI, 1998, p.76). In 1962. Korean 

go\'cr11ment launched the First Fin'- Year Economic Df'\'elopl1lcnt Plall (1962-1966) 

:, This ruk. formulated under the J:IJ)~lnl''-c ColoniJI Rule l'r~l. \\ ~l'- u,-ed through the 19:'(1, ,Ind \\"JS 

only abolIshed \11 Il)()~ \\ hen the l :rb,1I1 Plan :\ct \\ as l'nactl'd. 
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\\ith all emphasis on expanding Llhuur intensi\'e light manufacturing and promoting 

economic self-sufficiency. From this time the goyelllment came to realise the 

necessity of a master plan for national physical deYclopment tu carry out 

industrialisation and economic dC\Tlopment and began to implement a new scale of 

development in the 1960s (ROK, 1992. p.8). 

The Urban Planning Act (1962), the Construction Lml' (1963) and the 

Comprehensive National Land Development Planning Law (CNLDPL) (1963) 21 

provided the legal basics for spatial development projects. At first, in order to utilise 

the endowed national resources more efficiently and to develop the potential of large 

cities for achieving faster economic growth, the govemn1ent designed six Special 

Development Areas from 1965 to 1967 before formulating the National Land 

Development Plan (NLDP). The First Comprehensive National Land Development 

Plall, which was the substantive start of spatial planning in Korea, was completed in 

1971; the target period for the plan was from 1972 to 1981. Since 1972 the National 

Plans have subsequently been fom1Ltlated every ten years (Table 5.1). 

Table 5-1. The chronology of national development plans 

Plans Finalisation Period Major Goals 

The 1st NLDP 1971 1972-81 · Establishment of bases for economic growth 

The 2nd NLDP 1981 1982-91 · Balanced development! Improvement of social welfare 

The Revised 2nd 1986 1987-91 · Regional Economic Cluster 

· Improvement of social welfare 

The 3rd NLDP 1991 1992-01 · Regionally decentralised development 

· Efficient national land use 

· Improving the quality of living environment 

· Preparing for unification of Korea 

Source: ROK (1991), The Thll'd Comprehenslve NatlOllal Development Plan (1992-2001), p.2. 

On the other hand, to foster local economy through manufacturing and to 

decentralise the population and industry of the Seoul capital region, the Pro\'incial 

Indust,~\, Development Act (1970), the Industrial Estate Promotion La)!' (1973) and the 

Industria/ Distrihution ,'lct (1977) \\ere established. In 19-:'8. the Yutiollal Land U,'c 

~) ,\ (()lllprl'i1eIlSi\L' national dl'\L'lllj1mcllt plan in ~l(i..'()nLlI1ce \\ith thc ( ',\LDPI. \\~lS IWI 1'()fll1ulated 

lliltilthl' l':nly 1 ()-Os 
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([lid !\/UIlU,r.!,CIllCIll LUll' C\JLU\IL) \\(lS dc:)i~llt:d to outlinc broad gU1Lil.'lincs I'or 

national land use planning. 

5.2.1. The First National Development Plan (llJ7'-1981) 

Reflecting the socio-economic situation of the late 1960s and earh' 1970s the most - ' 

important goals of the first National Development Plan were to build a foundation for 

economic growth and to improve the efficiency of land use. In order to achieve such 

goals, the Plan's authors put their emphasis on establishing large industrial complexes, 

expanding transportation and communication networks, and enlarging energy supply 

and water resources. 

5.2.2. The Second National Plan (1982-1991) 

The Second Plan was finalised in 1981 after the rapid economic growth of the 1970s. 

To diminish the regional disparities induced by the implementation of the first NDP, 

the goals of the second Plan were to attain a more balanced regional development and 

to improve social welfare. For these goals 'the concept of an integrated service 

delivery area was introduced to provide urban areas and their outlying rural residents 

with a proper levels of various urban services' (Lee, 1995, p.38). 

In order to take into account of changes in socio-economic environments 

during the early 1980s and to incorporate some of the goals of the Sixth Five-Year 

Socio-Economic Development Plan (SEDP )(1986-1991), the second Plan was 

modified in 1986. 'The basic goals of the revised plan were the same as the original 

plan, but initial development strategies of growth pole cities were replaced by 

balanced regional development strategies and some other strategies including wide

area development, localisation and local autonomy' (ROK, 1992, p.1 0). 

5.2.3. The Third National Plan (1992-2001) 

Based on the results of the previous t\\'O plans as \\'ell as the condition of the country, 

the third Plan \\'as published in 1991. Thc major goal of the Plan \\'as to promote a 

balanced national de\'clopmcnt: prodllcti\'t~ and rC::;Ollrcc consen'ing land utilisation; 

L'nhancclllcnt or ::;ocial \\L'II:lI·c and en\'ironmcnu] quality: culti\'atio1l or a C01lcrcte 
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loundation tll!- nationdi reulli ficatioll. ~\t present this Plan is being implemented 

together with the 8th SEDP. 

5.3. The Structure of Spatial Plans 

Since the CNLDPL was enacted in 1963, the stnlcture of Korean spatial planning has 

changed with changes in national circumstances. Many new plans have been prepared 

and the existing structure of planning has been amended. The cun-ent system of 

spatial plans is quite complex; it includes the National Development Plan established 

on the base of CNLDPL, individual plans under every kind of special law and 

administrative plans (Table 5.2). The right to prepare major spatial policies and plans 

(NLDP, designation of special purposed districts and planning related to national 

interests or those relating to more than two provinces) is concentrated into central 

government through the Ministry of Construction and Transportation (MOCT). 

Responsibility for other plans is allocated to different establishment authorities (see 

Appendix 2). In Korea, rather different to the British structure, 3) the MOCT controls 

most spatial plans. 

Table 5-2. Characteristics of spatial plans 

Plans Sphere Related Law Organisation Period 

CNLDP National plan Country(2 provinces) CNLDPL MOCT 10 years 
Special Area Plan Special area CNLDPL MOCT 5-30 years 
Provincial plan Province(2 cities) CNLDPL Governor 10 years 
Cit y/c 0 un!Y.l:>.! an City, county CNLDPL M'!Y..0r. Head 10 years 

Wide region plan 8 Wide area RVDL MOCT. Govr. -
Capital region plan Seoul, [neill/II, Kyunggi-Do CRML MOCT 97-2011 
Dev. Promotion District plan Designated district (22 areas) RVDL Governor 98-2003 
Jeju island plan Jeju-Do JIDSL Governor 98-2001 
Agrarian villages plan City & County FAVDSL Mayor. Head -
Island & Hinterland Plan Island & Hinterland I&HDPL Governor -
Urban Master Plan Designated urban district TPZA Mayor. Head 20 years 
Urban Plan/ Implementation Designated urban district TPZA Mayor. Head 5 years 
Western Coastal Zone Plan Western Coastal Zone Admi. Plan MOCT 89 -2001 

Source: Based on Yun 1999, p.28 

5.3.1. National Land Development Plan (NLDP) 

The Korean NLDP is legally based on powers set out in paragraph 2 of Article 120 of 

Korean Constitution and expanded on in the COl1lprehensil'{: National Land 

f)(,\,c!0pl1lcn{ Planning Lml' (CNLDPL). According to the La\\', the NLDP has 
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priority O\i..'r all spatial plans and bec()mes the fund~lll1ental plan of all types of spatial 

plans. The objectives of the N LOP are to utilise, manage and conserve the national 

land: to secure an adequate industrial base and good living ellvironment: and, to 

promote prosperity of the nation and people (CNLDPL Sect. I ).~) The characteristics 

of the NLDP can be broadly divided into four aspects: (i) to present master plan for 

national development for the next ten year period; (ii) to pro\'ide direction in long

term and comprehensive policies concerning utilisation and conservation of national 

land; (iii) to offer guidelines on related plans of both central and local Governments' b , 

and, (iv) to build a basis for investment in major projects and improvement of related 

systems. 

National development planning in Korea is currently separated into plans for 

the whole country and plans for local areas. The former include the national plan and 

plans for districts which have been specially designated by central government, while 

the latter involves plans for the provinces, for cities and counties (Gun) (CNLDPL 

Sect. 3): 

1. National plan: After seeking and integrating planning suggestions from local 

governments and taking national goals and policies into account, the MOCT 

establishes the National Plan. According to the hierarchical planning system of the 

NLDP, the National Plan provides development indicators and guidelines for other 

plans; it also includes detailed programmes of national projects such as transportation, 

area-wide water supply system, large-scale industrial location. The National Plan thus 

becomes a fundamental component of special district plans and provincial plans. 

2. Special district plans: the MOCT designates special districts and prepares plans for 

them. The specific conditions for designating special district are as follows: areas 

3) In the planning system in England. the central government (Secretary of State) provides national and 
regional planning guidance and does not directly establish plans related to local spatial policy 
(Cullingworth and Nadin. 1994. pp.60-61) (see Appendix 3). 
-1) In order to accomplish these objectiws. the C\LDPL requires a synthesis of physical policies and 
contents to be achieved in the plan as follows (C:'\LDPL Sect..2): de\'elopment of both urban and rural 
areas. and overall strllchIre and size of human settlement: de\'elopment and conservation of land. "~ller. 
and other natural resources: prevention from tlood and \vind damage. and other natural calamities: 
industrIal location and den'lopml'nt: size of facilities needed for ~1I1 industrial basl' and l'conomic 
dC\ l'lopmcnt and: provision of an JdequalL' supply of hasic nceds l'sscntial for thl' enrichmcnt of 

cultu!e. puhllc "clfa!t' and !Ccll'<.ltion. 



needed for developments and utilities of natural resources: areas required industrial 

fostering and disaster preyention; areas needed for the country's interests for national 

socio-cconomic purpose. According as the ah(l\l~ conditions, the gon:l1lmcnt has 

designated depressed areas. areas Ilcar th~' Dcmilitarised Zone (O\IZj and, areas 

needing den:lopment with a special purpose as specially designated areas. 

3. Provincial plans (Special and Large Cities, Provinces): the governor or mayor as 

appropriate provide for the preparation of regional plans at the level of metropolitan 

cities or provinces. These plans express the guidance and requirements of the 

National Plan at their respective levels and give basic guidelines for local plans (city 

and county plans). These plans cover the whole provincial area or two counties (Gun) 

or more. 

4. Ci(1'(Shi)-Coll71ty(Gun) plans: these are local plans prepared by the mayors or heads 

of counties to give shape to a plan for detailed implementation programmes. City and 

county plans are based on the upper-level plan and are confirmed by decision of the 

relevant local assembly of the city or county involved, and finally require the approval 

of the provincial governor. 

5.3.2. Urban Planning 

The first modem urban planning act was formulated for Korea in 1934 when Korea 

was under the rule of Japan (MOC 5), 1986, p. 841). After the liberation from Japan in 

1945, the act continued to be applied. At the beginning of the 1960s, however, as the 

National Economic Plan was launched, the Urban Planning Act 1963 (UP A) was 

enacted with the object of promoting systemic urban development and rational land. 

Under the terms of the Act, mayors and heads of counties formulate urban master 

plans to present a long term (20 years) direction of urban development and deyise 

zoning plans, urban development plans and urban facilities plans (5 years). The UPA 

applies to the places designated \yith urban planning districts (561 districts. 1-1- 928.7 

km~ in 1995), covering 1-+.1 per cent of the total national territory. 



5.3.3. Plans Based on Indi\idual Laws 

1. The Capital Regioll Management Plall: This plan is based on the Capital Region 

fVlanagement Law 1982 (CRML) and is fonnulated on the bases of the indicators and 

guidelines pro\ided in the national plan. The CR0.IP is prepared by c~ntral 

govemlnent (MOCT) and sets the priorities for other plans under speciall(1\\s or 

administrative programs because the capital region possesses special characteristics 

and political and cultural importance. The primary purpose of the CRMP is to 

provide effective guidelines for physical development, land use, arrangement of 

infrastructure targeted for the capital metropolitan area. 'The First Capital Region 

Management Plan' was prepared and made public in 1984, and the second Plan (1997-

2001) was formulated in 1997. 

2. Wider Area Development Plans: With the progress of suburbanisation, the 

movement of people and goods between large cities and their surrounding areas have 

increased substantially in the last twenty years. According to the CNLDPL, in order 

to promote the integrated development of metropolitan cities and their surrounding 

areas, the upper level government has a right to make wider area development plans. 

In the second NLDP, the wider area development plan has been designated as a 

metropolitan area for integrated land use planning (ROK, 1992, p.30), and the third 

NLDP (1992-2001) has also adopted a wider area development scheme again. Kim 

and Cha (1996, p.33) have commented that 'the main idea of the wider area scheme is 

to establish self-reliant regional economic bases which can playa more active role in 

the localisation and globalisation era'. The main characteristic of this type of plan is 

as an operational plan to provide for the supply and development of public utilities 

and an investment plan for such projects. The Korean government enacted the 

Regional Balance Development Law (RBDL) to enhance and facilitate the 

implementation of these plan in 1995. 

3. Development Promotion District Plans and other plalls: These plans are 

implemented as a balanced development scheme under the RBDL. Development 

promotion districts are designated in the outer metropolitan and more rural hinterlands 

----,-----

'I In 1()l)~, the \Iinistry n(Coll'.trlll'tion (\IOC) \\as Cklllgl'd illlt) the \Iinhtry 111'( 'onstrllctlOI1 and 

Ildlhportatiun (\I()( 'I) 
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by the MOCT, while pro\'incial goycmors prepare the plans. On the other hand. to 

impro\t.~ the settlement enyironment of islands and hinterlands, gO\ crnors also prepare 

pro\'incial Island and Hinterland De\c1opment Plans (l & HDP). and mayors or heads 

of counties prepare county' 1 & HDP under the control uf \ I inistrv of Home A ffai IS 

In addition to these plans, the 'Jeju Island Comprehensi\'e De\elopment Plan' (ll)l)~-

2001) was formulated by the Provincial Governor under the powers of the Jeju Island 

Development Special Law (1995), to establish the basis for a domestic and 

international tourist area, the reorganisation of the Island's economic stnlcture and, 

the preservation of its natural environment. As an administrative plan, the MOCT 

prepared the 'Western Coastal Zone Development Plan' (WCZDP)(l989-2001) to 

provide the basis for a balanced regional development and the establishment of an 

advanced base for trade with China and Pacific Rim Region. 

5.4. Problems of Spatial Planing System in Korea 

There are a number of problems over spatial planning in Korea. First, the current 

spatial planning system is inadequate for the present situation. Since the CNLDPL 

was launched in 1963, there have been no major amendments in the national land plan 

system, although the environment of spatial planning has greatly changed e.g. the 

introduction of the Local Autonomy system in the 1990s and rapid progress in the 

globalisation of the economy and society. With democratisation, interest groups' 

power on the decision-making of physical development policy has been gradually 

growing. Therefore the current physical system which is centralised and complex, can 

not acclimatise itself to the new environmental changes. 

Secondly, there are problems over the vagueness of the national physical 

planning purpose, the lack of clearly defined functions and the role of different levels 

of plans. The national plan has physical and spatial functions as well as economic and 

social development functions. Although it is appropriate that the national plan has a 

priority to strategic plans, policy-oriented plans and the national land use plan, the 

current National Plan concentrates on establishing detailed indices and fixing 

development projects. In some aspects, there is no difference from proyincial plans. 

This leads to confusion about the role of physical planning bet\\cen the di ffcrent 



le\'cls of planning, \\'hose result is conflicts bet\\cen central and local go\\.:rnments 

and among local gO\'Cnlments. IJ) 

Thirdly, the spatial planning systcm is \\.~ry comple,\, and plans for similar 

puq)OSCS run in grcat numbers. \lany go\crnmental agencies are invoh'cc1 in 

establishi ng and implementing the national plan, and the other spatial plans are also 

concerned with several departments in central government and local governments. 

Due to this complexity and the participation of so many agencies and bodies, it is \'Cry 

difficult for the MOCT, which is responsible for national and regional plans, to 

achieve its responsibilities of co-ordination and overall control (Lee, 1995, p.49). In 

addition, as Minnery (1985, p.61) has mentioned, the hierarchical structure of 

development plans allied with the two-tier structure of local government has led to 

clashes between the upper and lower levels. In some cases, different agencies or local 

governments prepare plans for the same regional space under different laws. Typical 

instances of this problem include relations between the capital region plan, the 

metropolitan (Seoul and Inchun) urban plans and the Gyunggi provincial plan and, 

relations between wider area and provincial plans. Such complexity of planning 

system and many involved government agencies often bring about intergovernmental 

conflicts. 

Fourth is the lack of supporting measures to implement spatial plans. There 

are no allocated funds for the national and regional plans and no compulsory measures 

to implement the plans (Yun, 1997, p.135). The Economic Planning Board (EPB) 

has a responsibility for preparing the national budget, while the MOCT, as an agency 

for fonnulating and executing the plans, has no such right. 

The fifth problem area is the high degree of centralisation of the organisational 

structure for planning. The CNLDPL empowers central government to prepare and 

make public a master plan for the national physical development at ten-year intervals. 

Through the NLDP, the government has attempted to exercise institutional leverage to 

guide the country's physical development (Lee, 1995, p.29). The government has also 

directly prepared major plans such as 'National Plan', 'Special Area Plan', 'Capital 

Region Plan', 'Wider Area Plan' and 'Westenl Coastal Zone Plan'. In addition, it has 

hi In Britain. structurc plans ha\e ilKIl'asmgly fOCUSL'd on specit'lc land-use problems. rather than hroad 
,,()cial and L'l'onomic objecti\es. I (l(al plans haH' cmbral'cd \\llk-rangll1g ,,()(i~t1 ~l\ld C((lIWIl1I( 
Oh.ll'Cti\ l'''. thl'ir proposal-, neyerthekss arc jlll III a I i1y about lancI allocation I ('ulling\\orth and '.,.,dill. 

I ()()-L p.~2). 
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the right to approve every kind of local plan including provincial plans. de\clopment 

promotion district plans and urban plans. This centralised system leads to a 

uniformity of local plans \\ithout regard for local characteristics whik regioncll 

policies ha\"C mostly been incorporated into the national development plan. Both 

these considerations are features of a retrogressive system in the local autolll)JllY era.-' 

The sixth problem is the long-term (10 years) national plan. Such 10ng-tenl1 

plans cannot deal with rapid changes in the wider environment for plamling. It is a 

particular problem that the national development plan includes detailed projects and 

investment plans as well as guidelines and indices of development. The criticism is 

that this fOlm of long-term plan is unsuitable for its purpose, namely, it may be trying 

to incorporate too much into a specific document. Usually, the plan becomes out of 

date and tends to lag behind current needs and conditions. Yun (1997, p.250) has 

pointed out that the period of plan is very flexible in some European countries. 

Healey (1986 [in Cullingworth and Nadin, 1994, p.55]) recognised similarly 'this call 

for more flexibility ... [to] reduce administrative discretion in the system by a 

plaillling framework which offered more certainly, clarity and consistency to private 

sector investors' . 

The seventh problem is one of continuity between the different components of 

the plaillling system. Attempts to advance the role of the national plan have failed 

because of the different plaillling time between the national plan and provincial or 

county plans that can support the implementation of the national plan. In British 

circumstances it has been argued that the structure plan system has failed because of 

the different time scales for different public sector activities and uncertainty in recent 

years over long term investment planning. 8) 

The final problem in Korea is an absence of control and monitoring of the 

national plan. The national plan has in effect often become a 'paper work' plan only, 

used for its display effect to the public without serious consideration of the means for 

its implementation. 

~I In Britain the centralisation of policy-making continued into the 1990s, but as structure plans no 
longer require central appro\'al. LP:\s haw more freedom to de\'elop policies. although they ha\'e been 
warned not to adopt policies which conflict \\'ith national guidance (Culling\\'orth and '\adIJ1. 199'+. 
p.5~). 
8) According to CuIIiIH!\\orth and Nadin (199.+. p.5.+1. 'Plans ha\'e certainly been slo\\ III COl11l11g 
fo)'\\ard to ~o.;tatutory ap\,'))'o\'al and adoption. The fir.;;! structurl' plan cycle took fourteen years to 
complete: O\l'I the ye~Hs I <)~ 1 to I ()~5 the tllne taken from the submission of: ~tructure )1LIl1" to thl'll 
rlll~d appro\'al a\l'l~lgl'd ~~ I1wl1th" in Fllgbnd. \LlIl) of pLIIl~ \\ere out of date h} till' tllll\..' their 
proCl'S~ll1g \\a~ COIllI,kle·. 



5.5. The Reorganisation of the Spatial Development System 

It is expected that the en\ironments of spatial policy \\i II continue to change greatl) in 

K.orea in the future; leading clemcnts include: democratisation: localisation: 

globalisation and national unification. Competition among regions \\iIl increase 

gradually, and conflicts \\ill take place bet\\een and among central and local 

governments as the right of local self-government becomes stronger. The 

decentralisation of power will lead to calls for changes in the current spatial planning 

systelTI centred on central government (MOCT). In contrast, economic and social 

globalisation will progress rapidly in the future, which may require an increase in 

central government's role in planning and de\-elopment, because local governments 

still are very weak in financial and personnel resources. The atmosphere of national 

unification will also improve as exchanges of people and goods between South and 

North Korea expand. 

In order to respond effectively to greater domestic and international changes, 

and to provide greater prosperity for people, the spatial planning system including the 

national development plan should be reorganised. First, in order to prevent confusion 

between plans, the function of national planning should be clearly defined through 

integrating each level of plans or similar plans. Secondly, the role of national plan 

should be changed into an indicative, guiding and information-providing role rather 

than an investment-oriented role. Thirdly, the spatial planning system should be re

established, so that the consistency can be secured between central, regional and local 

development plans and land use plans. Finally, and deeply concerned with the 

decentralisation of planning policy system, the functional independence of lower level 

governments should be respected, and their participation should be also ensured in the 

decision-process of the higher level plans. This reorganisation of the planning system 

could be a method for reducing intergovernmental conflicts surrounding spatial plans 

or developments. 

5.6. The Effects of Regional Planning and Development 

5.6.1. Rg~iol)al Disparity and Regional Dcn:lopment Policy 

Under the capitalist system, the pursuit ofmaximull1 profits leads ine\itably to 

regional disparities and imbalances of profIt het\\ eell income groups. Such spatial 



disparities nOnllally occur because resources such as labour, capital, technique ane! 

information, are locationally concentrated in spcci fic 'leading' regions at the expense 

of other 'lagging' regions. Such forces induce a great concentratiun l)fpopulation and 

capital in particular urban areas. Thus the imbalance bet\\'een rural and urban areas 

tends to gro\v. Some agglomeration costs in aro\\in v urban areas ma\ lead to a 
~~ b ~ ~ 

relocation of employment to adjacent suburban or rural areas or even to other regions 

where resource costs are less. 

Usually, the basic causes of regional disparity may be considered as follows: 

historical and social surroundings: physical and geographical merits and demerits of 

region; the development of accumulative economic and scientific techniques; a 

centralised national plan for econonlic and administrative efficiency; the potential 

capacity of regions and their equipped infrastnlcture; and, social systems and 

traditional habits (KCCI, 1997, p.22). 

Under the above conditions, if regional development projects were located 

under the mechanisms of the free nlarket, regional disparities would increase because 

capital and labour usually move to regions where they have a comparative advantage. 

Although central and local governments have tried to alleviate the disparity through 

regional policies for the last two decades, they have failed to solve the problem of 

regional disparities in Korea. Nevertheless, central and local government 

intervention is needed more than ever, because their intervention can be proper and 

efficient method for co-ordinating programs and distributing development equity. 

5.6.2. Regional Disparities in Korea 

Regional disparities can be estimated through the relative distribution of the 

population and the economic power of different regions. With the advance of 

industrialisation in Korea, urbanisation has also progressed rapidly with the level of 

urbanisation already exceeding 80 per cent by the early 1990s. In 1995, the capital 

region of Seoul covered only 11.8 per cent of the national territory, had twenty 

million people, amounting to 45.3 per cent of the nation's popUlation. This region 

stimulated so much by rapid economic de\'elopment and in\\'ard migration during the 

past three decades (1960-1990) remains so vast in Korean national temlS. that it may 

be many years before the gaps between the de\\.~loped urban area and the lagging rural 

area can be closed, 



Next, there is a large gulf of financial po\\'er among local governments. 

Basically, the financial power of local gon~rnment is \\'eak, and that of sclf-supp0l1ing 

finance (as opposed to centrally-pro\idcd funds) is \ ery lo\\'. \Vhcther Local 

Autonomy takes root successfully or not and \\hether local UO\'eI11ments can canv 
, ~ J 

out their regional policies smoothly' or not rests \\ith the availability of sel f

supporting revenue. It is essential for the proper expression of the right of self

govemn1ent and of local autonomy for local governments to have an adequate and 

secure local revenue base. Although the ratio of local tax has been increasing, it is 

still only 20 per cent of total tax in the country as a whole (KCCL 1997, p.23), and the 

financial self-sufficiency of local governments is far less than required to stimulate the 

local economy of the different regions. Accordingly most local govemn1ents are 

subsidised from national coffers. 

As of 1996, while most local governments had only 30-40 per cent of financial 

independence in their revenues, the metro-cities, including Seoul city and KyUllggi 

province, had reached over 80 per cent. (Kim, BJ., 1995, p.126) The financial 

inability of most local governments is so acute that almost all local cities and counties 

have no real financial means to carry out their regional policies. An imbalance of 

regional development leads to differences of local finance and exacerbates inequalities 

in regional development and public investment. This situation is apt to deepen the 

regional imbalance over time, which can increases the causes of conflicts over 

regional interests, and which in tum have differential impacts on the local 

govemn1ent's self-control of their finance. 

5.7. The Significance of Regional Development Policies 

Regional development policies may be considered as public endeavours to improve 

residents' welfare through regional planning and developments. The purpose of 

regional policies is to achieve specified national policy objectives. In this sense, 

regional policy can be regarded as 'an important component of a broader and more 

comprehensive economic policy embracing the whole economy' (Amstrong and 

Taylor, 1993. p.194). Regional disparities can obstruct the attainment of national 

policy objectives, such as providing adequate job oPP0l1unities for local residents, 

achieving a satist:lctory rate of grO\vth, and distributing income and wealth more 

L' q 1I ita 11 1 y . 



Since the 1960s, in parallel \vith the Korean govenlment''i dri\c for economic 

dc\c]opment and industrialisation. Seoul Cit\ beuan to acquire an en0l1110llS _ C> 

momcntum for growth and strllctural transformation. This gro\\·th of the national 

capital has contributed to the generation 0 f regional imbalances else\\'here in Korea. 

which have sen'ed to stimulate the dcn:lopment of new public initiati\'es and regional 

policies in Korea. These regional disparities havc persisted for the past three decades 

and impeded the country's sense of national solidarity, having had harmful effects on 

the efficient operation of national resources and created conflicts between developed 

and lagging regions. The most significant effects of the disparity are as follows: 

1. The substantial regional disparities have caused social dissatisfaction and 

resentment, most strongly felt by those whose job prospects and living standards are 

poor. 

2. Persistently high levels of unemployment in disadvantaged regions have produced 

harmful economic and social consequences. Usually if the degree of unemployment 

in disadvantaged regions could be penllanently reduced without leading to a loss of 

jobs in developed areas, the whole national economy would be better off. Similarly, if 

disused and derelict land in the depressed areas could be used productively for 

economic development, the productivity of land use and balanced regional 

development would be improved. 

3. The centralisation of economic growth inflicts severe economic costs in rapidly 

growing urban areas due to the excess demands for social capital. For example, the 

traffic congestion resulting from such intensive centralisation is estimated to waste an 

immense amount of time for the transport of goods and passengers. The Korean 

government has consistently responded by increasing the supply of social capital, 

instead of trying to relieve congestion by controlling demands for social overhead 

capital. This has inevitably resulted in a never-ending spiral in which demand and 

supply chase each other, which have brought about growing externality costs and 

increased land prices. 

4. In the case of excess demand for labour and resources in leading regions, reducing 

regional disparities \\'oltld reap benefits to the \\'hole economy by reducing 

inflationary pressures. Such inflationary pressures occur because of the intense 

competition for skilled labour and capital resources. \\'hich becomes c.\ternally scarce 

during booms. raising final output prices, 



It has been argued that de\elopcd countrie::; can secure social and political 

stabi I ity if they pursued regional economic parities through regional policies. such as 

balanced regional de\°e!opments (Keel. 1996, p.l8). The requirements of regional 

development undertaken for national and regional interests include: first impro\Oing 

the welfare of regional residents, even 'though regional developments are also 

expressing the goals of national plans or policies; the realisation of regional potential, 

which will improve all regional conditions under the existing situation of regional 

resources; promoting sustainable development, including the preservation and 

management of natural resources; achieving strategic purposes, including efforts to 

integrate the principal policy directions and objectives of regions with the actions to 

achieve them. 

5.8. A Reconsideration of Regional Development and Policy 

5.8.1. Regional Developments under Central Government's Control 

First, there must be recognition that it is an essential prerequisite of a national 

government's responsibilities to ensure equilibrium between groups in the process of 

making decision over regional policies. Since national and regional development and 

policies have been introduced in Korea, most regional policies were established and 

implemented by central government. Accordingly, the methods of regional planning 

and policies have been top-down in type, and economic efficiency and national effect 

have been the top priority among the various national policy goals. While regional 

peculiarities were not fully considered in the process of policy-making, with local 

residents' wishes being inadequately reflected. The 'Korean experience shows that 

direct government interventions for growth control are likely to create negative effects 

rather than to contribute to the balanced spatial distribution of population and 

industries .... Many spatial policies or plans tend to lose their usefulness because they 

pursue overly ambitious goals and objecti\Oes' (Kim, Y. W .. 1995. pp.74-75). 

The centralised system in Korea has caused conflicts and led to failures or 

di fficulties in acquiring the support of local residents in regional policy-making and 

the implementation of the designated policy. Under such a central ised system 0 f 

plans and policies established principally from the national point ofvie\\. creative 



regional developments could not be prepClrcd, and the capability of regions \\as not 

cu1ti\ated and fully improved. The implementation of local autonomy led to 

increased demands for local administrati \'e responsibi lities and for ne\\ regional 

developments and policies, but the existing spatial planning and policy system has not 

the capacity nor the appropriate \\ays to respond to such dramatic changes in its 

policy environment (see sections 8.3 and 9.3). 

5.8.2. Imbalanced Development 

For the last four decades the most important goal of Korean regional policy has been a 

balanced development between regions. The Korean government initiated regional 

policies to restrict population and industrial growth of metropolises. At the same time, 

'the government has made various efforts to stimulate econon1ic and social 

development in less prosperous areas' (Kim, Y.W., 1995, p.69). Nonetheless, the 

original spatial goal has not been achieved. The concentration of population and 

industries into n1etropolises has continued, and the regional imbalance in the country 

has been growing gradually as the years have advanced. 'Despite the fact that the 

government has strongly restricted the location of new manufacturing establishments, 

the number of manufacturing activities in the capital region has been continuously 

increasing' (Kim, Y.W., 1995, p.74). 

Some reasons for the failure of the government's spatial goals can be 

suggested. First, the spatial goals were undermined by the role of open economics in 

reshaping the country's economic geography. Secondly, the plans established by 

central and local governments were inadequately implemented due to changes in the 

political, economical and social environments. The priority of policy was determined 

without a basic principle of social and economic equilibrium, and was often 

challenged by the theory of economic efficiency or political power. Finally, since 

local governments' financial capabilities were very weak, almost all development 

projects were conducted by central government itself, whose main interest was in 

national efficiency. 

5.8.3. Inadequate Linkages with Other Plans 

Regional de\elopments or policies are not only concemcd \\"ith a specific region. thc~' 

are related to other regional plans and to national plans .. \ccordingly, \\'hen ~I spati~tl 



de\'elopment or policy harmoni:.;cs with other spatial plans, the goals of de\elopment 

can be accomplished completely. :\e\crtheless, due to the insufficiency of links \vith 

other plans in Korea, many spatial policies and plans he1\e tended to lose their 

usefulness. According to Kim, 'r
0

, \V. (1995~ p.i6), 'spatial policies cannot be 

successfully implemented if they' on;rlook economic and financial costs in\'olved ... 

[they] cannot attain the desired objects without an efficient institutional framework to 

achieve inter-ministerial co-ordination'. So far, there have been no active financial 

and economic dimensions and no appropriate executive systems for implementation in 

many spatial plans. Consequently more effort is needed to promote integrated spatial 

policies and plans so as to stimulate economic and social developments in Korea's 

less prosperous regions and to control the growth in its large n1etropolises. 

5.8.4. The Lack of Participation of Residents and the Private Sector 

It is essential that local residents who recognise the strong and weak points of their 

regions are able to participate in the processes of regional policy-making and planning. 

Nevertheless, because central and local governn1ents have tended to initiate regional 

planning and implementation one-sidedly without residents' full participation until 

recently, many conflicts have taken place, and thus some plans were not fully 

implemented or failed to accomplish their purpose. On the other hand, since the 

governments were the main agencies for regional development, they were usually 

restricted by administrative regulations and could not be freed from the bureaucratic 

execution of their administrative tasks. One suggestion to overcome this problem and 

to provide more capable management and private finance in the future is for the active 

participation of the private sector. 

5.8.5. The Lack of Measures for Conflict Mediation 

Conflicts are inevitable in regional policies and development projects. With the 

inauguration of local autonomy in Korea, previously latent conflicts related to 

regional developments have begun to change into manifest conflicts. Nevertheless, 

the system for preventing such conflicts has been inadequate and measures and efforts 

to promote conflict resolution have been insufficient. If once a conflict related to 

regional de\'elopment has started. it has been unlikely that the regional policy or 

devclopment in\'oh'Cd could bc elTiciently carried out in time ami economy. Fnr the 



s~\tisfactory accomplishment of regional policies and den::]opment with desirable 

mitigation and \\ith opportunities for the effecti\c and efficient mcJiation of conflicts, 

it is necessary to study techniques and to suggest appropriate systems for conflict 

resolution. 

5.8. Conclusions 

To date, regional developments in Korea have enlphasised rapid economic gro\\th 

focused on the country's metropolises rather than the balanced development of the 

whole of the national territory. Naturally this centralised policy and system has led to 

extenlal cost effects. In addition, the process of policy making did not depend on the 

enlargelnent of potential regional capability with the participation of local residents, 

but rather expressed central government's one-sided development policy (top-down). 

Regional development projects and programmes were focused only on the supply of 

physical facilities without a comprehensive overview including social, economic and 

cultural effects within regions. As a result, such aspects of regional developments 

could lead to conflicts related to environmental and cultural conservation, NIMBYism, 

or economic development pressure. 

The progress of local autonomy in Korea will require many changes in the 

structure of the spatial policy and planning system in the future. It is also expected 

that the decentralisation of regional planning and policy will progress quickly and that 

residents' participation in the process of regional policy making will sharply increase. 

In addition to these changes, criticisms about the country's continuing regional 

disparities also will gather strength. Together, these changes may contribute to the 

generation and intensification of disputes on matters related to urban and regional 

developments. 

The combination of the inadequacies of the current spatial policy and planning 

system and the introduction of Local Autonomy system with all its expectations (see 

Chapter 2) has generated various conflicts related to regional development and 

environmental projects in Korea. The more detailed causes and characteristics of 

conflict and the current system in Korea for conflict resolution \vill be discussed in 

Chapter 6, which follo\\s. 



Chapter 6. Conflicts Related to Regional Development in Korea 

6.1. Introduction 

Nowadays, conflicts among and within organisations are common features, and they 

are likely gradually to increase. In patiicular, conflicts arc inherent in the dri \e for 

autonomy and democracy. After the introduction of local autonomy in Korea, 

intergovernmental relations (Chapter 4) and the spatial policy and planning system 

(Chapter 5) have changed greatly. A number of intergoven1mental conflicts, largely 

concerned with land use activities, spatial development and environment value 

systems, have emerged in the field of regional policies and development. Such 

conflicts tend to dwell on negative influences rather than constructive effects on 

society. 

Overall, conflicts related to spatial planning are seen as 'games' or 'debates' 

rather as 'fights'. Formal inter- or intra-organisational conflicts within a defined legal 

structure are similar to a 'game', while the informal person-to person type of conflict, 

which is generally less visible, is similar to a 'debate'. Nonetheless, many 

intergovernmental conflicts often transfer from the status of a 'game' to a 'debate' or 

even 'fight' when local residents participate in these conflicts. In this context, an 

analysis of the peculiarity and characteristics of disputes may be a cardinal point in 

understanding regional development disputes and in and suggesting methods for 

conflict management and resolution in the future. 

The main aims of this chapter are to analyse the actual condition of various 

intergovernmental conflicts related to regional development and to examine the 

present methods for conflict resolution in Korea. (see section 1.3) In addition, other 

aims are to verify the Premises (Chapter 7) established through the review of literature 

(Chapters 3-4) and to identify implications for conflict management in future. In this 

context, types and characteristics of conflict in the field of regional and environmental 

disputes are examined, and the possibility of introducing general conflict theory into 

regional development and environmental disputes in Korea are considered. In addition. 

the actual conditions of OCCUlTence of conflict and systems for resolving the conflicts 

are also investigated. Finally, the concept and e:xperience of AltcI11ati\l~ Dispute 

Resolution (ADR) as a promising approach for dispute resolution in Korea is 

C:X~lJllined. 



6.2. Organisational Conflicts in Korea 

6.2.1. Trends in Conflicts 

Political transformation in Korea has led directly to changes in social mechanisms 

because the whole of Korean society is under the predominant control of politics. 

Thus, in connection with changes social mechanisms and the social environment, the 

different aspects and types of social conflict also undergo a great deal of change. In 

this context, Korean politics after independence from Japan can be divided into three 

phases: the 'autocratic', 'democratic' and the 'local autonomic' eras. Table 6.1 show's 

the predominant type of social conflict in these three eras. This classification is based 

on political situations, since this method of the division is helpful in exploring the 

changes of conflictual aspects. 

Table 6-1. Transformation of organisational conflict by political era 

Autocratic era Democratic era Autonomic era 
(Before 1988) (1988-1995) (After 1995) 

Political Centralisation Democratisation Localisation 
environment Military regime Decentralisation 
Organisati onal Intra conflict Intra-governmental Inter-governmental 
conflict (Latent conflict) (Conflict related to (Conflict related to 

individual interest) social interest) 

Conflict type Systems conflict Bargaining conflict Bureaucratic conflict 

1. Autocratic era (pre 1988) 

The autocratic era was represented by a military regime which concentrated on 

economic development and a strong centralisation, but which lacked political 

ingenuity. Kim (1994, p.592) has explained that 'this era was characteristic of a 

narrow range of individual political freedom: executive dominance of the bureaucracy, 

legislature, and judiciary; limitations on the role and function of political parties; 

increased role of the military in politics; and, national planning for rapid economic 

growth'. 

The general population, except for the authoritarian elite group. tended to be in 

passi\"C positions within the political and social system. Under such autocratic 

go\'ernmenL social dissatisfaction could not be IT\caled ovcrtly but \\'as conccaled. 

bccaUSL' the strong ccntralist and authoritarian systcm (cnild 11rc\'ent the O(CUlTencc or 
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conflict. E\en if a contlict uccurred, central ~uvcrnment could if Ilcce::;::;lin deal fullv 
~ - ~ 

\\ith the conflict by force. Pondy (J ()67, p.3()()) noted. 'such latent conflict is role 

conflict which trcats the focal person as merely a passi\"C recei\"er rather than as an 

active participant in the relationship'. 

Under the autocratic system, organisational conflicts could rarely escalate to 

the visible and manifest level, and intra-organisational conflicts related to co

ordination and internal disagreements only occasionally took place. As Klausner and 

Groves (1994, p.360) have stated, if the hierarchical structure within an organisation 

is very rigid and if workers have little power zmd autonomy, 'hidden rebellion' rather 

than 'open conflict', may emerge. This situation is likely to apply to 

intergovernmental conflicts in Korea before 1988. 

2. Democratic era (1988-1995) 

The second phase was the political democratic era. The sixth Republic in 1988 

continued the process of a long transformation in which 'economic growth and 

prosperity have been the ingredients needed to pave the way for political changes, 

which have led to democratisation of the military-authoritarian regime' (Wang, 1994, 

p.355). Democratisation was extended widely in various fields of Korean society. 

Social conflicts suppressed during the military era immediately began to emerge. 

Many conflicts were common in most parts of society, which fermented and amplified 

social unrest. This phenomenon diminished slowly and steadily with time, and the 

aspects of conflict shifted from extemporaneous, rough and emotional conflicts to 

systemic and sustained conflicts. Public disfavour of social unrest reduced 

immoderate conflictual behaviour, while the public formed systematic interest groups 

to speak for their common objectives. Aspects of conflict moved slowly from 

individual interest conflicts to social and public interest conflicts. Such groups 

formed to speak for wider interests began to express opinions about administrative 

affairs and public policies, and accordingly, many intergovernmental conflicts began 

to occur. In order to secure further resources, competition bet\\een local governments. 

or between local govenlments and central gO\'ernment agencies, greatly increased. In 

the main, bargaining conflicts related to resource distributions \\ere the predominant 

part of sllch conflicts. 

Inglchart ( I ()()7. p.57) has stated. 'the incre~lsing concerns about I?nVirolllllcnts 

is a typic,ti phenomenon nr 11nst industrialism in \\"('stern democracies". The 



relationships among citizens. auth(Jritics and public plllicy-makers i ',-,came 

increasingly critical o\'er en\'ironmental issues at the beginning of the democratic era. 

In the context of the NIMBY syndrome, Lee and Fitzgerald (1997, p.b!) have argued 

that 'South Korea also illustrates the profound challenge mass nlobilisation poses for 

newly industrialised, democratising nations. environmental COllcenl is proving a 

nlajor engine driving the momentum towards opening previously closed 

adnlinistrative systems'. 

3. Local autonomic era (after 1995) 

In 1995, the full introduction of local autonomy gave a variety to the po\ver structure 

of public organisations. As heads of local govelnments were now directly elected, the 

decentralisation of power consolidated over a long time, was rapidly advanced. In 

addition, a more competitive set of relationships between local governments was 

established, and intergovernmental conflicts became more complicated and diverse 

with regard to regional developments and environmental issues. 

Before the implementation of local autonomy, central government had 

powerful and direct control mechanisms in the process of administration: i.e. 

personnel management; reports; information; sanctions; inspections; approval and 

authorisation. In addition, the government had indirect methods, such as, financial 

controls including government subsidies and special grants used as supplementary 

funds. However, after implementing local autonomy, the system of direct controls 

was changed fundamentally because local assembly members and heads of local 

governments were elected directly by residents. The central government no longer 

had the means of control to deal with local governments through personnel 

management and administrative intervention. No matter how the central 

government's control was weakened in intergovernmental conflicts, if the division of 

functions and duties between them had only been clearly laid down, then conflicts and 

frictions occurring in the process of administration or implementation could have 

been greatly reduced. Actually, because these clear divisions were not established, 

conflicts concenled \vith powers and responsibilities often arose between the central 

and local ~ovenlment or between the local executive office and local assembly. Such 
~ -

role-confusion \\as an important element of inkr-go\e111mental conflict. which led to 

a state of disorder in the process of policy making and policy execution. 



\1eanwhile. through implementill!:! local autoIlOIll\. each IlH..:alit\ bc:,-'dlllL' murL' 
~ - ~ 

cohesi\T. and social pressure for confollllitv within its local re!:!ion increased. The 
~ ~ 

regional egoism and sectionalism \\hich had began to occur during the democratic era. 

continued and had a tendency to deepen. Local autonomy led to competition bet\\'een 

regions and the growth of regional self-interest. From timc to time, these competiti\c 

relations resulted in intergovenlmental conflicts. Nonetheless, due to the reduction of 

the central govenlnlent's control of local govenlment, the central govenl1nent could 

not appropriately mediate or influence the incompatibilities, which existed between 

regions, Conflicts of interest became more severe and diverse. 

6.2.2. The Field of Organisational Conflict 

Intergovernnlental conflicts can occur in almost c\'ery field of administration. Local 

administrative functions are largely divided into local administration, local finance 

and regional economic/development (see Table 6.2). Among these fields, conflicts 

related to regional economic and development fields are linked to spatial development 

conflicts and locational conflicts. As seen in the Table 6.2, disputes related to the 

siting of unwanted and hazardous facilities was 45.6 per cent of the total, and, 

regional development disputes was in second place, 23 per cent (KLAI's, 1996, [in 

Kim 1996, p.57]). Together these two fields (facility location and development 

conflict) accounted for 68 per cent of all identified intergovernmental conflicts in the 

immediate period following the introduction of local autonomy. Similarly, according 

to Kim's (1997, p.58) analysis based on 340 identified intergovernmental conflict 

cases, conflicts related to land use regulation or facility location amounted to 221 

cases, commanding an overwhelming majority (65%> in total). 

Table 6-2. Fields of inter-organisational conflict 

Division Sub-division Respondent No. % 
Local Administration Personnel/organising management 7l 13.1 
Local finance Finance/tax system 44 8.1 

~, 

Incidence I 55 10,2 
Regional economic/ Regional development 124 i 23.0 
Policy Facility siting 246 45.6 

-~---- ----- ---- -

- -Source: Based on KIm. P,O. ( 1996). p . ." 

Locational conflicts have beC~))lle the main isslIe uf intergO\'ellllllcntlil 

conflicts in Kon~~1. and call be cl~)~ely relakd to the '\1.\18'1' ~yndrolllc that ~pre~\(..1 

--~- ~ 

--



\\ ioel) throughout countrv, :S i nce the ,\ I \ I B Y cl)ntlicb \\ere oi I\.'dh connccted \\ith - -
residents. the residents often took part in the conflict as directly in\olved actors. In 

many cases, the stakeholders in a conflict \\'ere very complex. as well as unspecified. 

Due to these characteristics, the identification of disputants \\as difficult and the 

intensity of conflict easily deepeneo. 

6.2.3. The Change of Conflict Space over Regional Interests 

According to Rangarajan (1997, p. 71), 'the world of conflict is ever-changing and 

three factors, such as environment, memories of past history and time, exert a 

significant influence on the negotiating process'. Usually these three factors build up 

an opportunity for negotiation, and actors and issues in a conflict become active 

factors influencing the process of conflict within the negotiation space. Accordingly 

actors and issues can be the most important factors in the resolution of conflict. 

In Korea, the implementation of local autonomy has both influenced the 

conflict environment and greatly changed the stnlcture of the relevant actors. Since 

experience and skills for discussion and negotiation had not been built up previously, 

local autonomy led to many conflicts related to regional policies or developnlents. 

Because of disputants' excessive adherence to their interests, the degree of conflict 

became increasingly high. Local governments often joined with their residents so as 

to reinforce their conflictual power base and to strengthen putting their views to 

central government or the other disputant. In addition, residents often began to 

participate in conflicts, because regional policy or environmental issues could be seen 

to influence the residents' interests directly. As a result, even important national 

projects with legal procedures were blocked by the mass behaviour of residents. In 

opposition to such local government resistance, the central government tried to 

formulate a special law 1) or strictly apply a rule to such cases, which in tum created 

bureaucratic conflict. After the introduction of local autonomy, the space and factors 

of conflicts such as disputants, issues and time became enlarged and, gradually, more 

complicated. Local autonomy created a fertile soil for intergovernmental conflicts 

and led to bureaucratic conflicts as well. 

II llnder Impetus from IllcJI go\"ernment' s refusal tll sanction thl' l'()nstrllctlon of clTtain project..;, the 
Knrean ~()\ erIlment formll LlIed the ',)jJ('cilll L(/1\' fiJI' COlls/mel/()ll lIlld \'l/jJ/JlclIll'I/; (it ,\(le/1I1 O"c'r!rc{/{/ 
('11/)//(/1 I ()()~. to emy for\\ard national pmject..; more sllloothly, 
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The contlict environment prc:;crib~" dimensional boundariL':' in a bargaining 

space and also makes those negotiating aware of existing bargaining factors including 

dimensions of i :.;sue and the population of negotiants. Conflicts bet\\ een residents and 

goven1n1ent often took place in the past, but after introducing local autonon1Y, 

conflicts between central and local governments have increased. Local go\crnments 

increasingly began to participate in conflicts between the central gO\en11nent and 

residents; that is, it consistently becalne the rule that that on one side was the central 

government and on other side were the local goven1ment and local residents. In order 

to resist central government policy more effecti\'ely, local governments looked to gain 

their residents' pressure over to their side. Accordingly, the number of those 

negotiating in the bargaining space and the divergence of issues became extended; 

conflict settlen1ent thus became n10re difficult, because the residents consisted of 

various interest groups, looking to depend on mass behaviour or, even in some cases, 

on violent attitudes (see section 8.2). In this context, an agreement is more likely to 

occur ifboth sides are organised. Therefore if one side of disputants includes 

residents (unorganised disputant), then conflict resolution is more difficult, because 

there is no hierarchy for order or to control power among residents. This conclusion 

is related to Premise D (see section 7.2). 

6.3. The Analysis of Conflict Types in Regional Developments 

As the number of public organisational conflicts increased and became more complex, 

the characteristics of regional development conflicts can be defined in tenns of 

various types (see Chapter 3): 'positions of blocking behaviour', 'relationships of 

disputants', 'contents of conflict' and 'conflict disputants'. 

6.3.1. Conflict Types by Blocking Behaviour and Relationships 

As political changes have advanced in Korea from the autocratic to the local 

autonomic eras, so the conflict models (bargaining, bureaucratic, systems conflicts) 

based on relationships between disputants have developed a tendency to coexist at the 

same time. Recently, for instance, conflicts \\'ould be likely to shift from a 

'bargaining' type of conflict to a 'bureaucratic' conflict \vhich \\'ould have been un

thinkable before local autonomy \\'as implemented. In the first year ( 1995-1996) after 

thc introduction of tile local autonolll:Y system. 11.2 intergo\ ernlllclltal conflicts \\ere 
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ickllti ficd (K L\L I ')l)j)? .\i Ilung thc",~ contlicts. 51) Cl."""S rclakd to r...:gional 

dc\clopmcnts and policies (52.6 11 
u oftutal intergo\'elllll1ental contlicts). Table 6.~ 

shows that bureaucratic confl ict \\as the most C0111mon (accounti ng for 6,)(1 II of sample 

cases), and the bureaucratic conflicts related to blocking beha\'iour \vere numcrous. 

This figure implies that relationships bd\\een central and local govcl1lll1cnts, or 

between lower and upper-tiers, \vere not satisfactory. In the hierarchical relationships 

of the structure of governments in Korean (central-local go\'ermnent; upper-lower tier 

goven11nent), the central and upper-tier governments tended to depend on past 

methods such as a bureaucratic command, while local or lower tier governments 

tended to emphasise their discretion or self administration, which often resulted in 

bureaucratic conflicts. 

Table 6-3. Types of conflict in sample cases (1995-1996) 

Total Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
Total 59 (100%) 19 (32%) 37 (63%) 3 (5%) 
Bargaining 14 (24 %) 7 6 1 
Bureaucratic 41 (69 %) 12 27 2 
Systems 4 (7 %) - 4 -

Source: Based on KLAI, 1997 

6.3.2. Conflict Types by Content 

The types of conflict described by their contents can be largely divided into locational 

and jurisdictional conflicts. According to Kim's (1997, p.63) survey, locational 

conflicts accounted for 47.1 per cent of the total, while jurisdictional conflicts 

accounted for 52.9 per cent. Among the locational conflicts recorded, those relating 

to unwanted facilities were the main category (53 of 80 cases), which showed that 

environmental conflicts with the NIMBY syndrome had became the most serious 

intergovernmental problem under the Local Autonomy system. The second largest 

group consisted of conflicts concerned with opposition to a neighbouring community 

(17 cases). These mainly were clashes between 'profit and loss' in regional 

developments. These interest conflicts mainly took place between lower tier 

goven1ments (Table 6 . ..+). 

2) From 1()95 to 1()96. KorC~l 111L'al,\dmil1l:-;tratlol1 InstitulL' (KI .\1) colkded a Iht111g llfcontlict LaSl'" 
through an al1al~:-;h of prl'''~ rq)ort~ 111 () l1atlonal daily ne\\ SI)~lPl'l ". 1.3 IllL"al daih l1e\\ "'p,qx' I " ~lIld ~ 

tcd11l1L'al m~lg~l/l\1l'''. 
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.'\t..:.\t, in tht..: cast..: ofjuri.,dlctional cuntlict:;. tllerc \\([.3 littk: difference' lld\\:":::"::ll 

conflicts concerned \\ith cost sharing, \\ith the management of facilities and \\ith co

operation problems. \!eveliheless. great diffcrences can be obscned \\hen 

considering the relationships between disputants and conflicts. Conflicts related to 

matters for co-operation, for instance, often occurred among lower-tier goVe111ments, 

while conflicts related to the management of facilities \\ere dominant bct\\een central 

and lower tier govel1llnents (Table 6.-1-). According to Kim and eha (1997, p.6.3), 

jurisdictional conflicts often occurred in the early stage after the introduction of Local 

Autonomy and derived from the obscurity of functions and roles between the different 

govemn1ents and the lack of a system for co-operation and consultation bet\veen them. 

Table 6-4. Conflicts by contents (May. 1995-May.1997) Unit: No. of conflict (%) 

Central Central Upper- Upper- Lower- Total 
-Upper -Lower Upper Lower Lower 

Frequency of conflict 10 .+7 20 31 62 170 
( 100) (100) (100) ( 100) (100) (100) 

Locational Unwanted facilities 1 10 5 11 26 53 
conflict Desirable facilities 5 2 1 8 

Neighbour opposition 1 2 2 12 17 
Public interests 1 1 2 
Sub total 1 12 12 15 40 80 

(10.0) (25.5) (60.0) (48.4) (64.5) (47.1) 
Jurisdictio Cost sharing 1 7 3 8 4 23 
nal conflict Management 5 19 1 4 29 

Co-operation 3 9 4 4 18 38 
Sub total 9 35 8 16 22 90 

(90.0) (74.5) (40.0) (51.6) (35.5) (52.9) 
Sources: Based on Kim and Cha (1997), p.63 

6.3.3. Types of Conflict by Disputants 

Establishing conflict types according to the different disputants involved is very often 

used for classifying intergovernmental conflicts related to regional developments 

because it usefully explains the relationships between disputants and the 

characteristics of conflicts. Table 6.5 shows that intergovernmental conflicts 

accounted for 50 per cent of conflicts related to regional developments in Korea (Kim 

and eha, 1997, p.57). 3) Even the conflicts between residents and goVe111ment have 

propel1ies of inter-organisational contlict, because generally go\cmment is the 

proponent of projects. P0l1er and Taplin (1987) in 'Co/~flict alld COIl/liel Resolution' 

.) :\('cording tll the sunl':, I', Pill \ Lly 10<)." to \ lay 1l)l)~ 12 Yl'ars) ~411 illtergO\lTllllll'l1tal (()l1tll('h 

l Il'ClIITl'd. 



(Lbo CUJ1...,llkrcu contlicl::; hd\\CCI J jll...J":->Ulb and furmal (IrganJ-,ation::; d5 inter

organisational conflicts. 

Table 6-5. Conflicts related to regional developments (1995-1997) 

~pc Intergove111mental Conflict GOye111ment 
l>J~C [\I\)~ Total Central-local Upper-Io\ver Local-Local - Residents 
Case No. 170 57 31 8' 170 

0/0 50.0 16.8 9.1 ;4.1 50.0 
Source: Based upon KIm (1997), p.63 

6.4. The Causes of Conflict in Regional Developments 

Total 

3-W 
100.0 

The causes of conflict are essentially based on general factors such as goal 

incompatibility, resource share and interdependency. In the case of regional 

development conflicts in Korea, the causes are similarly varied and can be largely 

divided into two categories as either 'indirect' causes (background causes), or, 'direct' 

causes (substantial causes) (Kim and Cha, 1997, p.36). The fonner can be defined as 

a change of social, political and cultural values, which can be called 'the drift of 

public opinion' which fonns the character of the system and rule of society. Public 

opinion widely influences conflicts relating to public administration and policies. 

Usually in these kinds of conflict, the boundary of stakeholders and their spatial range 

are ambiguous and widespread. The influence of conflicts can be also wide and 

serious, which can result in social instability. To resolve these conflicts, macro 

approaches such as the improvement of the legislative framework, continuous social 

education or the establishment of infonnation systems are required. 

In the latter case (direct causes), stakeholders' interests in the projects 

concerned can be a main cause of conflict. The stakeholders' interest is a balance 

between costs and benefits, the incompatibility and complexity of policy goals, a 

clash of jurisdiction and authority, differences of technical perception, regional self

interest, competition for limited resources and rational procedure of decision-making 

before a conflict develops and worsens. Since these causes can be removed or 

resolved by resolution strategies, conflict management largely focuses on searching 

and controlling these causes. Several approaches can be used in the settlement of 

these conflicts, including direct negotiation. mediation and. ultimately. the usc or 
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6"-LI. Reinforcing; Local GO\(~rnlll~lll s Self-control .~lldL)I~(r:ll~-,-11 

Local autonomy has influenced the systems of, and has provided the means of, 

shifting from the centralisation of pO\\cr and function to their decentralisation in 

Korea. Therefore, local governments' autonomy has impro\"ed and its delegated 

power has become more significant. From this period, the hierarchical relationship 

between central and local govenlnlents has mo\ed towards a more horizontal one, a 

change which has been one of Inain causes of increasing visible conflicts in Korean 

society" Although Klausner and Groves( 1994. p.360) have argued that generally a 

hierarchical authority structure could create a fertile soil for conflicts. it has been 

noticeable that after the integrated hierarchical system of central control was 

weakened in Korea, many more intergovenlmental conflicts have occurred than 

before. 

Among the explanations of this tum of events, are first that incompatibilities 

and disputes Inay be inevitable between central government decision-makers who 

continue the habits of the past centralism and local government chief executives who 

are elected through direct elections and speak out for their localities. Central 

government officers have been in the habit of dominating local governments and want 

to continue to control them, but this is not acceptable to the newly elected chief 

executives and heads of local government. Another important reason has been local 

authorities' overconfidence and misconceptions over local autonomy. The local 

authorities believed that they could deal with most affairs concerned with their 

regions without central government's interference; such misconception have resulted 

in even national proj ects based on legal procedures being delayed (Kim, B. J., 1995, 

ppA-5). 

Secondly, latent conflicts during the authoritarian era began to emerge as 

visible conflicts after democratisation and localisation. As local governments' self 

control was reinforced, the function of co-operation and adjustment between local 

governments became weaker and it became difficult to find new ways to cope \\"ith 

demands of more comprehensive administration" Quite sharp confrontations therefore 

occurred between local governments over acquiring particular local ad\"antages \vhile 

dealin u \\"ith matters of\\"ider administration. 
2 
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· \ :jun',;:. -1.) of th\..' changl..:':) in contllcL after till..: I11troduction 01 IOCed autUllOI1l\' 

shows clearly the co-relation between the occurrence of conflict and the 

implementation of local autonomy. According to the Sllr\'cy. most respondents 

answered that intergoven11nental conflicts increased after local autonomy: 47.9 per 

cent of them felt that there had been a slight increase, \\hile 34.6 per cent of 

respondents felt that conflicts had greatly increased (Kim, 1996, p.56) (see Table 6.6). 

In this context, \\c can deduce the fact that the frequency of organisational conflict is 

in proportion to the degree of the discretion and autonomy of an organisation, \\'hich 

is related to Premise E (Section 7.2). 

Table 6-6. The change of conflict occurrence (after 1995) 

Increase and decrease Number of respondents 0/0 
Great increase 191 34.6 
Slight increase 264 47.9 
No change 70 12.7 
Slight decrease 21 3.8 
Great decrease 3 0.5 
No answer 3 0.5 

Total 552 100.0 
Source: Based upon Kim (1996) p.56. 

6.4.2. Election Pledges and Re-election 

After the implementation of Local Autonomy, mayors and heads of local governments 

became aware of their election pledges and their desire for re-election. As elected 

officers in local governments, they were responsible to their residents. They thus 

might consider only their electorate and promote regional policies for action in the 

future. In order to maintain their popularity with electorates, many elected executive 

officers often conducted such regional projects without legitimate administrative 

procedures or regulations. In these cases, they might give rise to many problems 

among local governments and between central and local governments. The conflicts 

concerned with Younggwang NNP (see Chapter 8) and Kunpo incinerator projects 5) 

were good examples of this type of conflict. 

~I The Korea local ,\dl11ll1Istration InstIhIte (KL\l) carried out a suney of local gmemment officials 
concenlL'd \\'ith conflicts, memhers of IOl'al assemhly and conflict specialists from I ~ \Iay to I ~ June 
199(), ,\ total llf~n questIOnnaIres were distrIbuted and 552 sheets [()]2 Po] \\t'll' retrin'ed, 
5) The conflict rl'Lltl'd to the ,'llIlstructIlln or KunJlo Illcinerator in KyunggI Pro\'ince rl'sulted frolll the 
l' kct ion pledges (ll the \ 1 a ~ or 0 I K unJlll J \ l'cllrd ing to his pledgl'S, hl' \\ (luld canct'l thl' plan rl11 ,1l1 
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Lkctcd h(::ads or ll)l'~tl gO\'Cllllllents \\ere abc) a\\,IP~ cII \\'I1.Jt their IUCLtI 

residents demanded and took an interest in \\'hat the residents \vanted in order to be re

elected or elected to higher official positions, After local autonomy_ the \\'all of 

distrust between local goven1ment and residents tended to decay_ but not c\Trything 

\\orked perfectly, One of the most difficult challenges \\'as how to resohc conflicts of 

interests between local govenlment and residents and bet\\ccn different local 

gO\'en1ments, A typical problem \\'as the NIMBY syndrome, \vhich local 

governments often failed to cope \\'ith effectin:::ly. In the face of collecti\c opposition 

from residents, many local governments gave up constnlcting sewage disposal or 

waste burial sites in their jurisdiction. Alternatively, they decided on sites located on 

the outskirts of their region, which led to many conflicts between neighbouring local 

governments. 

In addition, due to the fear of losing the next election, heads of local 

governments tended to defer decisions and not face up to projects related to conflicts, 

although they were required to engage in the process of resolving conflicts. 

Politicians thus always had a tendency to focus on policies that carried favour with the 

public interest because they could not disregard their electorate's demands. Such 

conflicts were hidden before the introduction of local autonomy. 

6.4.3. Changes in Values and Standards 

With democratisation and localisation in Korea, the desire of residents' participation 

in the decision-making process of regional policies increased, and residents began to 

demand that central and local governments became more open in their administration. 

This resulted in increasing conflict between residents and government. Meanwhile, 

following from residents' higher incomes and education, 'life styles also changed to 

the pursuit of higher quality in life and the self realisation with originality and 

diversity' (ROK, 1991, p.19). The preservation of the cultural heritage and the 

conservation of the environment for future generations therefore became more 

important values than previously. and the clash between the pressures of development 

and the demands of conservation increased. The recent increase of environmental 

conflicts reflects the changc of the nation's attitude to its hcritagc, It means that the 

il1L'illerator that had ht'L'1l prnpIl';L'd sil1ce 1 <)<) I, The contlict tll\)k place hL't\\t'ell KlInJ10 City and thL' 
('aplt~11 RL'~ 1011 \\'a~lt' RecLJIll<lIIOIl ('olllllllllt'e. 
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rcsulutilln (If cun tlicts bd\ve~n jub crc~ltion thruugh de\'~luplllcnt and cll\in,nmentai 

protection lies at the heart of planning. 

Typical examples of this type of conflicts can be instanced e.g. that relating to 

Seoul-Pusan High Speed Railroad (see Chapter 9) and the Dong Ri\'cr Dam (sec 

Chapter 1 ()). In these cases, as disputes invoh'e en\'ironmental and cultural issucs, the 

sphere of disputants (especially in stand of opponent) would had a tendency to expand 

and it can be observed that, recently, in relation to environmental issues, 

conservationists have tended to have more power than the developer. 

6.4.4. Differences of Goals 

Policy differences can arise from disagreements about the direction of an 

organisation's activity and the standard of assessment of projects. Different 

motivations by different local governments over a development or environmental 

project leads to goal incompatibilities, and these goal incompatibilities generate 

disputes among local governments. Minnery (1985, p.2l) has stated that 'the concept 

of the incompatibility of the desired spatial position is central to both geography and 

urban planning, where one is dealing with land and locations which are unique and 

cannot be occupied simultaneously by more than one physical entity'. After the 

implementation of local autonomy in Korea, such goal incompatibility has become an 

important factor influencing intergovernmental conflicts. The more complex and 

more varied the functions of local government, the deeper the incompatibility of 

policy goals is likely to become. Thus the consideration of goals and objectives is an 

important preliminary stage in both the regional planning process and the conflict 

management process. 

Differences of viewpoint over regional development and environment projects 

are often exposed between central and local governments as well as among local 

governments. Central government takes a national viewpoint about plans or 

developments, while local authorities inevitably take a local stance on behalf of their 

residents' interests and often have grounds to encourage or discourage development of 

land in their jurisdictional areas. Local govenlments in undeveloped regions have a 

particularly strong interest in dc\eloping their areas; but NIMBY issues may also 

arisc o\er central govenlment projects. Decentralised participatory systems often 

IlL'glect national interests such as social justice and national L'conolllil' developmcnt. 

/><lrocl1ial interests hecome Sl'en as primary ill relation to \\iLler. national pwhlem~ and 
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interests, \\hich results in unnecessary intergo\ernmental contlicts (see section l)_~) 

when central gon:nlment cannot accept a local ,'eto. 

6.-1-.5. Increase of lnterdependence 

Interdependence may be defined as the degree of mutual dependence that t\\'o or more 

groups have for each other for interchanging infonnation and supporting and/or 

creating a co-operative atmosphere. In the conurbation cities of Korea, transportation 

developments and the progress of communications has meant that the spatial area of 

residents' activities has been gradually extended. Thus, the wider range 

administrative matters, which a local government could not work out by itself, but 

needed the co-operation of neighbouring local government for carrying the matters 

forward, have increased considerably. The increase of interdependence or interaction 

required has resulted in increasing the necessity of joint problem-resolution, and 

generated another cause of conflict between local governments. Usually in the case of 

joint problem-resolution, conflicts may often have occurred in the process of 

communications between each of the parties involved. The more frequent the 

interaction, the higher opportunities of conflict between parties can become. 

For example, in accordance with the increase of inter-dependence, many 

conflicts concerned with transport networks such as trunk roads and subway 

developments or more area waste facilities have occurred in Korea. Due to the sub

urbanisation of the Seoul metropolitan area, travel demands between the central area 

of Seoul and satellite cities has increased. Accordingly, it was necessary to prepare 

wider-area transport systems and to construct trunk roads between the regions. 

However, after implementing local autonomy, the construction of many link roads has 

been delayed due to conflicts between the concerned local governments (Lee, 199, 

pp.86-92). The main issues were connected with traffic congestion, the 

apportionment of costs (and, presumed benefits)) for road construction and the 

selection of the route of the road. 

6,-1-.6. The Selfish Territorial (Regional Self-interest) Society 

As mentioned abo\'e, local gO\'enll11ents often giye precedence to their o\\'n local 

interests rather than central go\,enll11ent' s \'ie\\ of the national interest or to the 

expressed comlllon interests of the \\'ider area. Such dispositions han? caused Illan~ 

inlergo\ LTnmental conllicts, The basic callses (Jfregional self-interest dcriyc II'om 
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\arious elements such as the decentralisation of power, the discrepancy bet\\c'cn 

interests, the increase of concerns about environmental issues, the gO\Ct11l11ent" s 

inefficient regulation and the scarcity of resources. Recently, although conflicts 

relating to public values (such as the protection of the en\'ironment and ecosystem, the 

maintenance of sustainability' and socio-economic impacts) are increasing, regional 

self-interests and imbalances of costs-benefits have led to the most acute destructive , 

and chronic conflicts. These are the majority of regional conflicts in Korea. The 

main conflicts related to regional self-interest are NIMBYism and the imbalance of 

costs and benefits. 

Typical examples of conflicts caused by putting regional priorities first are the 

phenomena of the NIMBY or the PIMFY syndromes. Vlek and Keren (1992, [in 

Wolsink, 1996, p.854]) have stated that 'the NIMBY phenomenon arises when in 

order to provide public goods, a local facility must be constructed. The disadvantages 

are all at the local level, and the local residents feel that they are being saddled with 

the consequences of something that is of benefit to society as a whole. They enjoy few 

of the benefits and the costs are concentrated in their own area. NIMBY is the result 

of a social dilemma characterised by a spatial separation of advantages and 

disadvantages'. Wolsink (1994, p.853) has argued that there were individual interests 

behind the NIMBY theory. 'As a rule, local opponents make use of environmental 

arguments, while in reality they are only defending their own interests. Environmental 

issues are usually more persuasive in a battle against developers. Environmental 

concerns may be raised but these may actually be secondary issues instead of the real 

concerns of the community'. Typical examples of recent NIMBY conflicts in Korea 

have been the Younggwang National Power Plant (NPP) and the Anmyun Nuclear 

Wast Disposal Facility (NWDF) (see Chapter 8). 

Another identified type of NIMBYism covers conflicts concerned with the 

construction of waste plants or reclaimed wasteland. This kind of self-interest was 

conspicuous in conflicts between lower-tier governments, and may be associated \\'ith 

the functions of lower-tier authorities to execute established policies rather than the 

deciding ne\\ policies. Dealing mainly \\ith affairs directly connected to daily living 

matters of residents, as these lower-tier authorities \\ere place closer to their residents' 

direct influcncc, thcy become in turn more responsivc to their \·ie\\s. Accordingly, 

\\hcn NII\IBY conllicts took placc bct\\cen IOl'al go\'Crnlllcnts, they \\ere apt to lw 

s\\ ayc'd by colkcti\c locll aplK'ab r;lthl.'r than ratioll~lI dccisil)J1s. 
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The next cause 0 r conflict I inked to regional sci f-interests can be deri\'ed from 

the perception of an imbalance bet\\ ccn costs and bencfits by a disputant, \\hich 

reflects an economist's \'ie\\ of decision processes, According to Thuro\\' (19~n. p 1-+ L 

'regions are increasingly reluctant to take on the costs of a project which benefits 

other sections of the country'. He called this phenomenon 'zero-sum society'. Rydin 

(1998, p.349) too has noted how 'the distribution of costs and benefits has been 

emphasised in the accounts of land use planning, country-side policy and heritage 

conservation' . Almost all regional interest conflicts occurring in Korea were related 

to the discrepancy between gainers and losers. As Klausner and Gro\'es (1994, p.361 ) 

have stated, in such conflicts, as a society becomes more cohesive, there may be 

increased social pressures for conformity, and consequently the conflicts tended to 

reach an impasse. 

6.4.7. Communication and Openness 

Information is important to the understanding of a conflict itself and to the choice of 

conflict management strategy. Communication is essential to information collection. 

As a result of poor communication, conflicts can become established, can escalate or 

deteriorate. Accordingly, communication is an important concept in conflict studies. 

According to Bernard (1957, [in Minnery, 1985, p.1 7]), 'the semanticist vie\v of 

conflict sees tensions, hostilities and aggression as entirely the result of poor 

communication and inadequate definitions'. Ducsik (1981, p.91) has also stated that 

'communication helps to reduce uncertainty and thus to diminish distrust'. The 

greater the reduction in uncertainty, the more predictable the behaviour of others 

becomes. This reduces insecurity and promotes order. 

Although communications can help to increase mutual understanding, and 

such understanding can lead to the general reduction of conflict, .it is also necessary 

to point out that if the parties' true positions were in complete opposition, then more 

open communication may also only exacerbate the conflict. Minnery (1985, p.186) 

has mentioned that 'there is, ho\ve\'er, an ambiguous relationship bet\\'een 

communications and conflict. Although conflicts can only be managed if there is 

some fOllll of communication, communication of demands can lead to enhanced 

conllict'. He (p.12) continued, noting that in a typical competitive process. 

'comlllunication betwcen the conllicting partlc:-; is unrcliable and impo\erished, The 
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a\ailable communication channels and oppc)rtuniti-.:s arL' not utilised or they eire used 

in an attempt to mislead or intimidate the other party'. 

\;\'i lson and Game (1998. p.l 07) ha\'e drCl\\n attention to the general problems 

of communication and \\orking relationships concerned \\ith communication: 'thc 

main problem is ho\\" to ensure effecti\c and speedy communication bct\\een central 

government and a large number of other bodies \vhose circumstances, objecti\'cs and 

points of view differ so widely from each other'. Misinfonnation, misunderstanding 

and absence of communication could be contributory causes of conflicts at allle\Oels 

of intergovernmental relations. As mentioned in section 6.4.5. the interactions and 

interdependence between regions in Korea have increased sharply; how'ever, co

operative systems or relationships for communication among governments were very 

deficient in Korea, and it can be suggested that this lack has often led to 

intergovernmental conflicts. The conflict over the Wichon Industrial Complex (WIC) 

occurred and was aggravated due to poor communications between the local 

authorities (Daegu and Pusan) who were in dispute. Neither party had directly 

discussed points at issue in the dispute, although ten years had ran their course since 

the conflict had begun (see section 10.2). 

Insufficient openness in administration decision-making is also counted as a 

frequent cause of conflicts, which may be related to the lack of a scheme for 

stakeholder participation. After democratisation in Korea, the growing participation 

of citizens' and social groups over environmental issues and the increasing demands 

for open administration in the process of planning have led to conflicts at the stage of 

decision-taking. According to Lee (1997, p.67), 'as elsewhere environmental concern 

is proving a major engine driving the momentum towards opening previously closed 

administrative systems'. 

Before expanding democracy and implementing local autonomy in Korea, 

both central and local governments were secretive in deciding administrative policies, 

and they merely notified residents or other organisations of their decisions. The 

typical procedure was the 'decide ~ announce ~ defend' model (Ducsik. 1987)' 

which is a one-sided and top-down fonll of decision-making. Such habitual practice 

\\<lS reduccd after the implementation of local autonomy. and the go\elllment made an 

effort open its public policy through citizens' participation in the process of dccision

making. "Jc\erthe1ess. the go\crJlmcnt \\(lS likely to prefer Sl.'Crct prncetiurL's \\ith 

rl'~(lrd to hvpl.Tscnsiti\"e matters. 
~ . 



The .-\nmyun Island case (see section ~.2) and the process of selecting sites for dams 
h) . I -

\\ crc typlca examples 01 such closed acimini strati \c policy -making. The 

experience of Anmyun Island testified eloquently that the policy decided through 

closed administrative processes no longer could be tolerated. 

6.4.8. Jurisdictional Disputes 

Generally, each local government defends its jurisdiction from other local 

governments and considers various measures for securing new jurisdictions. 

Jurisdictional disputes frequently occur when rights and responsibilities between 

public organisations are ambiguous. Klausner and Groves (1994, p.36..+) have pointed 

out that' ambiguity produces conflicts when parties desire and need a clear delineation 

of their responsibilities, lines of authority and performance expectations'. One 

problem is that such jurisdictional disputes cannot be resolved easily by rational 

negotiations. Generally, such disputes may be settled through the reorganisation of 

government structures or administrative reforms and the establishment of laws or 

legal systems. 

Examples of jurisdictional conflict recently encountered in Korea, include 

conflicts referring to the proprietorary rights ofYangjae Citizen's Park between Seoul 

city and Kangnam Ward in Seoul, and proposals for the enlargement of an area for 

water resource protection on the basin of Ran River between Seoul city and Kyunggi 

province (KLAI, 1996, p.73). 

6. 5. Characteristics of Conflicts Related to Regional Developments 

Regional or environmental conflicts have different characteristics from conflicts in the 

labour, family and international fields. Physical planning is concerned with the 

management of conflicts that are presented in a spatial form. Due to the increasing 

competition for the use of scarce land, conflict management has become a major 

function in regional planning. 

6) The f'.\OCT announced that it would fOr\\ard a scheme to construct fiw or si:\ multipurpose dams in 
North and South f:\,UllgS(/llg pro\'ince in Korea on 2() September 1999. as a part of the management of 
\\alLT in the haslIl of X(/kdong Ri\ er. Hcm t'\ n, the \ IOCT did 110t open the process of selecting the 
sill'" proPlhl'd for the rl'~lson that rl'sident" related to the proposed sites could ~lrnl1gly oppose the 
COI1"trul'tlon (\1' dam. Ihe \\<)( 'I \\ill I1l'gollate \\lth il'''ldents belorl' il'ach11lg the tl1l~d deCISIOIl Oil the 
dam "itt'" .\tIcr th~lt. the \\()(' r h~ls ~1 pLlll to l'arry out the puhlicity \\(lrk -lhout speCific "tlpport 
includl1lg il'gl()ll~d dn l'loj1llll'nt pn1lech (.fool/gal/g fl,llh \ell\, 1 l)<)()) 
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In urder to m<'lIwge conflict efficiently. it is important tu understand tll-~t the 

characteristics of conflict. \-an del" Cammen (197 l), [in l-knri Go\crdc. ll)l)2, p.3]) 

argued that a spatial issue had three characteristics: 'it concerns processes of 

development, \\"hich together constitutes a dynamic system: it concerns spontaneous 

as well as publicity initiated ue\l.:Jopments; it concems a mutual interdependence 

between the physical and the social component'. According to Henri Goverde (1992, 

p.3), urban and regional conflicts include the following combination elements of 

spatial issues: property rights are always involved; property rights are not always 

congruent with the right to decide about the function of the property; such decisions 

generally produce a lot of externalities; and, externalities produce ne\-v conflicts, 

which require new political choices to be made. Therefore, conflicts related to spatial 

plans or developments may typically involve locational issues of facilities, 

environmental problems, and irrationalities of costs and benefits. The specific 

characteristics of spatial conflicts in Korea are introduced in more detail below. 

6.5.1. Strong Conflicting Interests among Disputants 

A dispute in a regional development issue may involve truly irreversible effects, and 

parties to the dispute consider the possibility of irreversible effect, due to the unique 

features of ecological systems and limited regional resources. According to Minnery 

(1985, pA2), regional and urban planning can be described as 'a intervention in the 

workings of the allocation process for resources in the urban and regional activity 

system by legitimate public authority to achieve desired future ends, using means 

appropriate to those ends'. Holsti (1977, p.146) and Baron (1990, p.20) have also 

focussed on the scarcity of resources and condition of competition in regional 

conflicts. 

Accordingly, while regional development can be described as an 

implementation of resources, the distributional effects of the relevant decisions and 

the associated conflict may be deeply related to the allocation of limited resources. 

With a limited amount of resources, each disputant wishes to gain as large a portion of 

the resources as possible. Such zero-sum situations are likely to generate strong 

confrontations. Following the introduction of local autonomy, each local authority 

has entered into competition in pursuing its O\vn interests, tl) attract desired facilities 

or to e\"atlc u\l\vanted facilities_ The scarcity or rl'SUUITes has contributed to tumin~ 

latellt or disguised conflicts into o\ert contlicts and they then become ~lcllte. 



6.5.2. Y;,tLid::- ofContlict Tvpe 

\Vith the adnll1cL: of localisation, local gon:rnment's role in thL: ProCL:S':>L'S of 

estahlishing or implementing regional plans has been greatly extended. Local 

governments \\ere no longer the objects of central gOYC111ment controL but became 

independent bodies to expedite their programmes and to forward schemes for regional 

development. Regional policies and developments increased and became n10re \'aried, 

and this has made the aspects of conflict become more complex. 

The possibility of outsiders' intervention has also greatly increased due to the 

introduction of localisation and democratisation. Democratisation brought about the 

appearance of various NGOs, and their activities and influences were gradually 

extended within Korean society. Currently the intervention of environmental NGOs 

has become a daily event in the regional and locational conflicts. The intervention of 

external influences has tended to make relationships between participants more 

complex, which has resulted in the varied range of conflict types. 

6.5.3 A Multiplicity of Issues and Processes 

In disputes related to regional developments, one party may focus on community and 

change, another party on environmental integrity and aesthetics, and yet a third on 

private property rights and the value of growth. Such different concerns among 

parties lead to a multiplicity of conflict issues. Rhodes (1986, p. 71) has argued that 

'the process of policy is considered as the procedure that various interest groups 

establish the new relationships and make a consensus of interests'. In this context, 

conflicts in the process of spatial policy are likely to be complex, changeable and 

inconsistent rather than regular and consistent. Therefore in the process of conflict, 

the appearance of new participants or a change of issues can have a great effect upon 

the amplitude of the conflict. 

The extent of conflict can be quite different in relation to the number of 

participants, the degree of their concerns, the nature and availability of information 

and the character and the timing of participation. Susskind and Secunda (1998. p.29) 

have commented that 'the effects of regional developments and environmental events 

hme a tendency to open to\\'ard \\ide regions and to link \\'ith the outside in terms of 

spatial concepts. Particularly as to environmental issues. e\'cnts at one place may 

calise repercussions in other place at other times. Thus. the consequences ur human 

actiol1 ~Irc hdund to hL' unpredictable". :\s a rule. cn\irOI1JllCnLII \)r sllCi~t1 groups can 



split easily. because interest groups tend not to he as cohL'si\'~ a~~ LthllLlr uniol1s. a 

factor \\hich can influence the proCeSS of contlict making it more difficult to resol\C. 

Susskind and Secunda (1998, p.-J.()) point out further that 'a NGO inyolyed in a 

settlement effort may fragment internally over a proposed agreement. The mediator 

may then be faced with new splinter groups attempting to halt implementation of the 

parent groups' bargain'. Indeed, this phenomenon occurred within several 

stakeholder groups in one of the case studies examined later in this thesis, creating a 

many new stakeholders in an environmental conflict (see Chapter 8). 

6.5.4. Unce11ainty and Conflict Situations 

Different dilnensions of uncertainty can have profound consequences for the strength 

and length of a conflict. In regional or environmental conflicts, for instance, 

uncertainties over costs and benefits and the difficulty of defining issues, make the 

conflict situation compared with simpler examples. Parties to a conflict also tend to 

consider an issue as a more serious problem when they lack accurate information 

and/or mutual communication (e.g. see section 8.2). Another type of uncertainty is 

that of identifying the stakeholders of an environmental conflict. According to 

Susskind and Secunda (1998, p.27), 'a typical environmental dispute may easily 

include dozens of stakeholders. If their representations do not participate in 

settlement discussions, the negotiation of a stable agreement may be impossible ... 

parties to environmental disputes are more numerous and often less obviously 

identifiable than are the representative of labour and management'. Identifying 

stakeholders and securing their participation are vital to the success of mediation, 

because of the possibility that an agreement can be challenged by individual 

stakeholders or groups excluded in the process (see section 8.3). 

Further problems of uncertainties are provided by time horizons and 

geographical boundaries. Susskind and Secunda (1998, p.30) set out the issues thus: 

'as to geographic boundaries, environmental disputes often have none; at best, such 

boundaries are often ambiguous. The issues of spill-over effects is almost always 

present. En\'ironmental mediators must often consider the effects of a proposed 

agreement on parties hundreds of thousands of miles a\\ay who are not at the 

negotiating table'. Time frame issues can range fl"om how long a party \\ill be 
~ '-' 

responsihle lor remedying any potential ncgati\\:, impacts l)f a pwject to i~~Ll\..'~ that 

~imply \..';II1I1Ot he quanti lied. ~uch a~ tlh.' rl..'~pl)Jlsibi1ity the current ~t;ll-\eholders l'\\(' tll 
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future generations in existing responsible stewardship. Regional and en\'ironmental 

conflicts arc not confined to the limits of plaCe of the conflict:;. but (LIn spread to 

wider area. Actually the geographic houndaries \\ere not clearly defined in regional 

and en\'ironmental conflicts such as \vater use, pollution or nuclear \\aste facility 

siting (see Chapters 8 and 10). 

6.5.5. Conflict over Land and Land Use 

The most distinctive characteristic of conflicts related to regional developments or 

facility location relates to land use. 7
) Land is in finite supply and is immobile. 

Minnery (1985, p 184) explains' generally its occupation by one usc, or ownership by 

one party, prohibited the use or ownership by others. Its value was measured in tenns 

of both intrinsic qualities and relationships to other locations'. This exclusive 

ownership is a distinct character of conflicts over land use from other conflicts. He 

continued, 'as conflicts over land are often zero-sum interactions and are related to the 

allocation of use and control, the connection between resources conflict and social or 

political conflict is clear. Inter-organisational conflict between local authorities is 

often a result of land-based incompatibilities'. 

In such zero-sum conflicts, there must be a victor and a loser. Therefore, 

without an intervention as a third party, conflicts are apt to become aggravated 

because of the persisting dissatisfaction and frustration of the losing party. Naturally 

the intrinsic characteristic of land use is to induce the concerned residents' 

participation in a conflict. This situation may generate new conflicts, and if so, could 

make it very difficult to resolve the original conflict. Techniques to manage conflicts 

in the situation usually depend upon the will of political decision-makers. 

6.5.6. Locational Conflict 

Locational conflict is strongly related to land use and site-specific disputes over 

particular projects or plans. 'Locational conflict' is regarded as a function of certain 

imperfection market mechanism resulting from the presence of externality effects. 

-, (\ccordin!..!. to Binghall1 (19:-;-. p .. ~l:"). 'land lI~C inn)hL'~ nelghholllllllod and hOlhlllg I"SlIe~. 

((l\11\11c)(ial :lI1d urhan dl'\L'loplllcnt isslIc". p~llls ~l\ld )L'cre~ltlon. p)L'ser\"~ltinn nf ~lgrl\.·lIlturl' land zlIld 

rL'glondl plaIlIlil1g ISSLIL'S. f~lCility ~ltlIlg dilL! 11.111")~(\Jl~1110Il·. 
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spatial monopoly and immobility. Lake (1987. p.i\') has also argued that "locational 

connicts arises from false dichotomiL:s that peryaJc the facilit) planning proccss',") 

Most locational conflicts can thus be considered as disputes about the distribution of 

cxten1alityeffects. Extenlalitics can be diyided into positi\c and negatin~ effects 

which occur as a result of locating a specific facility at a certain area. According to 

Steven (1985, p.80), 'if someone gains this is known as a benefit, utility or positi\'e 

externality; conversely, if someone loses this is known as a disbenefit disutility or 

negative externality'. He classified the co-relation between externality (positive or 

negative) and distance from facility into three cases including NIMBY, PIMFY and 

con11110n facilities. 

Since 1995, n1any of the regional conflicts in Korea have been NIMBY rather 

than PIMFY type facility location conflicts. From the economic point of view, 

locational conflict may arise from the imbalance between costs and benefits. Thus the 

one of methods to reduce such conflicts would be form of intervention to attain a 

more mutually acceptable balance of costs and benefits. 

6.5.7. Clash of Interest between Conservation and Development Pressures 

Many conflicts related to regional plans and policies resulted from contradictory 

interests divided between conservation values and development pressure. Since 1995, 

the main principles of the Korean government's economic policy have been to 

facilitate a free competition market and to induce sustained economic development by 

removing every kind of restriction and regulations. The free market and sustained 

development have brought about development pressures, which generated conflicts 

with conservation value. A typical case has been conflict over the green belt policy in 

Korea. 9
) The removal or relaxation of green belts caused heated debates among the 

concerned residents, local governments and environmental groups (Korea Dai~1' News 

1999; Hankyoreh Dai~1' Nell'S, 1999). Conflicts between development pressure in the 

XI The potential for locational conflict arises from the tendency to separate facility planning and design 
decisions from the process of facility siting, :\ second source of discord is the attempted separation of 
'ob,ecti\'e' science from policy and politics, Facility planners and de\ l'lopl'ls too often seek to portray 
p1a;1l1ing and siting decisions as based on an objecti\'e scientIfIC process, The pJ'llcess instead i~ far 
fWIl1 Oblt'ctin' and \'alue-frl'l' but rathl'll'(1ntains innllmerable poiJtical decisions and \'aille .1 ud gl'l11enh 
')1 In l'n!!land, contlict O\l'l green helts I" typified ~IS ~l c()ntlict bet\\een t\\O lobbies: 'pri\'ate hnll"l'
hulldl'rs ~ l'ssl'lltlally sllecllLItll) on till' market for new hOllSlIlg: and the ('PRJ, (CulIll(Il 1\)1 the 
ProlL'cti(\I1 ofRur~I1JIl~LlIlli). tIll' (lILiest (halllpilln ()fc()llntry"icle prolt'(t1on' (FI"(ln. Jl)~(L p ~~l)). 
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priYate sector and conserYation valuc for public interest arc likc1) to increase grcatl) 

in the future. 

6.5.8. Implcmentation 

In labour disputes, unions and management can reach a realisable agreement 

relatively easily, and the agreement can be implemented smoothly because they can 

rely upon the next negotiation. As they haye responsibilities of continuing to 

negotiate with each other, the implementation of an aareement rarelv comes into b _ 

question. In contrast conflicts relating to regional and environmental developments 

consist usually of one round (one-shot game) and contain irregular matters. Since 

parties to the conflict cannot promise that the next opportunity and the power of 

influence will last for long, it is difficult to negotiate about conflict issues and to 

guarantee the implementation of an agreement among the parties. 

6.5.9. The Possibility of Outside Intervention 

Urban and regional planning activities are undertaken by public authorities, which 

initiate most urban and regional planning activity and controL direct and prohibit the 

activity of non-government agencies. The settlement of conflicts is therefore often the 

responsibility of government (and, ultimately, depending on the issue involved, the 

courts). In addition, because the nature of planning proposals are deeply linked to 

public interests, there is the possibility of outsiders' (public agencies) intervention. In 

order to implement agreements between the parties, the government's approval is 

usually required, which implies that the implementation of agreement is often not just 

a matter for the parties concerned. Thus, the government becomes a party to the 

bargaining process or is at least involved as an observer. Susskind and Secunda (1998. 

pp.28-29) have observed that 'if the agency in question has not been a party to the 

bargaining process, it may detennine that it cannot both honour the voluntary 

settlement and fulfil its statutory mandate. Public agencies can deny or qualify the 

necessary pennits and licences or initiate enforcement action, thus frustrating 

implementation of infollllally negotiation agreements.' 

A fter local autonomy in Korea. the issues concellled \\ ith regional 

deyc10pmcnts had a tendency to shi It rrom compensation of yictims or landO\\ners 

\\ itl1in thc damaged district to publil' \'allil's and interests, \\'ith this chan~e in rocus. 

the rangL' or stakcholdns has inLrL'lIscd to in\oh'c many lInslwci lIed perSl1ns ill a \\ide 



area as \\'ell as landowners directly related to land use, \Vith additional stakeholders 

taking part in the conflict. the scale of conflict grew and conflict resolution became 

increasingly di fficult. After the late 1980s, as concerns about environmental issucs 

grew, NGOs' and residents' interventions became mure conspicLloLls in rcgional 

developn1ent conflicts. 

6. 6. The Current System for Conflict Resolution 

The system of conflict mediation in Korea has focused to date on conflicts bet\\'een 

local governments rather than between central and local governments. During the 

period when the strictly hierarchical administrative system existed, visible conflicts 

between the central and local governments could rarely take place, and even 'though 

conflicts occurred, they could be resolved and settled through the central 

government's various control functions such as approval, supervise, guidance and 

command. Accordingly, the system for resolving intergovernmental conflicts largely 

concentrated on conflict resolution between local governments (Kim and Cha, 1997, 

p.118). The legacy of this historical period has meant that there were few systems or 

methods for conflict mediation beyond direct negotiation and third party intervention. 

6.6.1. Direct Negotiation 

Two existing agencies assist in encouraging negotiations over conflict issues arising 

between two (or more) local governments in Korea: the 'administrative committee'. 

which deals with wider-area affairs concerned with two or more local authorities and, 

the local self-government association, which negotiates special wider-area business 

under the provisions of the LAA(l995). 

The administrative committee is a very important and frequently used method. 

Initially, as a consultation organ, it was established to cover specific affairs 10) relating 

to problems among public organisations over wider-area planning and implementation, 

joint building and management of public facilities and the interchange over 

administrative and financial affairs. According to the LAA, 'local goVe1l1ments can 

constitute an administrative committee for dealing \vith affairs which are the COnCe1l1 

10) The subjects for consultation include: the formulation. change and nel'ution of urban plans. the 
de\-elopmel;t of hnuslIlg areas Jnd industrial p~lrL_ "ith road buildlllg, "ater supply Jnd drainage. 
prl"\entlYl' facility for en\ IIlH1ll1ental pollution, rl'source dl'\l'loplllent _ Jl1d Icsl'arch. "Ith building 
puhlll' facilIties and managell1ent. "itil'r-area ph~1l and thl'lr 1ll1pkll1entatwn, 'lI1~1 \\'Ith the e'\ehLlI1gl' (11 

~ld\lli\ll"trJti\'t: IIlfOrlllatillll alld the LldJlIStll1l'l1t (It adIl1I1lIQratl\l' ~lIld III1Jnl'wl ~lIt~ms, 



uft\\o or more local go\'ernments' (LA.-\ Scct 1-+2-1), If the committee Clnnot reach 

at an agreement on a certain issue, a conce111ed local government can ask the minister 

ofMOHA or the provincial governor (mayor) to mediate in the affair. By the end of 

1995, there \\ere five upper administration committecs consisting of 1.5 upper-tier 

governlTIents, and 49 lo\\er administration committees consisting of 207 lo\\er-tier 

governments (including 8l.60/0 of total local governments). Despite the fact that most 

local governments were included in these committees, their activities had been very 

mundane. As the years advanced, the number of joint meetings and agenda items laid 

before the committees greatly decreased (Kim, P. D" 1996, p.19). 

According to the LAA, the first members of committee consisted of executive 

officers of local government, while the local assembly was excluded from the 

committee. As a result, when the assemblies' approval was sought, they could block 

endorsement of the committee's agreement. Since the agreement did not carry a legal 

binding power, it was difficult to provide a satisfactory result in implementing the 

agreement. Because a committee consists of the same level of local governments, it 

cannot deal with affairs to take place between upper and lower tiers or central and 

local governments. Finally, a committee cannot prevent a conflict in advance because 

it is designed to discuss only manifest conflicts. 

While the administration committee retains some usefulness, albeit diminished, 

the idea of a Local Self-government Association under the LAA (Sect. 149) has 

become a nominal process. Only the Capital Region Waste Reclamation Committee, 

established by the cities of Seoul and Inchon and Kyunggi Province in 1991, is still 

operating. 

6.6.2. Third Party Intervention 

Currently, methods for third party intervention for conflict resolution in Korea can be 

distilled into three types: (i) committees for conflict mediation; (ii) central 

Government's administrative mediation or arbitration and, (iii) the court judgements. 
b 

including administrative litigation, ci\'il suits and constitutional judgements (Figure 

6.1 ). 

I. Comlllittee/or mediation: \\'hen conflict bet\\'een lo\\'er-tier gO\'e111ments takes 

place. the pro\'illcial governor concerned can mediatc thc conflict and c5tablish a local 

committce' 1'01' conflict mcdiation under hi5 her control. \\'hen a cuntlict is conncctcd 

\\ith uppcr-tiLT gu\erl1ll1cnts. the ;\10H.\ can ~t1S() Illediak the contlict and cstabli5h a 



central committcc for mediation (L\.\ l-l-(). 1-+11-2). \\'I1<:n tht: mi nistry or gl)\'clll0r 

(mayor) mediates an intergoycrJ1mental conflict. he,'she \\ill \\'ork through a 

committee for consultation. When the committee decides (arbitration) on a con tlict 

settlement, the parties concerned are expected to accept the committce's decision 

(LAA 140-3A). On the other hand, as environmental conflicts ha\'c sharply 

increasing and the degree of conflict was becoming deeper, an alternatiye route lies 

through the Environmental Dispute Resolution Committees which can be established 

in the MOE, provinces and metropolitan cities under the Act for Mediation of 

Environmental Disputes 1995. 11
) 

2. Judgements: If a conflict is not resolved through a direct negotiation or the 

committee for mediation, the conflict is brought before the courts for judgement. The 

parties to the conflict can pursue their interests through administrative litigation over 

the right of jurisdiction or administrative decision and activity. The parties also can 

bring the matter to the civil court in order to ask for damages or losses related to the 

conflict. Finally, when a conflict is concerned with an authorised limit of rights and 

duties, the constitutional court can judge or issue an authoritative interpretation for the 

conflict resolution (ROK Constitution, C1. 111). 

Figure 6-1. The current system of conflict resolution 

Administrative Committee 

Local self government association 

Administrati ve Ministry/ governor mediation 
................. 

System Committee for conflict mediation 

L Administrative judgement 

Administrative litigation 

Court System Civil suit 

I Constitution court 

Source: Samsllng Economic Research Instihlte (in Kim and Chao 1997. p. 1:-\6) 

.1 , 
NegotIatIOn 

1 

Third party 

Intervention 

111'1-1 "" " "t'lll 'Ie 'I 11Il,-"t")"'" l)f the (\Iun 11Id"l'l1lent (an c/lCd "~l\in\2 (If Illoney and timl' 1'(1) ((Iurt 11" ,,\ "l .,." " '::- .. ::-. ~-

,iudgeme;lt. In addition, as the l'(lll1lllittl'l' IS ba<;l'd on l''\j1l'rt knO\yledge (I\er l'n\"irol1l1lcntd matter.;, It 

(a 11 Il'..,O I Yl' l' III (Il'n t I y the Ill.! t lL' I.., 
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.) .. Ill/acrutic cOfJllJl([lld and mediatioll: F.H~:n after the introuuction i)f local 3utl)JlUIll\. 

central go\"(~rnm~nt has a resp0!1::;ibility for controlling llnd :;uper\"ising local 

government. Its' dep311ments can medi ate con flicts concellled \\ith decisions h\' a 

local gO\e111ment. Based on indi\iclual special laws, \\hen local gOVCl1lIllcnts havc 

inconlpatible policies in the fields of road and transportation, urban planning, and 

environment policy, the relevant department of central go\'ernment can mediate and 

arbitrate the matter at the request of one or other of the parties involved. 

6. 7. The Experience of ADR in Korea 

Korea already has SOlne experience of ADR in civil suits and labour disputes. 'lYlost 

disputes in private sector are resolved without litigation. However, regarding those 

serious disputes which require either a formal or informal venue for resolution, 

whether through the court system or various forms of ADR such as arbitration, 

mediation or conciliation, 99 per cent of such disputes would be resolved through 

litigation' (Hwang, 1994). It is a general practice in Korea for lawyers to recommend 

attempting at some sort of settlement negotiation instead of going to full litigation. 

Experience with ADR in Korea has been mainly concerned with private 

sectors such as family, labour and commercial disputes. There was very little 

experience in the public sector until the late 1980s. Disputes concerned with 

environmental issues and regional developments were rare occurrences in Korea in 

this political era. Skills and techniques used in dispute resolution were therefore 

undeveloped, and only administrative decisions or judicial decisions had been used at 

for the resolution of organisational disputes. As the move towards social and political 

democratisation progressed and as public participation increased in the 1980s, 

environmental issues in regional developments became an issue of concern among 

intellectuals. From this time, it became apparent that there was a need for mediation 

in environmental disputes. 

The Environment Conservation Law was enacted in 1990, and the Ministry of 

Environment (MOE), as a new agency for formulation and execution of 

en\'ironmental policy, \\'as established in 1991. At the same time, the Environmental 

Dispute Resolution Committee' for resoh'ing disputes. \\'as also established. 

Environmental Impact Assessment \\as introduced in every kind of dC\'eloplllent 

projl'ct. ()n the other hand. ~(~():; including 'the Korean I'llvironlllcntal \ IU\C1l1l'llt 

. r. 8 
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of Federation' began to be organised, and thl.?ir intluence be~~lll to increase in the field . ~ 

of environment issues. 

These changes have had an effect on development plans. The environment 

field in planning became an influential aspect of the Second Comprchensi\"c 

Development Plan. The Plan included the fol1o\ving basic strategies (ROK, 1992a, 

p.84): establishment of a comprehensive environmental management program; 

reinforcement of inter-relationships between developments and environmental 

conservation policies; international co-operation to preserve ecosystems and the 

earth's environment; improvement of environmental standards and expand investment 

in the environment. At this tilne, Korea experienced a turning point in the process of 

decision-making on development policies and environmental issues. Methods for 

conflict resolution began to change. The need of collaborative processes and 

sustainable development was understood. The promotion and use of EDR by 

governmental agencies began to take a variety of forms. 

The Korean political system had been one of a strongly centralised 

governmental system for a long time. Democracy and public participation had been 

blocked in decision-making on environmental and regional policies until 1995, and 

the role of central government had been absolute. The stronger the central 

government and the less there is a tradition of democratic participation, the more 

governments playa primary role. After the introduction of local autonomy, although 

localisation and democratisation have progressed rapidly in regional developments 

and policies, the vestiges of bureaucratic or authoritarian behaviour tendencies still 

exist in Korean society. Nevertheless, as localisation progresses and civil society 

institutions become stronger, the roles of local government and NGOs will increase in 

the future. 

Although the Korean society is greatly influenced by developed countries' 

experience of ADR, the experience is limited to matters within specific areas. The 

ADR available are not extensive and largely depend on third party interventions, such 

as the committee for mediation or administrative command. To encourage the use of 

ADR procedures, Moore (1998, p.191) has suggested that 'institutionaL judicial and 

administrative structures should be reorganised to address and resolve environmental 

problems as well as psychological factors, and historical practice to support co

operati\c dispute rcsolution initiati\cs should be cstablishL'll' . 

. . 
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Fortunately. more reccntly. ADR approaches in environmental disputes ha\\: 

begun to be introduced in the pri\ak .:;-.:ctor, and gu\'crnnh.:nt hLl':; alsu tdkcn all illt('r~'st 

in the methods of ADR through the '\\'ider-Area Administrati\'e Committee' or 

'En\ironmental Dispute Resolution Committee' (Im, 1999, pp.55-61). 

6.8. Conclusions 

The analysis of this Chapter suggests that most intergovernmental conflicts in Korea 

after 1995 have come from differences of approach between the past and its 

centralised administrative system and the newly implemented system of local 

autonomy. In this period of transition from one political environment to another, 

intergovernmental conflicts related to regional development projects and 

environmental issues have demonstrated a sharp increase in numbers. The causes of 

these conflicts were mainly concerned with the expression of local/regional interests, 

cross-boundary effects and administrative jurisdiction which had previously been 

resolved within the centralised, hierarchical system of public administration. After 

the introduction of local autonomy, the systems and methods for conflict resolution 

still mainly depended on administrative commands from upper-tier authorities (local 

and central) and judicial decisions although some steps have been taken to establish 

different methods of dispute resolution. 

Korea's recent experience of social conflicts may be quite different from that 

of other countries. The differentiating factors include: the early experience of local 

autonomy; administrative reform; the co-existence of localisation and centralisation 

within the spatial policy and planning system; the residue of a disparity within 

regional development (excessive imbalance of development over environmental 

interests). Such conditions both created intergovernmental conflicts and were 

themselves characteristic of the nature of conflicts in Korea. These conflicts thus 

involved not only universally experienced common causes, but also causes speci fic to 

Korea. An analysis of the Korean experience has provided an opportunity to consider 

the need for appropriate alternatives for conflict resolution. This analysis \\'ill be 

combined \\'ith the conclusions from earlier chapters to suggest a set of central 

research Premises in the next Chapter of the thesis (sec section 7.2), and \\'i 11 also he 

applied in the e\'aluation ortlle suggested Premises (sec section 11,2). 



Chapter 7. A Framework for Case Study Analysis 

7.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this Chapter is first to define an analytical framework comprising a 

central premise and nine supporting sub-premises (Section 7.2) to be used in a 

comparative case study analysis (Section 7.3) of six typical major regional 

environmental projects in Korea. The discussion then considers the basic method of 

applying the framework to each case study and the nature of the comparisons between 

different cases (Sections 7.4 and 7.5). The factors influencing different stages of 

conflict (i.e. conflict development and conflict resolution) are examined. In terms of 

conflict development, factors related to the degree of intensity of conflicts (Section 

7.6) and the specification of measurements of intensity (Section 7.7) are defined and 

explored. The factors influencing the process of conflict resolution are examined in 

Section 7.8. Section 7.9 defines the meaning of several measures (e.g. of 'degree of 

achievement' and 'receptivity') the outcomes of conflict resolution. 

7.2. The Analytical Framework 

The basis of a framework to analyse intergovernmental disputes over major 

regional/environmental development projects in Korea has been established through 

the literature reviews of conflict theory and resolution methods reported in Chapters 

3-4 of this thesis. These reviews suggested that conflicts typically move through 

characteristic phases of 'conflict initiation', 'conflict development' and 'conflict 

resolution'. The reviews also suggested that once initiated, the intensity (depth) and 

development of the conflict can be influenced by certain identified factors and that 

the intensity of the conflict can similarly influence the degree of difficulty of conflict 

resolution. In this way, the factors influencing the intensity of conflict can play an 

important role in supplying major turning points in the overall process of conflict 

development and resolution. 

In understanding the nature and process of a conflict. it is thus Ycry important 

to e\aluatc the influence of these factors. The analytical frame\\'ork den~loped for 

this study, brings together a series of I~lctors \\'hich focus on the central relationship 

bet\\een the intensity of a contlict and the degree of di fficuIty of its resolution (sec: 

section -f.J-l). This Central Premise is the reference point IlW nine f1ll1her Suh-
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Premises, which come together to form the analytical framework. Fi\'e of the Sub

Premises are principally drawn from the re\'iew of contlict theory in Chapter 3 and 

are concerned with identifying the factors influencing the intensity of conflict. Four 

further Sub-Premises are drawn from the literature reviewed in Chapter -+ and part of 

Chapter 2 (relating to the specific circumstances of Korea) and are concerned with 

identifying the variables influencing conflict resolution. The relevant sections of 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are indicated immediately after the wording of each Sub-Premise. 

The Central Premise 

The more intense the degree of conflict, the more difficult is conflict resolution. 

(Section 4.3.4) 

Premises on Factors Influencing the Intensity of Conflict 

A. The larger the difference of interest, the deeper the degree of conflict (Section3.3). 

B. The higher the degree of distrust and the more distorted the communication 

between parties, the deeper the degree of conflict (Section 3.5). 

C. The more negative the perception of conflict and the more violent the pattern of 

conflictual behaviour, the deeper the degree of conflict (Section 3.2.1). 

D. The more well-structured and the more cohesive the party, the lower the degree 

of conflict (Section 3.2.3). 

E. The larger the degree of discretion and the greater the autonomy of organisations, 

the greater the likelihood of deep intergovernmental conflicts (Section 2.9). 

Premises on Variables Influencing Conflict Resolution 

F. The greater the number of stakeholders and parties involved, the more difficult is 

conflict resolution (Section 4.4.2). 

G. The more complex the issues of conflict alld the larger the scale of the issues, the 

more difficult is conflict resoilltion (Section 4.4.2). 

H. The more coercil'e the strategies (flld tactics used, the more the cO/~flict tends to 

hecome aggral'ated, alld the more difficult is cO/~ict resolution (Section 4.3.2). 

I. The 1110rc intcllsil'e the degree ofco/~flict, the /7/orc like~l' there \\'ill he third part." 

illtcn'clltioll (Section 4.2.2). 
--~-~- ----- ------ ----
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7.3. Reasons for the Case Study Research l\lethod 

The analytical framework described above will be used to evaluate the process of 

local autonomy-related conflicts in Korea. The questions to be used in the evaluation 

are 'why' and 'how' conflicts have occurred and reached a fonn of resolution over a 

period of time. In considering an appropriate methodology for these evaluations, a 

strong lead is given by Yin (1988), who argues that the use of case study (p.6) is an 

appropriate comprehensive research strategy (p.13) for studies of 'how' and 'why' 

questions dealing with operational links needing to be traced over time. Yin (p.13) 

also argues that case study inquiry benefits from 'the prior development of theoretical 

propositions to guide data collection and analysis' such as those developed about 

conflict development and resolution derived from the literature reviews. In terms of 

research methodology, Yin (pp.1-2) further states that case study inquiry is used in 

many situations and has been a common research approach in e.g. social science, city 

and regional planning (i.e. as is under consideration in Korea in the present study), 

psychology, sociology and political science topics. For these reasons, case study 

inquiry was considered to be the most suitable approach to test the premises. In view 

of the different types of regional development/environmental conflicts in Korea, a 

number of case studies have been undertaken to explore the role of the range of 

specified factors in the processes of conflict development and resolution, so as to test 

the framework of premises for their explanatory value. 

Yin (pA) points out that there may be 'exploratory', 'descriptive' or 

'explanatory' types of case study, although 'this does not imply that the boundaries 

between the strategies are always clear and sharp ... there are large areas of overlap 

among them'. Among these strategies, the explanatory type of case study was 

adopted for this project because these case studies were concerned with 'how' and 

'why' questions which, as Yin (p.6) states, deal with operational link needing to be 

traced over time. 

Observation of the various experiences of different cases is an accepted way 

to gain a better understanding of social processes such as conflicts. In order to 

examine why and how di fferent social phenomena occurred in similar circumstances, 

a comparative analysis method is often used in social science research. To provide a 

structured approach to the multiple e~amples of regional infrastructure projects in 

Korea. a comparative case method \\as adopted .. \s Vallicr (19 1 1. p.-+) has 

commcnlL'd. '[thL'] cOlllparati\'t~ method is ho\\ hcst to treat many dirk-rent types or 
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empirical units or societies within a single set of analytical categories'. Because 

these comparative case studies provide empirical and theoretical lessons of relevance 

to policy and practice in the constructive management of conflict, they will be used 

later to develop recommendations for future good practice in Korea. 

As mentioned earlier (Ch.2), Korean society has experienced various conflicts 

in implementing local autonomy during the 1990s, and intergovernmental conflicts 

have been no exception from these phenomena. The focus of attention in this 

research and the case studies evaluated is limited to intergovernmental conflicts 

concerned with environmental! regional developments. The choice of the 

comparative cases themselves was based on building up a typology of major 

infrastructure project conflicts in Korea using the following criteria: 

• large-scale environmental and regional projects with nation-wide concerns; 

• the types of conflict based on relationships between parties e.g.: central

central department; central-local government; local-local government; and 

central government-residents (social groups); 

• the influence of local autonomy in the initiation and development of 

conflict; and 

• central government intervention in the process and resolution of conflict. 

Among conflicts related to environmental and regional development, the most 

critical and typical conflicts occurring after the implementation of local autonomy 

Table 7-1. Main categories of regional development/environment conflict in 

Korea 

Category Example of conflicts Main proponent 
NIMBY conflicts Waste disposal facility Local governments 

Sewage disposal Plant Local governments 
Hazardous facility (NPP, NWDF) Central governments 

(Gas station) Private sector 
Social welfare facility Local governments 

PIMFY conflicts Wanted infrastructure (Road, railway) Central/local governments 
Wanted facility (e.g. Technology park, Local government/private 
tourist resort) 

Water resource Dam construction Central government 
contlicts Water pollution Central/local government 

\Vater allocation Local governments 
L-------- -- -- - ~-~. ---- --~ 

Source: Based Oil Lee. 1999. p.:'5. ~2. 
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have been those concerned with NIMBYism and regional sectionalism. (Kim, BJ. 

1996, p.9) For the purpose of this research, this type of conflict has been sub-di\'ided 

into three categories: 'NIMBY' conflicts; 'PIMFY' conflicts; and, 'water resource' 

conflicts. Table 7.1 describes the three categories and gives examples of the major 

project types characteristically found in each category. It also indicates the usual 

main proponent of the project type e.g. local governments characteristically propose 

the development of sewage disposal plants. 

The three basic categories of regional development conflicts are shown in 

Column 1 of Table 7.2. As mentioned in Chapter 2, local autonomy led to deep 

changes in intergovernmental relations in Korea and in the role of residents. These 

changes influenced the nature of regional development conflicts. To compare the 

influence of local autonomy on the process of conflict, it was decided to select two 

conflicts in each category, one of which began before and the other of which began 

after the implementation of local autonomy; these are shown in Column 2 of Table 

7.2. (In the 'water resource' conflict category, the two cases both in fact happened 

after the implementation of local autonomy, but both were included as to give 

consideration to a case where the conflict was principally between central 

government and national social groups.) Conflicts concerned with a cross-section of 

central government/local governments/resident relationships are shown in Column 3 

of Table 7.2. Because the changing role of central government under local autonomy 

was a principal interest of this study, central government's direct or indirect 

participation as a third party was also used to build up the overall conflict typology 

and is shown in Column 4 of Table 7.2. 

After considering a range of possibilities, the following were selected as 

specific cases meeting the multiple criteria show in Table 7.2 and are listed below in 

Column 5 of Table 7.2, and the site of these six conflicts are shown in the map of 

Figure 7.1.: 

• NIMBY conflicts - Anmyun Island Nuclear Waste Disposal Site (NWDS), 

and, Younggwang Nuclear Power Plant (NNP); 

• PIMFY conflicts - The route of Seoul-Pusan High Speed Railroad (HSR) 

in Kyungju City, and, Inchon New International Airport Motorway); 

• Water resource conflicts - Wi chon Industrial Complex (lC), and, Dong 

Rin:T Dam. 
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Table 7-2. Case study typology by categories 

Category Local Autonomy Conflict Relations Third party Conflict case 
NIMBY Before LA Central-resident No AnmyunNWDS 

After LA Central-local Yes Y ounggwang NNP 
PIMFY Before LA Central-central Yes Kyungju HSR 

After LA Central-local No Inchon lAM 
Water After LA Local-local No Wi chon IC 

resource After LA Central-resident Yes Dong River Dam 

In order to test and evaluate the framework of nine premises, fieldwork survey 

on the six conflict cases was carried out through in-depth interviews and documentary 

and archive information collection in Korea for three months (February-April 2000). 

(More details of the survey methodology are available in Appendix 5-6) 

Figure 7-1. The sites of the six conflict cases 
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7.4. Method of Analysis 

Mutunyagam (1981, [in Minnery, 1985, p.130J) has suggested that, generally 

speaking the 'elements of conflict analysis include the source, origin, duration, form, 

intensity, manageability, terminability and environment of the conflict'. Based on 

these elements, each of the six cases was first analysed individually through the 

application the framework of nine premises. Secondly, and again using the 

framework of nine premises, a comparison was made between the two selected cases 

for each of the three categories. The role of the framework was to allow the 

relationships between the factors influencing the process of conflict development and 

conflict resolution to be examined and evaluated. The analysis enabled the 

identification of major turning points based on an understanding of the changing 

circumstances and significant events in these processes. Since this study focuses on 

the process of conflict over time, the stress is put on the analysis of dynamic factors 

influencing the intensity of conflict and variables for conflict resolution rather than 

the causes of conflict as static factors. Using Mutunyagam's elements of conflict 

analysis, each case is analysed to explore how, as the conflict progresses, major 

issues and each party's strategy changed, how the intensity of conflict influenced 

conflict resolution, and, what was the effect of the conflict. 

7.5. The Process of Case Study Analysis (Fig. 7.2) 

In Stage I, in order to understand the characteristics, causes and progress of each 

conflict, a general narrative account is provided of the origin and progress and 

resolution of the conflict. The analysis begins with Stage II, when the factors 

influencing the intensity of conflict such as 'different interests', 'trust and 

communication', 'structure and internal discord', 'behaviour' and 'external 

environment' are considered in relation to Premises A-E. Then in Stage III, in order 

to assess the intensity of conflict of each case, three measures are evaluated: the 

number of parties or participants; the duration of the conflict; and, the number of 

conflict behaviour. This stage plays the role of bridge to examine the relationships 

between the intensity of conflict and conflict resolution. which is concerned \yith the 

Central Premise. Next, in Stage IV. the influence yariables such as 'stakeholders', 

'issues', 'strategies', 'govell1ment's role' and 'third party intervention' ha\"e had in 

resolving conflicts are e\amined in relation to the Premises F-I. In Stage \T. the 

assessments of the t\\O conflict cases in each matching set are compared. :\fter the 
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Figure 7-2. Process of case studY analysis . . 
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three sets of case studies have been analysed in this \\'ay, a general e\'aluation is made 

in Stage VI (reported in Ch.ll) of the results of the findings from the case studies. 

Figure 7.2 shows a flow chart for the analysis for each case study. The appropriate 

framework Premises (e.g. A ... F) are indicted in the appropriate boxes and the 

appropriate sections of this Chapter (e.g. # 7.4.5) are cross-referenced in the 

appropriate boxes in the Figure. 

7.6. Stage II: The Factors Influencing the Degree of Conflict 

According to Schmidt and Kochan (1986), many causes and factors contribute to the 

occurrence and degree of conflict. They suggest three preconditions for the 

occurrence of conflict: 'goal incompatibility', 'resources shared' and 'activity 

interdependence'. According to the relationships between these three elements, 

various causal factors establish a conflict potential, from which a defined conflict 

may develop. In the case studies discussed here, the analysis of the preconditions of 

conflict was excluded because these cases were already in the state of manifest 

conflict (e.g. Stage I in Fig.7.2). Since these case studies focus on the process of 

conflict over time, the analysis has put the stress on the factors influencing the 

intensity of conflict. 

The factors influencing the process of conflict identified in the literature 

review of conflict theory in Chapter 3, can be classified as 'direct' or indirect' factors 

Table 7-3. The factors influencing the intensity of conflict and related Premise 

Premise/F actors Sub-factors 
A: Differences of interest Economic interests 

Social interests 
Safety and environment 

B: Trust/communication Preceding relationships 
Technical/Procedural trust 
Communication 

c: Perception Proponent/Opponent 
Behaviour Central government 

Local government 
Residents/groups 

D: Structurelinternal discord Government 
Resident/groups 

E: External environment Interest groups 
(sunoundings) Press and medIa 

Political change: democratisation and localisation 
- --+ implIes J tJctor lI1creasmg the mtensl!Y of conl1lct: 0 111lphes a neutral no effect: - lI11plIl's a factor 

dil11inlShlll~ the in1L'Il'.lty of conl1iet 
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according to their relationship with the conflict. The fonner include: 'difference of 

interests'; 'mutual trust and communication'; 'structure of party and internal discord'; 

and 'behaviour pattern'. The latter comprises: 'external environment' such as interest 

groups, media and political changes. The factors are summarised in Table 7.3. 

The analysis involved evaluating the evidence about each factor. When a 

factor was evaluated to have had an influence on increasing the intensity of conflict, 

the factor scored (+), and when a factor was concerned with decreasing the intensity 

of conflict, it has got (-). Where the factor was evaluated as not influencing or having 

had a neutral influence, the score (0) was recorded. (A similar scoring procedure was 

used when analysing the variables influencing conflict resolution; a variable 

evaluated to have and a positive influence on conflict resolution is scored [+], a 

variable with a neutral or no evident influence is scored [0], and, a variable evaluated 

as having a negative influence is scored [-].) The scoring system is recorded under 

each box or table as appropriate; for example, see Box 7.1 below. 

The evidence supporting each evaluation is recorded in the case study text. It 

is recognised that this method although systematic, had a weak point in not reflecting 

appropriately differences of value between the different factors. However, since it 

was very difficult anyway to compare the cases through weighting the degree of 

influence on the intensity of conflict by factors, it was felt that the general advantages 

of this approach outweighed this disadvantage. These factors are each now 

introduced in more depth. 

7.6.1. Differences of Interest 

There can be many differences of interest between disputants in a conflict, such as 

economic, social, environmental and safety differences. In relation to conflicts over 

the location of development projects, Dear (1992, p.290) has stated that 'opposition 

arguments usually express three specific concerns: the perceived threat to property 

values; personal security; and neighbourhood amenity'. In this study, differences of 

interest were distilled into three basic categories: economic effects, social images, and, 

environmental and safety interests (Box. 7.1). 

One ob\'ious indicator of relati\'e ad\'antages and disad\'antages of a project is 

its economic impact on a community; this is concenled largely with the balance of 

costs and benefits. I f a spcci fic locality is burdened with a considerable cost. or its 

social f0I111 is dalll;tged by a project designed f()r national interests. then local 
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residents' opposition can be strong and the degree of conflict may be high. Similarly, 

an unfair distribution of the burdens and benefits associated with a deyelopment 

project can give rise to conflict between loser and gainer. Usually the existence of 

widespread public opposition to unwanted facilities can be accounted for by 

considering the results and effects of each proposal. In the case of LULU projects, 

the outcome is usually perceived locally as far from favourable. From the local 

community's perspective, the cost of the facility far outweighs its benefit (MorreI, 

1982, p.53). Secondly, social interests may include matters such as social status, 

honour, personality and maintenance of natural form, which are connected with social 

value judgements. Since one party's disregard of this matter can cause an adverse 

emotional escalation in another party, conflicts resulting from this difference may be 

difficult to resolve. Thirdly, there are differences connected with environment, 

sanitation and safety. These interests are very important matters of basic concern in 

human life. When differences on technological perception are added to other basic 

disagreements, the degree of conflict shows a tendency to increase. 

Thus, although the degree of differences of interest is likely to influence the 

intensity of conflict, their influence depends on the degree of disputants' subjective 

perception about the conflict, namely whether disputants regard the conflict as a 

positive process or a negative one. Therefore what disputants think of their interests 

is an important variable for the degree of conflict. 

Box 7.1 Premise A conflict factor: differences of interest 

Factor Sub-factors 
Difference of interest Economic difference 

Social difference 
Environmental difference 

+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

7.6.2. Mutual Trust and Communication 

Previous good or bad relationships can become a factor for determining the degree of 

mutual trust between parties in the process of conflict. As well as the experience of 

the earlier relationships, the trust built up between parties in the development of 

conflict or in the process of negotiation can influence the intensity of conflict. Trust 

or its absence can be especially imp0l1ant in conflict resolution and help in 

dcyelopillg expectations for the implementation of agreements. Such mutual trust can 

be reduccd h) prcyious distrust bct\yeen parties, by c'.;clusion from the decision 
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making process. by an opposite party's insincere behaviour. and, by problems in 

communication. 'Trust has a fragile attribute rather than culti\'ated or consolidated 

one. Accordingly it is difficult to iron out distrust once established' (Park, 1999, 

p.17). Especially when the location of a hazardous facility is being considered, 

distrust may create fear and even lead to violent action. Usually every party expects 

that other party will trust itself in a negotiation, but it is more usual for them to 

distrust each other. On the other hand, hostile behaviour expressed in a conflict is 

created by an uncertainty of the situation, because hostility is often the product of 

frustration and fear. The frustration and fear are often the product of uncertainty. 

The uncertainty is caused by insufficient or distorted information (Rangarajan, 1985, 

p.30). As a result, inter-communication has an important play in establishing mutual 

trust. The lack of communication and distorted communication can block the 

sufficient information and create distrust, which usually leads to the deterioration of 

the situation of conflict. 

Box 7.2 Premise B conflict factor: trust and communication 

Factors Sub-factors 
Trust (relationship) and communication Preceding relationships 

Degree of trust (Technical and Procedural) 
Communication 

+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflIct; 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect; - Impbes a factor 

diminishing the intensity of conflict 

7.6.3. Perception of and Behaviour over the Conflict 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, viewpoints on conflict can be divided into negative and 

positive. On the one hand, conflict is considered as a social pathology, on the other 

hand, it is regarded as a normal occurrence inherent in human society. From the 

former viewpoint conflict is treated as irrational and dealing with self-interest, while 

from the latter, conflict is regarded as a rational and acceptable. Such different 

viewpoints on conflict may seriously influence disputants' behaviour and strategies, 

which in tum may deeply effect not only the degree and progress of conflict but also 

the opportunities for conflict resolution. If one party with a positive approach to 

conflict enters into negotiation with another party, the opportunity for conflict 

resolution \\ill increase to that cxtent. Alternatively. ifparties regard contlict as a 

negativc phenomenon (i.e. as destructi\e. ilTational and unfruitful) they may consider 

that their achie\elllent can be accomplished through their domination of the opposite 
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party. In such cases, the parties can express aggressi\'e beha\'iour patterns toward 

each other. As a result the intensity of conflict will increase and the parties will find 

it is very difficult to resohe the conflict. Indeed the conflict can mo\'e to an impasse 

because any negotiating behaviour fails to materialise. Consequently, it can be seen 

that the disputant's perception of conflict is an important factor that can be a great 

influence on the development of conflict and the scope for negotiation for conflict 

resolution. 

The pattern of behaviour of parties to a conflict is divided into 'negative' and 

'positive'. Although the parties' behaviour pattern has an influence on the strategy of 

conflict management, it also acts as an important variable in determining the degree 

of conflict. Various behaviour patterns to cope with conflict have been identified. 

Deutsch (1969, p.383) lists the patterns generally characterised as negative or positive 

mechanisms: the former include 'denial', 'repression', 'aggression', 'displacement', 

'reaction-formation' and 'sublimation', and the latter include 'dialogue', 'persuasion' 

and 'compensation'. On the other hand, Dear and Long (1978, pp.115-117) point out 

that the strategies that the weak party can choose in conflict may include 'exit', 

'voice', 'resignation', 'illegal action' and 'formal participation'. If the strong party 

assumes a firm attitude to conflict, the weak party is apt to take illegal action or 

resignation. Usually the weak party frequently takes a pessimistic view of its own 

interests or tends to have a negative judgement about result of conflict, which may 

lead to violent behaviour due to a vulnerable and fearful perception. Consequently, 

the parties' pattern of behaviour in response to conflict can change the degree of 

conflict considerably. 

Box 7.3 Premise C conflict factors: perception and behaviour patterns 

Factors Sub-factors 

Perception of conflict Positive (Productive )INegative(Destructive) 
Behaviour pattern (Strong party/weak party) Positive behaviourlNegati\'e behayiour 

+ implies a factor increasmg the mtensIty of conflIct 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect: - ImplIes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

7.6.4, Structure and Internal Discord of Party to a Conflict 

When the parties to a conflict are both \'ery \\'ell structured in their intenlal 

organisation and concenlS, the conflict sho\\'s \cry actiYe nature because each party 

takes up an acti\\.:, and positi\\.: attitude to the conflict. On the contrary. \\'hen one or 

both of tile parties are unstructured, the conflict \\ill progress slowly and passiyely: 
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conflict resolution also will be delayed and become difficult. If a party is 

unstructured and not cohesive, new splinter groups can attempt to halt the 

implementation of the parent group's agreement. In intergovernmental conflicts, most 

parties are well structured and they have well equipped accesses to resources because 

the parties to the conflict are public organisation; but in conflicts between 

governments and residents, the residents' capacity for organisation is usually weak. 

However, more recently as citizens' interest groups (NGOs) have grown, the capacity 

for participation in conflicts by residents has improved remarkably. This change has 

resulted in a basic change in conflict relations between government and residents. 

Coser (1956) argued that a party has a tendency to pursue a conflict with an 

outsider because an external conflict can strengthen internal unity. This implies that 

an organisation's internal discord or solitary can influence the intensity of conflict. 

Internal conflict can occur within central and local governments as well as among 

residents. In the process of policy-making or implementation, conflicts often occur 

between the legislative body and the administrative departments, and conflicts can 

take place even among ministries and departments within the central government due 

to policy differences or department egoism. In local government, there is also scope 

for conflicts between the local assembly and executive officers such as the mayor. 

On the other hand, when there is a considerable imbalance of interests among 

resident groups, an acute confrontation may break out between losers and gainers, 

which in tum can have a serious effect on other parties. For instance, one party can 

get sympathisers in the other party and alliances or splits among parties can be 

realised in the process of conflict. Such internal discords within a disputant or 

changes in attitudes to the conflict help to complicate the process of conflict, which in 

tum may be not helpful to conflict resolution. 

Box. 7.4 Premise D conflict factors: structure and internal discord 

Factors Sub-factors 
Structure of partylintemal discord S tructuredlU nstructured 

Split of party/alliance 

+ implies a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflIct; 0 Imphes a neutral no effect: - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

7.6.5. E:\tenlal Environments 

1-\S recently observed (Kim, Y.R.19()7, p.JO-+: Shin, 1999, p.J5), the role of interest 

groups and public social groups ill cn\'ironmental conllict is an important factor in 
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conflict situation. These outside groups are not regarded here as direct parties to 

intergovernmental conflicts, hov,cver their behaviour can sharply influence the 

progress and degree of conflict. NGOs' (environment groups and citizen's movement 

groups) activities have increased greatly and the fields of their activities have become 

wider after the implementation of local autonomy and democratisation. They have 

played roles of producing and communicating conflict issues, creating alternatives, 

guarding the government's policy and mediating conflicts in environmental conflicts 

generally in Korea. Because it is often difficult for residents to organise their 

opinions, systemise their activities, and have access to specialist and technical 

references, such outside groups may play roles as leaders on the field of conflict on 

behalf of local residents. 

The next important category of outsider is that of the 'organisation of 

expression'. With the development of information technology, various types of mass 

media have a great influence on the leadership and formation of public opinion. 

Generally the mass media shows a tendency to take a growing interest in negative 

matters or an intriguing piece of news. Accordingly, they may want a conflict to 

continue in existence because they can publish lots of news material. And for some 

conflicts, they may even want the conflict to be deepened rather than to be resolved 

because of the newsworthy emphasis of the negative aspects of conflict. Ultimately 

their points of view or comments can seriously affect the progress of conflict in these 

days of mass media. 

The final factor is that of political change such as democratisation and 

localisation. The implementation of local autonomy in Korea has made local 

governments compete openly with one another for their regional interests and 

confront the control of central government, and these considerations have influenced 

the intensity of conflict in regional developments. In addition, some political parties 

or members of national assembly also can be outsiders to a conflict and in conflicts 

involving political issues, and they can intervene in ways which influence the 

intensity of conflict. 

Box 7.5 Premise E conflict factors: external environment 

Factors Sub-factors 
External environments (sunoundings) Interest groups 

Press and media 
Pol itical change 

" . i\llplIe~ a I"aclor IIlcreaslllg the IIltenslly l)1 conlllCt: 0 1l11phes a neutral no el felt: - ImplIes a Llctol 
dl\llilll~hing the iniL'nsi!y pI" conllic! 
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7.6.6. Summary of Factors Influencing the Intensity of Conflict 

Figure 7.3 shows the summary of the operation of factor influencing the intensity of 

conflict, which is stage II of case studies. There are five factors that accord with the 

Premises A-E, and main sub-factors by each factor are summarised. These sub

factors will be assessed in the case studies (Chapters 8-10) and will be compared with 

the two cases within the same conflict categories. 

Figure 7-3. The factors influencing intensity of conflict 

#7.6: Factors influencing intensity 

Direct factors on intensity 

[·····#··7·:6".·i·:··A:··interest···············~ 
. . . . 
;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::::'·::::::::::::::::'.: 
~ # 7.6.2: B: Trust ~ 
~::::::::::::: :: ::::: : :: : :::::::::1: : : : ::::::::::::::: : : : : ::::: : : : : :~ 
: # 7.6.3: C: Perception ~ 
~··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:··::::::::··::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 

: ..... #...7.:.~.:4..:)?.: .. ~.~.~~.~~r~ ........... : 

Indirect factor on intensity 

# 7.6.5: E: Environment 

Progress of conflict 

7.7. Stage: III: Measuring the Intensity of Conflict 

The development and resolution of conflict depends not only upon the substantive 

issue, but also the intensity of the disagreements between parties. Godschalk (1992, 

p.369) has concluded that different intensities of conflict call for different settlement 

forums and techniques. So far we have discussed the factors influencing the degree 

of conflict. According to the Central Premise in section 7.2, the degree or intensity of 

conflict is an essential factor in conflict development and resolution. Hence, it is 

necessary to measure the intensity of conflict so that the Central Premise may be 

verified through the conflict case analysis. Figure 7.4 shows the summarised stage III 

of analysis of case studies. 
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Figure7-4. lVleasuring the intensity 

# 7.7 Measuring the intensity of conflict 
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~ No. of violent acts 
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Several indicators of the intensity of conflict have been suggested: these 

include: the number of participants; the duration of conflict; the number of acts of 

violence; the limit of regional effects, and; the number of press reports (Park, 1999, 

pp.25-26). In this study, the three measures of 'the number of participants and 

parties', 'the duration of conflict' and 'the number and pattern of conflictual 

behaviour' were adopted for analysis. The factors related to regional effect and 

numbers of press reports were ruled out for analysis, because the definition of 

regional limits in regional development or environmental conflict is very difficult. A 

further difficulty is that the number of press reports on a conflict can depend on the 

pressman or newspaper publishing company's views on matters of concern. 

7.7.1. The Number of Parties to A Conflict 

The first indicator identified to measure the intensity of conflict in this study is the 

number of participants to a conflict. Usually, the larger the number of participants or 

parties in conflict, the greater is the degree of conflict. Although not without its 

difficulties in analysis, most scholars agree with this opinion and have used this 

method (Jeon, 2000, p.l 08; Park, 1999, p.25). The problem lies in how to define the 

disputants' participation in a conflict and how to calculate the number of disputants. 

The parties can include public organisations, local governments, government agencies 

and social interests groups. The number of participating disputants measured was 

limited to the manpower mobilised for protest movement such as a demonstration, a 

meeting and legal or illegal activity. If no numerical value could be identified for the 

number of disputants participating, then only the number of parties to the conflict \vas 

considered. 

7.7.2. Duration of Conflict 

Next. the duration ofcontlict can be considered. Sipe (1998. pp.26-7l points that 'in 

effect or mediation on sl.,ttlclllent rates. as the case gets older there is a reduced 
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likelihood that the case will settle'. As the duration of conflict becomes longer. the 

degree of conflict becomes deeper and conflict resolution becomes difficult 

ultimately an impasse stage may be reached without a way out being forward. Hence 

it is to be desired that conflict should be resolved before it progresses into the stage of 

impasse. Accordingly, the duration of conflict can be used as an indicator for 

measuring the intensity of conflict. 

7.7.3. Number and Pattern of Violent Conflictual Behaviour 

The third index is the number and frequency of violent acts. It is assumed that the 

more frequent and the more violent the conflictual behaviour, the higher is the degree 

of conflict. The frequency of conflict behaviour was estimated by the total number of 

protest movement days during a conflict. As a secondary indicator, the pattern of 

disputants' behaviour including legal and illegal actions (e.g. demonstration, 

assembly, statement, interview, sit-down strike) was considered. 

7.8. Stage IV: The Variables of Conflict Resolution 

Factors influencing the intensity of conflict are also related to the conflict resolution 

because the intensity of conflict and conflict resolution is closely related with each 

other. For example, the literature review in Chs.3and 4 has suggested that 'conflict 

interests', 'communication' and 'trust' can be important variables for both conflict 

resolution as well as factors influencing the intensity of conflict. Nonetheless, the 

variables for conflict resolution selected for the analysis are those which are mainly 

effective at the stage of conflict resolution. They are: 'stakeholders and 

representatives'; 'number and scale ofissue(s)'; 'strategies and tactics'; 'the role of 

public organisation'; and, 'third party intervention'. In conflicts related to regional 

development and environment, the role of government is deeply connected with third 

party as well as direct party. Accordingly in relation to the Premise I, two variables 

(government's role and third party intervention) are used. These variables are 

connected \vith Premises F-I and are summarised in Table 7.4. 

The method of analysis on the effect of these factors on conflict resolution 

\\as the same as used in 'intensity of conflict' (section 7.6), namely \\hen a factor had 

a positivc influence on the contlict resolution the factor \\'ould bc (+), othenvise it 

\\ould be (-) and \\hen it had a neutral or no influcnce on thc contlict. record \\as (OJ. 
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Table 7-4. The variables for conflict resolution 

Premises and Variables Sub-variables 
F: Stakeholders and Di sputants (parties) 

Representatives Representati\'e 

G: Issues Scale of issues 
Number of issues 
Identification of issues 

H. S tra te gi es/Tacti c s Proponent 
Opponent 

I: The role of public Central government 
Organisations Local government 

Government agency 
I: Third party intervention Third party intervention 

Role of third party 
Capacity of third party 

, . 
+ Imphes a posItive influence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

7.8.1. Stakeholders and Representatives 

Stakeholders and their representatives in the field of conflict are also important 

factors for settling conflicts. The problems concerned with this factor are: how to 

identify stakeholders; how to get all the stakeholders round a table for negotiation; 

and, how to choose representatives and establish a team for negotiation. 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, stakeholders related to regional developments or 

environmental issues are very difficult to define in terms of their spatial boundary and 

range of time, and these are considerations that can lead to other conflicts. Next, the 

selection of representatives to participate in negotiation also requires careful choice. 

Representatives need to speak faithfully for their stakeholders, and in order to do so, 

should have a good all-round understanding of the issues in the conflict. In addition, 

representatives also should receive an authority from their stakeholders and should 

have substantial ability to negotiate. If they do not have such rights, some 

stakeholders may reject a negotiated agreement. Eventually it can be possible that the 

agreement becomes waste paper. 

Box 7.6. Premise F conflict variables: stakeholders and their representatives 

Variables Sub-varaibles 

Stakeholders/representati\'e No. of stakeholders 
Representativeness and authority 

t implies a positi\e influence on conflICt resolutIOn: 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect: - ImplIes a negatl\e 

influence. 
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7.8.2. Issues 

Usually the more complex the issues in a conflict. the more difficult the conflict 

resolution becomes. Nonetheless if there is only one fundamental issue in a certain 

conflict, and each party to the conflict sustains its own position, conflict resolution 

will be difficult because there would be no opportunity to deal with 'give and take' 

between or among the parties. Accordingly, in such cases it is very important to 

prepare alternatives that may open the way to bargaining. 

The agenda for negotiation should include all issues which stakeholders want 

to bring before a meeting. Accordingly, in negotiation the issues can include 

procedural and conditional issues as well as substantive issues. First, the issues 

related to the conflict need to be defined. Secondly, the issues being defined should 

be identified by their character (e.g. locational and jurisdictional conflicts). Such 

identification and simplification of issues will provide valuable aids to making 

progress in negotiation. Thirdly, the priority among the issues including the 

classification of main and secondary issues, also should be decided as soon as 

possible. Each party's priority on issues may be different to each of the other parties, 

which may delay the progress of negotiation. 

Box 7.7. Premise G conflict variable: issues 

Variable Sub-variables 

Issues Number of issues/ Scale of issues 
Identification of issues 

+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

7.8.3. Strategies and Tactics 

It needs no repetition that the strategies and tactics of the parties to a conflict have an 

influence on the conflict resolution. Robbins (1998, p.444) suggested nine strategies 

for conflict management: problem solving; super-ordinate goals; expansion of 

resources; avoidance; smoothing; compromise; authoritative command; altering the 

human variable; and, altering the structural variable. Many other scholars have also 

noted the strategies and tactics for conflict resolution. Kast and Resenzweig (1991, 

pp.276-278), for instance, classified the strategies for conflict management into: 

\\'ithdrawal; smoothing; compromise; confrontation; and, forcing. Rubin (199-L 

pp.33-3-l) di\'ided the strategies into fjyc: domination; capitulation; \\ithdrawal; 

negotiation; and. third party inter\'ention. In this study, a composlk classification of 
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strategies was used: 'conquest',' 'ayoidance" 'i~nore" 'withdrawal" 'direct '........' , 

dialogue'; 'third party intervention'; and, 'alternatiye methods'. Tactics \yere 

explained individually as skills used under a strategy. 

Box 7.8. Premise H conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Sub-variables 
Strategies and tactics Strategies (avoid, ignore, withdrawa1. direct 

negotiation, third party intervention) 
Tactics (Individual methods) 

.. 
+ Imphes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

7.8.4. The Role of Public Organisations 

In this study, the role of concerned central government departments, local 

governments and government agencies for conflict resolution will be examined. As 

mentioned in Chapter 5, central and local governments play very important roles in 

the development and resolution of most conflicts related to national and regional 

development in Korea. At first, when a conflict takes place, the government, as a 

proponent or opponent, may be a direct party. In this case, the government's role and 

behaviour can influence greatly the whole process of conflict. Additionally, central 

government usually plays a role as a third party (see 7.8.5 below) which can facilitate, 

mediate and arbitrate the conflict. Otherwise, as an observer, the government does 

not do anything. 

Box 7.9. Premise I conflict variable: the role of public organisations 

Variable Sub-variables 

The role of public organisation Central government 
Local government 
Government agency 

+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a negatIve 
influence. 

7.8.5. Third Party Intervention 

Although the direct factors mentioned above could influence greatly the degree of 

conflict, outsiders surrounding a conflict may also affect the progress of conflict. 

Among the outside factors, the most important can be the role of a third party. 

Depending on the indi\'idual circumstances of conflict the third party can include 

central or local govelllments, elected officials and specialists. and the roles of third 

party can include these of arhitrator. mediator. t~1Cilitator and technical supporter. 
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After the 1970s the role of a third party has become an important position in 

environmental conflict. So far, however, third party intervention hardly occurs in 

intergovernmental conflicts in Korea. 

As a method for conflict resolution, third party intervention can change the 

situation of negotiation. Such interventions are widely known in conflicts between 

nations, between labour and management, commercial firms, and, family members. 

Recently as one approach to Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), the method has 

been frequently used in intergovernmental conflicts associated with environment and 

development. When negotiation is at a stalemate, a mediator as a third party, can 

play an important role in progressing negotiations. A third party's fair and neutral 

dealing can greatly increase the possibility of successful agreement, particularly when 

the parties to a conflict have poor negotiating skills. In the Korean case studies, the 

analysis examined whether or not, there was a third party intervention in the conflict, 

and, if there was, what was the role of third party. In addition, their qualities such as 

fairness, speciality and trust were evaluated. 

Box 7.10. Premise I conflict variable: third party intervention 

Variable Sub-variables 
Third party Third party intervention 

Type of intervention 
Third party's capacity 

+ implies a positive influence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - ImplIes a negatIve 
influence. 

7.8.6. Summary of the Varaibles for Conflict Resolution 

Figure 7.6 shows the summary of the variables for conflict resolution. Five variables 

including stakeholders, issues, and third party intervention are summarised, which 

will be examined by considering role of the sub-variables in resolving the conflicts 

identified in the case studies (Chs.8-1 0); the result of the analyses will be compared 

for the two cases within the same issue category (e.g. NIMBY issue). 

Figure 7-6. The variables for conflict resolution 

# 7.8: Conflict resolution variables 
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7.9. Stage Y: Assessment of the Results of the Conflicts 

Several measures have been suggested to assess the results of conflicts and the co

relation between the factors for conflict resolution and the result of conflict. Pondy 

(1967, p.308) has suggested three measures to assess the effect of conflict: 

'productivity', 'stability' and 'adaptability'. Nakamura and Smallwood (1980, 

pp.146-1S1) listed five factors including: 'policy goal attainment'; 'efficiency'; 

'constituency satisfaction'; 'clientele responsiveness'; and, 'system maintenance'. 

However these measures are used mainly for assessing conflicts that occurred within 

an organisation. 

This study, however, focused on social conflicts related to development or 

environment into account, and measures covering the 'achievement of policy' , 

'receptivity', 'satisfaction' and 'social stability' were considered by the researcher to 

be more appropriate. The productivity measure was excluded, because as Jeon (2000, 

p.109) has mentioned, the estimation of productivity is not easy since an assessment 

of cost-benefit is very difficult in social conflict. Table 7.S shows the items for 

evaluating the outcomes of conflict. 

Table 7-5. Items for evaluating the results of the conflict 

Items Methods of assessment 
Achievement of policy Change of proj ect/increase of time-consumption 
Receptivity of policy Reflection of opponents' demands 
Satisfaction Proponent/ opponent's satisfaction. 
Social stability The occurrence of new conflict 

The first measure, the 'achievement of policy' , examines the extent of the 

achievement of the proposal after settling a dispute. It can be assessed through the 

degree of change of the project and by the increase of time-consumption. It shows 

how much of the goal of policy has been accomplished from the proponent's point of 

VIew. 

Secondly, 'receptivity' indicates the degree of responsiveness to the 

opponents' desired objecti\'es. In other \Vords. it considers ho\\" much the proponent 

ha\'e adapted their policies to the issues leading the process of conflict. \\'hat response 

they ha\'e made to opponents' pressures. and. how much elasticity they ga\'c to the 

scope and nature of their project. l Jsually a high degree of rcsponse leads to a lo\\"er 

degrec of achic\Clllcllt of the original policy. but in SOIllL' cases. the cffecti\cncss of 
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policy can be raised to a higher level because the proponent's primary plan or policy 

always does not ensure the optimal goal. Examples of such instances are quite 

common in locational conflicts where the effectiveness of policy has been often 

improved and accomplished through accommodating opponents' opinions or desires. 

The degree of satisfaction with the conflict settlement depends largely on each 

party's subjective value; therefore it is very difficult to establish an objective standard 

for the assessment of each party's satisfaction. Usually under the constant-sum game, 

if one party's satisfaction is high, other party's one will be low. So in order to 

increase both or several parties' satisfaction, it is necessary to search for ways to 

convert the constant-sum game into a non-constant sum game. It would be possible, 

for instance, to reach an improved alternative through a fully collaborative rather than 

adversarial process, or, through expanding the resources available for the project and 

its side effects. 

Persons who regard conflict as a negative situation think that conflict injures 

the stability of society, while persons having a more positive view, stress that conflict 

creates a new social stability and contributes to solitary within organisations (Coser, 

1956, p.152; Buntz and Radin, 1983, pA03; Park 1999, pAl). The deepening of 

social conflict can lead to a social instability and disturbance of public order and can 

endanger cohesion and solitary among members within structure. On the other hand, 

because one conflict can develop the capability and knowledge with which society 

can deal with similar conflicts, other new conflicts can be reduced, which can 

contribute social stability. In this study, the degree of occurrence of similar new 

conflict can be used as an index for measuring the social stability after solving a 

conflict. Thus a conflict resolution can contribute to social stability. 

7.10. Conclusion 

This chapter has introduced the methodological and theoretical frameworks for case 

study analysis focused on the process of conflict over major regional/environmental 

development projects in Korea. From the review of literature in Chapters 3 and 4 

(and to some extent Ch. 2), a 'Central Premise' (Section 7.2) has been suggested, 

\\'hich links the degree of intensity of a conflict \yith the difficulty of its resolution. 

Fin: 'Premises' (A-E) in influencing conflict de\'elopment (intensity of conflict). and 

four 'Premises' (F-I) influencing conflict resolution haye been further de\'eloped to 

c\rwml on the Central Premise. These pn.'llliscs supplied the basic frame\\ork for 
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analysing case studies, and they will be examined and e\'aluated through the case 

studies. Depending on these premises, conflict 'factors' and 'variables' have been 

selected and described and their use as means of evaluation explained. Finally the 

effects of conflict have been introduced. 

The next Chapters (8-10) of the thesis present the six case studies. Each 

chapter contains two case studies according to the type of regional/environmental 

facility dispute. Each chapter follows a similar structure with an introductory 

narrative about each case followed by an analysis of the case (in relation to the 

conflict factors and variables set out earlier in this chapter) and a conclusion to the 

chapter evaluating and analysing the similarities and differences which have been 

observed. Chapter 8 contains the case studies of the NIMBY type conflict -- Arunyun 

Island Nuclear Waste Disposal Facility and Y ounggwang Nuclear Power Plant. 

Chapter 9 involves the case studies of the PIMFY type conflicts -- Kyungju High 

Speed Railway and Inchon International Airport Motorway. Finally, Chapter 10 

contains the case studies of water resource conflicts -- Wichon Industrial Complex 

and the Dong River Dam. Chapter 11 examines the general finding of the case 

studies in relation to the framework of nine Premises, explores the problems and 

implications revealed in analysis and suggests some revision to the Premises. 
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Chapter 8. Case study 1: Locational Conflict over Unwanted 

Facilities (NIMBY) 

8.1. Introduction 

Following the implementation of local autonomy in 1995, NIMBYism has been the 

most difficult social phenomenon for the Korean government to solve in the field of 

spatial policy. Conflicts related to NIMBY issues have frequently led to expressions 

of regional selfishness and social antagonisms, which can generate social insecurity 

and commotion. In the comparative case study reported in this Chapter, two conflicts 

related to nuclear policies were selected from among various possible NIMBY 

conflicts in Korea, because they brought about turning points in the process of 

government's policy decision concerned with unwanted facilities and also gave rise to 

national concerns about the NIMBY syndrome. In addition the two cases were good 

examples to examine and compare the government's role in the processes of conflict 

before and after local autonomy. 

8.2. The Case of Anmyun Island Nuclear Waste Disposal Site (NWDS) 

8.2.l. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background to the conflict 

In order to provide a stable and adequate energy supply, the Korean government has 

placed a strong emphasis on developing nuclear power generation and has continued 

to construct nuclear power plants (NPPs) since 1971. At present (2002), 14 nuclear 

power generators (NPGs) are operational for commercial purposes and six further 

generators are under construction. The capacity of Korea's NPGs is just over one 

third of the total supply of electricity (ROK, 1996, p.229). 

The increasing numbers ofNPGs led to a growth in the production of 

radioactive waste as a side product of the generation process and an urgent need for 

the government to secure a nuclear waste disposal site (NWDS). With the purpose of 

searching for an appropriate site, the government began work in 1988 on 'The 

Management Plan for Nuclear Waste'. Eventually three proposed sites \\'ere listed. 

Howcvcr. the study had been calTied out in secret. As soon as the press rep0l1ed the 

details ofthc list, conccrncd local rcsidents protested strongly, Faccd with this 



opposition, the government cancelled the plan and searched for new sites. Three 

further sites, which did not have a densely populated area within an 8 km radius were 

announced in 1990. Arunyun Island was one of the three sites (Lee, 1996 p.92). 

2. Characteristics of Anmyun Island (Figure 8.1) 

Anmyun Island is in the jurisdiction of Taean County, which is itself within 

Chungnam Province and is located about 240 km south of Seoul. The island was 

isolated from the mainland until the latter half of the 1980s when the bridge 

connecting the island and the Korean peninsula was constructed. The island was 

sparsely populated and had an undeveloped hinterland. Most of its residents were 

engaged in the traditional occupations of fishing and farming, and therefore 

considered that they had not shared in the benefit of the recent high economic growth 

in Korea. Due to the distinctive characteristics of island life and the rural quality of 

its environment, the local residents' communal consciousness was expressed in a very 

strong attachment to the place where they lived. As a result, it was easy to translate 

collective behaviour based on the community into action. 

Figure 8-1. Anmyun: Site proposed for the Nuclear Waste Disposal Facility 

o 

o 

Western Sea 

Because of the many magnificent iewing sites along its seashores, Anmyun 

Isl and and its seashore (328,9 km2
) had been designated as the Taean ational Marin 

Park (197 ). and Chungnam Proyinc hall planned (l9 9) to de\ elop an lntelllati nal 

larinc T uri t Rc ort along the horeline. \\'hen t11 \\' ne\\ \\ a rcc i\ d. the 
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Island's residents considered that the tourist resort proposal would be aborted by the 

proposed facility. 

3. The start of the conflict 

The conflict over the proposal for NWDF began on 2 November 1990, when central 

government announced its intention to construct 'the Western Sea Science and 

Technology Research Complex' on the south of Anmyun Island (Figure 8.1). 

Newspapers reported that the 'government had finished a physical study for the 

selection ofNWDS and that it would finally decide on Anmyun Island as a chosen 

site at the forthcoming 227th meeting of the Nuclear Power Committee' (Donga Dai~1' 

News, 1990a). On 5 November 1990, according to Lee (1997, p72), 'the residents 

wasted no time in calling for immediate cancellation of the project. Forty-two local 

government administrators, along with 40 community leaders who were members of 

the elementary system in local administration, resigned from their positions in protest' . 

At the same time, the residents established 'the Boycott Committee on the 

Construction ofNWDS'. 

4. The development of the conflict 

On 6 November some five thousand local residents participated in a protest march led 

by members of the Boycott Committee. The protest movement assumed serious 

proportions with the addition of a formal boycott by six hundred high school students. 

Twenty other social and political organisations together with communities 

neighbouring Anmyun Island joined the protest movement. In the course of the 

protest march, police used tear gas to put down the demonstration. This in tum 

generated a strong and violent protest movement in response. Faced with the 

residents' strong protests, the Minister of Science and Technology (MOST) stated at a 

press interview that the project of 'the Western Sea Science Research Complex' was 

only at the study stage and that the press report of a proposed NWDS on Anmyun 

Island was contrary to the facts. 

However, the MOST had in fact made certain prior arrangements which 

implied that the government \vas planning to go ahead with the construction of the 

project in any e\·ent. Further press reports (e.g. Dongu Dai(,· SC1\'S. 1990b) suggested 



that the project was the result of earlier consultations with Chungnam Pro\'ince I) and 

that it had already been decided upon in the 'Nuclear Power Development Plan' 

(1988) at the earlier 221th Nuclear Power Committee meeting. 

Following these press reports and failing to obtain a clear answer to their 

representatives' questions from the government, the Island's residents became radical 

and mass mobilisation ensued. On 8 November, an anti-nuclear demonstration 

brought 12,000 of the Island's 16,000 residents into Anmyun Town square. T\\'o 

thousand students from 16 schools refused to attend their schools, and most business 

and public offices were closed. The police again used tear gas to disperse the 

demonstrating crowds. In opposition to the police action, residents set fire to part of 

Anmyun Police Sub-station and patrol cars with molotov cocktails, occupied the 

Anmyun Town Office, and kidnapped five local government officials. 

The police sent a force of 2,000 to reclaim the Town Office and took ten 

Boycott Committee representatives to the police station. Under the stimulus of the 

police action, the protest demonstration took a sharp tum for the worse and became 

more violent. A full-scale riot broke out and the whole town was plunged in 

confusion. In the meantime, a hundred representatives of local social groups and 

residents organised 'the Taean County Struggle Committee' as the basis for a more 

systematic opposition movement. Lee and Fitzgerald (1997, p. 73) report that 'they 

[the islanders] strengthened their determination to continue the struggle by whatever 

means necessary to protest their community ... To that end, a force of [residents] 

civilian guards numbering 200 was deployed at the village gate'. 

When the residents' protests increased, Chungnam Province also joined the 

opposition. The provincial officials declared themselves to be against the project, 

claiming that 'there has been no previous official notice or consultation about the 

NWDF from central government and we have only been consulted over the proposal 

of research complex for nuclear power. The central government's behaviour in 

announcing the project one-sidedly without any chance of pUblicity or consultation 

with the residents, is to override the wishes of Chungnam Province. We \\'ill not 

II Chungnam PrO\'ince had agreed that if the government was to create a research park along the 
,\nmVU71 seashore. the PrO\'ince intended to offer 7.5km' of pro\'incialland for the Research Park, 
This ;!.!reement. hO\\'t,\ er. \\as on the hasis that the resedrch institute \\'as to study technological knO\\
hO\\ tl~r the trl'atllll'nt and deposal of nuclear \\'aste, The Pro\'ince had ncgotlated \\'ith \IOST. and 
took thl' posItion that thne \\as no reason to oppose the construction of d rl'-.;carch park on Anmyun 
bland ([)OIl!!JI DlIi!, .\'Cl\\. Il)<)Oc). 



accept the project because it is their [the government's] own project regardless of us' 

(Donga Daily News, 1990c). 

Nonetheless the government revealed that the project had actually been 

pursued at the earnest request of Chungnam Province officials. A later inquiry 

confirmed that MOST indeed had consulted with provincial officials, winning their 

agreement before the decision was made. In the face of the strong and violent 

resistance, Chungnam Province had immediately washed its hands of the secret 

project and gone over to support its residents. Judging from the Province's behaviour, 

'there likely were some misunderstandings between government and province or 

provincial officials conveniently failed to remember their earlier acquiescence in their 

desire to distance themselves from the ferociously unpopular proposed NWDF. This 

served to further deepen mass feelings of suspicion, distrust and betrayal' (Lee and 

Fitzgerald 1997, p.73). 

Confronted with residents' and Chungnam Province's strong resistance, on the 

evening of 8 November central government decided to cancel the plan for the project. 

Officials announced in Seoul that the government was talking about formulating a 

scheme over the research complex project with Chungnam Province, but it would not 

initiate the construction ofNWDF until the misunderstandings of local residents were 

resolved. On 9 November, the Minister of Science and Technology was moved to a 

new appointment and the following day the government's decision about the 

cancellation of the project was announced. At this point the initial conflict began to 

be pacified. 

5. The second conflict and termination 

After its initiative to establish a NWDP was frustrated, the government began to 

undertake a basic survey for potential sites. From this time on, to reduce residents' 

strong opposition, the government adapted new methods of decision-making on 

NWDS including open administration, consultation with residents and making 

connections with regional development projects. Six sites (including Anmyun Island) 

were selected through the new process, but the government was again confronted with 

concerned local residents' protest mo\'ements, and forced to cancel the sites proposed. 

The Anmyun Struggle Committee was re- fornled on 7 October 1991, and the 

opposition movement \\as resllmed. The residents held indignation meetings and 

demonstrations 011 31 Decemher Il)() 1 and 7 Januarv 1 ()9~. At last in 1\ larch 1993, the 
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MOST officially announced that Anmyun Island was excluded from the sites 

proposed and 4,000 residents celebrated their victory. The crisis thus ended with a 

complete victory for local residents. 

8.2.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

The case study discussion now turns to explore the influence of the conflict factors 

described and discussed in Chapter 7, Sections 6-9. 

1. Differences of interest 

In economic terms, the Island's residents viewed themselves as scarcely gaining any 

benefits through the construction of the NWDF. The employment effect would be 

low because the management of the facility would be accomplished by unmanned 

automatic systems or skilled external staff brought into the area, while the 

construction employment would be short term and might also include external labour. 

Although economic costs, such as the decline in value of real estate and the negative 

influence over the Anmyun Island tourist resort plan, could be identified and specified, 

it was difficult to account for potential economic benefits to the Island and its 

residents. Since the NWDF project was cancelled before the details of scale and time 

schedule were decided, it was impossible to make any authoritative costibenefit 

analysis. The residents then held to their view that the project would cost their 

community great sacrifices of potential development and property values without any 

plan to compensate or provide incentives for the community. 

Other aspects of the proposal also gave rise to strong feelings. If the NWDF 

were constructed, then residents in and around the site of facility would have to move 

to other areas, which meant the dismantling of their common society. The loss of 

natural form and damage to the regional image were also negative factors. As a rural 

and island region, with its residents having a very strong sense of a common identity, 

the damage to Anmyun Island's image was an important matter to the residents. For 

instance, the Korean Institute of Public Opinion (KIPO) reported that at a national 

level an NWDF was considered as the most un\vanted hazardous facility. (Table 8.1 ) 

Finally, the most important issue \vas the fear of environmental pollution and 

accidents happening during the treatment of nuclear waste, which was a factor 

representing threats to residents' life and health . .-\S \lorell (1982. p.22) has pointed 
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out, 'opposition is rooted in the fears of major and long-term risk posed by facilities to 

the health and welfare of the surrounding community'. The fear of being the yictim of 

an environmental disaster was at the heart of the intensi \'e opposition to the NWD F, 

Table 8-1. Korean people's views of unwanted facilities 

Unwanted facility Nation Residents (within 5 km) Residents (\\'ithin5-20km) 

Nuclear waste disposal 42.1 0/0 63.2 010 57.1 0/0 
Waste reclamation 25.6 0/0 36.0% 33.9 0/0 
Gas storage 21.2 % 14.5 % 15.80/0 
Crematori urn 19.3 % 18.0 0/0 16.6 0/0 
Waste incinerator 17.4 % 15.7 % 16.3 0/0 
Chemical factory 17.4 % 10.5 0/0 11.3 010 
Nuclear power plant 15.9 % 19.8 % 23.2 0/0 
Source: Korean Institute of Pub he Opmion (Korean Gallup) (1995) (in Park, 1999, p.60) 

Despite the Islanders' feelings of economic, social and environmental 

disadvantage, central government's only interest was in the early construction of the 

NWDF. It did not therefore prepare programmes to compensate the residents' heavy 

burdens and sacrifices. Due to the lack of equilibrium in costs and benefits, the 

government could not negotiate rationally with the residents in the progress of conflict 

and initially had to depend on forceful and repressive methods. The great difference 

of interest between residents and government thus had a strong influence on 

increasing the intensity of this conflict (Box.8.1). 

Box 8.1 Conflict factors: differences of interest 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic difference Disparity (costibenefit) + 
Social image and effect Negative image + 
Environment/safety Radioactive contamination + 
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 imp[ies a neutraVno effect; - lffiphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

2. Trust and communication 

Before the sudden announcement of the construction of the NWDF, relations between 

the Island community and the central government were generally neutral and 

respectful. The go\'emment's approach to decision making through progressing the 

project in secret 2) and announcing the construction ofNWDF under the euphemistic 

I [n the f-.:oreJn .\tOI11IC Lnergy Research [nstitu!L"s Guide Book TO rhe .\uc/cur Wi/'ll' F({cilin' Proju r. 
It \\as stated that the prOll'ct should he kept Sl'cret to the Lt"l "wge in the pnlL'ess of decision. becalhl' 



name of <the Western Sea Science and Technology Research Complex', resulted in an 

immediate distrust between residents and the government. Even after conflict had 

begun, the government concealed its true intention and gave a false explanation. The 

relationships took a sharp tum for the worse. 

In addition, both the government and Chungnam Province devoted themselves 

to self-rationalisation over the dispute about whether or not there had been prior 

consultation between them. This action made the residents disbelieve all the 

government's policy information about the project (Lee and Fitzgerald, 1997, p. 73). 

The residents' distrust toward government and their exclusion from the process of 

decision-making had a great influence on increasing the intensity of conflict. 

According to Kim and Hong's (1992) [in Lee, 1996, p.98] survey of opinions in the 

island as a whole and in Konam district (immediately adjacent to the proposed NWDF 

site), residents pointed out that their exclusion from the decision-making process and 

the practice of secret administration were important causes of conflict. (Table 8.2). 

Table 8-2. Local residents' perceptions of the main causes of conflict 

Residents' response Anmyun Konam 
Exclusion from the decision-making process 30.1 0/0 25.00/0 
Environmental contamination with radioactive 22.6 % 9.1 0/0 
Residents' misunderstanding on nuclear power plant 10.8 0/0 27.8 010 
Distrust and dissatisfaction toward government 24.4 0/0 34.0% 
Negative influence on occupation and regional development 4.9 0/0 0.0 0/0 
Others 2.7% 0.0 010 
No comments 5.5 % 4.1 % 

Total 100.0 0/0 100.00/0 
Source: Kim and Hong (1992), p.134, (in: Lee, 1996, p.98). 

Since the residents' distrust of the government's policy was very high, 

negotiations for conflict settlement could not be established. As press reports 

indicated, 'Anmyun Island's residents expressed deeply rooted distrust toward 

existing political parties, government and institutions with respect to public trust.' 

(Donga Dai~v Nelt's, 1990e) Such secret decision making processes and the lack of 

negotiations blocked communications bet\veen parties, \vhile miscommunication 

between central govenlment and Chungnam Province brought the residents' severe 

distrust. which deepened the intensity of conflict and also exerted a very negati\c 

----------------

the cOl1struL'liOI1 or l1uckar waste disposal site is a matter considered to he hyper-sel1siti\e to local 
r(Sllklll:-, (Lee. )9l)(). p.()()) 
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influence o\-er conflict resolution (Box 8.2). These were influential factors in the 

progress of conflict. 

Box 8.2 Conflict factors: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships No influence 0 
Mutual trust (Technical) No issue 0 

(Procedural) Secret decision making + 
Communication Distortedlblocklmiscommunication + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of confhct; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

3. Perception and behaviour pattern 

The government had a negative perception of the conflict over the NWDS and 

regarded it as NIMBYism or local selfishness against the national interest. At first the 

government disregarded the residents' interests in the early stages of the conflict, then 

it took a stance of toughness toward the residents' protest. The Anmyun Island 

residents also regarded the NWDS issue as one for combative action. Accordingly, it 

was very difficult to expect a peaceful settlement of the conflict, because both parties 

focused on the negative characteristic of conflict and placed themselves in a 

'positional conflict' . 

According to Lee and Fitzgerald (1997, p.74), 'the governmental bureaucracy 

solely was responsible for the decisions about the location, design technology, 

costlbenefit calculations, arrangement and operation nuclear waste facility. No one 

could challenge the leadership and judgement of the governmental bureaucracy, 

because it virtually monopolised information and secret for expertise concerning these 

matters'. Naturally the government considered that residents' challenge should be 

removed and restrained. The government itself acted in a high-handed manner, using 

force and its authority to override the residents' wishes. As the conflict grew worse, 

the government made a late effort to persuade and explain their position so as to bring 

the residents round to their point of view. Nevertheless, the government's real 

intentions had not changed fundamentally, and this was re\-ealed in its proposal to 

forward the project again after the first withdrawal. In response to government's 

forceful behaviour, the Island's residents made their opposition kno\vn with violent 

behaviour. There \\-ere thus no opportunities for the residents to participate or 

measures introduced to reduce the intensity of conflict: both paI1ies' destructi\c 



behaviour produced an intensive distrust of each other and increased the intensitv of 

the contlict. 

Box 8.3 Conflict factors: perception and behaviour pattern 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Perception of conflict 
Proponent Negative (destructive) -
OjJponent N egati ve (destructive) -
Behaviour pattern 
Central government Authority command/force + 
Local government No influence 0 
Residents Violent, illegal action + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of confhct; 0 lffiplIes a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

4. Structure and internal discord 

The residents' protest movement was well structured and internal discord never 

occurred during the conflict. The influence of these factors worked to increase the 

intensity of the conflict. The government, however, found that what it had hoped 

would be a local technical issue became a national political issue and the final 

decision reflected this degree of internal discord. 

Box 8.4 Conflict factors: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Government Semi structured -

Resident Well structured + 
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

5. External environment 

The external environment for the NWDF conflict in 1990-92 had already changed 

greatly from 1988 when the Korean political environment moved from an 

authoritarian to a democratic position. As anti-nuclear groups were established and 

their activity started in earnest, the Korean public's concern about nuclear power 

increased, 3) and social groups began to launch a systematic protest movement which 

played an important role in mobilising crowds. After that, the conflict issue changed 

from that of compensation for damage to opposition to the construction of NPG or 

NWDF. Ho\\'ever, in the Anmyun Island case, the activities of NGOs were very \veak, 

" ,\ntl-nuclear mOH'ment groups often not only produced negatin' or destructi,e informatlon. hut ,d,,!) 
supplied the human agency or struggle scheme for "ystematlC opposition demonstrations TI1L'Y L'an 
l'nclHlrage n:"ldenh to no lent and n:cessi,e situations, 



because such social groups had not yet taken root and they did not influence the 

intensity of conflict. 

Press comments took a critical attitude towards the government's behaviour, 

such as its secret administrative processes and breach of faith with Anmyun residents' 

expectation of a tourist resort (Donga Daily News. 1990e). The press and public 

opinion supporting the residents' resistance had an influence on the government's 

retreat. Finally, although the conflict took place before local autonomy, the early 

move towards democratisation can be judged to have influenced the intensity of the 

conflict. 

Box 8.S Conflict factors: external environments 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Interest groups (NGOs) Critical to government + 
Press Negative information + 
Political change Democratisation + 
+ Implies a factor Increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

8.2.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Number of participants (Table 8.3) 

As soon as the NWDF project became public knowledge, 42 village government 

officials and 40 community leaders resigned for their positions. Some two thousand 

students, 80 percent of the local student body, took part in a formal boycott alliance. 

At same time, 20 social organisations and the local residents established the Boycott 

Committee against the Anmyun NWDF. 

In relation to the number of participants, after the government's announcement 

of the project, 5,000 residents participated in the first protest demonstration and 

12,000 of the Island's 16,000 residents took part in the second demonstration. Part of 

them also occupied some public offices and went on a sit-down strike. Considering 

the total population of Anmyun Island, such a degree of participation was very high. 

Table 8-3. Scale of participants 

Groups/ Residents Participants' activity No. of participants 

Public/social groups Resign( officials/community leaders) 42 / 40 people 
Students boycott (schools) 2,000 students (16) 
Bo\'cott committee 20 social Qroups 

Residents Protest demonstratIon lst:S.OO() 2nd: 12.000 
Occupation Slt-dO\\n strike 300 people/ S.OOO people 
Protest assemblies 2~ \'illaues' 1_~ commumtic:--. 



2. Duration of conflict 

The first phase of the conflict started on 3 November 1990 when central go\"ernment 

announced the project and finished on the10 November when the government 

cancelled its project. Although the second conflict connected with the project took 

place because the government actually could not forward its plan without the 

residents' acceptance, the further duration of conflict would be only 8 days more. 

The literature suggests that usually the longer the duration of conflict, the 

higher the intensity of conflict. Why then was the Anmyun Island conflict so intense 

although so brief? In spite of the short period involved, the intensity of conflict in 

this case was like the strength of a nuclear explosion. The conflict immediately 

developed as a violent situation without the stages of issues, dispute and impasse. 

What were the reasons for this quickly achieved high intensity of conflict? First, it 

may be suggested that the conflict issue made the residents very frightened and angry. 

They believed the facility jeopardised their safety and the right to life. The second 

reason was the secrecy of the public decision-making process. Since the residents did 

not have the knowledge and infonnation about NWDF in advance, the government's 

sudden announcement made the residents who had placed their hope on the tourist 

resort feel both fear and betrayal. 

3. Frequency and pattern of conflictual behaviour (Table 8.4) 

There were residents' protest activities every day during the conflict. Large-scale 

protest demonstrations were held three times; school attendance was boycotted on 

three days; the unlawful occupation and sit-down strikes took place on two days. 

Besides resignations, protest visitations, a signature collecting campaign and press 

interviews were carried out successfully. 

The objectors' behavioural patterns included illegal behaviour as well as legal 

protest movements. The violent behaviour included setting fire to a sub-police station, 

illegal demonstrations, the occupation of a public facility, kidnapping officials, 

throwing Molotov cocktails, threatening the demolition of the bridge to the mainland 

and the formation of residents' guard. The maintenance of public order \\as nearly 

impossible and the police used tear gas to disperse the cro\yds. Such a serious 

situation \\'as unparalleled in the annals of the history of Korean nuclear industry. 



Table 8-4. Patterns of residents' behaviour 

Legal Protest visiting; Signature collecting campaign; Demonstration: 

action Interview; Negotiation. 

Illegal Illegal demonstration and assembly; Occupying public facility; 

action Kidnapping; Incendiary fire; Molotov Cocktail; Civil guard. 

8.2.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

The definition and range of stakeholders in this case were relatively clear because the 

spatial boundary was limited within Anmyun Island. It was not necessary to identify 

stakeholders (i.e. the residents) individually. The residents' representatives consisted 

of community leaders and the members of local business and social groups. They 

could speak with complete confidence for their residents (Lee and Fitzgerald 1997, 

p.75). Nevertheless, since they were representatives of the opposition movement 

toward the government's project and did not have the opportunity to negotiate, they 

did not have a positive influence on conflict resolution. 

Box 8.6 Conflict variables: stakeholders and representatives 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Stakeholders Clear(Anmyun Island residents) + 
Representati ves Local officials/community leaders -
+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolution; 0 nnplies a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a negative 
influence. 

2. Issues 

The key issue relating to the conflict was extremely simple: the safety of the NWDF. 

It was not necessary to identify issues and establish an order of priority among issues. 

The scale of the issue was so large that it even attracted the nation's attention. 

Box 8.7 Conflict variables: issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Number of issue Simple -

Scale of issue National concern -

Identification of issue More easy + 
.. + implies a positive mfluence on conflict resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect: - ImplIes a negative 

influence. 

3. ,'){rateg" llnd tactics 

.\t the start the govenlment mainly adopted measures of avoidance. of disregarding 

the residents' COI1CenlS and using a forceful and top-do\\n i.luthori ty command 

I 



approach. However faced with strong resistance, it abandoned its proposal and was 

obliged to withdraw. On the other hand, the residents continued to use physical force 

such as demonstration and unlawful assembly. Both parties' strategies removed \yays 

of peaceful settlement. There was no opportunity for negotiation and bargaining to 

reach a win/win position. 

Box 8.8 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent F orce/withdrawal -

Opponent Violent and illegal action/demonstration -
.. 

+ ImplIes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutlOn; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a negatiw 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisations 

Central government was a direct party to the conflict in this case, but was restricted in 

its opportunities for negotiation with the residents, because the residents distrusted its 

motives, regarded it as an enemy and refused to deal with it. In the face of continuing 

well-publicised mass opposition, including violent resistance from local citizens, the 

government had neither the ability to resolve the conflict and nor to sustain its project 

any longer. 

Chungnam Province's role was rather more complex. On one hand, when the 

government's secret project became public knowledge, Chungnam Province lost no 

time in declaring its opposition. On the other hand, Chungnam played the role of 

intervenor to persuade residents and help them understand through dialogues and 

social meetings (Donga Daily Newspaper, 1990e). Such dual behaviour came from 

its administrative status, in which local government performed not only the role of 

central government's agent but also that of being the residents' messenger. Under the 

autocratic system, Chungnam Province's attempt at an alliance with Anmyun Island 

residents was an exceptional behaviour. Due to the seriousness of the issue, the 

Province seemed to realise that it could not persuade Anmyun Island's residents. 

Consequently there was no administrative buffer zone to mediate the clash between 

residents and government and this itselfhad a negati\'e intluence on contlict 

resolution. 
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Box 8.9 Conflict variables: the role of public organisations 

Variables Detailed aspects ! Assessment 
Central government · MOST: project proponent -

- forcelignorance/debate (with social groups) 
- secret process 

Local government · Chungnam Province: opponent Ithird party -
- opponent (to central government) 
- facilitator (to residents) 

Government agency · Atomic Power Research Institute: planner + 
- persuasion (to residents) 

.. 
+ ImplIes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

5. Third party intervention 

Although Chungnam Province had a potential opportunity to undertake mediation. it 

did not actively intervene for the settlement of conflict. Accordingly there was no 

neutral third party to mediate the dispute. Since there were no appropriate tools such 

as negotiation, mediation, facilitation and arbitration to settle the conflict, the conflict 

moved over the stage of impasse into a violent situation. No one could intrude upon 

the conflict because the residents' emotion took a sharp tum for the worse. 

Box 8.10 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Third party Chungnam Province (support residents) -

Third party's role No neutral third party intervention -

Capacity of third party No third party -

+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - ImplIes a negative 

influence. 

8.3. The Case of Younggwang Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) 

8.3.1. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background 

Located on the coastal zone of the Western Sea, Younggwang County. a part of 

Chunnam Province had a population of 68,600 in 1995. Its residents were largely 

engaged in inshore fisheries in the neighbouring waters. A traditional fishing and 

agrarian area, the County had been faced great changes after 1981 when the 

construction of the first NPGs (Nos. 1 and 2) had started. 

Although Youngg\\'ang NPG No.1 \\as operational in August 1986. the first NPP 

con flict had occuned a year earlier \\hen Younggwang residents took part in 

mO\Clllcnts for compensation for damage to their fish f~11111S. The beginning of 



conflict was thus largely concerned with residents ' economic interests rather than 

opposition to the construction ofNPPs. However, in 1986 the Chernobyl accident 

occurred in the Soviet Union and in 1988 several accidents took place in Korea ' s 

NPPs. 4
) These accidents gave rise to nation-wide concerns about NPP safety and 

caused national anti-nuclear groups to be established. Younggwang residents began 

to campaign against NNPs Nos 3 and 4 under construction at the tin1e. Meanwhile, 

in 1991 central government issued its 'Long Range Plan for Supply and Demand of 

Electric Power', under whose provisions it endorsed the construction of two further 

NPPs at Younggwang (Nos. 5 and 6) (see Figure 8.2). 

Figure 8-2. Location ofYounggwang NPPs (1-6 Generators) 
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2. Start a/the conflict 

The conflict related to Younggwang NPGs Nos. 5 and 6 began in July 1993 when the 

government held an explanatory meeting with local residents, representatives of 

fishermen, the local authority and members of the Local County Assembly 

(established in 1991). The first instance of conflictual behaviour occurred in October 

1993 when a meeting of two thousand residents was held under the auspices of the 

Younggwang County Countermove Committee against NPP. Meanwhile, the Korean 

Electric Power Company (KEPCO) 5) had commissioned an Enviromnental Impact 

~l lnclucl 1l1 \!: lea k or DellteJ IUl11 O\.lde. dlegal nuclear \\·aste reclamatIon and lIspen'>lOn or operation . 
' I K L~ PC 0 ~ U 1110nopoly natIona l entell)lI e tha t blldds electnc PO\\ er plant and exclu 1\ ely produce 

and '-.clh electriCIty 
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Assessment (EIA) of the site for the proposed NPPs and submitted it for public 

inspection and a public hearing in 1994. At this time, four generators were already 

operating or under construction at Y ounggwang. Local residents had already had an 

experience of some damage from thermal discharge generated from NPGs Nos. 1 and 

2. In addition, since several problems 6) connected with the safety ofNPP had 

already occurred in the late 1980s-early 1990s, the residents strongly opposed the 

proposal to add a further 2 plants in the locality. In 1994 (i.e. before local autonomy) 

'the Local [County] Assembly had established Younggwang County Committee for 

Counter-plan to NPP with social groups and started a full scale protest movement 

against the construction of Nos. 5 and 6' (Park, 1999, p.64). 

Environmental groups and fishermen argued that measures for the reduction of 

thermal discharges were imperfect and the ground of the site No.5 consisted of an 

earthquake crushing zone which could threaten the safety of the NPPs. In addition, 

they insisted that KEPCO did not listen sufficiently to residents' opinions, and central 

government's incentive projects (such as regional developments within the area) were 

insufficient. However, after the Ministry of Industry and Energy (MOlE) had 

completed its consultation with the Ministry of Environment (MOE) over the results 

of the EIA, KEPCO subsequently applied to Younggwang County for a building 

permit to construct NPPs Nos. 5 and 6, which was issued on 22 January 1996 (Park, 

1999 p.69). 

3. The development a/the conflict 

Younggwang County's building permit gave rise to a storm of indignation by local 

residents. Arguing that the building permit issued by Y ounggwang County should be 

cancelled, several protest groups occupied the Younggwang County Office and held a 

demonstration in front of the Office Gate. Faced with strong opposition from social 

groups and residents, the executive head of the County then cancelled the building 

permit after only eight days, giving the reason that the County could not carry out its' 

administrative activities due to the residents' collective demonstration. KEPCO 

argued that 'it was unfair that the permission issued through la\\ful procedure, \vas 

cancelled on account of residents' opposition' (Park, 1999. p.84). The company 

, , Prohlems as:--lK'latL'd \\ ith '\P( j '\0:-- 1-4 included: a break do\\n and radill~lCtl\c leakage aCL'ident. 
dama~L' to Iluclear fuel pl1\e. damage to fishery products and destructIon of el'o:--ystem, birth of 
def()r~1ed childrL'Il. etc. OCCUITL,d :--lIcce~~I\ely 1Il Il))\~-1995 (Park 1 l)!)9. p.:'\), -;-- -l) I 



immediately referred the County's decision to the Board of Audit and Inspection 

(BOAl) for judgement, arguing that the County's cancellation \\'as groundless in I a\\'. 

From this time, the dispute between central government and Younggwang County 

continued in existence for eight months. 

4. The process of conflict and prospect of resolution 

The conflict between Y ounggwang County and central government came to be a 

national concern. Citizens' groups asked the government to cancel the construction 

ofNPPs Nos. 5 and 6, while the government called upon Younggwang County to 

withdraw its cancellation of the building-permit. With the intensity of conflict 

increasing, the government took a firm attitude toward Y ounggwang County and the 

need to respond to the BOArs decision. As soon as it had received KEPCO's 

request, the BOAl conducted a split location investigation in order to collect 

residents', the County's and KEPCO's opinions, and on 5 July 1996 judged the 

County's cancellation to be an unlawful administrative measure. When the BOAl's 

decision became to known to the public and to anti-nuclear groups, there were 

demonstrations everyday at the front of the County Gate. Y ounggwang Local 

Assembly also organised a signature-collecting campaign against the construction of 

NPG Nos. 5 and 6, and submitted a petition to KEPCO and the MOlE signed by about 

20,000 people. 

KEPCO meanwhile began to negotiate with the opposing parties for the 

conflict resolution 7) and suggested improvements to NPP safety, compensation for 

damage to the fishery by surveying thermal discharges, a plan for improved regional 

development projects and the establishment of a private environmental supervisory 

organisation. On the other hand, after hearing the BOAl's decision, Y ounggwang 

County also held conferences with the Local Assembly, environmental groups and 

residents to explain KEPCO's suggestions and the BOAl's final judgement. 

Younggwang County eventually withdrew its cancellation of the building permit on 

----------

-, K EPCO had 111L'L'ting~ for l'oncihation \\ith the Local COllnty :\ssemhl)' no les~ than eight tillles 
(Park. 1999. p. :\:"). 



17 September 1996. and the conflict began quickly to calm do\yn, although 

environmental groups and residents continued to resist the decision. 

8.3.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

1. Difference of interest 

According to KEPCO, the de\'elopment ofNPGs 5 and 6 would lead to the 

employment of 3,000 local residents, the payment of local tax would provide 33 per 

cent of the County's local tax revenues and regional development projects could be 

carried out (KEPCO, 2000), while the economic costs would be largely concentrated 

on net losses to fishermen's incomes. The thermal discharge generated from NPG 

could increase the temperature of water and cause the Biological Oxygen Demand 

(BOD) to increase near the discharge area, which could damage to local sea farms 

(seaweed and shellfish) and consequently could lead to a decline in revenues (Park 

1999, p.98). Accordingly the main economic issue was how to compensate the 

fishermen for this damage and how to mitigate the thermal discharge. However, it 

was very difficult to define the spatial range of damage and to calculate the degree of 

damage, and without their resolution these matters increased the intensity of conflict. 

Social issues did not have much influence on the intensity of conflict in the 

case of the Younggwang NPPs. KEPCO had already expropriated the site for the 

NPPs and four NPGs were already on site, and there were no problems about the 

displacement of residents and damage to the regional image. 

The next issue was the environmental impact of further construction at the site 

and the safety ofNPGs. As mentioned earlier, the discharge of cooling water could 

lead to a further increase in the temperature of seawater and it was argued that this 

could deal the marine ecosystem a fatal blow (Citizen Environmental Research 

Institute, 1998). KEPCO, however, insisted that it could effectively mitigate the 

effects of increased thermal discharges through the installation of a cooling lagoon. 

The main issue thus became the safety ofNPG. According to KIPO's survey in 1995 

(Table 8.5), 76.3 per cent of Younggwang residents believed that NPP was not a safe 

method of electric generation (Park, 1999, p.l 03). The County's residents had 

already experienced personally the type of damage \\hich might be invoh'ed. and the 

Chel110byl accidcnt and the Crushing Zone of the site for No, 5 stimulated their 

concern ovcr the safety of ~pp, These factors increased the intensit\ of the contlict. 



Table 8-5. Younggwang residents' perception on the safety of NPG 

Year Safe Acceptable Dangerous No comment 
1989 6.5 0/0 23.0 0/0 70.5 % 0.0 0/0 
1995 19.4 0/0 - 76.3 0/0 4.4 % 

Source. KIPO 1989, 1995, (m Park. 1999. P.103) 

As a consequence of these arguments, the local residents insisted that the costs 

of the construction ofNPP were greater than the benefits. Responding to these points, 

the government took the position that if there were excessive local costs for the 

national project, the matter could be resolved through negotiations for compensation. 

The government's preferred interest was to build the NPPs within a given period of 

time rather than environment and safety. On the other hand, the County head had an 

electoral interest in the next election and he stood at the side of his residents. These 

differences between the main disputants' interests played an important part in 

increasing the intensity of conflict. 

Box 8.11 Conflict factors: differences of interest 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic interests Disparity + 
Social interests Negative image + 
Environment and safety Radioactive and thermal dischar,ge + 
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

2. Trust and communication 

Relationships between local residents and the government were quite tense, because 

the existing disputes surrounding NPGs Nos. 1-4. Such tension basically came from 

distrust over the technology of and information about NPGs. What information the 

residents received, where they received it from and how much they trusted it, greatly 

influenced the direction of conflict. A survey of Y ounggwang residents' opinions by 

the Korean Institute of Public Opinion (KIPO) showed that the trust toward 

government was quite low, while trust toward anti-nuclear groups or expressions was 

very high (Table 8.6). Because the anti-nuclear groups and press largely supplied 

negative information about the go\'ernment's NPG policy, there was a strong 

possibility that the residents \\'ould show negative behaviour toward the government 

and increase the intensity of conflict \\'ithout any clear supply of positive infonnation 

from the government and KEPCO. 



Table 8-6. Younggwang resident's trust toward information sources (1995) 

Source Site on NPG Site near NPG Average 
NPG Industry 12.2 % 11.5 0/0 11.6 % 
Government 8.8 0/0 9.6 0/0 9.5 0/0 
Scientist 17.4% 15.3 0/0 15.60/0 
Environment/ Anti-nuclear group 21.6 0/0 16.5 0/0 17.20/0 
Newspaper/Board 19.3 % 17.50/0 17.70/0 
Source: KIPO 1989, 1995, (quoted m Park, 1999. p. 105) 

In relation to NPG safety, the residents distrusted the government's 

information, while they trusted environmental groups' or research institute's 

information. The lack of trust toward KEPCO, the proprietor ofNPG project, is 

shown in Table 8.7 (KEPCO has got only 6.5 per cent in relation to trust), 

demonstrating how difficult it was for a direct party to acquire trust from another 

party. Actually the residents and environmental groups continuously posed questions 

about the safety ofNPGs site and the government's device for the reduction of 

thermal discharge. Consequently, the result of the degree of technical distrust toward 

government and KEPCO was to encourage an increasing intensity of conflict. 

Table 8-7. Trust on the information of NPG safety 

Environmntal KINS* Univ.lresearch Central KEPCO No Answer 
Group institute government 

31.0% 23.7% 17.7% 11.0% 6.5% 10.1% 
Sources: Park, 1999, p.106 * Korea Institute for Nuclear Power Safety 

On the other hand, since the project depended on the published Long Range 

Plan for Supply and Demand of Electric Power, procedural and secrecy problems did 

not occur. Only when concerned with compensation did residents argue that central 

government did not disclose the result of survey about the potential damage to the 

fishery so reducing the limits of compensation. 

In order to reduce distrust, the government held conferences and explanatory 

meetings with the residents; each party's intention or opinion was communicated 

directly. The government did not give itself the opportunity to discuss issues about 

the environment with social groups. because it intentionally used dodging tactics. such 

as the exc lusion of the group's participation in the process of compensation for 

damage and en\'ironment impact assessment. \vhich resulted in an increase of the 

intensity of connict. 



Box 8.12 Conflict factors: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships Bad relationships + 
Technical trust Discharge thermal/safety of site + 
Procedural trust Open process/partly close -

Communication Partly block + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensIty of conflIct; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

3. Perception of and behaviour ill the conflict 

The government considered that construction ofNPP was a very important national 

project, and placed most priority on the accomplishment of construction without delay. 

Accordingly, it regarded the conflict as an obstacle in the progress of project and over 

rode the wishes of the environmental groups. Opponents also concentrated on 

destructive actions rather than constructive alternatives. 

As conflicts related to NPPs had often occurred since the 1980s, the 

government changed the previous procedures and methods. It adopted many parts of 

the residents' desires. It submitted the result of EIA to public inspection and held a 

public hearing on the result. In spite of the government's efforts to improve the 

decision-making process, Younggwang residents considered that the government's 

basic behaviour had not changed because it had disregarded the environmental groups, 

repressive and exclusive behavioural forms during the conflict.
8
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On the other hand, Y ounggwang County showed deceitful behaviour. It did 

not intervene actively in the conflict and assumed a wait-and see attitude at the 

beginning. However, after the implementation of local autonomy, the County could 

not look away from the residents' demands. In particular the Head of the County's 

administration pledged publicly during his election that he opposed the construction 

ofNPP Nos. 5 and 6. (KLAI, 1996, p.35) Nonetheless, following the election, he 

approved the building permit on the grounds that the NPPs were essential to the 

national energy policy. However, confronted with the residents' strong protests, he 

then reversed his decision (i.e. building permit) and took an active position against the 

government's position i.e. rejecting the BOArs judgement against his rescinding the 

earlier approval. Such behaviour \\ould ha\c been impossible before local autonomy. 

Howc\er, after nine months, he fomlally \\·ithdrew the cancellation of building penllit. 

8) The ~o\"ernl11ent did nol issue a puhlic mel'1ing appronl nor take part in the public hearing held in 
Octoh~r 199() under tl1(' auspin''- of Youngg\\ang :\nti- '\ul'kar Groups, and arreskd .3 peupk during 
an assemhly for the anti-nuclear lllowment 111 \Iarch, 199() (Park 199(). p. :-:4). 



Younggwang County's attitude to the construction ofNPG can be described as one of 

utter confusion: 'opposition - building permit award - cancellation - opposition 

rescinding the cancellation', which contributed to increasing the degree of conflict. 

Box 8.13 Conflict factors: perception and behaviour patterns 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent Negative -
Opponent Negative -

Central government Persuasion! authority + 
Local government Rej ect/protest + 
Residents/social grouRs Negotiation! protest + 
+ ImplIes a factor IncreasIng the IntenSIty of confhct; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

4. Structure and internal discord 

Although residents' protest movements were not systematic before the social groups' 

intervention, as the conflict began to develop, residents' groups began to make 

preparations for movement against the government's plan. However, there was to be 

internal discord between residents and between resident and social groups. A notable 

aspect was a group of residents who asserted that the NPG project would facilitate 

regional development, and who supported the project and confronted other residents 

opposed to the project (KCCI, 1997, pp.35-36). This discord made it difficult for the 

government to negotiate with residents and raised the intensity of conflict. 

Box 8.14 Conflict factors: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Structure Well structured (government/residents) -
Internal discord Split/discord + 
+ implies a factor increasIng the IntenSIty of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - ImplIes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

5. External environment 

Many outsiders including environmental and social interest groups were involved in 

the Younggwang NPP issue.9
) They threw their full support behind the County's 

cancellation of the building permit and raised the degree of conflict by taking a 

leading role in rallying the citizen's movement. On 25 July 1996, some 20 social 

groups established 'The Emergency Countermeasure Committee for Opposition to 

Youngg\\'ang NPPs' and supported the Younggwang Allti-Nuc lear Association's 

acti\-ity. Citizens usually acquired their knowledge about 1\;PG through the mass 

., Chllnnam 1-:11\1I011I11eI11 \lll\t'IllL'111 l-ederatiol1. Y\I(':,\. PL'a~aI11 \lmt'I11L'nt (jrollps dc_ 



media which generally reported on negati\'e eyents or accidents related to NPG. IO
) 

The mass media \\as also thought to haye had an influence on the residents' protest 

mo\'ement against the project. Ne\'ertheless, the press generally assumed a critical 

attitude toward Younggwang County's behaviour II) with regard to the building 

permit question. In their editorial columns they argued that the NPP project, as a 

matter of important national policy, should not be blocked due to local government's 

regional selfishness. Press reports drew national attention to the NPP issue and were 

helpful to the central government's case and creating a public opinion unfavourable to 

Y ounggwang County. 

Box 8.15 Conflict factors: external environment 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
NGOs Environmental groups (local/national) + 
Press Support government -

Political change Local autonomy + 
+ 1lllplies a factor increasmg the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

8.3.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Number of participants 

At the outset, MOlE as a proponent, and local residents, social groups and 

Younggwang County, as opponents, participated in the conflict. The social groups 

involved 15 local interest groups and 20 external social groups. After the issue 

changed to the question of the building permit, the BaAl was involved both as a third 

party and as a direct party. On the other hand, the main actors in the protest 

movements were the anti-nuclear groups and local residents. A total of fifty thousand 

people took part in the protest movement during the period of conflict and the average 

number of participants on any individual protest was 500-1000 people (Park, 1999, 

p.91). 

IIJI ...... ccording to Seoul LniYersity 's Population and Health Research Institute's sur\"ey. 57 percent of 
nation had a negatiw image to\\ard ""PC]. and 66 percent pointed out that such negati\"e image \\as 
formed through ne\\"spaper reports ( \IOST. 199:. p.29--l), 
III :-\ re\"ie\\ ~f editOrIals in C) national daily 11e\\"spaper from 1 January to 31 Oecemhcr 1996. shmwJ 
that 11 of 2-+ \\ ere cntlc;]1 oj Y OUl1gg\\ang Count:y's beha\"iour (Park. 1999. p.l21 ). 
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2. Duration of conflict 

The first conflictual beha\"iour occurred in June 1993, and was carried out by local 

fishennen and environmental groups asking for the cancellation of the construction of 

any additional NPGs. The later conflict between central and local government 

occurred in February 1996 when the head of Y ounggwang County cancelled the 

building pennit (NPG. Nos. 5 and 6). From this point, the conflict was sharply 

aggravated and became a national issue, being sustained for nine months and only 

ending in September 1996, when the County Head rescinded the cancellation of the 

building pennit. 

3. Frequency and pattern of conflictual behaviour (Table 8.8) 

Conflictual behaviour was carried out through a range of methods from legal actions 

such as manifesto, press interviews and a signature campaign, to illegal 

demonstrations including an act of violence. However, most protest activities were 

conducted within the legal framework. Although the frequency of conflictual 

behaviour was not high, after the County cancelled the building pennit, actions by 

social groups occurred quite regularly. 

Table 8-8. Patterns of residents' behaviour 

Legal action Manifesto, press interview, propaganda bill, assembly/demonstration, 
signature campaign, public hearing, administrative litigation. 

Illegal action Demonstration, use of autonomy (BOAl judged an illegal action) 

8.3.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

Stakeholders were limited to the area around the proposed NPPs, but the boundary of 

the facilities' influence was not clear. Because the different balances of damage and 

advantage to stakeholders' interests, some were in favour of the construction of the 

project while others were against. The identification of stakeholders was not easy, 

because so many indiyidual households and interests \\ere inyolycd; the selection of 

representatiyes was also difficult because the representati\'es' n1ain concen1S were 

different from each other. Accordingly_ \\"ith coincided opinion, it was difficult for 

thc represent at i \ l'S to copc \\ith and negotiate \\ith the gO\e111ment. 



Anti-nuclear groups and the Younggwang County Local Assembly led the 

protest movements, but because they could not fully speak for fishery interests, they 

had a limited ability to negotiate on these matters. On the other hand. stakeholders in 

relation to the building pennit question were clear and each party's representatiye 

could play its role fully. The environmental groups in Chunnam Province intervened 

in the conflict on the side of Younggwang County residents. 

Box 8.16 Conflict variables: stakeholders and representatives 

Variables Detail aspect Assessment 

Stakeholders Vague stakeholders -

Representati ves Environmental groups -

Local government -
.. 

+ ImplIes a posItIve mfluence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

2. Issues 

The conflict issues were quite complex in this case. At first, the major issue was one 

of compensation for damage, that is, the amount of indemnity and the range of 

compensation for damage to fisheries. The next issue was about the reduction of 

thennal discharges from NPGs and security and safety ofNPGs. The final issue was 

the scale of support for regional development projects. These several issues made it 

possible to bargain about alternatives, which had a positive effect in helping in to 

resolve the conflict. On the other hand, in the conflict between the anti-nuclear 

groups and the government, the safety ofNPGs was the most important issue. These 

groups continuously raised questions about the safety ofNPGs including technical 

and geographical matters and asked for the cancellation of the construction of 

additional generators. This matter brought a positional conflict, which had a negative 

influence on conflict resolution. 

Finally, in connection with the building pennit, the issue was whether 

Younggwang County's countennand was legal or not. Central government 

considered the County's behaviour to be illegal. while the County claimed that it \\'as 

obliged to do as it had because of its residents' protest. Since there was no room for 

compromise, the central goyernment used the methods of legal processes and 

procedures to resoh'e the conflict. Although the complexity of the issues involved in 

this case made it difficult to identify them easily, in contrast the number ofissucs 

i llvolnxl m<ldc it possible to establ ish alternatives for bargaining. 
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Box 8.17 Conflict variables: Issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Number of issue Complex (Safety/compensation/legality) + 
Scale of issue National concern -

Identification Difficult -
" " + ImplIes a posItl\"e mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 implies a neutral no effect: - implies a negati,"e 

influence" ~ 

3" Strategies and tactics 

Central government used a 'carrot and stick' strategy. On one hand it negotiated with 

residents for a successful accomplishment of the project; on the other hand it 

disregarded social groups' demands and opinions and eliminated their intervention in 

the process of deciding on the project. Drawing a distinction between the residents 

and the social groups, the government tried to segregate them. I2
) Toward 

Younggwang County, the government used firm administrative action, asking the 

BOAI for a judgement on the propriety of this step and at the same times preparing 

administrative litigation. Nevertheless, the government also negotiated with 

Younggwang County Assembly for help in understanding its residents' intentions, 

while its concessions over an observation body for pollution discharges and regional 

development projects provided the County with a line of retreat so as to rescind the 

cancellation of the building permit. 

At the outset Y ounggwang County was an observer and onlooker. With the 

residents' protests increasing, the County stood against central government through its 

rejection of the building permit, but this move was frustrated by the central 

government's firm response. The County then retreated from the ground of the 

conflict. The timing of this conflict during the implementation of local autonomy, 

suggests that although the Korean political environment had changed greatly with 

localisation, central government could still exercised its influence over local 

government policies and administration through an administrative supervisory right. 

In particular, this type of bureaucratic conflict demonstrated that even with local 

autonomy, in dispute with the central authorities local authority basically needs to act 

correctly within legal and administrative systems" Local autonomy in Korea is not 

an absolute matter. but is constrained by central gOYCnlment's yiews of the national 

interest in decisions which haye considerable local impacts. 

-~-~---------

rhe go\"ernment dcclincd to p~lrticipate in public hearIngs held under the allspices of an anti nuclear 
~rollp" nor did it auth()II~l' a noticl' of ~h~l'mhly: ll1~ked It anl'sled thrt'l' pnsnn-; at the meetll1g place 

, " 1 
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Box 8.18 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent Persuade/ force/ignore + 
Opponent (local government! C onfrontati on/wi thdraw all + 
residents/ social groups) dialogue/demonstration 

.. 
+ ImplIes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a negatiw 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisations 

As mentioned before (Section 8.3.1), this conflict could be distilled into two parts: (a) 

the conflict related to NPG construction; and, (b) the building permit conflict. In the 

former conflict, MOlE and KEPCO were direct parties. They negotiated directly 

with the residents for compensation for damage, but treated environmental groups 

opposing the construction ofNPG coldly and stiffly, because the implementation of 

the project was their first objective and a legal action carried out through law and 

administration. On the other hand, BOAl carried out a third party role, but it became 

a direct party after Younggwang County refused to execute its' judgement. 

Y ounggwang County could have been in the position to mediate the conflict, 

but it only watched the development of the conflict situation at the beginning stage. 

After the implementation of local autonomy, the County became direct party to the 

conflict with the building permit as a key consideration. The County formed an 

alliance with its residents and withheld its assistance from central government over 

administrative procedures. This would have been unimaginable behaviour before the 

political situation changed. As the local government had aligned with citizen 

movement groups and supported their activities, the conflict began to escalate and 

came to be more complicated. Consequently, the County did not playa role of 

mediator, but through taking a provocative attitude toward the BOAl's decision, itself 

became a party to the conflict. 

Box 8.19 Conflict variables: the role of public organisations 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Central gov't * MOlE (proponent): force/disregard (to social -

groups); persuasion (to residents)/open process 
* BOAI (third Rarty ~ direct Rarty}: arbitrator/direct + 

disputant to county 
I * Youngg\\"ang County( opponent): opposition -

Local go\" 't . * Chunnam Province: neutral position 0 
* KEPCO (busine~~ proprietor): persuasion (to + 

(im't agency resident and s\,>~ial_gl~)~Il?S)_. 
--+ impltl'" a pOSltl\ l' 1Il1luenct.' on conflICt resolutIOn: () Implil's a !It.'lItral no etkct: - Impllc" a !legatl\c 

III tlllCIlCC. 
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5. Third partv illten'elltiol1 

The BOAI participated in the conflict as a role of third party. It had the right to judge 

matters about administrative procedures and its role was similar to that of an arbitrator 

rather than a true mediator. Despite the BOAI's decision to rescind the cancellation 

of the building pennit, Younggwang County rejected their decision and resisted 

stubbornly. After that, the BOAl became a direct party to the conflict rather than a 

third party. As a result, there was not a third party that could initiate a negotiation and 

help technical problems as the MOlE had supported its agency. KEPCO. 

Box 8.20 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Third party BOAI + 
Third party's role Arbitrator + 
Capacity of third party No neutral and special third party -

.. 
+ ImplIes a pOSItIve mfluence on conflIct resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

8.4. Comparison of the Analysis of the Two Case Studies 

8.4.1. Factors Influencing the Intensity of Conflict 

Table 8.9 provides a summary view of the analysis of the factors influencing the intensity of the 

conflicts in the two NIMBY case studies. It reveals that as a general point, most of the factors played 

some part in increasing the intensity of the conflicts. In both cases the intensity was increased by the 

operation of the 'differences of interest' factor in economic and social terms, and, in the parties' views 

about safety issues concerned with potential radioactive waste and thermal discharges. The 'external 

environment' factor also contributed to increasing the intensity on both cases, although in 

Y ounggwang the effect of the press and media coverage acted as a more moderating 

influence. Other factors increasing intensity included the secrecy of government 

decision-making ('trust and communications) in the Anmyun Island case, and the 

establishment of local autonomy in the Youngwang case. In tenns of the factors 

whose influence were to diminish the intensity of conflict, the 'perception of conflict' 

factor in tenns of previously respectful and non-conflictual relationships could be 

found in both cases as was the well-structured nature of central government. 

Different operation of the factors was revealed O\'er 'trust and communication', \\"here 

the lack of trust of the top-dO\\"J1 procedures of central government increased the 

intensity on Anmvun, whereas in the Yanggwang case there was a greater degree of 
-' '" ................ -- .............. 

technical and procedural trust and comlllunication between the disputants. 



Table 8-9. Factors influencing the intensity of conflict 

Factors Sub-factors Anmyun case Y ounggwang case 

Differences of interest Economic + + 
Social + + 
Safety + + 

Trust!communication Technical trust 0 -

Procedural trust + -

Communication + + 
Perceptionlbehaviour Proponent - -

Opponent - -

Central Government + + 
Local Government 0 + 
Residents/groups + + 

Structurelinternal discord Government - -

Resident! groups + + 
External environment Interest groups + + 
(surroundings) Expression + -

Political change + + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensIty of conflIct; 0 Implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

As a whole, the influence of the factors forcing the intensity of conflict was 

similar to each other in both cases, but factors alleviating the intensity were more 

effective in the Y ounggwang case than in the Anmyun case. In addition, central 

government's procedural problems and the residents' anxiety on radioactive 

contamination in Anmyun case removed the opportunity to negotiate, and strongly 

increased the overall intensity of conflict. Judging from this analysis, the intensity of 

conflict in Anmyun could be higher regarded as being higher than the case of 

Y ounggwang. 

8.4.2. Comparison of the Degree of Conflict Intensity 

The three indicators of the degree of intensity of conflict (Ref. Ch. 7.7.1) are the 

number of parties, the relative duration and the frequency and pattern of violent 

conflictual behaviour. Comparing the number of participants in these two conflicts 

provides rather inconclusive evidence. On the one hand the Anmyun case could be 

assessed as a more intense conflict than that at Y ounggwang. On the other hand, as 

the number of parties in Younggwang case was more than in the Anmyun case, then 

this could be assessed as the more intense. Next, comparing only the duration of 

conflict, the degree of conflict in Younggwang case could be considered as higher 

than one of Anmyun case, because the fonller was far longer than the latter. Finally, 

comparing the type and amount or contlictual beha\'iouL the \iolent beha\'iour used 

for the protest 1110n:ll1Cllt in e\'ery respect in the ,-\nll1yull case and its frequency (e\cll 



over a relatively short duration) \\'as far higher in the Youngg\vang case. Overall. 

the degree of intensity of conflict in both cases can be considered as broadly similar. 

but having different characteristics. In Anmyun, there were many participants and a 

considerable amount of violent behaviour although over a short period; in Youngwang, 

there were more fonnal parties involved over a much longer period, although the 

pattern of behaviour involved protests were not generally so \'iolent. 

8.4.3. Results of the Analysis of Variables Influencing Conflict Resolution 

Table 8.10 provides a summary of the analysis of the operation of the variables 

influencing conflict resolution in the two NIMBY case studies. The variables include 

the complexity of the conflict issue(s), the strategies and tactics used by the disputants, 

the role of public organisations, the contribution of third party intervention, and the 

involvement of stakeholders and their representatives. 

Table 8-10. Variables for conflict resolution 

Variables Sub-variables Anmyun Younggwang 

Stakeholders (Actors) Disputants + -

Representative - -

Issues Number of issues - + 
Scale of issues - -

Identification of issues + -

Strategy/Tactic Proponent - + 
Opponent - + 

Government's role Central government - -

Local government - -

Government agency 0 + 
Third party Third party intervention 0 + 

Role of third party 0 + 
Capacity of third party 0 + 

+ implies a positive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a negatl\ e 
influence. 

In the Anmyun case, none of the variables (except 'identification of issues' 

and 'definition of disputants') was assessed as having made a positive contribution to 

the resolution of the conflict. The single issue nature of the dispute made 'give and 

take' between parties impossible and each party sustained a 'positional conflict' 

position. Both parties' strategies. for e:\ample forcing and violent behaviours, 

pro\'ided strong-blocks against opening up an opportunity for negotiation and the 

situation for third party to intervene. Consequently, the conflict was plunged into an 

c:\tremely confused situation and \\<lS ended hy one party's \\ithdn1\\ing completely. 



On the other hand, in the case of Younggwang, there was an open opportunity 

for the parties to negotiate and to communicate with each other, not only because the 

intensity of conflict was lower, but also because the central go,'ernment's behayiour 

was relatively milder than in the Anmyun case. Accordingly, the parties could 

suggest alternatives to solve the problems discussed in negotiation. There were some 

reasons that the conflict was resolved peacefully. The first reason was the BOAl's 

intervention. The BOAl's decision that the Younggwang County's cancellation of 

the building-pennit was unlawful, left the County in a weak position and it had to bow 

to the BOAl's authority. The second reason was that national public opinion had 

largely considered the County's protest as regional selfishness, because the County 

had opposed a national policy established through a proper legal process. Public 

opinion also regarded the County's behaviour unfavourably, because the County head 

had his mind more on re-election than on his legal and administrative responsibilities 

and providing leadership to his locality. Thirdly, the County considered that it had 

achieved a useful concession with the establishment of the private supervisory 

organisation to observe problems generated by the power plants. 

Comparing these two cases, it can be concluded that the Anmyun case had 

more negative conflict resolution variables than the Younggwang case. It was 

impossible for the Anmyun conflict to be resolved through peaceful negotiation 

because important factors including 'issue', 'strategies' and 'communication' had 

negative impacts on the conflict resolution process. With regard to the central 

government's strategies, in the Anmyun case, the MOST had continuously prepared 

the project in secret and used forceful tactics such as police action and non-negotiable 

decisions. 

However, in the Younggwang case, the MOlE opened the decision-making 

process and adopted strategies of persuasion and force. The BOAI also played the 

role of a third party (arbitrator). Other local governments (counties) related to the 

disputes played different roles in the two cases and provided interesting insights into 

the pre-local autonomy position (Anmyun) and the period bridging the introduction of 

local autonomy in Korea. In the Anmyun case, Taean County stood aside from the 

conflict as an observer, but Youngg\\ang County under its political1Y-3\yare head. and 

n~ry 1I1l11sllal1y for the time. joined \\ith local residents against the yiews of the central 

gOYCJll1l1ellt. The t\\O Proyillces (Chllngnam and Chllnnam). ho\\('\ 1..'1". did not 



actively intervene in the conflicts (although Chungnam's position \vas complicated by 

its earlier secret discussions about the NWDF and some degree of sympathy \\ith its 

residents), because they had no right of decision-making and did not want to be 

involved in such complicated conflicts. Consequently the Anmyun case was more 

difficult to resolve conflict than the Younggwang case. 

8.5. Evaluation of the Results of Conflict 

Table 8.11 summarises the analysis the results of the two NIMBY case study conflicts. 

The table provides a qualitative measure of the outcomes of the conflict as resolved in 

practice. It examines the relationships between the intensity of the conflicts and the 

degree of achievement of the original policy/project objectives. 

Table 8-11. Analysis of results 

Items Case of Anmyun Case of Y ounggwang 
Achievement of policy Very low High 
Receptivity of policy High Middle 
Satisfaction Proponent Very low High 

Opponent High Middle 
Social stability Middle High 

8.5.1. Achievement of Policy/Development Project 

In the Anmyun Island case, the government withdrew its own plan due to the full

scale violent opposition of local residents. The government's policy was fully 

frustrated and it still (2001) cannot decide on a proposed site for the NWDS. The 

profound national problem on high-level radioactive waste produced from NPPs 

remains unsolved. Hence, the achievement of the government's policy was very low. 

In the Y ounggwang case, an evaluation of the achievement of conflict can be 

divided into two parts. First, the government agreed to spend additional funds on 

decreasing thermal discharges. Secondly, due to the long period of dispute over the 

issue of the cancellation of building permit, the completion of the plant was delayed. 

At the outset of the dispute, the date of start of construction was December 1995, but 

on account of Younggwang County's blocking behaviour, the work was started on 

June 1996, nine months behind the schedule. The direct cost due to this delay \yas 

estimated over 20() billion Korean r1'oll, \yith an indirect damage being the effect of an 

electric PO\\'CJ" shortage in 2001. 



Nonetheless, the government's additional expenses such as added costs for 

elevation of thermal discharge and the compensation for the fishery damage, 

contributed to diminishing the possibility of conflict occurring in the future and would 

go far toward the protection of environment. As a result it had an effect on cutting 

down added expenses in the long term and so the government's policy achievement 

could be regarded as being relatively high. 

8.5.2. Receptivity 

Central government officials in Seoul, the Korean national capital, announced that 

government would not initiate the construction ofNWDF in Anmyun Island. The 

government's full submission gave the local residents a complete victory. The local 

residents' full request was accepted. From the residents' viewpoint, the receptivity 

was very high. 

In the Younggwang NPP case, the 'Private Supervisory Organisation for the 

Protection of the Environment' and the means proposed for the reduction of thermal 

discharges contributed to promote an adaptability of policy. The inauguration of the 

supervisory organisation would contribute to raising objective transparency in 

operating the NPGs and in facilitating the information flow about NPGs. As a result, 

the organisation would help the regional community to acclimatise itself easily to the 

new circumstances. Next, the adoption of a new technique for decreasing thermal 

discharge could raise the adaptability of the community. Accordingly, the receptivity 

of the policy outcome seemed to be relatively high. 

8.5.3. Satisfaction 

Because the Anmyun residents obtained a firm promise that central government 

would not initiate the project, the degree of their satisfaction was high. Nonetheless, 

ifit was true that if the project had really been the science and research complex as the 

government had first announced, then local residents might have felt that 

compensation, such as the construction of new connection bridge between Anmyun 

Island and mainland and regional developments, should be sought rather than outright 

opposition. The central government's satisfaction must thus be counted as being very 

lo\\' . 



In the Younggwang case, the start of construction \\"as delayed about nine 

months, but the project could be constructed without alteration. The proponent's 

satisfaction was thus high. While residents' demands for the cancellation of the 

project was not accepted completely, instead, they could establish the supervisory 

organisation and also gained the government's promise to prepare the means for the 

reduction of thermal discharges together with compensation for fishery damage. 

which gave them sufficient consolation. However, the environmental groups remained 

displeased at the potential lack of safety involved in the construction of more NPGs. 

Y ounggwang County seemed to be satisfied with the results of agreement because a 

new method and organisation was introduced. 13) 

8.5.4. Social stability 

The process of conflict over the Anmyun NWDF case did not contribute to social 

stability. Although the conflict brought about a change in the government's policy, 

such as residents' consultative meeting and open administration, conflicts related to 

the selection ofNWDS have continued to occur both one more for the Island and 

elsewhere on a continuing basis. 14) On account of this conflict, the possibility of 

conflict connected with the selection of a NWDS began to increase in other regions. 

In the Y ounggwang NPP case, the conflict between residents and government 

has been settled for the present. The government's decision took account of many of 

the residents' wishes and some measures were agreed in the process of conflict. 

These factors should contribute to prevent a re-occurrence of the dispute in future (or, 

at least, provide some basis of trust over technical and procedural matters which will 

serve to diminish the intensity of a resumption of conflict) (Park, 1999, p. 129-130). 

Nevertheless, when the NPGs Nos 5 and 6 become operational after completion, as 

has been seen in the experience of damage from Nos. 1-4, the seeds of new conflict 

may break out again if there are technical and waste discharge problems. 

13) The head of Younggwang County said 'the residents who oppose to the project are minimum 
fishery. They worry about the safety of NPGs and the loss of stabilisation of lin lihood. The 
residents understand that the construction of NPGs as an important national project should be 
carried ouf. He \\"anted KEPCO to take legal step \\ithout reapplication for building pelmit 
or ask for cancellation of the County's administrative beha\·iour. That \\"as \\"hy the residents 
would not be in great reaction against the legal judgement. (lnteryiev," \\ith Youngg\\ang 
(·ounty. ],7 3 ],000) 

1.+) "\ fter A n1l1yun Island' s con fllct. Y oungil ( iUIl ('\ o\". 1991). Yang san Gun ( "\ pr. 1993 l. 
Kasung Gun (.Iun. )993) and Inchun Gulup Island ('\n\". 199.+) \\ere proposed for a ,\\\"DS. 
hut the selection Of"ltl' "till rem<lll1S undecided at the time of\\rItmg (~002)" 



The conflict related to the building pennit can be considered to have 

influenced a reduction in the probability of similar conflicts in future. The County 

bowed to the BOAl's authority and judgement, and this has had an influence in 

suppressing local governments' indiscreet behaviour. In addition, after the BOArs 

decision, the residents' protest movements sharply decreased and the residents 

regarded the construction ofNPGs as a settled fact. Consequently, the conflict had a 

certain degree of positive influence on the social stability. 

8.6. Conclusions and Findings 

8.6.1. Conclusions 

The early 1990s conflict over the proposed Anmyun Island NWDF overwhelmed any 

previous conflicts in the scale of participants and the strength of protest movements 

involved (Lee and Fitzgerald, 1997, p.68). Even 'though local autonomy had not 

been implemented at this time, how was it possible for such a large-scale resistance in 

which local officials took part to occur? How was it possible that the large-scale 

resident mobilisation was realised within such a short period of time? First, as 

mentioned in the geographical characteristic of the Island, the consciousness of local 

community was very strong. Secondly, as a conflict issue, the residents saw the 

construction ofNWDF as being a life-threatening matter. Therefore, all the residents 

could act in union without a discord among them and protest strongly against the 

central government. Finally, there was leadership to lead the residents' forcefully 

because local officials, social groups, and community leaders participated in the 

movement, hence the power of the residents' mobilisation would be far more 

powerful. Both parties (government and residents) directly clashed with each other 

and there was no buffer or third party. The conflict suddenly burned out. 

On the other hand in the case of Y ounggwang NPP, there had already been 

many conflicts relating to the previous construction of NPGs Nos.1-4 and this 

influenced the process of conflict over Nos. 5-6. In addition, the implementation of 

local autonomy during the process of the conflict, together with the intervention of 

social groups resulted in an escalation of the conflict. Although the Younggwang 

contlict continued for three years and was quite complex in its nature, the conflict 

finished in relati\(~ peace. The proponent's recommended project could be constructed 



without alteration, and although local residents recei \'ed some further benefits from 

the decision, the social groups' remained dissatisfied. 

Comparing the two cases, the great difference in the factors influencing the 

intensity of conflict and its resolution was in central government's behaviour and 

attitude. In the Anmyun case the government planned its project in secret and used 

forceful tactics to try and achieve its objective. While in the Younggwang case, the 

government took the project forward through an open planning approach, and 

although it used forceful behaviour, it also tried to negotiate with opponents and 

respond to local resident's requests. Consequently this difference of approach in the 

central government's behaviour and role was important in the different results of the 

conflicts resolution. 

8.6.2. Findings 

1. In selecting sites for hazardous facilities, the most important point in achieving 

policy objectives in the process of location planning is whether or not local residents' 

will accept the proposal. Policy makers first need to find out about the concerns and 

opinions of residents of possible sites before making specific proposals that may 

otherwise become the core of conflict. In order to gain residents' acceptance, the 

establishment of mutual trust through opportunities for participation and open 

administration was very important. 

2. Proposals for the development of nuclear facilities easily give rise to fear and other 

emotional responses among local residents near the suggested locations, and residents 

are apt to consider the location of such a hazardous facility would bring a bad image 

to their community. Conflict over such proposals might imply a collective self

regard based on the interest of local residents at the expense of putative national 

interests and national disregard of local concerns and interests. Such conflicts could 

easily develop as a violent situation. To resolve this type of locational conflict it is 

very important to couple costs and benefits at the outset. 

3. In these locational conflicts, the main issues influencing the conflict \vere the need 

for a careful attention to local residents' reasonable concerns and interests, the 

invoh'ement of politicians, regional identity and environmental consequences rather 

than economic efficiency. technical suitability and regional condition. 



4. In such conflicts, the number as well as the characteristics of main issues inyolved 

can be important in leading to different results. For instance, in the Anmyun case, 

there was a simple single main issue directly concerned with health and safety 

concerns; other issues were quite minor in comparison. So the residents could 

concentrate their attention and campaigning on the one issue. In Y ounggwang case, 

however, although health and safety were the principal conflict issues, the future 

economic damage resulting from environmental pollution, was another concern of 

residents (especially the fishermen's sub-group). Therefore, it is possible for the 

government to bargain with different residents depending on their interests. 

5. In the process of preliminary decision-making, the NWDF facility proposed for 

Anmyun Island was carried out in secret by central government. Even after the 

public knew of the proposal, the government tried to keep the matter secret and to 

provide misleading information. Such behaviour brought about strong protests from 

the residents. In the Younggwang NPP case, the project had been designed 

according to The Plan for Supply and Demand of Electric Power for an established 

nuclear site. KEPCO and the MOLE prepared to discuss and negotiate more openly 

and provide information, while the residents were more willing to regard the project 

as an established fact and still press for their concerns to be recognised. Comparing 

the two cases, we can find that the government's behaviour in the process of decision

making affected the direction of the conflicts. 

6. As a surrounding general condition, the introduction of local autonomy in Korea 

can be seen to have had an influence on the conflictual situation in the two cases. 

The Anmyun case was not influenced by the localisation of public responsibilities 

involved in local autonomy, because the conflict took place before local autonomy 

was launched. On the other hand, in the Y ounggwang case, local autonomy had on 

the whole a negative influence on the process and the resolution of conflict. The 

Anmyun case can thus be classified as belonging to the type of bureaucratic conflict 

and the Younggwang case can be classified as a mixed bureaucratic and systems type 

conflict. 

7. Under the circumstances of an imbalance of power, the weaker party was apt to use 

violent beha\'iour (Anmyun case). The stronger party's perception of the political 

and social costs of maintaining its proposal and its ultimate \\'i llingness to gin? up its 

position \\'<1S \'ery important for the peaceful resolution of the contlict. In the 



conflict between central and local governments, local governments usually felt 

inferior in their powers and often tried to mobilise their local citizens. making it more 

difficult to resolve the conflict (e.g. Younggwang case). Therefore, the attitude of -

or the strategies followed by -- central government in the early stages of conflict had 

an influence on the future direction of the conflict. This suggests that if central 

government had taken a more positive view of conflict and been more willing to adopt 

an active approach to conflict management in the early stages of disputes, then the 

resort to violent expressions of behaviour would have been diminished. 



Chapter 9. Case Study 2: Development of Infra-Structure (PIMFY) 

9.1. Introduction 

The implementation of Local Autonomy in Korea led to an intensive inter-regional 

competition in relation to regional developments. With the increase of NIMBYism, 

recently the PIMFY syndrome (e.g. competition for inducing desirable facilities) also 

has become social problems. Such regional competition surrounding large national 

projects often obstructed proper supplements of infra-structure that are essential to the 

national economy and linkage effect, and as a result it caused social unrest and 

national economic costs. To examine the way of the government handling the 

conflicts and the strategies used by the parties to the conflicts, this Chapter deal with 

two PIMFY cases (Kyungju High Speed Railway and Inchon International Airport 

Motorway). Although these conflicts were concerned with the construction of infra

structure, they were quite different from each other as for the third party intervention 

and conflict types. (See section 7.3) The Kyungju case was related to the conflict 

between departments within central government, and the Inchon case was concerned 

with the conflict between central and local governments (lower-tiers). 

9.2. Seoul-Pusan High Speed Railway (Block of Railway Track in Kyungju City) 

9.2.1. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background of conflict 

In order to resolve the traffic congestion between Seoul and Pusan, Korean 

government decided to construct a high speed railway (HSR) and in July 1989 

established 'the Committee for the Construction of Seoul-Pusan HSR' which 

formulated a basic plan and deliberated on the matters concerned with the projects. In 

June 1990, the government announced a basic route going through Kyungju City. 1) 

According to this route, the Ministry of Construction and Transportation (MOCT) 

prepared the detailed route going through Hyungsan River in Kyungju City at the 

seventh arrangement committee in April 1992. The government confinned the final 

plan and decided to construct Kyungju station at Buknyuk field, \\'hich was -+ km 

I) KYlln!!1 U City \\as the capital of the Shilla Dynasty \\hich tlourished from '57 Be to 9~'5 \D. The 
city-has~~Jriolis hl"torll'JI "Ites and cultur~d properties. 



away from Kyungju City, in June 1992 2), and Kyungju citizens also gave their 

approval to the plan. 

2. Beginning of the conflict 

After the route was decided, the Cultural Property Preservation Bureau (CPPB) in the 

Ministry of Culture and Physical Health (MOCPH) asked the MOCT to send a blue 

print of the route on 4 November, and the MOCT sent the blue print to the CPPB on 

18 November 1992. As soon as the CPPB received the material, it demanded the 

MOCT to re-consider the route for surveying over the cultural properties around the 

area of the route in December 1992.3) Meanwhile, the MOCT dealt with a survey for 

cultural properties within Kyungbuk Province for 4 months from February 1993 and 

concluded that the Hyungsan River route was an appropriate route for the 

conservation of the cultural properties. 4) However, the CPPB asserted that the survey 

insufficient for the conservation of the cultural properties and the MOCT did not 

consider the characteristics of historical city and the sight of the relic areas. The 

CPPB asked the MOCT to change the original route into the Kumchon route that 

would go around Kyungju City. (Figure 9.1) 

<Figure 9-1> High speed railway route 
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2) Since the areas around this route were already dealt with a readjustment of arable land, the 
government passed a judgement that the possibility of buried cultural properties was lessened. . 
3) According to the 'Act for Cultural Property Preservation ' , the minister of MOCPH has the n ght to 
issue permiss ions fo r excavation of cultural property . obody can execute a conshllction \York \\'ithout 
the permission for excavation of re lics from the MOCPH. 
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3. Development of the conflict 

Confronted with the MOCPH's strong protest, the MOCT constituted 'the 

Construction Committee for Conservation of Cultural Property and Management of 

the Property' in 1995. However, the MOCPH informed the MOCT that the 

permission for the relic excavation in Kyungju region, issued in 1991, was cancelled 

in August 1995 and asked again the MOCT to adapt the Kumchon route through an 

official document. As the conflict became known to the public, protest movements 

against the MOCT's plan (Hyungsan route) began to spread to academic, cultural and 

religious worlds. In addition, 'the secretary-general of UNESCO mentioned that if 

the route went through Kyungju City, it might be very difficult for the city to be 

designated as an area of world cultural inheritance' (Donga Daily News, 1995a). 

As protest movements spread and continued, the MOCT suggested that it 

could change the original plan into an underground route. However, cultural worlds 

argued that the underground route also could destroy the cultural properties, and 69 

social interest groups including the Korean Federation for Practice of Economic 

Justice, began to hold assemblies and conferences against the MOCT's plan (Donga 

Daily News, 1995b). As the conflict grew, the Office of Prime Minister (OPM) and 

the Presidential Secretariat intervened to adjust the conflict between the two 

ministries. After researching the matter for nine months, the OPM decided to change 

the Hyungsan route to the new route (MOCPH's suggestion) in June 1996 (Donga 

Daily News, 1996d). Following the decision, the government decided to construct 

Kyungju Station at Hwachon area where only few cultural properties were deposited, 

and this plan could conserve the sight of the historical city. After the public hearing 

of Kyungju citizen, the government decided the final plan in January 1997 (Lee et aI, 

1999, p.214). 

9.2.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

1. Difference of interests 

This conflict was a clash between the development and the conservation. The MOCT 

had an interest in economic effects. The route passing through Kyungju City had 

aU\,::lIltages in attracting tourists and in connecting \\ith the c:\isting Southeast raih\'ay. 

(sce Figurc 0.1) In addition, if the original route were changed to the around route. an 
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extra cost and time wastes would be considerably large because of the prolongation of 

the construction period.:;) 

On the other hand the opponent parties placed an emphasis on the value of the 

cultural property. The MOCPH asserted that if the cultural property were damaged 

once, its restoration would be impossible forever. Accordingly the original route 

should be changed for the preservation of property. The MOCPH also pointed out 

that the route going around Kyungju City could reduce the length of rail track because 

the degree of the curvature became smaller.6
) (see Figure 9.1) Such differences of the 

major concerns had an decisive effect to increase the intensity of conflict. 

Box 9.1 Conflict factor: difference of interests 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic difference Delay of completion/extra + 

costs/tourist's inconvenience 
Social image and effect Damage of historical city/destruction of + 

cultural property 
Environment/ safety No issue 0 
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

2. Trust and communication 

Until the beginning of 1990s, the top priority of the government's policy was an 

economic development and the opposition to development projects hardly occurred. 

Therefore there was no problem of the preceding relationships between the MOCT 

and the MOCPH. In relation to the technical trust, each party argued about the 

method and result of the survey on the spread of cultural property in the process of 

conflict. While in procedural trust, since the MOCPH did not interpose an objective to 

the route at the early stage and asked for changing the route after the government's 

plan was decided, the MOCT had a doubt about the MOCPH's true intention. 

However basically this matter did not exert a bad influence upon the mutual trusts. 

As this conflict occurred between the departments within the central 

government, the exchange of each party's opinion was conducted through the public 

conferences and official documents. Therefore, there was neither a distortion nor an 

interception of the communication. Each department's intention and opinion were 

5) The \10Cle:\pected that the duration of construction \\ould need ~ more years. and the e:\tra costs 
\\ould reach the ma:\imum of _~-4 billion Korean Won (D()I1~(/ D(/i~l' \'e\l\. 1 <)9~b). 
(,) Hyung:<lIl route (\IOCT): The length of rail track- ();\Okm: construction C()sts- 1 '<'.70 billion \\'on 

Whaclllln mull' (\to( -PI I ): The length of rail tr~lCk-~S,9kn: construction costs- I ~<)O billion \\'on 
(Lee t'f (//. ] l)l)l) , p,21 ~). 



communicated and understood correctly. In relation to social groups, each party's 

true intention was often distorted, because a direct dialogue was not carried out. 

However, because the MOCPH could fully speak for the outsider's opinion, the 

communication was basically smooth. 

Box 9.2 Conflict factor: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships Good/no previous dispute -
Mutual trust (Technical) Distrust of survey over property + 

(Procedural) No issue 0 
Communication Official documents/public conference -
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

3. Perception on the conflict and the pattern of behaviour 

The MOCT considered the conflict as a troublesome phenomenon and tried to avoid 

the clash. However, after the conflicts became manifest, the MOCT explained 

actively its plan and persuaded the opponents including the MOCPH. The MOCT's 

behaviour making an opportunity to find a constructive alternative had a positive 

influence on the conflict process and resolution. While, the MOCPH did not consider 

the dispute as a destructive measure, but regarded it as a good opportunity to enhance 

national concerns about the cultural property and to renew a policy for the 

conservation of cultural property. 

Basically there were no negative behaviours such as authority commands or 

forces and disregard, because of the conflict between departments within the central 

government. Legal and formal administrative procedures and bureaucratic behaviours 

were used. In consequence, it was no possibility that the parties' behaviours could 

increase the intensity of conflict. Only social groups' protest movement raised the 

intensity, but their activities were conducted by lawful means. 

Box 9.3 Conflict factor: perception on conflict and pattern of behaviour 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Perception (proponent) Negative (troublesome)---+ positive + 

(opponent) Positive (conservation of cultural property) -

Behaviour (proponent) Formal dialogue/conference -
(opponent) Fomlal dialogue/conference (MOCPH), -

Protest movement (social groups) + 
, , 

1- implies a factor II1creasll1g the Il1tenslty of conflIct: 0 Implies a neutral no effect: - Implies a tactor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 



4. Structure and internal discord 

As the major parties were departments in central government the parties \\"ere well 

structured. Despite the increased opponents, the discordance among them or the split 

of them did not occur, therefore they could concentrate their demands on the 

conservation of the cultural relics. Only some discords between social groups took 

place, the MOCPH could deal fully with this matter. Therefore this factor decreased 

the intensity of the conflict. 

Box 9.4 Conflict factor: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Structure Well structured (both sides) -
Internal discord No discord -
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

5. External environment 

As seen Chapter 2, the political democratisation led to the democratisation in various 

fields of the Korean society, and various social groups began to ask for their 

participation in the process of policy-making. The government became to regard their 

opinions as an important factor and could not override their wishes. In this context, 

the government cancelled the original route and adopted an alternative route that 

social groups requested, despite the damage afflicted on the consistency and trust of 

the government's policy. The political democratisation had an influence on 

increasing the intensity of the conflict. 

There were many interest groups that resisted the MOCT's plan. As the 

environmental or the cultural conservation got an advantage over the developments 

since the end of 1980s, social groups' roles and right to speak were gradually 

increasing in the process of decision making. If the MOCPH alone protested the 

MOCT's plan, it might have not achieved its purpose. At the outset the MOCT 

considered the groups as a troublesome question and disregarded their demands. As 

their protest movement spreading and increasing, the public opinion aligned itself 

\\ith the movement and the MOCPH could make further its effort to preserve the 

cultural property. The social groups' activity was an important factor to increase the 

intensity of conflict. 

After the conflict became manifest, press reported the matter day after day, 

and this arollsed national concerns. Although they dealt \\ith \vell-balanced reports 



and comments, they criticised the fact that the original route \\-as decided without a 

sufficient in\-estigation over the cultural property within Kyungju City. Somehow or 

other, their reports contributed that the conflict became to change a national issue. 

Box 9.5 Conflict factor: external environment 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
NGOs National NGOs (social/cultural groups) + 

Local social groups + 
Press Press (neutral reports) 0 
Political change Democratisation + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflict; 0 lIDplIes a neutral no effect: - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

9.2.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Scale of participants and parties 

The main parties were the MOCT as a proponent and the MOCPH as an opponent. 

After public knew the discordance of policy within the central government, parties 

began to expand into outsiders. Since the issue attracted a national concern, various 

national social groups participated in the dispute. Following the participation of the 

'Management Committee for Cultural Property', 69 national social groups 6) took part 

in the protest movements against the MOCT's plan. In opposition to this protest 

movement, Kyungju citizen and local social interest groups (30 bodies), having direct 

interests in the project, thrust themselves into the conflict (Donga Daily News, 1995a). 

For the protest movements, the large-scale demonstrations that ran into 15,000 people 

were held in Seoul twice. In opposition to this, 5000 Kyungju citizens also had 

meetings to support the MOCT's plan. 

2. Duration of the conflict 

The HSR case continued for 5 years. After the government deciding the final route, 

the MOCPH surveyed the cultural relics around the route and asked the MOCT to 

change the route in 1992. From this time, the tedious conflict started, and it continued 

till the beginning of 1997 for 5 years. 

hI They \\L're ('uhllr;)1 llrganhatlon~ (~) .\cadenllc ()rg~II1I~~ltions (1:') Rellgiou~ Rlldie~ (2l) 1 Citizen 

1ll11\Tlllent group~ ( 161 



3. Frequency and conjlictllal heha\'iour (Table 9.1) 

Since the conflict took place between the central departments, the conflictual 

behaviour relied on the fonnal meetings such as official conferences, documents and 

notices. After the OPM intervened, the joint council was held for the reconciliation. 

With the dispute increasing, social groups used largely critical statements, press 

interview, assembly and symposium which accounted 20 times. 

Table 9-1. Frequency of conflictual behaviour (1992-1996) 

Action Number and scale 
Official notes of protest (MOCPH) 7 
Statements/press interview 6 
A signature-collecting campaign 2 times (170,682 people) 
Seminar and conference 3 
Large scale assembly/meeting 2 times (15,000 people) 

9.2.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

The disputants to the conflict increased with the conflict developing, and the 

identification of stakeholders was quite difficult because the issue was the protection 

of the cultural property in which the whole nation took interest. As the intensity of 

conflict increasing, circa 67 social groups, as opponents, and Kyungju citizens, as 

supporters, were involved. In special, the sphere of opponents spread to cultural, 

academic and religious worlds, which made it difficult to resolve the conflict. As 

representatives of disputants, the two concerned departments could speak fully for 

each party's position and hold themselves responsibility for their policies, which 

could influence positively the conflict resolution. 

Box 9.6 Conflict variables: stakeholders and representatives 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Stakeholders Wide/\'ague -

Central government (NOCPH) + Representati ves 
+ implies a positl\'e mfluence on conflICt resolutIOn: 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect: - ImplIes a negatl\'e 

influence. 

2. Issues 

The main issue \\'as the prcseryation of cultural property in Kyungju City. ;'\C\\' issues 

did not appear in the progress of the conflict and accordingly there is no need to 

) ~ ) 
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identify the conflictual issues. Although there was one main issue, the actual 

negotiation for the problem solying could be possible, because the parties to the 

conflict made an establishment of alternatives to solye the problem. If opponents 

stayed at a positional conflict demanding the cancellation of project \yithout 

suggesting any alternatives, the conflict might be plunged into an impasse situation. 

At the first stage of negotiation, since the two parties adhered to each position, the 

conflict dragged interminably on the bored dispute of attrition \\"hich led to the OPM's 

intervention. After the third party intervention, the conflict changed into a principle 

negotiation for the substance of issue, and they found a clue of resolution. 

Since the conflictual issue was concerned with the conservation of cultural 

properties, the scale of issue was nation wide. Accordingly the go\"ernment felt 

political burdens tried to resolve this conflict as soon as possible, but it took 5 years to 

settle the conflict, because the difference of parties' interests was huge. Judging from 

the conflict issue, because there was only one issue concerned with the conservation 

of the cultural properties and new issues did not appear, this variable influenced 

positively the conflict resolution. 

Box 9.7 Conflict variables: issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Number of issue Simple (conservation of property) -

Scale of issue Nation wide -
Identification of issues More easy + 
+ implies a positiYe mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - ImplIes a negative 
influence. 

3. Strategies and tactics 

At the outset, both parties held formal and informal negotiations through a steering 

meeting. As the issue grew to a dispute situation, they adopted high-profile tactics 

such as a joint committee and formal conference consisting of officials and non

governmental delegates. In the meantime, the MOCPH tried to use outsiders' 

assistance through the alliance with semi-official groups for consulting about 

technical matters. In spite of the many official meetings, as the dispute did not settle, 

two parties asked the OPM to mediate the matter. Consequently the conflict was 

settled through the third party interyention \yhich played an important role for the 

conflict resolution. 

On the other hand. dissident social groups and local residents made use of 

forcilH! strate~ies such as large-scale open-air meetings or public statements \\'hich 
~ ~ 



could put pressures upon central goyernmenL which seemed to become an effectiye 

pressure to\\ard the government. 

Box 9.8 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent High profile tactics/ formal meetings + 
Opponent (MOCPH) Formal dialogue + 

(social groups) -Forcing (every kinds of protest behayiours) .. 
+ Implies a pOSItive mfluence on conflIct resolutlOn; 0 implies a neutral no effect: - implies a negative 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisation 

The MOCT, as proponent and the MOCPH, as an opponent, in central government 

took part in the conflict, and each departments did its best for its own interests. The 

MOCPH's participation led to the wide protest activities of social and cultural groups, 

which became a momentum of the conflict and played an important part in increasing 

the intensity of conflict. The two departments tried to resolve the conflict through a 

direct negotiation, but because a viewpoint between the conservation and the 

development was substantially different, the intensity of the conflict was increasing, 

and the conflict was transferred to the OPM's hand. The OPM, as a third party, 

participated in the conflict to mediate different opinions between the two departments, 

however it was not a simple facilitator or mediator but was rather an arbitrator 

because the OPM's decision had a compelling power. In consequence, the OPM's 

mediation played an important role in settling the conflict. In the process of this 

decision making, Korea Transportation Institute (KOTI) as the government's agency, 

planed the detail route supplied information about the project. On the other hand, 

Kyungju City, having direct interests to the conflict, only observed the progress of 

conflict and did not participate directly in the conflict and the conflict resolution. 

Box 9.9 Conflict variables: the role of public organisation 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Central government · MOCT(proponent): debate/open process + 

· MOCPH (opponent): official process 
· OPM (third party):joint committee 
· Kyungju City (obseryer) 

Local goyernment · Korea Transportation Institute (planner): 0 
Government agency Persuasion (to residents) + 

.. 
+ implies a positIve II1tluence on contllct resolutlOn: 0 ImplIes a neutraL no effect: - ImplIes a negatIve 
intluence. 
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Provided that the city presented its opinion to support the MOCT's plan through its 

citizens' mouth. 

5. Third party intervention 

The OPM had played a role of the third party. At the beginning stage. the OPM. as a 

mediator, initiated largely joint meetings and took professional advice. Although the 

joint meetings under the presidency of the OPM were held 6 times, both sides' 

viewpoints stood against each other's one, and they did not reach a conclusion. As 

the conflict issue spread nation-wide, the OPM consulted with the Presidential 

Secretariat, and the secretariat, felt a political burden, decided to change the original 

route. According to this decision, the OPM, as an arbitrator, cancelled the original 

route and decided the new route going round Kyungju City. 

Besides, in the process of conflict, research institutes, experts, and foreign 

research organisations were involved. They took part in the matter for supporting 

each party's propriety or providing advice and suggestions as required, so they were 

each party's supporter rather than a neutral third party. 

Box 9.10 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Third party's role Mediator~Arbitrator/ Supporter + 
Capacity of third party No neutral and special third party 0 
+ implies a positive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a negative 
influence. 

9.3. Inchon International Airport Motorway (HAM) 

9.3.1.0utline of the Conflict 

1. Background of the conflict 

In the preparation for the increased demands of air transport for the coming century, 

Korean government constructed Inchon International Airport (llA) serving as a hub

airport for Northeast Asia at Youngjong Island. (Figure 9.2) Correspondingly the 

UO\'ernment decided to build the !chon International Airport Motof\yay (IIAM) 7) that 
~ 

-, Project summary Location: Koyang CIty. Kyunggl Proyince - Choong Ward. Inchon City 
Len~th: -W.~ km (\Iain: 36.5 km. Branch: 3.7km) lanes (h'-'. lanes (\yidth: 30.6111 - 37.8111) 
In Lr<: out: 7 (4 .lei . -~ Ie) Total construction co~t S I.-l hIllion 
Construction period: ~l) '\o\t'mhcr 1995 ~1\ .'\O\embcr 2000 (5 years) 
(RC"lllllCl': Ihl' '\l'\\ Inchon Inkrnational .\irport Free\\"ay Cll . )l)l)l») 
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would serve as a major link to the airport and contribute to meeting the air transport 

demands in the capital region. In 1991 the government finished a feasibility study 

about the motorway and carried out a facility design from 1991 to 1994. The 'the 

Private Capital Inducement Act on SOC' was enacted in 1994, and the motof\vay \\as 

designated as the first private capital inducement facility project following the 

establishment of the Act. After public notification of the project, the ground-breaking 

ceremony was held in December 1995 (Kwon, 1996, p.37). 

2. Beginning and development of the conflict 

The designed route of motorway passed through Seo and Kaeyang Wards in Inchon 

City, which would divide the Wards into two parts. Seo Ward asked the MOCT to 

build an interchange at Kumam within its jurisdiction so that its residents could use 

the motorway, and Kaeyang Ward also asked for the development of technology 

industrial park in its greenbelt area. 

The MOCT refused Seo Ward's demand for the reason that if the Kumam 

interchange was constructed, many vehicles for attending and leaving offices would 

cause a confirmed traffic jam, and consequently the new airport might fail in its duty 

as an international hub airport. Regarding to this, Seo Ward blamed that the central 

government overrode the wishes of the local government, and it also withheld an 

approval to the application for the change of land use in May 1996. The MOCT also 

did not accepted Kaeyang Ward's demand because the development of greenbelt in 

the capital region could bring the growth of city and the concentration of population 

and industry. 

Faced with the MOCT's rejection, Kaeyang Ward disapproved immediately 

the change of land use in its greenbelt area for the construction of Inchon lAM 

applied by the New International Airport Freeway Co. The ward asserted that it did 

not fit in well with the principle of equality that the central government asked local 

authority to change the land use for the construction ofmotorway in the greenbelt, 

and it did not admit the construction of the technology industrial park for the regional 

economic development. Following Kaeyang Ward's behaviour, Seo \Vards also 

rejected to penllit the change of land use in its jurisdiction. 



<Figure 9-2> The route of Inchon lAM 
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For coping with these oppositions, the MOCT began to prepare 'the Special 

Law for the Construction of National Project' including that the local government 

could not intervene in carrying forward national projects (Donga Daily News , 1996d; 

Lee, 1999b, p.232). The MOCT's intention to establish the special law led to other 

local governments' reaction. 8
) Faced with local governments' protests, the MOCT 

explained to the wards that when other accesses to the airport were built in the future, 

the construction of an interchange could be considered then, and the restriction of 

industrial location in the capital region would be relaxed. The press began to report 

that a national policy project was blocked due to regional interests or selfishness and 

public opinion moved to support the MOCT's position. Consequently, the wards felt 

pressure from the public opinion, accepted the MOCT's suggestion and the conflict 

was resolved in 1997. 

9.3 .2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

1. Difference of interests 

The case of Inchon lAM was the conflict between local interests and national benefits. 

From the viewpoint of national benefits, 'central government placed a priority on 

securing the function of the new airport as a hub-airport for Northeast Asia in its early 

stage and considered that a con enient and smooth traffic between the airport and 

Soul \J as the key point (Interview \ ith the MOCT official , March 2000). The 

), n tlO\1-\\ ide upper ti cr a emhly committee' COllSI tlllg 15 upper tier local gO\ ernm nt pre enleu 
their oppO,>lIe op in ion to the \10( I ' . plOp0'lal 111 1 () \la) 1 C)l)6 to cnact the reclal 1a\\ ([)OI1 \!,(/ DJd) 

e\\ , 1 ()()()h) \fter that '>etlJemcl1l. the lllall1 I. ' lie 01 the cOl1lh:t hlrteJ from pcnnllllng Lertalll l<lI1d 

lIo.;L'~ 111 the JICL' 11 Belt to .... pL'Cl<.d k~.I',I.JtIOI1 1'01 I1J1IOIl<d pn),IL'cl. 
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MOCT insisted that important national projects or national interests should not 

hindered by a regional selfishness. 

On the other hand, the two wards concentrated on their regional damages to 

come from the construction of the motorway. Without an interchange in the region, 

the local residents could not use the road, and the road would be an inconvenience to 

the residents. The wards therefore asked for some compensation for local damages 

and losses. They asserted that even the most important national projects should 

coincide with the local residents' interests in some degrees (Lee, 1999b, p.233; Keel, 

1997, p.4S). Especially with the newly implemented Local Autonomy, the heads of 

the wards could not help responding to their residents' views and speaking for their 

interests. As a result, this social difference was the main issue of the conflict and 

became its decisive factor. On the other hand, issues concerned with the environment 

and safety did not raise problems in this case. 

Box 9.11 Conflict factor: difference of interests 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic difference National interests (traffic jam/additional + 

costs), local interests(lnterchange/regional 
economy) 

Social image and effect Damage regions (divide into two parts) + 
Environment/safety No issue 0 
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflIct; 0 Imphes a neutraVno effect; - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

2. Trust and communication 

Parties did not have an opportunity to clash into each other surrounding development 

projects before, so previous relationships were not bad. In relation to this project, 

technical and procedural problems between the central and the local governments did 

not take place. Accordingly there was no problem in association with mutual trust at 

the beginning stage, because the central government had many 'Know how' and 

carried out the project by a lawful process (see Section 9.3.1). With the conflict 

developing, the issue of the conflict moved to the enactment of ne\\ special la\\" \\'hich 

included the provision to exclude other local governments' intervention in the process 

of the national projects (KeCI, 1997, p.4S; Donga Dai(1' Ne1t's, 1996b). At this time, 

although other local govenlments indicated their distrust to\\'ard the government's 

intention. the distrust \\'as soh'ed through dialogue and conferences. and the local 

govCIllll1Cnts accepted the 1'C\i sed hi I L 'the '\ e\v I nteIllationa I A iq)ort Construction 



Promotion Act' .9) Consequently the distrust oyer the technical and procedural issues 

did not occur and diminished the intensity of conflict. 

'Communication was smooth because the local governments that could speak 

for their residents' interests was the main parties, and the local residents did not 

participate directly in the dispute' (interview with the MOCT official, March 2000). 

Nonetheless, as the two wards could not stand comparison with the MOCT in the 

aspect of administration powers and human resources, their opinion and assertion 

were often disregarded by the MOCT. Therefore, on one hand they took part in the 

negotiation with the MOCT, on the other hand, they appealed to the local residents 

and the public opinion. The latter method could distort their true intentions. 

Box 9.12 Conflict factor: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships No previous dispute -

Mutual trust (Technical) Trust 'know-how' -

(Procedural) Open process -
Communication Informal meetings, no direct dialogue + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the intenSIty of conflIct; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

3. Perception on the conflict and pattern of behaviour 

The MOCT regarded the conflict as a negative phenomenon and thought that the 

conflict would be obstructive in carrying out national projects. In this context, the 

MOCT tried to use 'command' and 'disregard'. As a next step, it attempted to use a 

coercive measure such as an enactment of the special law to restrict the local 

governments' right concerned with sanction in national projects. Such behaviour 

caused the reaction of local government and raised the intensity of the conflict. The 

local governments (Seo and Kaeyang Wards) intended to use the conflict as an 

opportunity to highlight their regional problems. For their regional interests, the local 

governments rejected the co-operation in the process of the construction. The local 

governments' action induced the government's strong countermove to enact the new 

law and made the conflict complicated. In the result each party's negative perception 

and behayiour brought about the emotional escalation and influenced the intensity of 

the conflict. 

q, ThIS re\"lscd :\cl IIKll1de~ a prO\lsioll that eliminates application of 26 concerned adlll1l11strati\"e b\\s 
from the pwcc~s l)t' the proIL'Ct. 



Box 9.13 Conflict factor: perception on conflict and pattern of behaviour 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Perception (proponent) Negati\'e + 

(opponent) Nrgative + 
Central government Negative (disregard/legislation),Positi ve + 

(dialogue/alternatives) 
Local governments Negative (refuse support/ blocking) + 
+, I~p~Ie~ a facto,r mcreasmg the IntensIty of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect: - implies a factor 
dImInIshIng the Intensity of conflict 

4. Structure and internal discord 

Since parties were the central government and the local governments, there were no 

problems in their structure and internal system. 

Box 9.14 Conflict factor: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Structure Well structured (both sides) -
Internal discord No discord -
+ unplIes a factor mcreasmg the IntenSIty of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

5. External environment 

The introduction of the LA effected greatly the progress of the conflict. Recently 

local governments' competitive regional developments or selfishness often clashed 

against national policies or plans, which became an important factor between the 

central and the local governments. As the heads of wards were elected directly by 

their residents, they had interests in the residents' demands and regional developments, 

which were factors likely to increase the intensity of the conflict. 

Next, there were no social interest groups and residents' intervention. Press 

criticised the local governments' behaviours as a regional selfishness and 

apprehended that such behaviours could exert a bad influence on the national proj ect. 

Recently although press has often stood on the side of opposition to many other 

development projects of government, they assumed a friendly attitude toward this 

project, because they recognised the importance of the construction of IIAM. 

Box 9.15 Conflict factor: external environment 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 

NGOs No intervention 0 

Press Critical to local governments -

Political chan~c Local autonomy (elected mayors) + 
- ----- --

~--------

+ implies a factor lI1C1l'dsing the II1tensity ()f contlll'!: 0 implies a neutral no cffed: - implies a factor 
dimll1ishing till' lI1!ensity of contlle! 



9.3.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Scale of participants and parties 

The MOCT and the two wards in Inchon City were major parties to this dispute. In 

the progress of the conflict, neither interest groups nor local residents directly join in 

the conflict, although the local residents made their view know to the head of their 

local wards. However, other local government added their intervention in relation to 

the proposal for the special law, but they did not influence the conflict situation. As a 

result, the number of parties and the scale of disputants can be regarded as small in 

overall number. 

2. Duration of the conflict 

The conflict related to HAM continued from 1996 when the local governments vetoed 

the change of land use for the construction of motorway until 1997 when the MOCT 

amended the existing law, through 'the New International Airport Construction 

Promotion Act' instead establish a new special law. Then the two wards accepted the 

government's suggestion. The total duration of the conflict was one year and three 

months. 

3. Frequency and conflictual behaviour 

There was no illegal or violent behaviour because the major disputants were the 

public organisations and the residents did not take part in the conflict. Largely press 

interviews or critical statements were the main measures, and the central government 

intended to use forcing methods such as litigation and legislation. Eleven separate 

instances of conflictal behaviour by the local governments were identified, but 

considering the duration of the conflict, the frequency of the conflictual behaviour 

was relatively low. 

9.3.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

I . Stakeholders and representatil'es 

Because the conflict e\'entually concenled only the I\IOCT and the t\\'O local 

(JO\'CI11mcnts. thc number of stakeholders has small and ckar. /\ Iter thc ne\\ isslle 
::::-

appeared. othcr local go\crnmcnts. 1) \\ards and cOllnties in the capital region. 

, j 1 



presented opposite opinions to\\ard the MOCT's policy (Dollga Daily YeH's. 1996b). 

but they did not directly participate in the conflict. The residents or social groups did 

not take part, so there was no need for the definition of stakeholders for a negotiated 

settlement; There was also no need to identify separately any sets ofrepresentati\'es, 

Box 9.16 Conflict variables: stakeholders and representatives 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
S takeho lders Narrow (within the two locality) + 
Representatives Local governments + 

.. 
+ Impbes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

2. Issues 

At the outset, the issues were concerned with the construction of the Kumam 

interchange and the technology industrial park. As the conflict developed, the ne\\' 

issue associated with the enactment of special law was generated, which caused an 

expansion of stakeholders. Though there were three main issues, because parties 

could not deal with' give and take', the range of selection over the issue was not wide. 

However since the wards' demand was the compensation for their regional damages, 

it is possible to make negotiable alternatives. The MOCT that had an initiative of the 

project, suggested an alternative method, and the conflict could be settled as the two 

wards accepted the MOCT's suggestion. Since the scale of conflict issue was limited 

within the local level, this factor did affect positively the conflict resolution, but the 

identification of the issues was very difficult because the difference of each party's 

position was complex. 

Box 9.17 Conflict variables: issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Number of issue Complex (interchange/industrial + 
park! traffic jam) 

Scale of issue Local wide + 
Identification of issues Obscure -

+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral no effect: - ImplIes a negative 

influence. 

3. Strategies and tactics 

Central go\'emment that had a negati\'e conception oyer the conflict. used negatiye 

strategies sllch as authority commands and disregard at the first. As the conflict 

escalated. the !\10CT made feint strategies. for e\:ample. nc\\ legislation and direct 

negotiation, Faced \\'ith the \10Cr's strong reaction. the \\ards tried to join \\ith their 



residents and to spread the issue. Ho\\e\'er, the conflict became calmer after 

agreement has reached to revise the law for the new international airport. \\'hich led to 

a friendlier relationship. The MOCT produced opportunities for quick dialogues and 

put forward persuasive arguments for the smooth progress of the project. The 

MOCT's diversionary activities protected the collective protest of local governments 

and realised peaceful and satisfactory agreements. Consequently, the MOCT's 'carrot 

and stick policy', i.e., legislation and dialogue proved effectual. 

Box 9.18 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent Feint strategy (forcing/legislation/dialogue), + 

High profile tactics (persuasion/alternative) 
Opponent Confrontation (blocking behaviour) -
+ ImplIes a posltlYe mfluence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect: - implies a negatiw 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisation 

The MOCT, as a proponent, was in a position to reduce the degree of conflict because 

it needed to construct the motorway as soon as possible, and actually it took the 

leadership in resolving the conflict. The MOCT adopted a feint operation for the 

conflict resolution. On the contrary, as opponents, Seo and Kaeyang Wards triggered 

the conflict and played an important role to increase the degree of conflict. Inchon 

Large City could playa role of mediator, but it stood at the side of regional interests 

and delivered the local governments' common opinion against the establishment of 

special law. However it sustained the position of onlooker. 

Box 9.19 Conflict variables: the role of public organisation 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Central government · MOCT(proponent): force/persuade/legislation + 
Local government · Seo and Kaeyang Wards(opponent): -

reject to assistance/try to ally with residents 
· Inchon City: neutral position 0 

+ implies a positi\'e influence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - ImplIes a negatIw 
influence. 

5. Third party intervention 

There was no third party inter\"ention to facilitate a negotiation or to mediate the 

dispute, A third party could not inten'ene the conflict since the central go\'enlment 

considered that it could fully manipulate the local goyemments (lo\\'er tiers). 



Box 9.20 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects I Assessment 
Third party's role Observer I 

0 
Capacity of third party No neutral third party 0 I .. 
+ Imphes a posItIve mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 Imphes a neutral 'no effect: - implies a negative 
influence. 

9.4. Comparison of the Analysis of the Two Case Studies 

9.4.1. Factors Influencing the Intensity of Conflict 

Table 9.2 shows a summary view of the analysis of the factors influencing the 

intensity of the conflict in the two PIMFY case studies. In the relation to the roles of 

factors in the process of conflict, the great difference between the two cases can be 

found. At first, the difference of interest played a part in increasing the intensity in 

both cases. In the Kyungju HSR conflict, a compromise was not easy, because the 

parties' differences about value conception related to economic and social interests 

were larger. While in the case of HAM, the uncoupling of cost and benefit in 

economic interests played a role to increase the intensity of conflict. The factors 

related to the technical trust and external environments including social groups' 

intervention and democratisation, had an influence on increasing the intensity of 

Table 9-2. Factors influencing the intensity of conflict 

Factors Sub-factors HSR case IIAM case 

Difference Economic + + 
Social + + 
Safety 0 0 

Re lationships Relationships (resident) - -

(soc ial group) 0 0 
Trust Technical trust + -

Procedural trust 0 -

Communication Communication - + 
Perception Proponent + + 

Opponent - + 
Behaviour Proponent - + 

Opponent + -

Structure 'internal discord Structure - -

Internal discord - -

F"\ternal en\'ironment Interest groups (national) + 0 
(Surroundings) (local) + 0 

I \pression (national) 0 -

(local) 0 0 
Political change ~ r 

- -. il11plll's a tactor lI1creasmg the mIens It)" at contlll't: 0 ImplIes a nelltl al no cffe,- t. - m1plIe~ a Lldol 
dll11inl"hing the intelhlt) of d)n Illd 



conflict in the HSR case. In the IIAE case, since both parties' \"iews about the 

conflict was negative, they adopted offensive tactics such as force, disregard, blocking, 

which affected to increase the intensity of conflict. The introduction of Local 

Autonomy also contributed to increasing the intensity. 

On the other hand, factors decreasing the intensity of conflict were the 

structure and relationships between disputants in both cases. In the Kyungju HSR 

case, the communication and parties' behaviour played to diminish the intensity of 

conflict, while the trust concerned with technical and procedural issues and press' role 

had an influence on decreasing the intensity. 

As a whole, although both cases were similar to each other in the number of 

factors increasing and decreasing the intensity of conflict, the actual degree of conflict 

might be quite different. Generally social groups' or residents' intervention 

frequently increased the intensity of conflict (Younggwang and Dong River dam 

cases: see sections 8.3 and 10.3). From this point of view, it was possible to 

anticipate that because social groups and Kyungju residents involved in the HSR 

conflict, the intensity of conflict would be deeper, and the conflict resolution would 

be more difficult than in the HAM case. 

9.4.2. Comparison of the Degree of Conflict Intensity 

The intensity of conflict in the HSR case was higher than the HAM case in all 

indicators such as the constituent situation of parties, the duration of conflict and the 

patterns of behaviour. Although the factors influencing the intensity of conflict were 

similar to each other, the assessment of the intensity was quite different. This result 

revealed that the intensity of conflict was depended on the relationships of disputants 

and external environments (social groups' intervention) which led national concerns. 

It was in certain degree of accordance with the analysis of factors influencing the 

intensity of conflict. Consequently, the intensity of conflict in the case of HSR that 

had more factors increasing intensity was higher in the case of IIAM. From this fact 

it can be considered that the conflict resolution in the HSR case would be more 

di fficult the IIAM. 



Table 9-3. Comparison of intensity 

Items KHSR 11.-\\1 

Scale of parties Central government (\IOCT. \IOCPH and Central go\'ernment (\10CT) 
OPM) Local governments (Seo Kaevang 

~ - ~ 

~ ational social groups (67 Bodies) \\' ards) 
Kyungju Citizens (30 local social groups) Inchon City 

Duration 1992,4- 1997.1(5 years) 1996 - 1997 (1 year 3 months) 
Pattern of MOCPH: legal action (meetings, MOCT: legislation. infonnal conference. 
Behaviour Conference. joint committee) Local gO\'ernment: reject pennlsslOn, 

Social groups: Signature campaign, public collective protest. 
Statement, assembly, public hearing) 

9.4.3. Results of the Analysis of Variables Influencing Conflict Resolution 

Table 9.4 provides a summary of the analysis of the operation of the variables 

influencing conflict resolution in the two PIMFY case studies. The number of 

positive variables influencing conflict resolution was similar, but negative variables in 

the HSR case were more than the HAE case. Although the priority and importance of 

factors were different from each other, the issue of conflict was important variables 

influencing the conflict resolution in both cases. Generally when an issue in conflict 

was concerned with safety or conservation of culture, the conflict tended to become a 

national concern and led to outsider's intervention (Y ounggwang NPP and Dong 

River Dam cases: see Sections 8.3 and 10.3). The national people took interest in the 

case of HSR, and naturally social groups participated in the conflict, which made 

increase the number of stakeholders and difficult in resolving the conflict. On the 

other hand, the local government' interests in the HAM case was considered as a 

regional self-interest and hence did not attract national attention and did not receive 

supports from social groups and nation. Therefore, the proponent could push its plan 

in spite of opponent's protest. The results of conflicts were entirely different due to 

the fundamental difference of issue between the two cases. 

In the HSR case, despite the third party intervention, the conflict was spun out 

for five years because the scale of issue was nation wide, and stakeholders were also 

wide and obscure. The proponent's original proposal was cancelled by outsider's 

(Presidential secretariat) political influence. Consequently the concerned issues had a 

negative influence greatly the conflict resolution. On the other hand, in the case of 

IIAE although there \\'as no third party intervention, the conflict resolution \\'as easier 

than the HSR case, because both parties could negotiate directly by altenlati\'e issues 

and the scale of issue \\as limited to the \\'ard area, As seen at the section 9.4 . .2. the 

intensity or contlict in the HSR case was deeper than the II'-\E case. and as a result it 



\vas possible to expect that the conflict resolution of the HSR case \\as more difficult 

than the IIAM case. 

Table 9-4. Variables for conflict resolution 

Variables Sub-variables HSR case HAM case 

Stakeholders (Actors) Stakeholders - + 
Representative + + 

Issues No. of issues - + 
Scale of issue - + 
Identification + -

Strategy/Tactic Proponent + + 
Opponent + 

Role of public organisation Centralgovernrnent + + 
Local governrnent 0 -

Third party intervention Role of third party + 0 
Capacity of their party - 0 

.. 
+ ImplIes a POSItIve mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 Implies a neutral/no effect: - implies a negative 
influence. 

9.5. Evaluation on the Result of Conflict (Table 9.5) 

9.5.1. Achievement of Policy/Development Proj ect 

In the HSR case, the proponent's plans including the original and alternative route 

(underground route) were fully called off, and the block of railway track in Kyungju 

City completely changed. As the route was changed, the period of construction 

lengthened, and the time of completion was put off for three years. Therefore, the 

facility design for the new route required the additional costs (3-4 thousand billion 

Korean Won). (Donga Daily News, 12 June 1996e) From this point of view, the 

achievement of the proponent's policy would be very low. Nonetheless, from the 

national point of view, the policy for the conservation of cultural property was 

achieved to some degree. This conflict was an event as a turning point to consider a 

sustainable development and importance of cultural value in future. According to an 

official ofMOCT, 'this conflict was the first event that a national project was delayed 

and changed because of the conservation of cultural property and historical city.' 

(Interview with official of the MOCT, March 2000) 

In the IIAM case, the MOCT could conducted its plan without a change and 

delay, and it could establish the revised law for the constnlction of IIA. The 

achic\cment of gOVCJ11ment's policy \\as very high. In conflicts bct\vcen the central 



and local government, the central government has achieved largely its purposes or 

opinions. (Younggwang case: see Section 8.3) 

9.5.2. Receptivity 

In the HSR case, the receptivity was very high because the MOCPH and social 

groups' demands were accepted. In contrast, the receptivity in the HAM case was low, 

because the local governments failed to their desires such as the construction of 

interchange and the technology industrial park. However, some part of their demands 

could be reflected in the policy. 'The central government promised that the 

construction of the Kumam interchange could be positively considered in future and 

reflected the local government's demands concerned with the development of capital 

region in the special law' (interview with MOCT's official, March 2000). 

9.5.3. Satisfaction 

In the Kyungju HSR case, the degree of the MOCT's dissatisfaction was high because 

the period of construction was expanded, and also considerable additional costs were 

required. Nevertheless, the MOCT got some satisfactions since the new route went 

through Kyungju City as the MOCT's intention, and a new conflict related to the 

damage of cultural property could be intercepted. Kyungju citizens also satisfied the 

result of conflict resolution because the route did not exclude the city and could 

minimise the destruction of cultural property. While, the MOCPH and social groups 

expressed their satisfaction at the result. Their demands and opinions were fully 

accepted. 

In the HAM case, the MOCT's satisfaction was high. It could persuade the 

local governments without changing and delaying the project and also could enact the 

revised special law. While, the local governments had some dissatisfaction to the 

result because their demands were not accepted immediately. However, they got the 

central government's promise to construct the interchange for them in future. 

9.5.4. Social Stability 

The both conflicts seemed to contribute greatly to the social stability. To begin \\·ith. 

In the HSR case, if the construction of railroad track were carried out as the original 

route, manJ disputcs associated \\ith the destruction of cultural propel1y \\ould occur 

continuously in the course of l'onstruction. In <'H.h·<'l11cc. the \ IOCT could preycnt 



potential problems in its policy through the conflict which could minimise the damaoe 
b 

of cultural property. After the conflict being resolved, any conflicts associated with 

the matter did not occurred. Consequently it could be seen that the conflict 

contributed greatly to the social stability. 

In the conflict related to the HAM case, with taking this opportunity, the 

central government could revise the special law for the construction of IIA and 

blockade local governments' intervention in the process of national projects. Actually 

after the conflict settled, the two concerned local governments had no objection to the 

project up to now. In the future, the possibility of conflict related to national projects 

may be reduced considerably. 

Table 9-5. Analysis of results 

Items Case ofHSR Case of II AM 
Achievement of policy Low High 
Receptivity of policy High Low 
Satisfaction Proponent Middle High 

Opponent High Middle 
Social stability High High 

9.6. Conclusions and Findings 

9.6.1. Conclusions 

Comparing the result of two conflict cases, the more the negative factors influencing 

the intensity of conflict, the intensity assessed by three indicators were higher, and the 

conflict resolution was more difficult. The difference of variables for conflict 

resolution also greatly effected the conflict resolution, and the result of conflict was 

different from each other. The most important causes of different result could be 

divided into following three factors. 

The first factor was conflictual issue. Usually a nationalisation of issue was 

very typical method for pressing a proponent's of project in environmental conflict. 

In order to accomplish this purpose, usually parties appealed and generated issues 

concerned with the conservation of environment and cultural property or safety \\·hich 

was deeply related to public interests. Such strategy made it possible to get a support 

from nation, and often opponents used this method for applying a pressure to other 

side (\\'olsink, I 99 .. L p.8S3). The great di fference of t\\O cases \\·as found in this 



point. Since the HSR case had an issue related to the cultural conser\'ation, the 

conflict attracted national concerns, and opponents could take the initiati\-e in the 

conflict. As a result opponents got fully their purpose. On the other hand, in the case 

of HAM opponents failed to nationalise the conflictual issues, and the issues stayed at 

the regional position. Consequently proponent could accomplish its original project, 

and opponents failed to get fully their purposes. 

The next important factor was a third party intervention. Usually when a 

conflict is in the impasse situation, or when an imbalance of power between parties is 

very large, the third party intervention is very useful method to mediate properly 

parties' interests. In the case ofHSR, the third party intervention played decisively a 

role for the conflict resolution. However, in the HAM case, a third party did not 

intervene, and the conflict was result in weak parties' (local governments) failure. 

Finally depending on the types of conflict, parties' strategies and behaviour 

were quite different from each other. Since the HSR case could be involved in 

systems conflict, parties to the conflict focussed on direct negotiations and joint 

meetings, and third party intervention was relatively easy. On the other hand, 

although the HAM case also had a nature of systems conflict, basically it belonged to 

a bureaucratic conflict related to authority relation. As a result the central government 

used authority controls and at last, as Pondy (1967, p.314) stated, the subordinate 

(local government) has surrendered to a superior's (central government) legitimacy to 

exercise discretion through a legislation. 

9.6.2. Findings 

Through the review of conflict progress and analysis of conflict factors and variables, 

major points could be found as followings. 

1. The nature of conflict issue had a great influence on the conflict progress and 

resolution. Commonly a conflict connected with a value system tended to become 

serious (Kyungju HSR case). 

2. In a conflict between residents and government. the capability of residential 

mobilisation and the combination of residents and social groups greatly influenced the 

direction 0 f conflict. The stronger the residents' power. the degree of success in 

~ainill~ their puqJOSC \\'as higher. In the conflict bet\\ccn central and local 
~ ~ 

go\'crnmcllts (bureaucratic contlict), largely thc central go\'ernment had an initiati\'e 



in dealing with the conflict and also had a clue to resolve the matter concerned with 

the conflict (Inchon lAM case). 

3. In a conflict related to local residents, government thus far largely relied on 

political decisions of government for conflict resolution rather than rational 

negotiations or ideas (Anmyun and Tong River dam cases: see sections 8.2 and 10.3). 

The conflict settled by the political reason could occur again when surrounding 

environments changed (Kyungju HSR case). In the conflict between central and 

local governments, the methods for conflict resolution relied on forcing and authority 

commands showing in bureaucratic conflict types. After implementing Local 

Autonomy, the methods began to change from authority commands to persuasions or 

dialogue, but the residue of previous methods (authority command) still remained. 

Central government had powers to control and to manage local governments over 

matters concerned with national administrations and policies. Actually the imbalance 

of power and personal resources still remained between them, and as a result local 

governments bowed to central government's authority in arguments or disputes. In 

order to overcome such inferiority of strength, local governments often tried to ally 

with their residents. 

4. When there was an imbalance between the parties' power, a third party intervention 

was necessary. Nonetheless in the conflict central and local governments, it was 

difficult that a third party intervened for resolving the conflict. The central 

government did not want the third party intervention because the government thought 

it had a sufficient power and resources to control local governments (Inchon lAM 

case). However, in the case of conflict between the same level governments, a third 

party intervention had a great influence on the conflict settlement. Usually in 

intergovernmental conflicts, the OPM, as a third party, played an important role. 

While the contrary civilian or private organisations' intervention for facilitating or 

mediating conflicts was nearly shut out, because usually officials disliked the 

outsider's intervention. It showed that the Korean bureaucracy still had a priority and 

monopolises infonllation in administrative policies (Kyungju HSR case). 

') In intcruovcrnmcntal conl1icts, most unrcsolvcd conl1icts Illo\"eu to the OPAl'S - . ~ 

hand. \\hicl1 sho\\"lxl tl1~lt an a<.iministratin:- decision-making \\as carricd largely Ollt 



by the hierarchical and bureaucratic measures (Kyungju HSR case). The OPM \\-as 

not a neutral third party rather arbitrator. Although the OPM used joint meetings to 

facilitate a bargaining, it largely depended on authority commands. The 

go\-ernment's direct confrontation with opponents frequently resulted in increasing 

the intensity of conflict, because there was no buffer party to mitigate them (Anmyun 

case: see section 8.2). 

6. Regardless to the types and situations of conflict, most parties adapted negative 

strategies or tactics. For examples, forcing, disregard and conquest were universal in 

hierarchical intergovernmental conflicts (Inchon lAM case). 

7. According to Tong (1994) [in Moon, 1998, p.78], civil society is defined as 'a self

organisation of society through the creation of autonomous, voluntary, NGOs, 

occupational and professional associations, independent news media and political 

organisations'. The civil society refers to the non-governmental and social forces 

rather than politicians and bureaucrats in a society. In recent years, the role ofNGOs 

has played an important part in environmental conflicts. Their roles were issue 

generators, information providers, alternative providers, monitors and mediators. In 

Korea, they largely played parts in contributing to generate issues and provide 

information in environmental conflicts, while the role of mediator and alternative 

provider might be relatively weak. Usually if environmental groups or social groups 

took part in a conflict, the conflict would tend to magnify to the size of nation-wide 

matter, because the groups continuously generated new issues and provided negative 

information concerned with the conflict (Kyungju HSR case). 

8. In order to carry out development or environment policies, the government should 

regard the interest groups as not only sources of citizen movement but also co

operative partners over the decision-making of its policy. In the transition to 

democratisation and localisation, local governments were likely suffered from 

inadequate resources and they needed the NGO sectors to share the burden. NGOs 

engaged increasingly in decision-making processes with local governments. 

Accordin~l\' the more democratic and localised the local gO\Cnlments. the infonllal 

associations should be seen as partners rathcr than opposite groups (Kyungju HSR 

casc ). 

----------
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Chapter 9. Case Study 2: Development of Infrastructure (PIMFY) 

9.1. Introduction 

The recent implementation of local autonomy in Korea has led not only to the growth 

of NIMBY -related conflicts, but also to inter-regional competition and conflicts over 

the location of new and desirable regional developments -- the PIMFY (Please In My 

Front Yard) syndrome. Such competition over large national projects has been 

criticised as obstructing additions to the country's stock of infrastructure regarded as 

essential to the national economy and for their regional linkage effects. Such conflicts 

have generated social unrest and national economic costs. To examine the way that 

the governrnent has handled such conflicts and the strategies used by the parties to the 

conflicts, this Chapter deals with two PIMFY cases (Kyungju High Speed Railway 

and Inchon International Airport Motorway). Although these conflicts were 

concerned with the construction of infrastructure, they differ from each other in their 

conflict types (see, section 7.3) and the nature of the third party intervention. The 

Kyungju case was related to the conflict between departments within central 

governrnent, and the Inchon case was concerned with the conflict between central and 

local governrnents (lower-tiers). 

9.2. Seoul-Pusan High Speed Railway 

(Section of Railway Track in Kyungju City) 

9.2.l. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background to the conflict 

In order to resolve problems over traffic congestion between Seoul and Pusan, the 

Korean governrnent decided to construct a high speed railway (HSR). In July 1989 it 

established 'the Committee for the Construction of Seoul-Pusan HSR' which 

deliberated on matters concerned with the projects and formulated a basic plan. In 

June 1990, the government announced an outline route which would pass through 

Kyungju City. 1) Subsequently (seventh meeting of the arrangement committee in 

April 1992). the Ministry of Construction and Transportation (MOCT) prepared a 

detailed route crossing the Hyungsan RiYer in Kyungju City. The gOyenllllent 



confirmed this as the final planned route and in .J une 1992 2) decided to construct 

Kyungju Station at Buknyuk Field sited four kilometres from Kyungju City. The 

citizens of Kyungju City also gave their approval to this plan. 

2. The start of the conflict 

Some months (4 November) after the government had announced their decision on the 

final planned route, the Cultural Property Preservation Bureau (CPPB) of the Ministry 

of Culture and Physical Health (MOCPH) asked the MOCT to send a blue print of the 

route, which the MOCT did on 18 November 1992. On receiving and studying the 

material, the CPPB asked the MOCT in December to re-consider the detailed route, 

taking into account the need to survey the cultural properties around the area of the 

route.
3

) In response the MOCT undertook a survey for cultural properties within 

Kyungbuk Province for 4 months from February 1993, and concluded that the 

Hyungsan River route was an appropriate route for the conservation of cultural 

properties.
4

) However, the CPPB replied that the survey was inadequate for the 

conservation of the cultural properties and that the MOCT had not considered the 

characteristics of the historic city and the protection of views of the areas of relics. 

They asked the MOCT to change the original route into the Kumchon route that 

would go around Kyungju City to the south-east. (Figure 9.1) 

3. Development of the conflict 

Confronted with the MOCPH's strong protest, the MOCT constituted 'the 

Construction Committee for Conservation of Cultural Property and Management of 

the Property' in 1995. However, in August 1995 the MOCPH informed the MOCT 

that their permission for archaeological excavations in the Kyungju region, issued in 

I) Kyungju City \\as the capital of the Shilla Dynasty which flourished from 57 Be to 935 AD. The 
city has various historical sites and cultural properties. 
2) Since the areas around the June 1992 route had already been the subject of a readjustment of arable 
land. the government had judged that the possibility of damaging buried cultural prope11ies \\as 
unlikel\', 
-,) Acc~rding to the 'Act for Cultural Property Preservation', the minister of \lOCPH has the right to 
issue permissions for exca\'ation of cultural property. \:obody can execute a constmction \vork 
without the permission for excavation of relics from the \IOCPH, 
~ I SUlllmary of the project (Seoul - Pusan fligh Speed Raih\ay) 

rotallength: 471 ,6kl1l (Sel'tlon of Kyungju cIty: :'6.9km). DC'-,Igned spcl'd: 3()() km hour 
The route of KyungJu: OngII1al plan lIyungsan Ri\'\:~r route Changed plan - KUl11chun route 

, The pl'riod of construction: stage J I ~l'Oltl Daegu). 199~ ~()II-L.tagl'.2 (Daegu Pusan): ~O(I.{ ~Ilj () 



Figure 9-1 High speed railway route 
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1991, was cancelled and again asked the MOCT to adopt the Kumchon route as 

official policy. As the conflict became known to the public, protest movements 

against the MOCT's plan (the Hyungsan route) began to spread to academic, cultural 

and religious worlds. In addition, 'the secretary-general of UNESCO mentioned that 

if the route went through Kyungju City, it might be very difficult for the city to be 

designated as an area of world cultural inheritance' (Donga Daily News, 1995a). 

As protests continued and spread, the MOCT suggested that it could change 

the original plan for a surface railway into an underground route. However. cultural 

interests argued that the underground route could also destroy cultural properties. 

Some 69 social interest groups, including the Korean Federation for Practice of 

Economic Justice, began to hold assemblies and conferences against the MOCT's 

plan (Dollga Dai~l' News, 1995b). As the conflict grew, the Office of the Prime 

Minister (OPM) and the Presidential Secretariat intervened in the conflict between the 

two ministries. After researching the issues for nine months. the OPM decided in 

June 1996 to change the Hyungsan route to the altematiye proposed by the MOCPH 

(Dollga Dai~l' News, 1996d). Follo\ying this decision. the gO\'emment decided to 

construct the new station for Kyungju at Hwachon, where only fe\\' cultural properties 

\yere located where \'ie\\s of the historical city \vould be protected. After the public 

hearings for the citizens of Kyungju to express their opinions. the gOyenlment finally 

decided on the plan for the reyised route in January 1997 (Lee et ai, 1999. p.21..t.) . 

. Iotal CllsI S l-l billion (ll't'. 1999b. p.llo) 

")1-



9.2.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

The case study discussion now turns to explore the influence of the conflict factors 

described and discussed in Chapter 7. Sections 6-9. 

1. Difference of interests 

This conflict was a clash between development and conservation. The MOCT had an 

interest in economic effects of its chosen route passing through Kyungju City, which 

would have advantages in attracting tourists and in connecting with the existing 

Southeast railway (see Figure 9.1). In addition, ifits original preferred route were 

changed to the MOCPH alternative route, extra cost and time delay would be incurred 

because of the prolongation of the construction period.5) 

On the other hand the opponent parties placed an emphasis on the value of 

historic cultural property. The MOCPH asserted that if the cultural property were 

damaged once, its restoration would be impossible and, accordingly, the original route 

should be changed. The MOCPH also pointed out that its suggested alternative route 

going round Kyungju City to the south-east would reduce the length of rail track 

because the degree of the curvature would be smaller6
) (see Figure 9.1). Such 

differences about the major concerns of the two parties had a decisive effect in 

increasing the intensity of conflict. 

Box 9.1 Conflict factor: difference of interests 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic difference Delay of completion/extra + 

costs/tourist's inconvenience 
Social image and effect Damage of historical city/destruction of + 

cultural property 
Environment/ safety No issue 0 
+ implies a factor increasing the mtensIty of conflIct; 0 Imphes a neutraUno effect; - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

2. Trust and communication 

Until the beginning of the 1990s, the Korean government's top policy priority had 

been economic development and opposition to development projects hardly occurred. 

Therefore, there was no problem in previous relationships between the MOCT and the 

MOCPH. However, in relation to technical trust, each party had argued about the 

)1 The \IOCT e:\pected that the duration of constructIon \\'ould need 3 more years. and the ntra costs 
\\mIld reach the ma:\imum of 3--+ billion Korean Won (Dol1ga DaiZ,· .\'('\1\. I ()()~b). 

hi I hUl1~sal1 route (\IOCT): The length of rail track- M'.Okm: COI1'-.trllctlon costs- 1 SiO billion WOI1 
\\:hacl1011 route (\)(..)( 'PII) Tht' length of l~lil track-."~.9kll: (OllSlructinn (osts- I ~90 billion \\'on 

( I CL' ('f (/1. 1<)99. p . .21."). 



methods and results of the sun"ey of cultural properties in the area \yhich was 

undertaken during the process of the conflict. In terms of procedural trust the ~10CT 

had its doubts about the MOCPH's true intentions, since the MOCPH had not 

objected to the route at an early stage and had only asked for the route to be changed 

after the June 1992 route had been decided. Nevertheless, it can be judged that 

basically this matter did not exert a negative influence upon the mutual trusts. 

As this conflict occurred between two ministries of central government, the 

exchange of each party's opinion was conducted through public conferences and 

official documents. Therefore, there was neither a distortion nor an interception of 

the communication. Each ministry's intentions and opinions were communicated and 

understood correctly. In relation to social groups, each party's true intention was 

often distorted, because there was no direct dialogue, although, because the MOCPH 

could speak fully for the opinions of non-governmental interests, communication 

between the parties involved was basically straightforward. 

Box 9.2 Conflict factor: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships Goodlno previous dispute -
Mutual trust (Technical) Distrust of survey over property + 

(Procedural) No issue 0 
Communication Official documents/public conference -
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

3. Perception and behaviour pattern 

The MOCT considered the conflict as a troublesome phenomenon and tried to avoid 

the clash. However, after the conflict became manifest, the MOCT explained its plan 

quite actively to its opponents including the MOCPH. The MOCT's behaviour of 

making an opportunity to find a constructiYe altematiye had a positive influence on 

the conflict process and resolution. The MOCPH did not consider the dispute as a 

wholly negative issue, but regarded it as a good opportunity to enhance national 

concerns about the cultural property and to renew a policy for the conservation of 

cultural property. 

Basically there \\ere no experiences of negatiye behayiouL such as authority 

commands, llse of force and disregard of opponents, because the conflict was 

essentially conducted het\\cen ministries \\"ithin the central gOyenlment. Legal and 

fOllllal administratiye proccdures \\ cre us('d through the accepted nOllllS of 



bureaucratic behayiour. In consequence, there was no possibility that the parties' 

beha\'iour could increase the intensity of conflict. Only protests by social groups 

raised the intensity somewhat, but their acti\'ities were conducted by lawful means. 

Box 9.3 Conflict factor: perception on conflict and pattern of behaviour 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Perception (proponent) Negative (troublesome)~ positiye + 

(opponent) Positive (conservation of cultural property) -
Behaviour (proponent) Formal dialogue/conference -

(opponent) Formal dialogue/conference (MOCPH), -
Protest movement (social groups) + 

+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of confhct; 0 Implies a neutral no effect: - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

4. Structure and internal discord 

As the major parties to the conflict were ministries of the central government, they 

were internally well structured and organised. Despite the involvement of a number 

of social groups as opponents, there was little discord among them or any split within 

any of them, therefore, they could focus their demands on the conservation of the 

cultural relics. The MOCPH was able to deal fully with any minor discord between 

the social groups. Therefore this factor decreased the intensity of the conflict. 

Box 9.4 Conflict factor: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Structure Well structured (both sides) -

Internal discord No discord -
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutral 'no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

5. External environment 

As outlined in Chapter 2, Korea's move towards political democratisation led to the 

democratisation in various other fields of Korean society, and different social interest 

groups began to ask for their participation to be taken into account in the process of 

policy-making. The government became to regard their opinions as an important 

factor and that it could not o\'erride their reasonable arguments and \vishes. In this 

context, and giyen the amount of external support for the MOCPH's position, the 

gOyelllment agreed to cancel the original MOCT route and adopted an altenlatiYe 

route that social groups requested as suggested by the \10CPH, despite the damage 

afOicted on the consistency and trust of the gO\'elllment's policy, Thus, political 

democratisation had an inlluencc on increasing the intensity of the conllicL 



Many interest groups supported the MOCPH's resistence to the NIOCT's plan. 

As the environmental and/or cultural consel"Yation became more widely supported 

over against the economic development priority from the end of the 1980s, social 

groups' expression of their roles and right to speak in the process of decision making 

gradually increased. If the MOCPH had opposed the MOCT plan on its own, it might 

have not achieved its purpose. At the outset the MOCT considered the social groups 

as a troublesome question and disregarded theirviewpoints. As their protest 

movement increased and spread, public opinion aligned itself with them and with the 

MOCPH. However, local residents and interest groups in Kynugju City, who 

favoured the MOCT plan, also organised meetings and otherwise expressed their 

support. Thus the activity of social groups was an important factor in increasing the 

intensity of conflict. 

After the conflict became manifest, the press reported the matter day after day, 

and this aroused national concerns. Although they provided well-balanced reports 

and comments, they criticised the fact that the original route was decided without an 

adequate investigation about the extent of cultural property within Kyungju City. In 

this way, their reports contributed to the conflict being recognised as a national issue. 

Box 9.5 Conflict factor: external environment 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
NGOs National NGOs (social/cultural groups) + 

Local social groups + 
Press Press (neutral reports) 0 
Political chan~e Democratisation + 
+ implies a factor increasing the mtensity of confhct; 0 Imphes a neutraVno effect; - ImplIes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

9.2.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Scale of participants and parties 

The main parties to this conflict were the MOCT as proponent and the MOCPH as 

opponent. After public learned of the difference of opinion within central government 

other outside parties began to expand into the conflict. Various national social groups 

participated in the dispute and the issue attracted national concenlS. Follo\\'ing the 

involvement of the' [\ lanagement Committee for Cultural Property', some 69 national 



social groups 7) took part in the protests against the MOCT's plan. In opposition to 

this protest movement, the residents of Kyungju City and local social interest groups 

(30 bodies), having direct interests in the original June 1992 route as a PIMFY issue, 

thrust themselves into the conflict (Dollga Dai~l' News, 1995a). The protest 

movements to MOCT's plan twice held large-scale demonstrations attracting up 

to 15,000 people in Seoul. In opposition to these events, 5,000 Kyungju citizens also 

had meetings to support the MOCT's plan. 

2. Duration of the conflict 

The HSR case continued for 5 years. After the government first made its decision on 

the preferred route in mid-1992, the MOCPH surveyed the cultural relics around the 

route and asked the MOCT to change the route later that year. From this time, the 

tedious conflict started, and it continued till the beginning of 1997 for 5 years. 

3. Frequency and conjlictual behaviour (Table 9.1) 

Since the conflict took place between the central departments as proponent and 

opponent, conflictual behaviour was expressed in the formal meetings, such as official 

conferences, documents and notices. After the OPM intervened, a joint council was 

held to promote reconciliation between the parties. With the dispute increasing, social 

groups supporting the MOCPH used largely critical statements, press interview, 

assembly and symposium which accounted 20 times; local meetings were organised 

by supporters of the MOCT in Kyungju City. 

Table 9-1. Frequency of conflictual behaviour (1992-1996) 

Action 
Official notes of protest (MOCPH) 
Statements/press interview 
A signature-collecting campaign 
Seminar and conference 
Large scale assembly/meeting 

--- ._----

Number and scale 
7 
6 

2 times (170,682 people) 
3 

2 times (15,000 people) 

, Ih~v \\ cre ('uitural (\rgalll"atlllih (.\ I. :\cademic orgalll..,atioll" (15). Religiou" Bodics (.2Sl). alld 
('ltl/~n mo\emCl1t group.., ( 16). 

'I ~ 1 
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9.2.-'+. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

The number of disputants to the conflict increased with the development of the 

conflict. Because the conflict issue was the protection of cultural property, the whole 

nation eventually took an interest in it. This made the identification of stakeholders 

by the researcher quite difficult. As knowledge spread about the issue and the 

intensity of conflict increased, circa 67 social groups became involved as opponents 

of the MOCT plan and many individual Kyungju citizens became involved. In 

particular, the spread of opposition to cultural, academic and religious groups, \vhich 

made it difficult to resolve the conflict favourably the MOCT. As representati\"es of 

disputants, the two concerned central government ministries could speak fully for 

each party's position and hold themselves responsible for their policies, which could 

be regarded as having a positive influence on conflict resolution. 

Box 9.6 Conflict variables: stakeholders and representatives 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
S takeho lders Wide/vague -

Representati ves Central government (NOCPH) + 
+ implies a positi\"e influence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - lTIlphes a negatIve 
influence. 

2. Issues 

The main conflict issue was the preservation of cultural property in Kyungju City. No 

new issues appeared during the progress of the conflict and accordingly there is no 

need to identify further conflict issues in this case. The actual negotiations for 

problem solving were helped by the parties to the conflict providing alternatives to 

resolve the issue. If the opponent had taken a position demanding the cancellation of 

the HSR project without suggesting any alternative, the conflict would ha\"e reached 

an impasse. At the first stage of negotiation, since the two parties adhered to their own 

positions, the conflict dragged on leading to the OPM's intervention. After this third 

party intervention, the conflict changed into a principled negotiation about the 

substance of the issue. 

Since the conflict issue \vas concenled with the conservation of cultural 

properties, the scale of the issue \\'as nation\\ide at one !e\"el (although the cultural 

relics at isslle \\'ere locah .. 'd at a localle\·el). Accordingly. the gO\ el11ment felt a 

'"'I ., , 

..:: -'-' 



political responsibi lity to try to resolye this conflict as soon as possible. In fact. it 

took five years to settle the conflict. because the differences bet\yeen the parties \\ere 

so great. Considering the eyidence on influence of the issue on the conflict. because 

there was only one issue involved and new issues did not appear in the process of the 

conflict, this \'ariable can be judged to have had a relatively positive influence on 

conflict resolution. 

Box 9.7 Conflict variables: issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Number of issue Simple (conservation of property) -
Scale of issue Nation wide -
Identification of issues More easy + 

.. 
+ 1lllphes a posItIve mfluence on conflIct resolution; 0 implies a neutral no effect; - implies a negatiw 
influence. 

3. Strategies and tactics 

At the outset of the conflict, both main parties held formal and informal negotiations 

through a steering meeting. As the issue grew to a dispute situation, they adopted 

higher-profile tactics such as a joint committee and a formal conference consisting of 

officials and non-governmental delegates. In the meantime, the MOCPH tried to use 

outsiders' assistance through an alliance with semi-official groups to consult over 

technical matters. As the dispute did not reach a conclusion in spite of many official 

meetings, the two parties asked the OPM to mediate over the matter. Consequently 

the conflict was settled through third party intervention, which thus played an 

important role in conflict resolution. 

On the other hand, dissident social groups and local residents made use of 

forcing strategies, such as large-scale open-air meetings or public statements, to put 

pressure upon central government, which seemed to be quite effective tactics in \'iew 

of the eventual decision. 

Box 9.8 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Proponent High profile tactics I formal meetings + 

I Opponent (MOCPH) Formal dialogue + 
(social groups) Forcing (every kinds of protest behaviours) -

.. + implies a posltlYe Il1fluence on conflict resolutIOn: 0 ImplIes a neutral no effect: - ImplIes a negatlYe 

influence. 



-+. The role of public organisation 

Two central government ministries - the MOCT, as proponent. and, the \ IOCPH, as 

an opponent -- took part in the conflict; each ministry did its best for its own interests. 

The MOCPH's participation led to the wider-range protest activities of social and 

cultural groups, which became a part of the momentum of the conflict and played an 

important part in increasing the intensity of conflict. The two ministries tried to 

resolve the conflict through direct negotiation, but because the difference of opinion 

between conservation and development was so great. the intensity of the conflict 

increased, and the conflict was referred to the OPM. The OPM, as a third party, 

participated in the conflict to mediate the strongly held different opinions between the 

two ministries. However, the OPM was not a simple facilitator or mediator, but was 

rather an arbitrator because the OPM's ruling would be effecti\'ely binding on both 

parties. In consequence, the OPM's mediation played an important role in settling the 

conflict. 

In the process of this decision-making, the Korea Transportation Institute 

(KOTI) as a government agency, planned the detail route and supplied information 

about the project. On the other hand, although Kyungju City had direct interests in 

the conflict, the local government only observed the progress of conflict and did not 

participate directly in the conflict and its resolution. 

Box 9.9 Conflict variables: the role of public organisation 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Central government · MOCT(proponent): debate/open process + 

· MOCPH (opponent): official process 
· OPM (third party):joint committee 
· Kyungju City (observer) 

Local government · Korea Transportation Institute (planner): 0 
Government agency Persuasion (to residents) + 

+ implies a positive influence on conflIct resolutiOn: 0 Impbes a neutraVno effect: - Impbes a negative 
influence. 

5. Third party intervention 

The OPM had played a role of the third party. At the beginning of this process, the 

OPM, as a mediator, initiated some joint meetings and took professional ad\'ice. 

Although six joint meetings were held under the presidency of the OPi\L both sides 

maintained their original \'ie\\-points and no conclusion was reached. As the contlict 

issue spread nation-\\ide. the OP:".I consulted \\'ith the Presidential Secretariat. \\hich 

recognised the polItical responsibility of needing to decide about changing the 



original route. According to this decision, the OPM, as an arbitrator. cancelled the 

original route and decided on the new route going round Kyungju City to the south

east. 

Besides the parties directly involved in the process of conflict, a number of 

research institutes, experts, and foreign research organisations were also involved. 

They took part in the matter by supporting one or other of the parties or through 

providing advice and suggestions as required. In this sense, they should be regarded 

as supporters of the parties involved rather than as neutral third parties. 

Box 9.10 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Third party's role Mediator~Arbitrator/ Supporter + 
Capacity of third party No neutral and special third party 0 

.. 
+ ImplIes a posItIve mfluence on conflIct resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

9.3. Inchon International Airport Motorway (HAM) 

9.3. 1. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background to the conflict 

In preparation for the increased demand for air travel in the coming century, the 

Korean government constructed Inchon International Airport (HA) on Young chong 

Island to serve as a hub-airport for Northeast Asia (Figure 9.2). It also decided to 

build the !chon International Airport Motorway (HAM) 8) to serve as a major link to 

the airport and so contribute to meeting air transport demands in the capital region. In 

1991 the government completed a feasibility study for the motorway and undertook 

the necessary design work from 1991 to 1994. 'The Private Capital Inducement Act 

on SOC' was enacted in 1994, and the motorway was designated as the first private 

capital inducement facility project. After public notification of the project, the ground 

breaking ceremony was held in December 1995 (Kwon, 1996, p.37). 

8 ) Project summary -- Location: Koyang City. Kyunggl ProYlI1CC - Choong \\·ard. Inchon ('ity 
Length: 40.~ kill (\Iain: _~():' kill. Branch: :'.7km) Lanes: 6-:-; lanes (\\idth: :'O.61ll- 37 :-;Ill) 

In & out: ~ (4 JeT· :. Ie) rotal construction co"t S 14 billion 
('onstrtlction pL'llod 19 '\owlllber 1 99:' ~~ '\mL'mber ~(I()() (:' ;, car-,) 
( Rcsourcl':1 he '\ t'\\ Inchon International. \ i q)()rt htT\\ay (0 .. 1 !)l)l» 



Figure 9-2 The route of the Inchon IAlVI 
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2. Beginning and development of the conflict 

The designed route of the motorway passed through Seo and Kaeyang wards in 

Inchon City, which would have the effect of dividing the wards into two. Seo Ward 

asked the MOCT to build an interchange at Kumam (Fig. 9.2) within its jurisdiction 

so that its residents could use the motorway, and Kaeyang Ward also asked for the 

development of an industrial technology park in its greenbelt area. The MOCT 

refused Seo Ward's demand for the reason that if the Kumam interchange was built, 

the many vehicles travelling to and from the offices in the Ward would cause such 

traffic congestion that the new airport might fail in its role as an international hub 

airport. Seo Ward in response blamed the MOCT for not endorsing the wishes of its 

local government and withheld its approval to the application for the change of land 

use in May 1996. 

The MOCT also rejected Kaeyang Ward ' s request because the development of 

greenbelt in the capital region could bring further growth to the city and contribute to 

increasing its already large concentration of population and industry. Faced with this 

decision, Kaeyang Ward immediately disapproved the application by the New 

International Airport Freeway Co for the change of land use in its greenbelt area for 

the construction of Inchon lAM. The Ward asserted that the application did not fit in 

well with the principle of equality with the central government wanting local authorit 

to change the land use for the construction of motonvay in the greenbelt, but not 

agree ing to the constructi on of the techno log industrial park for regional economic 

de\ cloplll 111. Fo ll o\\ ing Kaeyang \\'ard' beha\·iour, Seo \Vard also reCu ed to 

permit the change orland LI in it jurisdiction. 



The MOCT's response to this opposition to its plans \\'as to prepare 'the 

Special Law for the Construction of National Projects', stating that the local 

government could not intervene in carrying forward national projects (Donga Dai~l' 

News, 1996d; Lee, 1999b, p.232). However, the MOCT's intention to establish the 

special law led to reactions from other local governments.9
) Faced \vith these local 

government protests, the MOCT explained to the wards that when other accesses to 

the airport were built in the future, the construction of an interchange could be 

considered then, and the restriction of industrial location in the capital region would 

be relaxed. From this point the emphasis in press reports of the conflict began to 

express the view that a national policy project was being blocked due to local-self 

interest or selfishness. Public opinion thus began to move to support the MOCT's 

position and, consequently, the wards felt pressure from public opinion. They 

accepted the MOCT's suggestion and the conflict was resolved in 1997. 

9.3.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

1. Difference of interests 

The Inchon lAM was a conflict between local interests and national benefits. From 

the viewpoint of national benefits, the 'central government placed a priority on 

securing the function of the new airport as a hub-airport for Northeast Asia in its early 

stage and considered that a convenient and smooth traffic between the airport and 

Seoul was the key point' (Interview with MOCT official, March 2000). The MOCT 

insisted that important national projects or national interests should not be hindered 

by regional selfishness. 

On the other hand, the two wards concentrated on the potential damage to their 

areas from the construction of the motorway. Local residents could not use the road 

without an interchange, and the motorway itself would be an inconvenience to the 

residents. The wards therefore asked for some compensation for local damage and 

losses. They asserted that e\'en the most important national projects should coincide 

with the local residents' interests to some degree (Lee, 1999b, p.233; KCeL 1997, 

1J I .:\ a I tnn- \\ide 1I pper t ier assembly l'ommi Itee' cons I "ting I ~ upper tier local gO\ernmenb presented 
their (lPpll"ltl' opinion to the \IO('Ts prop()s~d in \() \\ay 1996 to enact the special la\\' (D()llgll Daily 
'\e\\'s, I 99(lh ) \ i'tL'l that settlement. the main issue of the conflict shlfll'd from permitting certalll land 
llSl'S in the (;Il'L'11 Belt to special legislation for natIOnal project. 



pAS). With the newly implemented local autonomy particularly in mind, the heads 

of the wards could not help responding to their residents' \'ie\\s and speaking for their 

interests. As a result, this social difference was the main issue of the conflict and 

became its decisive factor. On the other hand, issues concerned with the environment 

and safety did not raise problems in this case. 

Box 9.11 Conflict factor: difference of interests 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic difference National interests (traffic jam/additional + 

costs), local interests(Interchangelregional 
economy) 

Social image and effect Damage regions (divide into two parts) + 
Environment/ safety No issue 0 
+ Implies a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflict; 0 Implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

2. Trust and communication 

The parties to the HAM conflict had no previous experience of disputes over 

development projects, so the basis of their previous relationships was quite good. In 

relation to the HAM itself, there were no technical and procedural problems between 

the central and the local governments. Accordingly, here was no problem with 

mutual trust between the parties at the initial stage of the conflict because the central 

government had good quality technical 'know how' about the project and had carried 

out its preparation by a lawful process (see Section 9.3.1). With the conflict 

developing, the issue of the conflict moved to the enactment of new special law which 

included the provision of excluding other local governments' intervention in the 

process of national projects (KCCI, 1997, pAS; Donga Daily News, 1996b). At this 

time, although other local governments indicated their distrust of the government's 

intentions, this problem was solved through dialogue and conferences and the local 

governments accepted the revised bill, 'the New International Airport Construction 

Promotion Act' . I 0) The presence of this degree of trust over technical and procedural 

issues acted to diminish the intensity of the conflict. 

'Communication [bet\\een the parties to the conflict] was smooth because the 

local governments that could speak for their residents' interests \\'ere the main parties, 

and the local residents did not participate directly in the dispute' (inter\le\\ \\ith the 

\10CT officiaL \larch :20(0). 0:onetheless, the t\\'O \\'ards could not compare \\ith 



the MOCT in terms of their administrative powers and human resources and their 

opinions and arguments were often disregarded by the MOCT. Therefore, on one 

hand they took part in negotiations with the MOCT, on the other hand, they appealed 

to local residents and public opinion. 

Box 9.12 Conflict factor: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships No previous dispute -

Mutual trust (Technical) Trust 'know-how' -

(Procedural) Open process -

Communication Informal meetings, no direct dialogue + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of confhct; 0 Implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

3. Perception of the conflict and pattern of behaviour 

The MOCT regarded the conflict as a negative phenomenon and thought that the 

conflict was obstructing its duty to carry out national projects. In this context, the 

MOCT tried to use 'command' and 'disregard' behaviour. As a further step, it 

attempted to use a coercive measure i.e. an enactment of a special law to restrict local 

governments' rights concerned with local aspects of national projects. Such 

behaviour caused an adverse response by other local governments and raised the 

intensity of the conflict. The local governments involved used the conflict as an 

opportunity to highlight their local/regional problems. For reasons of self-interest, 

they rejected the track of co-operation in the process of the construction of the HAM. 

Their action induced a strong countermove by the central government ministry 

involved to enact a new law and made the conflict more complicated. As a result, 

each party's negative perception and behaviour brought about an emotional escalation 

and influenced the intensity of the conflict. 

Box 9.13 Conflict factor: perception on conflict and pattern of behaviour 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 

Perception (proponent) Negative + 
(opponent) Negative + 

Central government Negative (disregard/legislation), + 
Positive (dialogue/alternatives) -

Negative (refuse support/ blocking) + Local governments 
+ implies a factor increasmg the mtensIty of conflICt: 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect: - ImplIes a factor 

diminishing the intensity of conflict 
~ -

---- - ----

10) This n.'\isl'd .\ct includes a pwyision that eliminated the application of 26 specified admil1lstr~ltiye 
Ja\\S from the process of the pnlll'ct 

, j I ) 



4. Structure and internal discord 

Since the parties to the conflict comprised a central government ministry and local 

governments, there were no problems connected to their internal structure and 

systems influencing the length or strength of the conflict. 

Box 9.14 Conflict factor: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Structure Well structured (both sides) -
Internal discord No discord -
+ lmplies a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

5. External environment 

The introduction of local autonomy in 1995 greatly affected the progress of the HAM 

conflict. As the heads of wards were elected directly by their local residents, they had 

interests in responding to the residents' views and concerns for additional regional 

developments, which were factors likely to increase the intensity of the conflict. 

There were no particular social interest groups' and residents' interventions in the 

HAM conflict. The press in the latter stages of the dispute criticised the local 

governments' behaviour as one of regional selfishness, which could exert a bad 

influence on the national project. Recently, although the press has often stood on the 

side of opposition to many other government development projects, they assumed a 

friendly attitude toward this project, because they recognised the importance of the 

construction of HAM. 

Box 9.15 Conflict factor: external environment 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 

NGOs No intervention 0 

Press Critical to local governments -

Political change Local autonomy (elected mayors) + 
+ implies a factor increasing the mtenslty of confllct; 0 lmplies a neutraVno effect; - lmphes a factor 

diminishing the intensity of conflict 

9.3.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Scale of participants and parties 

The MOCT and the two \vards in Inchon City \vere the major pa11ies to this dispute. 

In the progress of the conflict neither interest groups nor local residents directly 

joined in the conflict although local residents made their \'ie\\'s kno\\n to the heads of 



their local wards. However, other local government did add their interyention in 

relation to the proposal for the special 1 a\\' , but they did not particularly influence the 

process of conflict. As a result, the number of parties and the scale of disputants can 

be regarded as small in overall number. 

2. Duration of the conflict 

The conflict related to HAM lasted from 1996 when the local governments vetoed the 

changes of land use for the construction of motorway until 1997 when the MOCT 

amended the existing law, through 'the New International Airport Construction 

Promotion Act' instead of establishing a new special law. Then the two wards 

accepted the government's suggestion. The total duration of the conflict was one year 

and three months. 

3. Frequency and conflictual behaviour 

There was no illegal or violent behaviour because the major disputants were the 

public organisations and local residents and social groups did not take part directly in 

the conflict. Press interviews and critical statements were the main measures used by 

the wards to give their public views. The central government, however, decided that 

it would use forcing methods such as litigation and special legislation. Eleven 

separate instances of conflictal behaviour by the local governments were identified, 

but considering the duration of the conflict, the frequency of the conflictual behaviour 

was relatively low. 

9.3.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

Because the conflict eventually concerned only the MOCT and the two local 

governments, the number of stakeholders was small and clearly defined. After the 

new issue of the proposes special law appeared, other local governments, 15 \yards 

and counties in the capital region, expressed their opposition to the MOCT's policy 

(Donga Dai~" JVeH's, 1996b), but they did not directly participate in the contlict. 

Neither residents nor social groups took part so there was no need for the definition 

of stakeholders for a negotiated settlement; there \\'as also no need to identi t\ 

separatcly any sets of rcprcscntatiycs, 



Box 9.16 Conflict variables: stakeholders and representatives 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Stakeholders Narrow (\\'ithin the two locality) + 
Representatives Local governments + 

+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolution; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

2. Issues 

At the outset, the issues were concerned with requests for the construction of the 

Kumam interchange and a technology industrial park. As the conflict developed, a 

new issue associated with the enactment of a special law was generated, \vhich caused 

an expansion of the stakeholders involved. However since the wards' demands were 

the compensation for damage as they saw it to local interests, it was possible to make 

negotiable alternatives. The MOCT, whose project the HAM was, suggested an 

alternative method and the conflict was settled as the two wards accepted the 

MOCT's suggestion. This alternative also covered the issue concerning the wider 

area local governments' concerns. Since the scale of conflict issue was limited within 

the local level, this factor affected conflict resolution quite positively, but the 

identification of the issues was very difficult because of the complexity caused by the 

difference of each party's position. 

Box 9.17 Conflict variables: issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Number of issue Complex (interchange/industrial + 

park! traffic jam) 
Scale of issue Local wide + 
Identification of issues Obscure -
+ implies a positive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 lmplIes a neutraVno effect; - ImplIes a negatIve 
influence. 

3. Strategies and tactics 

Central government had quite a negative view of the conflict and at the beginning 

used negative strategies such as authority commands and disregard. As the conflict 

escalated, the MOCT made feint strategies, for example, ne\v legislation and direct 

negotiation. Faced with the MOCT's strong reaction. the \\ards tried to join \vith their 

residents and to spread the issue. Ho\vever. the conflict became calmer after 

aureement was reached to revise the law for the ne\v intenlational airport. which led 
~ 

to a friendlier relationship. The \IOCT produced opportunities for quick dialogues 

and put forward pcrsu<lsi \c arguments for the smooth progress of the project. The 



MOCT's diversionary activities protected the collective protest of local go\'ernments 

and realised peaceful and satisfactory agreements. Consequently. the !YI0CT's 'carrot 

and stick policy', i.e., legislation and dialogue proved effective. 

Box 9.18 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent Feint strategy (forcing/legislation/dialogue), + 

High profile tactics (persuasion/alternative) 
Opponent Confrontation (blocking behaviour) -

.. 
+ ImplIes a pOSItIve mfluence on conflICt resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - implies a negati\'e 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisations 

The MOCT, as the proponent, was in a position to reduce the degree of conflict in this 

case, because it needed to construct the motorway as soon as possible and it actually 

took the leadership in resolving the conflict. The MOCT adopted a feint strategy for 

conflict resolution. As opponents, Seo and Kaeyang Wards triggered the conflict and 

played an important role in increasing the degree of conflict. Inchon Large City could 

have played the role of mediator, but it stood at the side of regional interests. 

However, while sustaining the position of onlooker, it did deliver the local 

governments' common opinion opposing the establishment of special law. 

Box 9.19 Conflict variables: the role of public organisation 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Central government · MOCT(proponent): force/persuade/legislation + 
Local government · Seo and Kaeyang Wards(opponent): -

reject to assistance/try to ally with residents 
· Inchon City: neutralQosition 0 

+ implies a positIve mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - ImplIes a negatlw 
influence. 

5. Third party intervention 

There was no third party intervention to facilitate a negotiation nor to mediate the 

dispute. A third party was not needed to intervene in the conflict, since the central 

government considered that it could fully manipulate the local governments (lower 

tiers ). 

Box 9.20 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

\'ariables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Third party's role Ohserver 0 
Capacity of third party No neutral third party 0 
t implil's a POSI!I\'e ll1tlllence Oil l'onilict resollltl\ll1: () IlllplIes a neutral no effect: - Implies a negatlYc 
in tluellL'e. 



9.4. Comparison of the Analysis of the Two Case Studies 

9.4.l. Factors Influencing the Intensity of Conflict 

Table 9.2 shows a summary view of the analysis of the factors influencing the 

intensity of the conflict in the two PIMFY case studies. A great difference between 

the two cases can be found in relation to the roles of various factors in the process of 

conflict. Differences of interest between the parties played a part in increasing the 

intensity of conflict in both cases. In the Kyungju HSR conflict, a compromise was 

not easy, because the parties' differences about value conception related to economic 

and social interests were larger, while in the case of the HAM, the uncoupling of cost 

and benefit over economic interests increased the intensity of conflict. The factors 

related to technical trust and external environments, including social groups' 

intervention and democratisation, also had an influence on increasing the intensity of 

conflict in the HSR case. In the HAM case, since both parties' views about the 

conflict were negative, they adopted offensive tactics such as force, disregard and 

blocking, which produced the effect of increasing the intensity of conflict. The 

introduction of local autonomy is also regarded as contributing to an increase in the 

intensity of conflict. 

Table 9-2. Factors influencing the intensity of conflict 

Factors Sub-factors HSR case HAM case 

Difference Economic + + 
Social + + 
Safety 0 0 

Relationships Relationships (resident) - -

(social group) 0 0 
Trust Technical trust + -

Procedural trust 0 -

Communication Communication - + 

Perception Proponent + + 
Opponent - + 

Behaviour Proponent - + 
Opponent - + 

Structurelinternal discord Structure - -

Internal discord - -

E '\ terna I em" ironmen t Interest groups (national) + 0 
(Surroundings) (local) + 0 

Expression (national) 0 -

(local) 0 0 
Political change -I-

- - -- - , t implIes a lactor IIlcreaSll1g the lIltenslly 01 conlllct: 0 Il1lplIe~ a neutral no dlect: - IInplIe~ a lactOl 
diminishing the intensity of contlict 



On the other hand, internal structure and relationships between disputants 

were factors decreasing the intensity of conflict in both cases. In the Kyungju HSR 

case, communication and the parties' behaviour helped to diminish the intensity of 

conflict, while the trust concerned with technical and procedural issues and role of the 

press also had an influence on decreasing intensity. 

As a whole, although cases might be found which are similar to each other in 

the number of factors increasing and decreasing the intensity of conflict, the actual 

degree of conflict might be quite different. Generally, in the cases considered so far, 

social groups' or residents' intervention frequently increased the intensity of conflict 

(Younggwang and Dong River dam cases: see sections 8.3 and 10.3). From this 

point of view, it was possible to anticipate that because social groups and Kyungju 

residents involved in the HSR conflict, the intensity of conflict would be deeper, and 

the conflict resolution would be more difficult than in the HAM case. 

9.4.2. Comparison of the Degree of Conflict Intensity 

In all indicators e.g. the constituent situation of parties, the duration of conflict and 

the patterns of behaviour, the intensity of conflict in the HSR case was higher than the 

HAM case. Although the factors influencing the intensity of conflict were similar to 

each other in each case, the assessment of the intensity was quite different. This 

result revealed that the intensity of conflict depended on the relationship between 

disputants and external environments (e.g. social groups' intervention), which led 

national concerns. Consequently, the intensity of conflict in the HSR case with its 

larger number of factors increasing intensity was higher in the case of HAM. From 

this evaluation, it could be considered that conflict resolution in the HSR case would 

be more difficult the HAM. 

Table 9-3. Comparison of intensity 

Items KHSR HAM 
Scale of parties Central government ("'10CT. MOCPH and Central government ("'fOCT) 

OPM) Local governments (Seo Kaeyang 
National social groups (67 Bodies) Wards) 
K-'yul!&iu Citizens (30 local social groups) Inchon City 

Duration 1992. -+ --1997.1(5 vears) 1996 - 1997 ( 1 Year .3 months) 
Pattern of ;\ I OCPH: lega 1 action (meetings. \10CT: legislation. informal conference_ 

I Beha\-iour Conference. joint committee) 
I Local government: reject pen11l ss lOll. 

I 

Social groups: Signahlre campaign. public collective protest. 

- -
~tatement~_~~~t'll1blies.J2..uhl \( hearil1t!s) 

-~ --



9.4.3. Results of the Analysis of Variables Influencing Conflict Resolution 

Table 9.4 provides a summary of the analysis about the operation of the yariables 

influencing conflict resolution in the two PIMFY case studies. The number of 

positive variables influencing conflict resolution was similar, but the negatiye 

variables in the HSR case were more than in the HAMcase. Although the priority and 

importance of factors were different from each other, the issue of conflict was the 

significant factor influencing conflict resolution in both cases. Generally, when a 

conflict issue was concerned with safety or the conservation of culture, the conflict 

tended to become a national concern and led to outside intervention (Y ounggwang 

NPP and Dong River Dam cases: see Sections 8.3 and 10.3). National interests 

became to be involved in the case of the HSR and, social groups naturally 

participated in the conflict, which increased the number of stakeholders and the 

difficulties of resolving the conflict. On the other hand, the two local governments' 

interests in the HAM case were considered as a regional self-interest and hence 

neither attracted national attention nor received support from social groups and 

national interests. Therefore, the proponent could push its plan in spite of opponent's 

protest. The results of conflicts were entirely different due to the fundamental 

difference of issue between the two cases. 

Table 9-4. Variables for conflict resolution 

Variables Sub-variables HSR case HAM case 

Stakeholders (Actors) Stakeholders - + 
Representative + + 

Issues No. of issues - + 
Scale of issue - + 
Identification + -

Strategy/Tactic Proponent + + 
Opponent + -

Role of public organisation Central government + + 
Local government 0 -

Third party intervention Role of third party + 0 
Capacity of their party - 0 

+ implies a positive influence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral no effect: - ImplIes a negatl\ e 
influence. 

In the HSR case, despite third party interYention, the conflict \\'as spun out for 

five \'Cars because the scale of the issue was nation\\ide and the stakeholders \\ere 

also \\idc and not easy to identi fy clearly. The proponent's original proposal \\'as 

e\entually cancelled by an outside interest's (Presidential Secretariat) political 



influence. Consequently, the issues concerned can be said to have had a considerable 

negative influence on conflict resolution. On the other hand, in the case of HAM 

although there was no third party intervention, conflict resolution was easier than in 

the HSR case, because both parties could negotiate directly by reference to alternati\'e 

possibilities and the scale of the issues was limited to the \\lard areas. As seen at 

section 9.4.2, the intensity of conflict in the HSR case was deeper than the HAM case, 

and as a result it is possible to expect that the conflict resolution of the HSR case 

would be more difficult than the HAM case. 

9.5. Evaluation of the Result of Conflict (Table 9.5) 

9.5.1. Achievement ofPolicylDevelopment Project 

In the HSR case, the proponent's plans including the original and the underground 

alternative route were called off, and the route of railway track through Kyungju City 

was completely changed. As the route was changed, the period of construction 

lengthened, and the time of completion was extended by three years. Therefore, the 

design for the new route required additional costs (3-4000 billion Korean Won) 

(Donga Daily News, 12 June 1996e). From this point of view, the achievement of the 

proponent's policy would be very low. Nonetheless, from the national point of view, 

the policy for the conservation of cultural property was achieved to some degree. 

This conflict was a turning point event for central government to consider sustainable 

development and the importance of cultural value in the future. According to an 

official ofMOCT, 'this conflict was the first event that a national project was delayed 

and changed because of the conservation of cultural property and historical city.' 

(Interview with a MOCT official, March 2000) 

In the HAM case, the MOCT could conduct its plan without change or delay, 

and it could establish the revised law for the construction of HA. The achievement of 

the government's policy was very high. In conflicts between the central and local 

government, the central government has achieved largely its purposes or sustained its 

opinions. (Younggwang case: see Section 8.3) 

9,5,2, Receptivitl 

In the HSR case, the degree orreceptivity was \'ery high because the \lOCPH and 

social groups' demands \\ ere accepted, In contrast. the degree or receptivity in the 



IIAM case was low, because the local governments (wards) failed to recei\'e the 

award of their requests, such as the construction of the interchange and the industrial 

technology park. However, some part of their demands could be reflected in the 

policy. 'The central government promised that the construction of the Kumam 

interchange could be positively considered in future and reflected the local 

government's demands concerned with the development of capital region in the 

special law' (interview with MOCT's official, March 2000). 

9.5.3. Satisfaction 

In the Kyungju HSR case, the MOCT's dissatisfaction was high because the extended 

period of construction and the considerable additional costs required. Nevertheless, 

the MOCT got some satisfactions since the new route went through Kyungju City as 

was its' intention and a further conflict related to the damage of cultural property was 

avoided. The citizens of Kyungju were also satisfied at the result of the conflict 

resolution because the route did not exclude the city and minimised the destruction of 

their local cultural property. The MOCPH and social groups were also satisfied at the 

result as their demands and opinions were fully accepted. 

In the HAM case, the MOCT's satisfaction was high. It could persuade the 

local governments without changing and delaying the project and also could enact the 

revised special law. The local governments were dissatisfied to some extent at the 

result because their demands were not accepted immediately. However, they did 

receive central government's promise to consider constructing the interchange in the 

future. 

9.5.4. Social Stability 

Both conflicts seemed to contribute greatly to social stability. To begin with, in the 

HSR case, if the construction of railroad track had been carried out on the original 

route, disputes associated with the destruction of cultural property would have 

occurred continuously during the course of construction. Thus, although its project 

was delayed and was more expensive, the MOCT benefited by being able to prevent 

potential social stability problems and conflicts over potential or actual damage to 

cultural property, The conflict resolution meant that future conflicts associated \\ith 

the HSR were (1\ oided and it could be seen that the outcome of the contlict 

contributed greatly tn the soci .. t1 stability. 



In the conflict related to the IIAM case, through taking this opportunity and 

developing its conflict strategy, the central government could both re\'ise the special 

law for the construction of IIA and block local governments' interyention in the 

process of national projects. Actually, after the conflict was settled, to the 

researcher's best knowledge, the two concerned local governments have had no 

objection to the project up to the present time. In the future, the possibility of central

local conflicts related to national projects may be reduced considerably. 

Table 9-5. Analysis of results 

Items Case ofHSR Case ofIIAM 
Achievement of policy Low High 
Receptivity of policy High Low 
Satisfaction Proponent Middle High 

Opponent High Middle 
Social stability High High 

9.6. Conclusions and Findings 

9.6.1. Conclusions 

Comparing the result of the two PIMFY conflict cases, the more the negative factors 

influencing the intensity of conflict, the higher were the three intensity indicators and 

the more difficult was the resolution of the conflict. The difference between the 

variables for conflict resolution also greatly affected the resolution of the conflict and 

the conflict outcome differed in each case. The most important causes of these 

different results could be divided into the following three factors. 

The first factor was the conflictual issue(s). In an environmental conflict, a 

typical method for an opponent to bring pressure on the proponent is to locate the 

issue at a national rather than local or regional level (Wolsink, 1994, p.853). In order 

to accomplish this shift in level, the opponent parties worked to establish and generate 

issues concerned with the conservation of environment and cultural property or safety 

which were deeply related to public interests. Such a strategy made it possible to get 

other support from nation interests. The great difference bet\yeen the t\yO PIMFY 

cases was found in this point. Since the HSR case had an issue related to the cultural 

conscrvation, the conflict attracted national concenlS, and opponents could take the 

initiatiyc in the contlict. .\s a result thc l\IOCT's opponents fully achicved their 



objective. On the other hand, in the case of the IIAM, the opponents failed to raise 

the conflict issues to the national level and they stayed at the regional level. 

Consequently, the proponent was able to accomplish its original project, and the 

opponents failed to achieve their purposes (although they were left with some hope 

for future action). 

The next important factor was that of third party intervention. Usually, when 

a conflict is in an impasse or when an imbalance of power between parties is very 

large, third party intervention is very useful method to mediate properly between the 

different parties' interests. In the case of HSR, third party intervention played a 

decisive role in conflict resolution. However, in the HAM case, a third party did not 

intervene, and the conflict resulted in the failure of the weaker parties' (local 

governments) in the short-term at least. 

Finally, depending on the types of conflict involved, the parties' strategies and 

behaviour were found to be quite different from each other. Since the HSR case could 

be classified as a form of systems conflict, the parties to the conflict were able to 

focus on direct negotiations and joint meetings, and third party intervention was 

relatively easy. On the other hand, although the HAM case also had something of the 

nature of systems conflict, basically it belonged to the bureaucratic conflict type, 

related to the relationships between the authorities involved. As a result the central 

government used its higher authority controls and, as Pondy (1967, p.314) has stated, 

the subordinate (local government) surrendered to a superior (central government) 

legitimacy to exercise discretion through legislation. 

9.6.2. Findings 

A review of the progress of the PIMFY case study conflicts and an analysis of conflict 

factors and variables suggests the following major points: 

1. The nature of the conflict issue had a great influence on the progress and resolution 

of the conflict. A conflict connected with a value system tended to become serious 

(e.g. Kyungju HSR case). 

:2. In a conflict bet\\cen residents and govenlmenL the capability of residential 

mobilisation and the combination of residents and social groups greatly influenced the 

dirc'dion of conflict. The stronger the residents' pO\\er. the higher \\as the degree of 



their success in gaining their purpose. In the conflict between central and local 

governments (bureaucratic conflict), the central government largely has the initiati\'e 

in dealing with the conflict and also has the opportunity to resoh"e the matter 

concerned with the conflict (e.g. the Inchon lAM case). 

3. In a conflict related to local residents, central government ministries largely relied 

on political decisions for conflict resolution rather than undertaking rational 

negotiation or putting forward new ideas (e.g. the Anmyun and Tong River Dam 

cases: see sections 8.2 and 10.3). The conflict settled by political decision could easily 

occur again if surrounding environments changed (e.g the Kyungju HSR case). In 

the conflict between central and local governments, the methods for conflict 

resolution relied on forcing and authority command strategies, typical of bureaucratic 

conflict types. After the implementation of local autonomy in 1995, the methods used 

began to change from authority commands to persuasion or dialogue, but the residue 

of previous methods (authority command) still remained. Central government had 

powers to control and to manage local governments over matters concerned with 

national administration and policies. Actually, the imbalance of power and personal 

resources between the two levels still remained so great that local government has 

little choice but to bow to central government's authority in arguments or disputes. In 

order to overcome such inferiority of strength, local governments often tried to ally 

with their residents or raise the conflict issue to a national level. 

4. When there was a balance between the powers of the parties and no progress was 

possible, third party intervention became necessary. Nonetheless, in the conflict 

between central and local governments, it was difficult for a third party to intervene to 

resolve the conflict. The central government did not want the third party intervention 

because the government thought it had the necessary authority and resources to 

control local governments ( e.g. the Inchon lAM case). However, in the case of 

conflict between goven1ments of the same level, then third party intervention had a 

great influence on the conflict settlement. Usually in inter-departmental conflicts, the 

OPM, as a third party, has played an important role (although the Presidential 

Secretariat has also been important). On the contrary. ci\'ilian or private 

organisations' inten'ention for f~lcilitating or mediating conflicts \vas more or less 

e\clllded. because usually officials disliked and \\ollid not accept outsidc intcn entit)Jl. 



This showed that in official thinking, the traditional Korean bureaucratic procedures 

still took priority and that the ministries would still monopolise information o\'er 

administrativ~ policies (e.g. the Kyungju HSR case). 

5. Most unresolved interdepartmental conflicts moved to third party intervention in 

the form of the OPM, demonstrating that administrative decision-making was carried 

largely out by the hierarchical and bureaucratic measures (e.g. the Kyungju HSR case). 

The OPM was not a neutral third party, rather it was a powerful arbitrator. Although 

the OPM used joint meetings to facilitate bargaining, it has largely depended on 

authority commands. The government's direct confrontation with opponents 

frequently resulted in increasing the intensity of conflict, because there was no buffer 

party to mitigate them (e.g. the Anmyun Island case: see section 8.2). 

6. Regardless of the types and situations of conflict, most parties adopted negative 

strategies or tactics. For examples, forcing, disregard and conquest were universal in 

hierarchical intergovernmental conflicts (e.g. the Inchon lAM case). 

7. According to Tong (1994) [in Moon, 1998, p.78], civil society is defined as 'a self

organisation of society through the creation of autonomous, voluntary, NGOs, 

occupational and professional associations, independent news media and political 

organisations'. Civil society thus refers to the non-governmental and social forces 

rather than politicians and bureaucrats in a society. In recent years, the role ofNGOs 

has played an important part in environmental conflicts in Korea. They have become 

issue generators, information providers, providers of alternatives, monitors and 

mediators. In Korea, they have contributed to the generation of issues and to 

providing information in environmental conflicts, while their role as mediator or 

provider of alternative ideas or opportunities has been relatively weak. Usually if 

environmental groups or social groups took part in a conflict, the conflict would tend 

to develop to the scale of a nation-wide matter, because the groups continuously 

generated new issues and proyided negati\'e infOlwation concen1ed \yith the conflict 

(e.g. the Kyungju HSR case). 

8. In order to cany out its dc\"e\opment and enyironmental policies bctter. the 

go\crnment should regard the intcrest groups as not only c:\pressions or citi/C'n:-;' 

) - , 
- ~-' 



movements, but also as potential co-operative partners in decision-making oyer its 

policies. In the transition to democratisation and localisation, local governments have 

suffered from inadequate resources and they also need the NGO sectors to share the 

burden; the NGOs, on the other hand, need to engage increasingly in decision-making 

processes with local governments and not just act as opponents to policies. 

Accordingly the more democratic and localised the local governments become. the 

more informal associations should be seen as partners rather than opposition groups 

(e.g. the Kyungju HSR case). 



Chapter 10. Case Study 3: Water Resources and Pollution 

10.1. Introduction 

This Chapter deals with conflict cases related to water resources and pollution. The 

demand for water has sharply increased in recent decades as Korea has progressed 

towards an industrial and urban society and the number of conflicts over water 

resources has also grown in number. Water is expected to become an ever more 

scarce resource in the future and conflicts related to water resources will increase 

further. With a corresponding need for government strategies for conflict 

management, the two conflict cases (Wichon Industrial Complex and Dong River 

Dam cases) discussed in this chapter are expressions of these national concerns. The 

length of the conflicts before and after the implementation of local autonomy allows 

both the government's involvement and the influence of political change to be 

examined. 

10.2. The Daegu Wichon Industrial Complex (WIC) 

10.2.1. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background 

The two cities of Pusan and Daegu are both located within a vulnerable part of the 

basin of the Nakdong River (Figure 10.1), and have a history of frequent 

disagreements about the allocation of water resources and water pollution. In 1990, 

for instance, the River was contaminated by an accident when phenol spilled from the 

Gumi Industrial Complex located 20 km north ofDaegu. Pusan's citizens, whose 

drinking water came from the upper Nakdong River catchment, suffered greatly from 

this accident for ten days (Joongang Daily News, 1991; Donga Daily Nelvs, 1991). 

At the beginning of the 1990s, Daegu's manufacturing industry consisted of 

light industries such as textile, dyeing and the manufacture of glass, but these 

manufactures had declined to the status of low value added sectors and Daegu' s 

regional economy had begun to deteriorate (Soh, 1999, p.190). In order to cope with 

this emerging di fficult situation, the City drew the conclusion that the construction of 

a National Industrial Comp1c-: (NIC) was a prerequisite for its economic regeneration. 

and decided to construct such an industrial complc-: at \\'icholl to the south of Daegu 



(Figure 10.1). However, the citizens of Pusan who had a clear recollection of their 

bitter experience over the Gumi pollution incident, immediately declared themselves 

against the construction of the WIC only 120 km up the river, as they feared it would 

pollute their water resources. 

Figure 10-1. The Nakdong River, Pusan, Daegu and the site of the proposed 

Wichon Industrial Complex 

2. The beginning of the conflict 
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This conflict began with Daegu' s 1991 decision to develop an industrial complex and 

with Pusan's citizens making their opposition known. However, no early progress 

was made with the scheme until the election of the first mayor of Daegu in June 1995, 

when the City asked the Ministry of Construction and Transport (MOCT) to designate 

a large-scale NIC at Wichon. The MOCT asked Daegu to submit a specific 

development plan, since it felt that the need for the construction of the Industrial 

Complex was an urgent priority (Kim, 1996, p .37). The City of Pusan started a 

movement against the project arguing that the Complex would worsen water quality 

on the Nakdong River. From this tirne, the conflict between two cities began in 

earnest. 

3. Th e development of the confl ict 

As soon as the conflict began, the mayor of each city shO\ ed a sensitive 

r po nsiven ss to hi s local residents' preferences over the project. Da gu b gan a 

1ll 0 \ 'CI11 nt for th de ignution ortlle Ie; Pu an I d the 1110\ ement again t it 

co n trllc tion . Sinc the t\\ 0 local gO\ ernl11ent led the C( nlllct. loc11 ocial group ' 
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were easily united in each city, and the intensity of conflict gradually increased (Soh, 

1999, p.190). Pusan confirmed its inflexible opposition to the construction of the 

WIC through a vigorous citizen campaign including citizen indignation meetings, 

visits to Daegu City Hall to protest, a signature-collecting campaign, and informal 

demonstrations and conferences (KCCI, 1997, pp.51-58). Daegu City initially 

exercised restraint toward Pusan's protests and kept watch over the speeches and 

behaviour of its own representatives and officials as it wanted to implement the 

project quickly. However, as Pusan increased the degree of its protest, Daegu also 

began to respond more strongly. 

In order to relieve the intensity of the conflict, the two cities held joint forums 

in each city, but each side only affirmed its firm position on the project and failed to 

move forwards to agreement. Afterwards, both cities plunged into activities 

promoting and publicising their own position. They began to concentrate on lobbying 

central government and members of the National Assembly, while Daegu also began 

litigation to speed up decision-making (Kim, 1996c, pAO). However, as arguments 

for and against the construction of the WIC grew in strength and continued in 

confusion, Daegu asked the government to mediate and resolve the matter quickly 

(Kim, 1996c, pAl). 

Responding to the request for mediation, the government decided to prepare a 

'Plan for the Water Management ofNakdong River' including the construction of 

WIC. However this plan resulted in the enlargement of the number of stakeholders. 1) 

The residents of Deagu and Pusan continued their stand against each other and the 

public hearing of the plan was disrupted by each city's residents' protests (Soh, 1999, 

p.196). At the same time, to secure sources of drinking water for Pusan's citizen, the 

government constituted the 'Committee Assigned to Evaluate the Quality of Water on 

the Nakdong River' in 1997 and later held three briefing sessions on the results of 

assessment. 

Despite these steps, the government was unable to decide its policy and 

continued to postpone its decision on the plan; this caused the antagonism bet\\'een 

the two cities to increase even more. The position at the time of writing (2001) has 

not changed from that position of stalemate. 

I I The stakeholders sprl'~ld to Kyunghuk and Kyungml11 Pr()\incl'-'; \\ithlll the ha::-in of Nakdnll~ Rln:\. 



10.2.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

1. Differences of interest 

By the mid 1990s the position of manufacturing industry in Daegu City had fallen 

back from its previous strength, and its Gross Regional Domestic Production (GRDP) 

was the lowest among all 15 upper tier local governments in Korea. Hence, Daegu 

keenly felt the need for the construction of an industrial complex to re-activate its 

regional economy. On the other hand, the city of Pusan was already using about 2.5 

million tons of water a day from the Nakdong River. If the project went ahead, Pusan 

would need to secure clean water from other new sources or to set up a purification 

plant for drinking water, which would be a burden on its economy. This difference of 

economic interests was a major factor in increasing the intensity of conflict. 

Issues about environment and safety were also of importance. Pusan regarded 

the WIC as a major source of water pollution and potentially harmful factor for its 

citizens' health and life. It believed that the WIC would have a serious negative 

influence on the ecosystem of the Nakdong River. Soh (1999, p.192) reported that 

'Pusan citizens considered a water problem as the most serious matter and upset 

whenever the issue over the WIC was commented on. The construction of inland 

industrial complex ought to be reconsidered, and a medium and long term plan for the 

conservation of water on the Nakdong River must be established as soon as possible.' 

On the contrary, Daegu considered that the WIC could help to improve and protect 

the environment of Nakdong River. A City official insisted 'the construction of the 

complex would contribute to the improvement of the quality of water on the Nakdong 

River. If the complex could accommodate factories located individually in city or at 

eight separate local industrial parks, we could use advanced technology systematically 

and collectively to control their discharges and monitor their discharge of pollutants. 

As a result, the project would have a positive influence on the quality of water on the 

River' (Interview with Daegu City official, April 2000). This issue over environment 

and safety was critical to the conflict and increased its intensity. Finally, the social 

interest groups were not greatly involved and did not increase the intensity of the 

conflict. 

The consequence of these oi fTerences was that Daegu could not escape from 

its worst regional economic depression and Pusan could not allo\\ further change for 

the \\orse because of the threat to its drinking \\ater. Soh (1l)()9. p.1 ()9) concluded 



that 'there was an acute clash between economic right to li\'e and en\'ironmental riaht :;, 

to live.' 

Box 10.1 Conflict factors: differences of interest 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic differences Uncoupling cost/benefit + 
Social image and effect No issue 0 
Environment/ safety Drinking water quality/WIC plan + 
+, I~p~Ie~ a facto,r mcr~asmg the mtensity of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutral no effect; - implies a factor 
dimmIshmg the mtensity of conflict. 

2. Trust and communication 

Pusan had no confidence in Daegu's plan for the prevention of water pollution. The 

previous environmental accidents such as leaking of phenol had led to the formation 

of its distrust (Park, 1996, p.32). After the accident, the government promised to 

establish a drastic counter plan for the prevention of water pollution and supply clean 

water for Pusan citizens, but the promise had not been properly implemented and 

remained unfulfilled. 2) Indeed, the quality of water on the Nakdong River, had 

gradually deteriorated3
) and Pusan's citizens had come to distrust the government's 

environmental policy. 

In this context, Pusan did not accept Daegu's plan and also raised technical 

and economic questions about the prevention of water pollution. It argued that 

Daugu's prevention plan included only the control of Biological Oxygen Demand 

(BOD) and would not remove heavy metals generated by manufacturing industry. 

Such risk perceptions of and uncertainties about Daegu's environmental policy and 

technological system created a new distrust and acted to increase the intensity of the 

conflict. Daegu City also had its doubts about Pusan's true intentions, because Pusan 

had refused to participate in joint-meetings or an explanatory conference but only led 

protest movements. 'Even more, each city's strategic behaviour induced mutual 

2 ) The government's failed promises included: an increase of pollutants in the basin ofNakdong River: 
a lack of facilities for the prevention of pollution; dissatisfaction \\'ith the supervisory system and 
organisation for water management: and, a lack of water supply being maintained during the dry season 

:; ) The change of water quality in the Nakdong River (Place: ~lulkum) (BOD 111\2. 1) 
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distrust and payment of the "cost of betrayal" in the prisoner's dilenlma' (Soh, 1999, 

p.200-20 I). 

As strategic positions, the demands made by each city can be considered as 

excessive and unreasonable with some veiling of sincerity and real intentions, 

attitudes which caused mutual distrust to increase. In the long run, this distrust \vas 

influential in increasing the intensity of conflict and became an important obstacle to 

resolving the conflict. On the other hand, Pusan did not raise an objection about the 

procedure adopted by Daegu for the plan for the WIe, because Daegu had developed 

the project correctly and had forwarded its proposal officially to Pusan for comments 

in the course of project preparation. Accordingly, procedural trust can be regarded as 

an influence to diminish the intensity of conflict. 

After a joint meeting was ended by Pusan, communication between the two 

cities was blocked. Each city emphasised its lobbying of central government and use 

of political influence; there were no direct negotiations. This lack of mutual 

communication brought misunderstanding, and each party's true intention was often 

distorted. In this way the relationship between the two cities became entangled with 

the problem and contributed a negative influence to the progress of the conflict. 

Box 10.2 Conflict factors: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Preceding relationships Phenol accident + 
Mutual trust (Technical) Pollution-preventive system (distrust) + 

(Procedural) No issue 0 
Communication Lack of communication (no dialogue) + 
+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - ImplIes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

3. Perception and behaviour patterns 

The two cities regarded the conflict as being caused through regional self interest by 

the other side. Their actions reproduced negative effect such as combatiye behayiour, 

distrust and destructive concepts on a progressive scale as the dispute continued, 

rather than focusing on maximising the positive effects of conflict. Since they 

became confirmed in this positional bargaining, they would not or could not find 

measures for conflict resolution. Indeed, they tried to find pretexts from the other 

side's beha\'iour or proposals to enlarge the contlict. Pusan especially can be seen to 

have focused on the negative aspects of contlict \vithout the intention or entering into 

bar~ainin~. thereby making conflict resolution so di ITicult. 
'-- ~ -



On the other hand, since central government also regarded the conflict as a 

negative phenomenon, its original attitude of ignoring and avoiding the conflict 

presented a missed opportunity to mediate the conflict at an early stage. 'If the 

MOCT did not miss opportunity to designate the WIC at early stage, the project 

would be accomplished easily. I think central government's neglected attitude made 

the resolution of the project go the wrong away' (Interview with Daegu City official, 

March 2000). All parties, including the third party, considered the conflict as a 

destructive phenomenon and none negotiated actively for a peaceful agreement. 

Next in considering the conflict's behaviour patterns, the MOCT had a 

responsibility for designating national industrial complexes but, faced with the two 

cities' acute opposition, it did not make a policy decision and indeed spent time 

running about in confusion. Consequently, it became involved in a policy dilemma. 

The MOE was responsible for controlling the quality of water on the Nakdong River 

and should have dealt speedily with the EIA of the construction of the WIC, but it 

also failed to define its position and, by taking both cities' feelings into account 

because the matter was so sensitive, did little to contribute to conflict resolution. 

Since several local governments took part in the conflict, and the two relevant 

policy-making departments of central government had only contributed to the 

confusion, the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) was eventually placed in charge of 

policy-making. Although the right of decision-making was transferred from the 

MOCT to the OPM, the same behavioural pattern, such as 'dodging' tactics, 

continued, because although the conflict had already been recognised as a political 

issue, it was ultimately an administrative affair. Central government, as decision

maker and mediator thus failed to discharge its duty and role. Meanwhile, the 

intensity of conflict continued to increase, and no one could any longer persuade both 

sides. 

In order to not aggravate Pusan's citizens, Daegu acted prudently to promote 

the successful establishment of the WIC. It tried very hard to meet Pusan's 

requirements4
) and to hold a dialogue with Pusan. Nevertheless, as Pusan was so stiff 

and unbending in its attitude of opposition, Oaegu, feeling that it had done its best, 

.j ) According to Daegu (Ity. Daegu explaincd that all the matters requested hy Pusan \\l'lt' retll'l'ted III 

its' plan as follo\\s (DUl'gU. Internal data. 19(9): (a) Rl'duction of the scale of the Comple\.. (b) 
Ch~lIH!l' of manufacturing typc ([ .0\\ pollutIon Illdustry: t'kL'lrol1lc automobIle. lasllHHl Illdu~lry). 
(C)\Joption ora rl'l'Yl'ling ~ystl'111 for \\aste \\ater and thl' construction ofa bufii:r -;Ioragl' pond 
(tI) ('losing clght t'\lstlng Industrial p~lrb \\ithlll DUl'gU (Ily 



became extremely distrustful of Pusan and took and increasingly hard line position on 

its proposal. Daegu stated that if the central government did not designate the WIC, 

Daegu was willing to institute administrative litigation and, in ultimately. to develop 

Wi chon as a local industrial complex. 5) Daegu also threatened Pusan by suggesting 

it would cancel its plan to invest in sewage disposal plants (Kim, 1996, p.40; KCCI, 

1997, p.54). Pusan had strongly opposed the WIC project from the outset and firmly 

remained in this position due to its' distrust of the government's environmental policy. 

The two cities hostility to each other was expressed in active behaviour such 

as organising assemblies for the sake of opposition and boycotting conferences to 

consider environmental impacts. This behaviour produced unproductive and 

exhaustive patterns, which led to the consumption of time and energy. In addition, 

local social groups and residents participated in the conflict and undertook collective 

protests to support their city's position, which served increased the intensity of 

conflict. Nonetheless, they did not use illegal actions because they were under the 

control of their local governments. 

In summary, central government did not perform its role as mediator and 

decision-maker and avoided its responsibility. Each regional party adopted negative 

behaviour including disregard, exclusion and threats. In order to gain advantage, each 

party also falsely expressed its preferences or inflated its requirements. Such negative 

strategic and behaviour had clear influences increasing the intensity of conflict. 

Box 10.3 Conflict factors: perception and behaviour patterns 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Perception Proponent: negative (destructive) + 

Opponent: negative (destructive) + 
Behaviour Daegu: persuasion~ repression + 

Pusan: negative (protest/refuse) + 
Resident/community groups: protest movement + 
Central government: negative (avoid/disre_gard) + 

+ implies a factor increasmg the mtensity of conflIct: 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect, - Imphes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

4.Structllre and internal discord 

Although many local social groups (Pusan: 180, Daegu: 150) and residents took part 

in the conflict, each party was structured well because the two local govelllments 

.; I The hl'ad of a local go\ernml'nt can designall' a I(ll'al inl!ustnal comple'\ tinder po\\ers C(\lltalllt'd In 
the .. Ie! Oil 11It/1I\!ri(/II,(lc{I!i(JI/. 1l)71\, \\Ith a limit of 3 .. ~ km-



were leaders of the conflict, and any internal discord or splits of party were ayoided. 

This factor had an influence on decreasing the intensity of conflict. 

Box 10.4 Conflict factors: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed as~ects Assessment 
Structure Well structured (both sides) -
Internal discord No discord -
+ Imphes a factor mcreasmg the mtenSIty of conflICt; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict. 

5. External environment 

With the introduction of local autonomy in 1995, the mayors of the two cities had to 

pay regard to their own residents' views. Since the two cities were leading the 

conflict, the protest movements in each locality could be easily called together and 

almost all local community social groups were involved. As a result, as they became 

active supporters of each city's opinion, the intensity of conflict continued to increase. 

Since the conflict had the strong characteristic of the pursuit of regional self 

interest, national NGOs, as possible third parties or outsiders, hesitated to take part in 

the conflict. Similarly, the national press reported the matter passively and did not 

exercise influence upon the progress of the conflict. Press comments on this question 

were neutral in their tenor when reporting the assertions of both sides, seeking not to 

offend either city in a difficult political situation. Nonetheless, the local papers in 

each city produced reports about this matter almost every day during the peak of 

conflict. 6) Consequently, among outside factors, national NGOs and press did not 

influence the intensity of conflict, but the local press and interest groups were enlisted 

to support their cities. These local interests groups and papers came to play roles of 

direct disputants and so increasing the intensity of the conflict. In addition, the 

political changes related to the local autonomy had an influence on the conflict. 

Box 10.5 Conflict factors: external environment 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
NGOs National NGOs (no participation) 0 

Local NGOs (direct disputant) + 
Press National press (neutral reports) 0 

Local papers (direct disputants) + 
Political change Local autonomy (elected mayors) + 

" + implies a factor lI1creasll1g the mtenslty of conflIct; 0 Implies a neutral no ettect: - Implies a factol 
diminishing the intensity of contlict. 

J 



10.2.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Number of participants 

At the start of this conflict, the two direct parties were the Cities of Daegu and Pusan. 

As time went on, Kyungnam Province aligned itself with Pusan and Kyungbook 

Province stood by Daegu's position (see Section 10.2.1). The MOCT, the MOE and 

the OPM, as mediator and designator, also participated. Thus this conflict involved so 

many local governments, central government agencies and departments and so wide 

an area as had never occurred before in Korea. 

Many other disputants, including 150 social groups in Pusan and 130 social 

groups in Daegu, also participated in the WIC conflict. There are two reasons to be 

considered when explaining why so many social groups took part in the conflict. The 

first reason was that the two local governments (Pusan and Daegu) led the conflict 

and could easily mobilise these movements. Secondly, since the issue was concerned 

with water management in the wider scale area, the whole population of the Nakdong 

River Basin felt an interest in taking part in the dispute. 

2. Duration of conflict 

Although the first opposition of Pusan to the WIC proposal occurred in 1991, the 

more intense phase of conflict began in 1995 when local residents directly elected 

their mayors. With the duration of conflict becoming longer, the conflict grew to 

express regional resentments and in the long run has developed into an impasse. 

Although the conflict had continued for last ten years, no one has yet found a means 

to resolve the dispute, which still continues at the time of writing in 2001/02. 

3. Frequency and pattern of conflict behaviour 

In comparison with the long period of ten years conflict, the actual instances of 

recorded conflict behaviour were a small in number. Most physical conflict 

behaviour such as assembly and demonstration happened from 1995 to 1997. Each 

party's conflict behaviour remained within the scope of rather mild and legal activities, 

mainly relying on an exchange of charges and counter-charges, indignation meetings 

and campaigns to collecting signatures. Although physical action took place when a 

public hearing \\as held, other types of illegal and violent behaviour did not appear. 

---------- --- -----

(J I hom 199.:' tp 1 <)<)(). the D(/('gll D(/i(1' ,\I(/il SClI'" reported on thl" I1ntter ~()() tlllll'" ,1l1d the PlI.\(/1/ 

/loth ,\{'l\'" rep()rtl'd 011 it 900 tillll':--' (Soh. 1999. p, 1(9) 
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The reason for this may be, first, that the issue \vas not concerned with a specific 

property or the health of specified persons, but with the interests of man\' and 

unspecified persons. Secondly, since the sphere of conflict was on such a wide scale, 

neither party had the opportunity to clash directly. Lastly, the parties could not adopt 

illegal measures, because of the official nature of the local governments as leaders in 

the conflict. After the 'Committee for Counter Plan on the WIC' was established in 

the OPM, the nature of the conflict shifted from engaging local citizens' movements 

to lobbying activity through the two local governments' political power. Judging 

from the frequency and pattern of behaviour, the intensity of conflict was quite low. 

10.2.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

As the WIC conflict developed, the main issue shifted from the construction of the 

industrial complex to water management on the River. The number and range of 

stakeholders became enlarged including many unspecified individual persons within 

the basin ofNakdong River. What had been a simple-party composition conflict 

turned into a multi-party composition. The wide and dispersed nature of the 

stakeholders to this conflict was a negative influence on conflict resolution. It was 

very difficult to generate the measures and potential outcomes with which all 

stakeholders could feel satisfied, and this in tum became an obstacle to conflict 

resolution. 

The two city governments were main party representatives leading the conflict 

and could fully advocate their respective regional interests. However, the two Cities' 

views had an influence on a wide range of local people of all social standing in their 

areas. As Soh (1999, p.198) has commented, 'under the Korean society that 

bureaucratism give fully play to its power, the two local governments had an 

important part in protest movements, which become an factor to organise well all 

citizen who had a different opinions'. The two Cities as representatives could have 

had a positive influence on resolving the conflict, however, through drawing in a 

wider range of stakeholders, they did not make this contribution. 



Box 10.6 Conflict variables: stakeholders and their representatiYes 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Stakeholders Wide/vague -
Representati ves Local governments + .. 
+ ImplIes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect· - implies a negatiYe 
influence. ' ~ 

2. Issues 

The principal issue in the conflict was the potential contamination of water on the 

Nakdong River by the construction of the WIC. The secondary issues were the plan 

for reduction of pollutant and the scale of the WIC. Pusan asserted that the 

measurement of BOD as the only index for degree of pollution was insufficient and it 

required further measures to remove heavy metals. Pusan also argued 'if the large

scale complex over 10 km2 were constructed at the upper place of its water catchment, 

it would contaminate its drinking water and jeopardise Pusan citizens' safety' (Soh, 

1999, p.189). At first, the scale of issue was a regional issue, but as the range of 

stakeholders spread to the whole basin ofNakdong River, the scale extended to one of 

national concern. This extension of scale made it more difficult to solve the conflict. 

While it was easy to identify the conflict issues and although there were some 

deliberations on alternatives, each city's main concern was whether the WIC should 

be constructed or not. In other words, the two cities stayed at their initial positional 

conflict bases, and it became very difficult to negotiate for bargaining or alternatives. 

Box 10.7 Conflict variables: issues 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Number of issue Main (construction of WIC) -

Isecondary (pollution prevention) 
Scale of issue Regional -) national concern -

Identification of issues More easy + 
.. + implies a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - ImplIes a negative 

influence. 

3. Strategies and tactics 

At the beginning, Daegu had attempted to override Pusan's position and put do\vn its 

opinions in the process of establishing the project. Faced \\'ith Pusan's resistance, 

Daegu tried to find a solution to the problem through dialogue and persuasion. 

because it felt the need to resohe the matter as soon as possible. \\'hcn this did not 

help. Daegu used high profile tactics and asked a third party (OP;\I) to inter\'ene in the 

conflict. Pusan declincd to conduct a dialoguc dirL'Ctly \\ith Dacgu and adopted the 

I 



strategy of forcing. However, as Pusan's protest movements continued. Daegu also 

placed reliance on lobbying the central government and the national political 

machinery and turned round to try its strength against Pusan's forcing strategy. It 

continued to focus on protest movements, such as: taking advantage of citizens' social 

groups; lobbying; statement of blame; and, visiting protests. Each city met force \\"ith 

force. There were no peaceful and constructive strategies for resoh'ing the conflict. 

Box 10.8 Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent High profile tactics/ Forcing (threaten) + 
Opponent Forcing (every kinds of protest behaviours) -

.. + ImplIes a pOSItIve mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisations 

The major disputants in the WIC conflict were Daegu and Pusan Cities, with the 

MOCT, the MOE and the OPM as concerned central departments. To begin with, 

Daegu (proponent) and Pusan (opponent) played roles as detonators and accelerators 

of the conflict, and organised their residents and social interest groups as sources of 

conflict movement support. In the long run, the two local governments had definite 

negative influences on the resolution of conflict. 

Although the MOCT had a right to designate NICs and intervened to mediate 

in the conflict, it did not manage this well and spent time without decision-making. 

Indeed, its intervention resulted in delays in decision-making, which produced a 

negative influence increasing the intensity of conflict. Even more, as the conflict 

deteriorated and spread to political issues, the right of decision-making over the 

project passed into the hand of the OPM. As a result, the MOCT was deprived of its 

role in the policy of WIC. The MOE had a responsibility for overseeing the EIA for 

the project, but because it also recognised the difficulties of the situation, it withheld 

an announcement of its opinion. 

Box 10.9 Conflict variables: the role of public organisation 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Local goven1ment Daegu: proponent (persuasion/confrontation) -

Pusan: opponent (protest moycment) -

Central go\'Cn1ment MOCT: third party decision maker -

MOE: observcr (EIA) () 

-

! 

I 

I OPI\ I: third party ... _. L.-. __ --- - -----, 
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5. Third party intervention 

When the OPM was placed in charge of arbitrating between the two cities, it prepared 

'The Plan for Water Management in the Nakdong River', including the matter of \\'IC. 

However the Plan did not suggest how to settle the conflict and only resulted in 

increasing the numbers of issue and enlarging the scope of stakeholders. The OPM 

was hesitant about making a decision for political reasons, and shifted the 

responsibility for the decision to the ruling party. However, because of the need to 

consider the political power of the two cities, the ruling party did not give a ready 

answer. Thus, in order to escape political responsibility, many concerned central 

organisations imputed the right of decision-making to each other, thereby plunging 

the central government into a 'policy dilemma' where no organisation could either 

decide the matter or resolve the conflict. Consequently local governments, as 

disputants, and the central government, as third party, could not find a solution to the 

conflict. 

One effort was made by a third party to reduce the level of distrust which had 

developed over technical issues. The MOCT established an 'experts group' to 

evaluate Daegu' s counter-plan for the prevention of water pollution, but the group did 

not supply a solution to the problem of distrust, because this barrier had originated in 

deeper mutual distrust between the parties and severe differences of perception about 

the issue. Apart from this MOCT intervention, Daegu (1999) did attempt to bring in 

neutral technical experts to participate in the assessment of environmental pollution. 

However, since Pusan City distrusted the results of the research by the Pohang Steel 

Company's (POSCO) Institution and Algon Institute in the USA, their report did not 

provide a key to solve the differences between the two parties. 

The difficulties faced in the WIC case suggest that third party intervention was 

very difficult when there was no mutual communication. As Korean society was 

unfamiliar with third party intervention and did not have a system for neutral or 

special mediation beyond the central government, the two cities concentrated on. 

point scoring rather than looking for third party assistance and inten'cntion for 

negotiation or resolution. If there had been a neutral and professional third party 

\\'hich could initiatc a dialoguc, it might have heen casicr for the govcllll1lcnt to 

decide its policy, 



Box 10.10 Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Third party OPM/Research institute -
Third party's role Facilitatorl Supporter + 
Capacity of third party No neutral and special third party -

.. 
+ l1llphes a pOSItIve mfluence on conflIct resolutlOn; 0 Implies a neutral/no effect; - implies a negative 
influence. 

10.3. The Dong River Dam (Youngwol Dam) 

10.3.1. Outline of the Conflict 

1. Background 

In 1990 a full half of Y oungwol County in Kangwon Province was sublnerged under 

water due to floods in the basin of the Han River. After that dreadful incident, the 

County's residents asked central government to build a dam for flood prevention. The 

government subsequently decided to construct Youngwol Dam (Dong River Dam: 

DRD) on the Dong River Fig. 10.2), a branch of the Han River. From 1991 to 1992, 

the MOCT, which was also responding to the shortages of water resources in the 

Korean capital region, 7) prepared a feasibility study for the construction of a multi

purpose dam and prepared a basic plan in January 1996. However, no action had 

been taken to implement the project by the summer of 1996, when another great flood 

took place in the capital region in the basin of Han River. The MOCT officially 

announced its plan to construct the DRD and notified the public of the construction 

Figure 10-2. Dong River Dam Site 

I I he gO\ crnl11cn t \.?\pected th\.? ..,hortagc or \\ ater supply \\ ould he 1.1 bJilioll ton III 2011 (\IOC r. 
20(0). 



site in 1997. Since that time, social groups such as the Conservation Committee for 

Wooi Ridge and the Korean Environmental Movement Federation began to ad\'ocate 

conservation objectives for the Dong River because the site of the dam would flood a 

snake-shaped valley with fine scenery and wild animal life. 

2. Development of the conflict 

From the time of the feasibility study to the time of public notification (1990-1997), 

Youngwol County's residents had accepted the idea of the construction of a dam and 

also had expressed an interest in compensation payments for the area to be flooded. 

Only Jungsun County in the upstream part of the river had protested about the 

construction of the dam.8
) After the government had organised a series of six 

meetings to explain their proposals, Jungsun County had also agreed to the project in 

1996 (MOCT, 2000). 

The Ministry of Environment (MOE) carried out an EIA in 1997, and 

environmental groups asked the central government to assess the problems they saw 

as being caused by the destruction of the natural ecosystem quite rigorously. They 

also persisted in raising the question of the safety of the dam, because the site 

consisted of limestone (Choi, 1999, p.2). From this time, local residents' attitudes 

began to change into one of opposition. Youngwol County Assembly declared its 

opposition and asked the MOCT to cancel the project. The Assembly, joining with its 

residents, led an indignation meeting for the opposition movements. In 1999, 

Kangwon Province also made clear its' opposition. Despite these local governments' 

strong opposition, the MOCT was inclined to carry out forward the project for the 

benefits of its role in the prevention of floods and in securing of water resources. 

While the opposition to the project was building up, members of the Cultural 

Property Preservation Committee in the MOCPH made an on the-spot survey. They 

pointed out that there would be the possibility of a ground collapse, because the site 

consisted of limestone and was also an earthquake zone. Further. they argued, a 

precipitation of organic matter could cause the pollution of drinking water. They 

suggested that this area should be conserved as a designated cultural property for 

conservation of natural ecosystem and also asked the MOCT to cancel the project. In 

'" ['he Count\" ar'..'.ued that 'It \\ould be I~(llated from oll!\lde regioll"_ cOll"lderable L1nlllllll1S of its 
land \\ould be ~uhl;lerged: the incre~1Sl'd foggy days \\ould c\wngl' tIll' clllnat(' around the dam: \\Im it 
\\ilS l1ooded. thell' \\ould he ,\ coullter- tlU\\ l)r \\ilter" _ (l.t'l' et al _ 1 C)99. fL';;9) 

~7() 



addition, the MOE indicated following problems in its EIA report (MOE. 1997): first, 

the construction would cause deterioration in the quality of water because of the break 

of flow of water within the dam; secondly, the construction would destroy the habitats 

of wild animals; finally, if the limestone area was submerged, the underground 

structure would change, and the destruction of the environment could grow more 

senous. 

As a confrontation between departments in the central government took place, 

the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) intervened to mediate in the conflict. A Joint 

Investigation Committee of Government and People was established in the OPM in 

August 1999 to examine the feasibility study of the project. Meanwhile, 

environmental and social groups continued to conduct a national campaign against the 

project and held a street rally everyday.9) 

Faced with protests and problems, the OPM ordered the MOCT to reconsider 

the project completely. Consequently, following the Joint Committee's investigation 

and findings, the government announced the cancellation of the project in March 2000. 

Despite the cancellation, as the MOCT continued to promote a flood control dam as 

an alternative, environmental groups continued to react strongly and asked the 

government to cancel the project completely. The MOCT concluded that the 

construction of dam is impossible and in 2000 was searching for alternatives. 10) 

On the other hand, land owners and residents who could not exercise rights on 

their property for the previous ten years reacted strongly against the cancellation of 

dam and asked that their loss be fully compensated. They argued that on the 

assumption of the construction of dam, the government had not invested in 

infrastructure such as the construction and management roads, the improvement of 

housing and supplying of new public facilities, and placed restrictions on the exercise 

of property right. '1800 of the residents in the expected submerged area stood against 

the environmental groups asking the groups to provide compensation for their 

damages with the cancellation of the project. If the groups would not prepare a 

satisfactory compensation device, they stated that they would block outsiders from 

9 ) The Catholic Clergy for Realisation of Justice held a special prayer mass and candle-light march to 
demand the scrapping of the project and Korean Federation for Ell\ironment \loYement led a 
mmement for indignation meetings of the County people and cultural e\'ents against the project. 

III I ) Pre\'ention of floods through tree plantlllg ("the green dam") linked \\ ith the operation of l':\ISIIIlg 

dams: rq1lacing out\\orn and leaking PIJ1L's. de. to help in \\aILT supply. (D(lllga Dai~1·\t'\\\. 2(00) 



entering the Dong River'(Joongang Daifr News, 2000). The residents thus suffered 

from the disadvantage of receiving censure from both sides -- from the government 

and from social groups. 

10.3.2. Analysis of the Conflict Process and Influence 

1. Differences of issue 

The conflict was basically a dispute between development and conservation. The 

MOCT and the Water Resource Development Company (WRDC) explained the 

following points with regard to their concerns (Choi, 1999, p.39): 

.:. Resolve the shortage of drinking water with supply of 367 million tons a year; 

.:. Prevent flooding with control capacity water of 6.9 billion tons; 

.:. Produce 126 million kWh/year of electric power; 

.:. Secure maintenance water during the dry season; and 

.:. Employment during the construction of dam (650,000 man-days a year) 

On the other hand, social and environmental groups emphasised the public interests of 

the project and the damage to environmental values. Against the MOCT's view, they 

insisted that the dam (capacity: 6.9 billion ton) could not control a flood in the lower 

stream of the Han River and that the water of dam would be not suitable for drinking 

water because of contaminated water from many mines located upstream. With 

regard to the shortage of drinking water, they argued if the government concentrated 

on decreasing the ratio of leaking water, the existing dam on the Han River could 

cover the shortage of water, and the project would generate a social cost of III billion 

(Korean Won) a year 11) (Song at ai, 1999, p.5). Such basic differences between 

proponent and opponents increased the intensity of conflict. 

The next issue was a social concern. With the construction of the dam, 1800 

residents within the area to be flooded would have to move, and 22.7 km
2 
of farmland 

would be submerged, consequently their community would collapse. In addition, 

some areas nearby the River would become isolated from outside regions. Although 

the social damage would be very large, at first stage the government had not thought 

of appropriate altenlatives except some material compensation for residents \\ithin 

site. Ho\\,e\'er, after the govenlment fully persuaded these residents through its si\ 

--------------- - -------

II I K \\ ak ( 19()l) (in: Song et al.. 1999. p.:') put the (ost-benefit halance as follo\\..,: 
net bClll'fit (-I 11 . .2hn \\"on) ..,ol'laI benefit ( II :' bn \\'on) social cost (.2.2().~ bn \\'on) 



meetings, the residents accepted government's proposal. As a result, this uncoupling 

conception about social destruction did not influence the intensity of conflict. 

Thirdly, there was a conflict issue over problems of environment and safety. 

The environmental groups asserted that the construction of the dam would destroy the 

ecosystem around the dam and cause a degree of climate change because the number 

of foggy days could be increased. In addition, they argued 'the dam could lead to 

water pollution with the increase of organic materials' (Song et aI., 1999; Donga 

Daily News, 1999). The WRDC, however, insisted that the dam would create a new 

environment and could improve the quality of water during a period of water shortage. 

The environmental groups also had a question about the safety of dam, because the 

area of site consisted of limestone, and because many limestone caves and grottoes 

(200 places) were distributed around the site. They argued that following 

construction the underground structure would change, and water in the dam would 

leak through caves and grottoes, which could cause a ground collapse. However, the 

WRDC explained 'many dams in the world had been constructed on the site of 

limestone, and because limestone was a kind of stone, dams on the stone were safe 

and stable' (Choi, 1999, p.39). A MOCT official commented to the researcher that 

'environmental groups seemed to confuse limestone and plaster. There is a clear 

distinction between them. Such a wrong information was propagated to residents and 

nation, which made the residents and nation believe that the dam would be 

constructed on plaster. Definitely, limestone is a hard stone which only 2-3 mm of 

the stone was eroded by water for 100 years' (Interview of MOCT official, 12 March 

2000). This was to emerge as the main issue between the central government and 

environmental groups, and became a decisive factor in raising the intensity of conflict. 

In summary, the conflict issues expanded from flood prevention to the security 

of water resources, problems over the quality of water and the demolition of a natural 

ecosystem. These differences of economic and environmental interest were causes of 

increases in the intensity of the conflict. 

Box 10.11 Conflict factors: differences of interest 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Economic difference Between govenlment and groups (large) + 
Social di ffercnce Compensation for damage 0 
Environment/safety Destruction of ecosystem/limestone zonc __ ~ -j-

L. I implies a factor In~~;;sll1g the IIltcnslty of conflict: 0 implies a neutral no effect: - ImplIes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

~ . 

, . 



2. Trust and COl1ulllllzicatioll 

There were no previous problems over this issue to influence the relationships 

between the government and residents. The residents put their confidence in the 

government's plan and the WRDC's technical 'know-how', because the WRDC had 

accumulated much experience in dam building and water storage techniques and 

because they recognised the need for flood prevention. However, in the process of 

EIA, the social interest groups participated in the conflict, and problems associated 

with environment and safety that emerged, served to destroy their trust of the 

government's policy at that time. 

On the other hand, since environmental interest groups had become 

established in Korea in the 1980s, the relationships between the government and 

environmental groups had always been hostile over environmental issues. In this case, 

they confronted each other over all the different environmental issues concerned with 

the Dong River dam. As a result, the government did not make relevant answers to 

questions raised by the groups and the groups in return distrusted the government's 

policy. This distrust blocked an opportunity for good understanding and direct 

communication, which result in increasing the intensity of conflict. 

The processes of planning for the dam project and the notification of the area 

expected to be involved were both carried out in the open. Early problems between 

the government and residents were resolved before the escalation of conflict through a 

public hearing and a number of explanatory meetings on the safety of the dam. 

Accordingly, there was not a procedural conflict issue in this case. However, the 

government assumed a rather negative attitude in communicating with social groups 

and excluded the groups in the process of decision-making. This lack of 

communication generated more distrust, which was influential in increasing the 

intensity of conflict. 

In summary, the technical and procedural trust was high in spite of social 

groups' dissatisfaction. However, after the issue related to the environments and 

safety occurred in earnest, communications between the major disputants did not go 

on smoothly, and this generated distrust over the go\,en1ment's plan and increased the 

intensitv of conflict. 



Box 10.12 Conflict factors: trust and communication 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Relationship Good (to resident) -

Hostile (to social group) + 
Mutual trust Technical trust (store of know-how) -

Procedural trust (open and official) -

Communication Blocked direct communication + 
+ Imphes a factor mcreasmg the mtensity of conflIct: 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

3. Perception and behaviour pattern to the conflict 

The government's perception of the conflict was negative. Therefore when social 

groups (NGOs) raised environmental issues, the government disregarded their 

arguments. However, as public opinion gradually changed and new issues were 

generated, the government had to take more of a pro-active approach toward the 

situation, and began to debate with the NGOs on theoretical and technical issues. The 

NGOs, however, had no understanding of the potentially positive aspects of this 

conflict and focused on making demands for the cancellation of the project. As a 

result, although both parties could in fact deal with problems through discussion and 

dialogue, they did not try to look for ways to solve them together, because each party 

basically considered conflict as destructive phenomena. 

The MOCT 's behaviour can be divided into two kinds: toward the residents 

and, toward the environmental social groups (NGOs). In the case of the former group, 

the Ministry's behaviour was neither coercive nor aggressive. Although Jungsun 

County residents held an assembly against the project, the government continued with 

the project because they regarded such protests as trivial and the residents' interests 

could receive compensation for any damage. The MOCT put their stress on a strategy 

of persuasion through direct dialogue and dealt flexibly with the residents, because 

they recognised that the residents' agreement and approval were crucial for the project. 

The MOCT's behaviour in their relations with the residents was therefore both active 

and positive. 

On the other hand, the MOCT thought that the NGOs had not been invited to 

contribute opinions on this matter and that their intervention had inteITupted the 

progress of the project. It continuously ignored their opinions and appeals and took a 

firm attitude toward them. Faced \\ith such attitudes, the environmental groups 

stubbol111y insisted on pressing their demands. These I~lctors contributed to raising 



the intensity of conflict. The Ministry's behaviour had completely failed to can)' 

forward the project, because the environmental groups had made the issue of the dam 

a nationwide concern through generating new issues of concern. 

At first the environmental groups had not objected to central government 

about the problems with the project, however, in the process of EIA, they initiated 

various movements against the dam. These NGOs had mostly used tactics such as 

joint statements, conferences and seminars, demonstration and public hearings. Their 

full range of activities served to increased the intensity of conflict. On the other hand, 

although a section of the residents had used collective behaviour such as 

demonstrations and an assembly as part of their tactics, because they recognised the 

necessity of dam most residents took attitudes leading to compromise. Therefore, they 

took part in meetings to explain the proposal for constructing the dam and 

compensation for damage to their interests. 

Box. 10.13 Conflict factors: perception and behaviour pattern 

Factors Detailed aSJ2ects Assessment 
Perception Proponent: negative( destructive phenomena-disregard) -

Opponent: negative(method of protest) -

Behaviour Central government: dialogue(to resident) -

forcing, ignoring (to NGOs) + 
Local government: support (positive )~observer 0 
Resident/ groups: demonstration! conference/ seminar + 

+ implies a factor increasing the intensity of conflict; 0 implies a neutraVno effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

In summary, central government's behaviour in this case had dual aspects and 

local governments remained indifferent after national NGOs had intervened in the 

conflict. Ultimately the NGOs' direct appeal to national public opinion and their 

campaign, based on the importance of the environment and natural ecosystems, 

decisively influenced the intensity of conflict. 

4. Structure and internal discord 

At the beginning of conflict, although Jungsun County had objected to the project, it 

did not organise a strong protest. After the participation of the environmental NGOs 

began in 1997 and the contlict became a nationwide issue, the opponent party began 

to be organised in eanlest. On the other hand a split OCCUlTed among the residents' 

party from the start. Jungsun County had opposed the project because it \\ould suiTer 

from the counlL'r-llo\\ 0 r \\ater considered that its image could he damaged. II u\\e\"er. 



Youngwol County in the lower part of the river wanted the dam to be constructed. 

because of their experience of floods in 1990. Nonetheless, as the project became an 

impending national issue, some Youngwollocal residents began to oppose the 

project,12) although the residents in the Dam site demanded that the dam should be 

constructed without a day's delay. This discord made it difficult to negotiate 

conflictual issues and increased the intensity of conflict (Joongang Dai~I' Nell's, 11 

June 2000). 

Box. 10.14 Conflict factors: structure and internal discord 

Factors Detailed aspects Assessment 
Structure Structured (proponent)/ semi -structured (opponent) -
Internal discord Internal discord + 
+ ImplIes a factor mcreasmg the mtenslty of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect; - implies a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

5. External environment 

After the implemention of local autonomy, Youngwol County Assembly declared 

itself against the project and Kangwon Province also expressed its opposition, but 

they did not play an important part in the process of the conflict. Consequently the 

implementation of local autonomy did not influence the intensity of the conflict either 

way, because the main issue was not related to local residents' interests or to local 

administrative matters. 

At the beginning of the conflict, there was no intervention by outsiders 

because the issue of the conflict was limited to compensation for residents' mental or 

material damages. However, after social and environmental NGOs participated in the 

conflict, the main issue moved onto the destruction of the environment and safety 

associated with a basic question about the construction of dam. These groups had 

experience, infonnation and knowledge about environmental issues together with the 

capacity for organisation. Accordingly, they could continue to raise questions about 

12 ) According to a survey (24 May - 25 May 1999) oflocal residents (l,004 people responded). 76.9 

per cent of residents opposed the construction of Dam. 74.2 per cent thought that the Dam \\ould not 

help the regional economy and. 63.4 percent considered that the dam could threaten their safety (Park. 

1999b). On the other hand. according to a national surwy (11 \lJrch - 13 \1arch 2000) (1000 people\. 

66.5 per cent opposed the prowct: the problems of the Dam \\ere thought to be (1) the destruction or the 

ecosystem (40. 7(~" ) and the ,,~lIcty of the Dam (~4 1 u/o ) (H([l/k(lok D([ih' .\l'IIS. 2(l()()). 



economic, social and technical issues and tUllled the o\'erall conflict issue from a 

minor problem of compensation for residents' damages into the environmental 

ecosystem and the safety of dam. Naturally, their activities contributed to changing 

the residents' attitudes over the project into one of opposition and turning the issue 

from one concerned with a regional, medium-sized dam into a national issue, and this 

raised the intensity of the conflict in the long run. At this stage, therefore, they moved 

from being interested outsiders to being direct parties to the conflict. 

Press attitudes also changed with time. They did not give much coverage to 

the conflict until it became a national issue. From 1997, however, press comment 

began to take a critical attitude to the government's decision, with reports on the issue 

in newspapers almost everyday. 13) The government was dissatisfied with such press 

attitudes, as an interview with a Ministry official (MOCT, March 2000) demonstrated: 

'The MOCT supplied press much information about the dam, and explained 

innumerably about the issue of safety and environment problems. Nonetheless, the press 

made reports on assertions of environmental groups without mentioning about the 

government's explanation. Besides, because they slandered the fact through editing a 

broadcast interview, we asked them for a live broadcast interview. Like this, the speech 

discriminated against the government's policy and perverted the truth, consequently supplying 

the nation a distorted or misguided information.' 

Leaving aside the question of the accuracy of the press reports, the attitude of 

press had an affect on increasing the degree of conflict and played an important role 

in involving national concerns into the conflict. 

Box 10.15 Conflict factors: external environment 

Factors Detailed aSJ2ects Assessment 
NGOs' intervention Generate issues/ lead opposition movements + 
Press's reports Critical reports/national issue + 
Political change No influence 0 
+ implies a factor mcreasmg the mtensIty of conflIct; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect, - ImplIes a factor 
diminishing the intensity of conflict 

10.3.3. Analysis of the Intensity of Conflict 

1. Participants 

At the outset, the main parties \\ere the MOCT and residents within the dam site. 

From I ()<)7 when the 1\10E calTied out the EI:\ over the construction of tile dam. a 



full-scale conflict started and the number and type of parties began to increase. The 

MOE, environmental and social groups (70 bodies), residents and Kangwon Pro\'ince 

took part in the opposition party, and in order to mediate the conflict between the 

MO~ and the MOCT, the OPM also participated in the conflict. 

As the conflict developed, the residents who were relatively weak in their 

capacity for organisation took a less important part and were replaced as major 

participants by 70 NGOs of national interest groups who became major direct parties 

to the conflict, leading protest movements and generating new issues. The 

participation of so many national environmental groups had never been experienced 

before in Korea. However, local residents' movement was a passive resistance in 

comparison with the groups' activities because the main stage of conflict moved to 

Seoul, and the method of protest movement depended on the conference, cultural 

performance and statement rather then demonstration or assembly. Accordingly 

collective protest activities did not often occur. 

2. Duration of the conflict 

The conflict lasted from 1991 to 2000. From 1991 to 1996, the conflict related to the 

local residents' damage remained at a low level. It was not until 1997 that the conflict 

related to environmental issues occurred in earnest. Accordingly the first half 

duration (6 years) of conflict could be considered as a period of latent conflict. From 

this situation, the main factors influencing the intensity and development of conflict 

was not the simple duration of conflict, but rather were the environmental issue and 

were party's [the residents] capacity for organisation. 

3. Frequency and pattern of conflictual behaviour 

Spreading over 10 years, the frequency of conflict was not high. Only from 1997 to 

1999, the frequency had been increasing rapidly (total 57 protest movements) (Table 

10.1). The protest movements such as street rallies, candle-light marches, 

conferences, opposition statements, protest cultural events and demonstrations 

continued to be held by social groups and residents and each party used the exchange 

of charges and counter-charges or press interview. 

13 I From .\pnl ]l)l)7 to \\arch ~OO(I. cleh'llllatlOllal daily nC\\Sp~lper,> made .i50 report'> on the rong 
Rl\L'r Dam: the'>l' \\ele mainly cntical ICptllh on till' gU\l'rnn1l'I1(" plan and Ih Jllllicy. (KFE\1. 20()()) 

, I) 



Table 10-1. Frequency of protest movement (August 1997 - lVlarch 2000) 

Protest movement Times 
Protest statements/ Press interview 16 
Assembly and demonstration 1 1 
Conference, forum and meeting 13 
Cultural events/ Street campaign 13 
Others(Candle light, signature collecting, ) 4 
Total 57 
Sources. KFEM, 1999. http://kfem.oLkr/kfemJdonggang/damsympo/damsympo 11.html 

However opponents did not use illegal or violent behaviour, because the 

residents did not protest strongly against the project at the start. In addition external 

social, academic and religious groups led the conflict, and the problems concerning 

them related to technical and economic issues or social and environmental effects. 

The main issues were presuppositions about the future, which did not cause violent 

behaviour. If the main issue at the outset had been concerned with the residents' right 

to live on their land, the residents' behaviour could well have been violent. 

10.3.4. Variables for Conflict Resolution 

1. Stakeholders and representatives 

After nation-wide protest movements started, the stakeholders expanded from the 

residents within Jungsun and Youngwol County to many and unspecified persons. 

Because the stakeholders then became complex and unclear, the negotiation for 

conflict settlement became more difficult. As the major opponent changed, the role of 

representative also greatly changed from the role of expressing residents' interests to 

those of the conservation of environmental values. Social groups did not speak for 

concerned local residents' interests, but rather for the value of wider public interests. 

Accordingly their representativeness of regional opinion has to be regarded as very 

weak. 14) Nevertheless, these groups introduced the conflict to nation-wide concenlS 

and also had a sufficient representation and capability over environmental problems. 

-~-- -- ~----
1-1) It \\ as pro\ l'd through tht: fact that the re~idents in Dam "ill' blamed and rl''-hted the ,,(lCla\ groups' 
l1L'\w\iour dUling till' Pllltl,,,t Illo\'emenh or ~lI'ter conniet resolution (JOOII([lIg [l(li~" ,\'ClI"/JlI/h',.. ~O()() I 
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Box 10.16. Conflict variables: stakeholders and their representatives 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Stakeholders Limited resident social group nation (wide/vague) -
Representatives Social groups + 

Residents -
.. 

~ Impbes a pOSItive mfluence on conflIct resolution; 0 Impbes a neutraVno effect; - implies a negatin 
mfluence. 

2. Issues 

The change of issue was the main obstructive factor in resolving the conflict. If the 

issue remained the residents' compensation, the conflict could have been easily 

resolved. However, as the major party changed, new issues were generated 

continuously and the range was expanded: economic compensation and immigration 

~ conservation of ecosystem and environmental value ~ safety of dam ~ security 

of water resource and prevention of water pollution ~ construction of alternative dam. 

Although the many issues supplied an opportunity for the parties to produce 

alternatives for bargaining, there was no a room for compromise because each party 

adhered to its position, and the differences of view and perception between the parties 

were wide. The change of issue led to the enlargement of scale of issue, which had a 

negative influence on the conflict resolution. Due to the differences of opinion over 

every issue, conflict resolution became too difficult. Because of the complexity of the 

issues, it was difficult to identify the issues, which made each party limit their full 

attention to the basic matter, i.e. the construction of dam, without considering 

alternatives and other issues. 

Box 10 17 Conflict variables· issues . . . 
Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 

Number of issues Safety/destruction of ecosystem/ 
water management/ compensation (complexity) 

+ 

Scale of issues Regional issue ~ national issue -

Identi fication Difficult -
+ implies a positive influence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 Impbes a neutraL no effect: - ImplIes a negatl\ e 

influence. 

3. Strategies Gnd tactics 

After environmental issues increasingly came to the fore, the MOCT changed its 

strate~ies. It threw awa\' ne~ative strategies such as avoidance, e\ccutive order and 
~ - ~ 

disregard, and it tried to hold publicity \\orks or dialoguc with other p<lrty. Ho\\ C\·cr. 

i 
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no actual and productive negotiations were undertaken and constructiYe strategies 

such as joint fact finding, collaborative decision and problem-solYing were ne\er used. 

Since the government thought that only its own opinion and theory \yere right and it 

was displeased with the challenge toward its professionalism and responsibility, it \yas 

impossible for it to adopt constructive strategies. In the same way. NGOs \yere also 

absorbed in developing their logic for protest without presenting constructiYe 

alternatives. They led direct conflictual behaviour in league with the concerned 

residents and put pressure upon the government with various protest movements such 

as a street rally, letter-writing campaigns to planners, politician and the media, 

demonstrations, cultural events against the project, county people held indignation 

meetings, special prayer mass and candle-light marches. However, they did not 

employ violent or illegal means. These various strategies were very effective in 

pressing the government and greatly influenced the direction of conflict resolution. 

Consequently although the MOCT's strategies partly depended on a dialogue at the 

outset, basically it adopted passive methods such as a disregard and avoidance, which 

brought a reproduction of conflict rather than conflict settlement. 

Box 10.18. Conflict variables: strategies and tactics 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Proponent Dialogue/avoid/their party/withdrawal + 
02J)onent Negotiation! confrontation! demonstration -
+ implies a positive influence on conflict resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutraVno effect; - ImplIes a negatIve 
influence. 

4. The role of public organisations 

The MOCT, as proponent, was a direct disputant and tried to negotiate with the 

residents in order to compensate their claims for damage. It also tried to publicise the 

necessity and positive effects of the dam to residents. On the other hand, the MOE's 

participation through the process of EIA provided the momentum to increase the 

intensity of conflict. After its participation, the environmental groups began to have 

an interest in the project, which resulted in the enlargement of disputants and 

complexity of issues. 

Although Kangwon Province mildly supported the construction of dam at the 

outset, assuming the attitude of an onlooker, it stood opposite side of the project aftcr 

the con !lict bccome a national issllc. Lo\\'er tiers of local go\\.~rnmcnt, Young\\ol and 

.Iungslin Counties, at the beginning stage. acti\cly dealt \\'ith the matter for their local 



residents' interests, but in the process of conflict, they took a step back\\"ard from the 

conflict, because the conflict changed into one related to environmental issues that 

local governments could not actively intervene over. Thus they did not contribute to 

increasing the intensity of conflict. 

Box 10.19. Conflict variables: the role of public organisations 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Central government MOCT/MOE (disputants), OPM (third party) + 
Local government Kangwon Province (observer)/ -

Jungsun, Youngwol (disputant) 
Government agency WRDC (project executive) + .. 
+ Imphes a posItive mfluence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect: - implies a negatiw 

influence. 

5. Third party intervention 

The OPM actively played a role of third party, which had an influence on the conflict 

resolution. It organised many conferences and joint meetings with specialists of 

academic world and members of social groups. Taking political pressure into account, 

the OPM decided to cancel the construction of the Dong River dam and recommended 

that the MOCT reconsider the project. In this case, the OPM's role was different 

from that of being a mediator, a neutral third party, because it did not facilitate or 

mediate between the MOCT and social groups, but rather directly played a role of 

decision-maker, as arbitrator. 

Box 10.20. Conflict variables: third party intervention 

Variables Detailed aspects Assessment 
Third party OPM(Joint Committee) + 
Third party's role Arbitrator + 
Capacity of third party Authority/special knowledge + 
+ implies a positive influence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 Imphes a neutral/no effect; - imphes a negatl\ e 
influence. 

10.4. Comparison of the Analysis of the Two Case Studies 

10.4.1. Factors Influencing the Intensity of Conflict 

Table 10.2 shows a summary view of the analysis of the factors influencing the 

intensity of contlict in the two \vater resources case studies. Many factors contributed 

to increasing the intensity of contlict in both cases. The different issues conccl11cd 

with cconomic tellllS and environmental issues \\ater pollution and ecosystem played 

important roles increasing the intensity ofconllict. The disputants' bL,ha\'illur pattern 



and communication also produced a negative influence in the process of the conflict 

in the two cases. In the Wi chon case, previous relationships between Daegu and 

Pusan, and technical trust had an influence on increasing the intensity of conflict 

while in the Dong River dam case these factors did not influence an increase in 

intensity. On the other hand, in regard to external environments, political change 

(local autonomy) in the WIC case contributed to increasing the intensity of conflict. 

but in the Dong River dam case, local autonomy did not influence the process of 

conflict as the conflict eventually occurred between the central government and social 

groups. Social groups and press intervention enlarged and aggravated the two 

conflicts. In the Wi chon case, each locality's social groups and press took part in the 

conflicts by supporting their local governments, while in the Dong River case, 

national social groups and press participated in the conflict, and this supplied the 

opportunity to lead a national concern. In addition the residents, as a party to the 

conflict, split into Youngwol and Jungsun County, residents on the site and the rest of 

residents, which contributed to increasing the intensity of conflict. 

In tenus of the factors diminishing the intensity of conflict, in the Wichon case, 

each party was well-structured and internal discord did not occurr in the process of 

conflict. In the Dong River dam case, previous relationships were moderate, and 

technical and procedural trust was a greater degree. Although this conflict continued 

in existence after the implementation of local autonomy, the political changes 

Table 10-2. Factors influencing the intensity of conflict 

Factors Sub-factors Wichon case Dong River case 
Difference Economic + + 

Social 0 + 
Safety + + 

Relationships/Trust! Relationships (resident) + -

Communication (social group) 0 + 
Technical trust + -

Procedural trust 0 -

Communication + + 
Behaviour Central Government + + 

Local Government + 0 
Residents/ groups + + 

Structurelintemal discord Govemment -

Resident/ groups - + 

Ex temal el1\ ironment Interest groups (national) 0 + 
(Surroundings) (local) + 0 

Expression (national) 0 ~. 

(local) + () 

Political chanl2.e t () 

" " . , ~ 
, 

t implies a t~ll'tor lI1CITJSll1g the lI1tcnslty 01 l'ontllct: 0 Illlphe~ a neutl al no elill L - Implll ~ ,\ faltnl 
diminishing the intl'nsity llf contlict 



related to local autonomy did not affected the conflict, because the dispute \\·as 

between central government and social groups rather than between central and local 

government. As a whole, although there was little difference between the both cases , 

the intensity in the Wi chon case could be estimated as being was little higher than the 

Dong River case because the it involved emotional factors such as regional 

competition and interests and political factors which obstructed a rational decision. 

10.4.2. Comparison of the Degree of Conflict Intensity 

Depending on the number of parties and participants involved and the amount of 

recorded conflictual behaviour incidents, the intensity of conflict in the Wichon case 

can be regarded as higher than in the Dong River case, although the duration and 

behaviour pattern was similar to each other. Comparing indicators, the intensity of 

conflict in the Wichon was high, however in the Dong River case, national social 

groups that had large-scale structures and influences, took part in the conflict and the 

frequency of behaviour also was very high considering the duration of earnest conflict 

(1997-2000). On the whole it could be considered that the intensity of the Wi chon 

case was greater than the Dong River case. (Table 10.3) 

Table 10-3. Comparison of intensity 

Items WIC DRD 
No. of party Local social groups: 280 National social groups: 70 

Central government: 3 bodies Central government: 3 bodies 
Local govemments:4 upper tiers Local governments: 2 counties 

Government agency: 1 
Duration of conflict 1991-present 1991-2000 (10 years) 
No. of behaviour 80 times 57 times 
Pattern of behaviour Demonstrationlstatements/assembly/ Conference/ sta tementl cultural 

protest visiting events/demonstration 

10.4.3. Results of the Analysis ofYariables Influencing Conflict Resolution 

Table 10.4 provides the summary of the analysis of variables on the conflict 

resolution in the two water resources case studies. In the Wichon case, most variables 

had a negative influence on the conflict resolution. Since the representative of 

disputants consisted of each local go\'ernment, they can be regarded as speaking for 

their residents and being able to negotiate directly \\ith the other side. Ne\el1helcss 

because they concentrated on the dispute rather than negotiation, the conflict 

resolution became more difficult. The proponent's strategies. such as per~lIa~ion and 



receptivity of other side's demands, contributed to the negotiation, but the opponent's 

basic distrust toward the proponent's policy interfered with the progress of conflict 

resolution. Consequently, the conflict plunged into a 'policy dilemma' and defied 

solution. 

On the other hand, the Dong River dam case displayed better conditions for 

resolving conflict than the WIC case. In spite of the NGOs' intervention, and because 

the third party (OPM) played its role fully, the conflict could be settled. Especially 

since the main issues were not connected directly with the residents' interests, and the 

conflict was not an antagonism between local governments or among residents, it was 

easier for the OPM to decide policy and exercise selective political judgement. 

Comparing these two cases, the Wichon case had more negative variables than the 

Dong River dam case. In particular the factors at Wichon concerned with alternatives 

of issue and third party intervention brought different results between the two cases. 

Table 10-4. Variables for conflict resolution 

Variables Sub-variables Wichon Dong River 
Stakeholders (Actors) Disputants - + 

Representative + + 
Issues No. of issues - + 

Scale of issues - -
Identification + -

Strategy/Tactic Proponent + + 
Opponent - -

The role of government Central government - + 
Local government - -

Government agency 0 -

Third party Public organisation - + 
Role of third party - + 
Capacity of their party + + 

+ implies a positive influence on conflIct resolutIOn; 0 ImplIes a neutral/no effect. - ImplIes a negatIve 
influence. 

10.5. Evaluation of the Results of Conflict 

10.5.1. Achievements of Policy/Development Project 

It is too early to estimate the result of conflict in the Wichon case because the conflict 

has not been resolved yet. Howe\,er judging from the progress of conflict so far, since 

Oaegu had not completely achie\'ed its purpose, it \\as dissatisfied \\ith the progress 

of conflict. Thcrefore if the ccntral go\ernment did not designate \\Tichon as a 

National Industrial Complc\, Dacgu \\'<lIlted to de\'clop the place as a Local Industrial 



Complex. While, in the case of Dong River dam, the MOCT met with defeat, because 

the plan was completely cancelled, the achie\'ement of the project was also \'ery low. 

10.5.2. Receptivity 

Pusan gained many benefits from the process of conflict, which included the 

reduction of scale of the Wichon Industrial Complex (from 10 km2 to 6.6 km2 ), a 

facility for protection against environmental pollution and the constitution of 

Supervisory Organisation on pollution. Nonetheless, Pusan still asked Daegu to 

cancel the project completely and continued to deny an opportunity for negotiation so 

as to reach conflict settlement. So far, the receptivity of policy had been very high 

because Pusan had successfully obstructed the construction of Wi chon Industrial 

Complex, however according to the development of conflict in future, the receptivity 

may come to be different. On the other hand, in the Dong River dam case the 

residents and social groups' demands were fully accepted, and the original form of the 

Dong River could be retained. The receptivity was thus very high. 

10.5.3. Satisfaction 

Daegu experienced a marked decline in policy satisfaction, because the project was 

delayed and its regional economy continued getting worse. Although Daegu spent 

considerable costs to improve the quality of water on the Nakdong River, it could not 

initiate its proposed project. In relation to satisfaction, Pusan said that the residents 

on the upper stream polluted water on the river, but 'Daegu raised its sewage disposal 

rate to 90 percent by 1998 through enormous investments, while Pusan and 

Kyungnam's sewage disposal rate is only 45 percent. They had far more 

responsibility for the water pollution. Speaking plainly, they were out of the question 

about the water pollution, they had a secret intention to retard the construction of WIC 

with addressing the issue' (Interview to Daegu City official, April 2000). On the 

other hand, Pusan had a certain degree of satisfaction. Its demands were mainly 

accepted as well as it has blocked the project itself until now, 

In the case of Dong River dam, because of the cancellation of the project, the 

MOCT should ha\'e made an altenlati\'e plan for the security of water resources and 

the pre\ention of tlood on the basin of Han River so as to promote cunci Iiation 

bct\\'cen the parties. Instead the gO\ ellllllent lost policy consistcncy and reliability in 

tIlL' \\'ater lllall~lgCIllCnt policy. On the other hand. thL' social groups and nwst 



residents expressed their satisfaction about the cancellation of dam, but the residents 

within the submerged site were discontented with the government's decision. 

10.5.4. Social Stability 

The Wichon case did not contribute to social stability. Although, the conflict related 

directly to the project concealed itself, a new conflict surrounding the 'Plan for 

Management of the Water on Nakdong River' occurred, and the final decision on the 

plan was unlikely to be easy. When the government's plan was referred to a public 

hearing, the concerned residents' resistance was very strong. Even though the two 

cities reached an agreement about the WIC project, there were still some possibilities 

that conflict could occur continuously during the operation of the WIC. 'Daegu said 

that it would build a perfect 'Water Waste Disposal Plant' and establish an 

Environmental Supervisory Committee to monitor environmental problems. But the 

operation of the facility would need much cost, which could be a burden on 

occupying factories. Under the situation, would Daegu be willing to exert to improve 

the quality of water?' (Soh, 1999, p.192) JUdging from these statements, the conflict 

related to environmental issues might continue to occur even after the completion of 

the construction of the project. 

In the case of Dong River dam, as the MOCT considered an alternative plan, 

NGOs proclaimed that they could not accept any project, whether the proposed dam 

was for multiple purposes or not. Besides these isues, the residents within the dam 

site asked for compensation for their mental and material damages for the past ten 

years. Nevertheless, this conflict contributed to a degree of social stability because it 

made the government reconsider its policy about the development of water resources, 

a re-thinking which could help prevent a similar conflict emerging in the future. 

Table 10-5. An analysis of results 

Items WIC case DRD case 
Achievement of policy Low Very low 
Receptivity of policy High High 

-- -

Satisfaction Proponent Low Very low 
~ -- -

Opponent High Hiuh 
-------- y 

Social stability Middle High 
---- - --- --------- .-~. -- --- --



10.6. Conclusions and Findings 

10.6.1. Conclusions 

Comparing the two cases, although the factors influencing intensity and \'ariables for 

resolution were similar to each other, the results of the conflicts were quite different. 

Why then was the result of conflict resolution different? 

The most important factor was the political factor. In the Wi chon case, central 

government was plunged into a policy dilemma, because both cities were important 

strategic regions in a political sense (Soh, 1999, p.196). Even though the government 

was in a position to make a policy decision about the WIC, because one or all of the 

cities was sure to reject its decision, the government decided to delay a decision. On 

the other hand, in the Dong River dam case, political considerations accelerated the 

government's decision. After the key issue moved to the future of the ecosystem and 

safety, public opinion inclined gradually to social groups' opinions and became 

critical to the government's plan. The government felt the need to solve the conflict 

as soon as possible before the General Election in 2000. Such different political 

situations produced different results to generally similar types of conflict. 

The next important differentiating factor was that of outsiders' (social groups) 

intervention. In both cases, social groups played important roles in the progress of 

conflict, but in the Dong River case national social groups took part and succeeded in 

bringing national concern and support, while in the Wichon case local social groups in 

the two cities were also active participants, but were considered as expressions of 

regional selfishness thus failing to bring support of public opinion. The support of 

public opinion support thus emerges as a very important factor in the conflict process 

under conditions of democratisation and local autonomy. 

Finally the difference can be related to the conflict type based on the 

relationships of disputant. It was difficult to resolve a conflict between local 

governments (Daegu and Pusan), because the conflict would be inevitably connected 

with local residents' interests, and as a result any local gOYenlments could not yield to 

the other side, Howeyer, since the DRDam case was not a contlict bet\yeen regions. 

contlict resolution \yas relatiyely easy because of the go\'el11mcnt's decision to make a 

conceSSIon, 



10.6.2. Findings 

1. When the power of parties is in balance, or when regional interests and competition 

exist between them, the intensity of conflict is usually very high and conflict 

resolution is difficult (Wichon case). 

2. If the conflictual issue is concrete, the selection of alternatives becomes difficult 

and if a positional conflict is added to this, the conflict resolution becomes more 

difficult. 

, 

3. Because a party's viewpoint to conflict can be changed, it is very important that a 

mediator makes a timely intervention for help resolve the conflict. If, for example, 

decision-makers miss an opportunity and enter into a 'policy dilemma', or, if new 

variables change the conflict situation, then decision-making will become more 

difficult. 

4. In the case of conflict related to many and unspecified persons, the frequency of 

physical and violent behaviour are relatively low, while the intervention of political 

machinery can be included and the duration of conflict tends to drag interminably on, 

hence the conflict resolution can become more difficult. A typical example is a 

conflict related to water resources. Unspecified people in widely ranging areas have 

interests in the issue concerned with water resources because a river or lake can playa 

role of medium that connects many regions. 

5. Recently in the process of policy making, NGOs' right to speak became 

increasingly strong in Korea. They began to exert a large influence over 

environmental policy debates. When the government and NGOs consider other side 

as a constructive partner in establishing policies, environmental conflict can greatly 

decrease (Dong River case). 

6. The prolongation of duration could function as a pressure on proponents, which 

encourages the proponcnt to find ne\\ altel11ati\'cs or to accept an opponent's demands. 

In some cases, \\ith the lapse oftimc, en\'ironmental factors sUlTounding the conflict 

~()O 



may change, which can reduce the intensity of conflict or bring about the automatic 

disappearance of conflict (Wichon case). 

7. Central government usually regarded conflict as a negati\'c phenomenon. It 

displayed an attitude of ignoring and avoiding the conflict, thus missing a good 

opportunity to mediate early in the conflict. If government had put an emphasis on 

the positive aspects of conflict, conflicts inevitably occurring in the process of policy

decision, the difficulties could have been resolved far more easily. The perception of 

conflict could change the pattern of conflict. 

8. In intergovernmental conflicts, proponents ofproject held a key to solve the conflict. 

Therefore the higher the degree of proponent's acceptance and the higher openness of 

the decision-making process, the opportunity for conflict resolution is higher. 

Because proponents were usually focused on the accomplishment of the proposal in 

hand, their interest moved towards reconciling their interest and the other side's 

interest and tended to show a more negotiative attitude to the opponents. Nonetheless, 

if the other side stuck to its position, the scope for a negotiated conflict resolution 

tended to beat a halt with neither side taking a step forward (Wichon case). 

9. If a conflict included political issues or value factors, it seems that the conflict is at 

risk of moving to a passive stage and conflict resolution would become more difficult. 

When competition factors between regions were included in a conflict, political 

factors were apt to intervene in the conflict. In this case, political issues or 

considerations were a priority over technical or theoretical issues in the process of 

conflict resolution. If an inter-regional conflict included political factors, government 

would hesitate to intervene and its strategies would be not clear and powerful. 

Consequently the conflict dragged on so much that it was difficult to resolve the 

conflict (Wichon case). Henry (1995, p.300) has explained that a bargaining process 

can develop consensus in political conflict, while in policy conflicts, consensus can be 

generated by the use of persuasion and rational argumentation among the participants. 

Many conflict cases in the Korean society were resoh'ed through political bargaining 

processes rather than rational argumentation. As a result if a pol itical situation 

changes, then all apparently resohed conflict may otten rC-OCCUL 



Chapter 11. Evaluation of the Premises 

11.1. Introduction 

The three previous chapters (Chs 8-10) have analysed six conflict cases in Korea 

organised into three categories of regional development project and environmental 

issues (NIMBY, PIMFY and water resources). Each chapter compared two conflict 

cases. The analysis and comparisons were structured according to an analytical 

framework of Premises developed in Chapter 7. The Research Premises consist of 

one central Premise and nine Sub-Premises (see section 7.2). The central Premise 

refers to relationships between the intensity of conflict and conflict resolution. The 

nine Sub-Premises involve five premises related to factors influencing the intensity of 

conflict (see section 7.6) and four premises connected with variables influencing 

conflict resolution (see section 7.8). 

The purpose of this Chapter is to make an overall evaluation of the analytical 

framework of Premises by using the results of the analyses of the case studies. 

Following this brief introduction, the main part of the Chapter (Section 11.2) consists 

of an examination of the findings of the case studies in relation to each of the 

Premises in tum. In general the examination shows that the evidence is in 

accordance with the Premises (which in tum link back to the study of the literature on 

conflict theory and the experience of Korea). In addition, where the evidence is not 

fully supportive of the Premises, some suggestions are made developing new or 

amended premises through further research on regional conflict in Korea. 

11.2. An Evaluation of Ten Premises Relating to Conflicts in Korea 

Chapters 8-10 have examined the relationships between the intensity of conflict and 

conflict resolution, government's role in the process of conflict, and outcome and 

influence of conflict through the lens of conflict type and conflict issue in six Korean 

case studies. It was found that due to the different conflict types and issues, the 

various parties to these conflicts formulated distinctive strategies that \vere closely 

associated with the intensity of conflict and \vith opposite parties' behaviour, \\'hich 

had a great influence on the progress and direction of conflicts. This finding implies 

that while contlict situations and environments might be different for c\ery contlict 

cascs, because a consistent set of l~lCtors and \'ariablcs intlul'ncc the processes l)f 



contlict reasonable comparisons can be made between the cases and their eyidence 

tested against a general analytical framework. 

Generally, it was found that the evidence of most conflicts in the case studies 

corresponded with the suggested premises derived from conflict theories examined 

through the review of literature. Each premise is now examined against the analysis 

of the case studies (for more detailed structure of Premises, see section 7.2). 

Central Premise: The more intensive the degree of conflict, the more difficult is 

conflict resolution. 

The Central Premise in the analytical framework relates the intensity of conflict with 

conflict resolution. The result of the analysis of the six conflict cases mostly 

supported this premise. As emotions escalated and the intensity of the conflict in four 

cases increased beyond the limits of conventional social behaviour, violent behaviour 

actually occurred between parties. Such conflicts involving violent behaviour could 

reach an impasse situation or policy dilemma in which the government could not 

decide which decision to make. In the Wichon case (see section 10.2), for instance, 

each party's emotion escalated with the passage of time and the intensity of conflict 

gradually increased. Because of the sharp confrontation between the two parties, 

decision-makers could not decide on a policy about the construction of the industrial 

complex and so were plunged into a 'policy dilemma'. Conflict resolution became 

more difficult, and the position at the time of writing (2001) has not changed from 

that stalemate. In the cases of the Kyungju high speed railway (see section 9.2) and 

the Dong River dam (see section 10.3), as the intensity of conflict increased, the 

parties to the conflicts could not resolve the conflicts. However, the process was 

mediated by the intervention of a third party (the Office of Prime Ministry: OPM) and 

an outcome reached. 

In most conflict cases, it was found that direct negotiations were blocked \\'ith 

increases in the intensity of conflict, and consequently, conflict resolution became 

more difficult. However, as in the Anmyun case, an extremely high intensity of 

contlict could facilitate the tenllination of a conflict, because one of parties felt such a 

fear that they \\'oltld sunender to other pm1y' s forceful position. Nonetheless. since 

nOllllal negotiation or discussion for contlict resolution did not e\ist in such a conllicL 

this could be regardcd as contlict 'settlement' rather than contlict 'resolution'. ThIs 



outcome was confirmed by the fact that a second conflict occurred again on this 

matter after only one year (see section 8.2). 

Premise A: The larger the difference of interest, the deeper the degree of conflict. 

Many conflicts related to regional developments basically occur due to an uncoupling 

of costs and benefits, in other words, a difference of viewpoints between the concerns 

of the different parties. As Wolsink (1994, p.854) has argued, 'the disadvantages are 

all at the local level, and the local residents feel that they are being saddled with the 

consequences of something that is of benefit to society as a whole'. As was seen in 

the NIMBY conflicts of the Anmyun and Younggwang cases, where the difference of 

interests between parties was large, and the conflict issues were connected with 

residents' safety and health, the conflict developed into violent behaviour and/or 

developed into a stage of impasse. As a result the conflicts developed to an explosive 

intensity and could not be resolved through peaceful methods (see sections 8.2 and 

8.3). 

The cases of the PIMFY conflicts and the water resource conflicts also 

displayed evidence in conformity with this Premise. The difference of interests 

between the parties influenced an increase in the intensity of conflicts in the Kyungju 

case related to PIMFY conflicts and the Wichon and Dong River cases related to 

water resources (see sections 9.2, 10.2 and 10.3). Consequently, it can be concluded, 

that in most conflicts, the larger the deviation between cost and benefit among 

disputants, the deeper the intensity of conflict and the more difficult it is to achieve 

conflict resolution. 

Premise B: The higher the degree of distrust and the more distorted the 

communication benreell parties, the deeper the degree of conflict. 

Communication between parties was found to be a particularly big problem in 

conflicts over the location of a hazardous facility. Usually the proponent prepared the 

project for a new facility in secret and blocked the lines of communication with most 

potential stakeholders. Such lack of communication and secret processes resulted in 

local residents' fear and, in tunl, led to \'iolent behaviour or the emergence of a policy 

dilemma for the proponent. Decision making about '-i1:\IBY facilities \\<.lS found to 

have progressed in secret \vithout cOlllmunications \\ith outside stakeholders 



(Anmyun and Wichon cases: see sections 8.2 and 8.3). However, because each party 

could communicate smoothly with other parties in the case of Inchon and Kyungju, 

these conflicts have been tenninated through a peaceful dialogue (see sections 9.2 and 

9.3). Although the difference of interest was large in the Kyungju case, official 

communications and dialogues helped to settle the conflict. In contrast to the cases 

of the NIMBY development projects, in the PIMFY facilities' cases the processes of 

policy decision making were far more open to the public. As seen in 'prisoner's 

dilemma' theory, communication was an important factor in the development of 

conflicts. The evidence found in all of the six conflict cases examined was found to 

support Premise B. 

Premise C: The more negative the perception of conflict and the more \'iolent the 

pattern of conflictual behaviour, the deeper the degree of conflict. 

In the cases studies, when the parties to a conflict had a negative perception of a 

conflict, they (especially the proponent) usually used low profile strategies, and 

opponents displayed fonns of negative behaviour in the process of conflict. Generally, 

the perception of conflict influenced the direction of the conflict process, and the 

pattern of conflictual behaviour played an important factor in increasing the intensity 

of conflict. Most disputants (particularly opponents) considered conflict as a way to 

achieve their ends, and they adopted methods of offensive and even violent action to 

achieve their ends rather than participating in a dialogue for bargaining. The 

proponent themselves often used negative strategies because they also regarded 

conflict as a troublesome thing in the process of developing their project. Such 

negative perceptions led to negative actions, and these actions generated a fear and 

sense of unrest from one party to each other, which in tum affected in increase in the 

intensity of conflict. 

The tum from offensive methods to violence in a number of the case studies is 

interesting as it represents a feeling of deep fear or powerlessness among the 

opponent stakeholders. As Rangarajan (1985, p.30) has mentioned, 'when a party 

feels a fear or desperation in the process of conflict, it tries to adopt a violent 

hehaviour'. In the cases of Anmyun Island and Youngg\\ang, violent behaviour 

blocked communication bct\\een parties, \\'hich in tunl produced distrust and fear that 

led to violent behaviour again (sec sections 8.~ and S.~). It \\as obscn'ed that a \\'cak 



party in a conflict would especially tend to use collective/offensive actions and tum to 

violent behaviour to increase the intensity of conflict and put pressure on the other 

party. On the other hand, in the cases related to PIMFY conflicts, violent behaviour 

did not occur, largely for the reason that the proponents, as the providers of public 

facilities, took the initiative to try and make positive steps to encourage the progress 

of the project (for the Inchon case, see section 9.3). 

Premise D: The more well-structured and more cohesive the party. the la-weI' the 

intensity of conflict 

The evidence from the case studies with respect to this Premise was varied. In some 

cases (Kyungju and Inchon cases) it was supportive, but in other cases (Anmyun 

Island and Y ounggwang cases) it was not. In the former cases, both main two parties 

(proponent and opponent) were public organisations (i.e. intergovernmental relations), 

but in the latter cases one side (the opponents to a proposal) included social groups 

and residents. The Premise implies that the intensity of a conflict depends on the 

structure and cohesion of the parties to a conflict. In former cases, since the parties 

were well structured and cohesive, they contributed positive aspects to the process of 

conflict, including the unification of their agendas, the simplification of the 

presentation of their cases and the efficiency with which they managed their roles in 

negotiation. 

On the other hand, the latter cases (Anmyun Island and Younggwang) both 

had a less strictly defined intergovernmental focus and had more significant pre-Local 

Autonomy backgrounds than the other cases. While parties to these conflicts also 

included organised bodies (e.g. social groups) and spontaneous groups of residents, 

they were often weaker in their cohesion because of the differences in their particular 

interests in the conflict. Given their lack of effective power, in order to attract 

support from local residents, some of the parties to the conflicts would conduct 

systematic offensive behaviour and concentrate on demonstrations and protest 

meetings. In particular, it was found that the presence of non-govcn1mental 

organisations (NGOs) in these cases tended to increase the intensity of conflicts 

related to environmental issues, \\hich made it hard to resohe the contlict in a short 

time. and brought negotiations to a standstill. The involvement of "GOs in other 

case could also generate ne\\ issues and spread the scale of the conllict (for the 

e:\i.lmplc of the Dong Ri\er case. ~l'e section 1 O.~). In reLltion to intc1l1i.l1 discord 



within the parties to a conflict, it can be concluded from an examination of the case 

studies, that an agreement was more likely reached if both sides \vere well organised. 

However, if one side (particularly social groups and residents) was unstructured or 

split, then conflict resolution and agreement were more difficult to achieve. 

Premise E: The larger the degree of discretion and the greater the autonomy of 

organisations, the greater the likelihood of deep intergOl'ernmental 

conflicts. 

Klausner and Groves (1994, p.360) have argued that a 'hierarchical authority structure 

can create a fertile soil for conflict. " another causes of organisational conflict rooted 

in the authority structure is the feeling among subordinates'. However, little 

organisational conflict occurred in authoritarian era in Korea because central 

government could press its views on local agencies and administrations in a 'top

down' manner (Section 6.2.1), while more conflicts often occurred in the local 

autonomy era when the newly-democratic local governments began to speak openly 

for their residents' interests and opinions. This opening also allowed social groups to 

become more involved in inter-governmental conflicts. Accordingly, the number of 

conflicts greatly increased after local autonomy (Lee, 1999, pp31-35). In contrast to 

Klausner and Groves's opinion, decentralisation and localisation created a fertile soil 

for conflict in Korea. In the case studies, Younggwang Nuclear Power Plant, Wichon 

Industrial Complex and Inchon International Airport Motorway conflicts were deeply 

connected with the implementation of local autonomy (see sections 8.3, 9.3 and 10.2). 

As the level of local autonomy has progressed in Korea, attempts to continue 

the behaviour of bureaucratic or authoritarian command through seriously offending 

the other side may themselves create the conditions for the initiation of conflict. The 

establishment of local autonomy and the decentralisation of the mechanisms of power 

in decision-making process have been facilitated by shift from a monopolistic market 

to a free, open market, which has produced fertile soil to expedite the birth of 

competition and conflict between local governments. As mentioned abo\'e, the 

introduction of Local Autonomy led to more bureaucratic conflicts in Korean society. 

As a result the deeper the bureaucratic conflict became, the more di fficult becamc 

connict resolution. In order to create co-operatin~ intergo\,clllmental conscnsus. it is 

suggcsted that a building method achic\"Cd through partnerships can hclp to scttle and 



alleviate conflicts. Namely, it is argued that democratisation in the process of spatial 

policy and planning is also an important factor in the 'localisation era'. 

Premise F: The greater the /lumber of stakeholders and parties involved, the more 

difficult is conflict resolution. 

The evidence analysed in the case studies generally supported this Premise. As seen 

in the cases of the Dong River dam and the Wichon Industrial Complex, the number 

and diversity of stakeholders led to a range of conflictual issues being identified and 

even the creation of new issues (see section 10.3). When the conflictual issues 

examined in the case studies involved environmental problems, and residents or 

social! interest groups took part in conflicts, the sphere of conflicts was extensive as 

well as obscure. Among the six cases, many unspecified persons were particularly 

involved in the conflicts related to water resources. In these situations, it was 

difficult to induce an agreement that satisfied all of stakeholders, and thus conflict 

resolution became more difficult. Accordingly, it may be suggested that negotiators 

need to identify the stakeholders as soon as possible in conflicts including many 

stakeholders and should make an effort to encourage all the stakeholders to participate 

at the negotiation table. The more various and complex are the stakeholders to a 

conflict, the deeper the degree of conflict and the more difficult is the conflict 

resolution. 

Premise G: The more complex the issues of conflict and the larger the scale of 

the issues, the more difficult is conflict resolution. 

A refutation of this Premise seemed to be revealed in the analysis of case studies. 

On the one hand, when the conflict was limited to a single issue, the parties never 

made mutual concessions and tended to stick to their original positions in the conflict. 

As a result, conflict resolution became more difficult. This was especially the case 

when the issue was concerned with primary human rights (e.g. to live in safety) and 

fundamental economic rights. In such cases, the single issue itself could act as an 

obstruction to negotiation for conflict resolution. As was seen in the Anmyun case. 

conflict could reach an impasse in such circumstances and then escalate to a riot in a 

short time, because there \vere no altclllati\'es for the parties to negotiate ahout. onl~ 

one isslie that neither side could concede (sec section S.2). 



On the other hand, even though the difference of interests \\as large, and the 

intensity of conflict was high, when there were several related conflictual issues, the 

parties to a conflict could deal more easily with their interests through negotiations 

(give and take), and the conflict could be resolved (Inchon case, see section 9.3). 

However, in most cases (e.g. the Younggwang, Wi chon and Dong RiYer dam cases) 

the complexity of the issues in the conflict made conflict resolution more difficult. 

This was especially so when the main issue was concerned with a matter about which 

none of the parties could not give way to the other side (Wichon case). It was also 

important when opponents' interests were complicated with each other, and new 

issues were continuously generated (Dong river case) so that negotiations for conflict 

resolution could not reach a successful conclusion. Accordingly, it can be suggested 

that the structure of issues involved in a conflict should be identified at an early stage, 

and that it can be helpful to suggest alternatives to the main issue and related 

mitigating options. 

Next, in relation to the scale of the conflict issue, when a conflict issue was of 

concern to many unspecified people spread over a large area (Wichon case) or of 

national concern over scenic quality and ecosystem protection (Dong River dam case), 

the intensity of conflict was high, and conflict resolution became difficult. This 

phenomenon was found to be prominent in conflicts related to environmental projects 

and water resources. However, as seen in the Dong River dam case, when national 

political power structures intervened in this kind of conflict, the conflict connected 

with nation-wide issue seemed to be resolved quickly. In this case, as the scale of 

conflict became wider, the proponent's (Central government: Ministry of 

Construction and Transportation) position became weak, and its political burden 

increased, while the opponent's (i.e. the social groups) position tended to haye an 

advantage (see section 10.3). The conflict was resolved by the proponent's decision 

on political grounds rather than a decision reached by rational negotiation or mutual 

agreement. 

Consequently Premise G could be considered in two aspects: in relation to the 

number of issues in a conflict, the eyidence from the case studies might partly accord 

with the Premise. Ho\\cyer, in some other cases, quite different phenomena \\cre 

found; in rehltion to the relationship betwcen the scale ofthc conflict issue and the 

di flicult\, of contlict resolution. most of thc contlict case c\'idence \\a5 found to be in 

accordance "ith the Premisl', 
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Premise H: The more coercive the strategies and tactics used, the more the cO/~f7ict 

tends to become aggravated and the more difficult is conflict resolution. 

The findings of the case studies suggested that strategies and tactics \yere the most 

important factors for resolving conflicts. Premise H, which deals with these aspects, 

is deeply related to Premise C: The more negative the perception of conflict and the 

more violent the pattern of conjlictual behaviour, the deeper the degree of conflict. 

When the parties to a conflict included flexible and voluntary elements in their 

strategies and tactics for negotiating conflict resolution, they could more easily reach 

an agreement (for the example of the Inchon case, see section 9.3). If one party used 

negative strategies or tactics such as 'disregard', 'conquest' and 'avoidance', the other 

party/ies tended to adopt more coercive strategies and tactics in response. In 

addition, if the parties to a conflict felt that they had no alternatives and kept with 

their original position, then conflict resolution would also become more difficult 

(Wichon case, see section 10.2). This 'positional' conflict was found generally to 

have blocked various alternatives and appropriate strategies for conflict resolution 

from having been considered by the parties. When, however, they moved from 

positional negotiation to 'principal' negotiation (i.e. focusing on fundamental issues 

but allowing some options to emerge), and when one party considered other party as a 

potential partner for conflict resolution, then more creative strategies and tactics could 

be adopted.(Kyungju and Inchon cases, see sections 9.2 and 9.3). Consequently, 

when one party adopted strategies, which concentrated on methods such as 'forcing', 

or 'disregarding' the other party's interests, the result made the conflict resolution 

more difficult. 

Premise I: The more intensive the degree of conflict, the more likely there \vill he 

third party intervention. 

Although most parties tried to negotiate at the beginning stage of the inter

governmental conflicts reviewed in the six case studies, most conflicts then dC\'cloped 

towards an impasse and sometimes they even plunged into social disorder without a 

conflict settlement being reached. In these cases, the opportunity of a third pat1y 

intern~ntion \\as incrcased (Kyungj u. \\Tichon and Dong Rin:T Dam cases: see 

sections 9.2, 10.2 and I ().3). A Iter the implementation of Local Autonomy. as Il)Cal 

gon~rnl11ents concentrated on their regional interests and competition bet\\l'Cn hKal 



governments became more intense, many conflicts could not be resoh'ed through 

direct negotiations. As a result third party interventions, such as departments in 

central government and the Office of the Prime Minister, were often introduced to 

help resolve intergovernmental conflicts. The evidence from most of the six conflict 

cases thus supported the argument of Premise 1. 

So far, the evidence from the six case studies has been considered aaainst the 
b 

propositions set out in the framework Premises relating several factors to the intensity 

of conflicts and several variables to the difficulty of resolving conflicts, and, intensity 

to difficulty. The evidence has mostly been found to be in accordance with the 

Premises, but a part of the premises D and G (see section 7.2) did not explain the 

phenomena which had occurred in some cases. The main reasons for this finding can 

be looked for in the many different factors which had an influence on the 

development of conflict and conflict resolution in these cases. An important aspect 

was the changeable nature of their external environments, such as political and social 

power, which had played an important role in the process of conflict. 

The analysis of the six conflict cases supplied an opportunity to test the 

suggested Premises; at the same time, it has allowed the researcher to develop the 

following secondary premises: 

11. The longer the duration of conflict, the deeper the degree of conflict. I 

Evidence for suggesting this new premise was found in most of the conflict cases, but 

there were some exceptions. First, when the duration of the conflict becomes longer, 

the environments surrounding the conflict can change, and then the original issue may 

be more easily resolved by these changes or the issue itself can become insignificant 

to the parties (or, one of them). Secondly, the concern felt by disputants about a 

conflict issue can become weaker with the passage of time. (e.g. the Wichon case) 

An open conflict may thus conceal itself in the parties' indifference and \\'ill change 

into a latent conflict. Even if the status of the conflict issue between the parties 

changes to that of a trifling disagreement, the open conflict may resume anytime. 

Thirdly, if one party's power is very considerable and that pat1y is not interested in 

negotiation, or if one party's \'iolent behaviour is beyond controL then the other side 

can \\ithdra\\ itself from the contlict. (e.g. the Anmyun Island \:\\'DF case) In this 

case, although the intensity ofcontlict is \ery high, the contlict can he settled in a 

relati\ely short span of time. Despite these exceptions, time \\ ~IS found to he a 
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critical factor in conflict resolution. As the periods of negotiation and conflict 

lengthen so the intensity of conflict increases, and conflict resolution becomes more 

difficult. 

2. The more complex and more variollS the functions of local government, the deeper 

the incompatibility of policy goals is likeZ1' to become. 

With the progress of localisation and democratisation in Korea and the effects of 

globalisation, the functions of local governments have become varied and wide

ranging. New additional functions create new intergovernmental relations and the 

raise the possibility of increasingly incompatible policy goals emerging between 

different local governments, which can in tum generate intergovernmental conflicts. 

This type of incompatibility is increasing because each local government now 

emphasises its own administrative issues and self-interests, and regionally selfish or 

exclusive behaviour can frequently occur in spatial developments (Inchon 

international airport motorway case). However, with the promotion of rational 

debate among local governments, there are also opportunities to recognise the benefits 

of mutual action and discourage potential conflict issues from becoming active 

disputes. 

3. The less the interdependence between parties, the fewer are the opportunities for 

conflict between parties. 

Nowadays with the urbanisation of the metropolitan area and the development of 

transportation, the interdependence between metropolitan core cities and the 

surrounding areas have been increasing quickly in Korea. These changes frequently 

give rise to disputes in many fields between the local governments concerned, 

including disputes over regional development projects. In this situation, if the 

interchange of accurate information or mutual understanding between public 

organisations were blocked, then the opportunities of conflicts would increase. In the 

same vein, Song (1996, p.69) states that a reduction in interregional movements of 

goods and persons could decrease the opportunities of interregional conflicts. In 

particular, conflicts related to wide-ranging facilities over large land areas. have been 

increasing between neighbouring local gO\Tllll11ents in Korea. (Sec Chapter 6) These 



phenomena show that the interdependence between local governments can influence 

incidents of conflict. 

4. The rate of compliance of the parties concerned is ill proportion to the level of their 

satisfaction with the results of the conflict resolution. 

If the parties to a conflict reach a high level of satisfaction during the process of 

negotiation and resolution, then the extent of their compliance to the results of the 

resolution and their degree of implementation is more likely to be high. In disputes 

concerning regional developments, the most significant factor for the likelihood of 

success in implementing agreements may be whether the parties posses the authority 

to approve the decision and the party's voluntary agreement to the decision. This 

supplementary premise is derived from the evidence of the conflict situation in Korea 

in the light of the result of the six case studies. It was found that the stronger the 

power of proponents and arbitrators to compel parties to a dispute to reach an 

agreement, then the higher the degree of agreements reached such cases. However, it 

was also found that conflict was apt to be resumed in such cases, because the other 

side still felt dissatisfied with some aspect of the agreement or the results (Anmyun 

Island case). Therefore, it is suggested that a method for conflict resolution focusing 

on direct negotiation would be more desirable rather than a strong third party 

intervention in an arbitration or adjudication. 

5. A conflict can contribute to the increase of the same kind of conflict elsewhere and 

the reduction of social stability. 

As was seen in some of the case studies (e.g. the Anmyun Island and Younggwang 

cases), the existence of previous conflicts did not contribute to the reduction of the 

similar conflicts, but rather it instigated other conflicts related to regional interests or 

conflicts involving residents. In effect, this is a domino phenomenon where a 

specific conflict leads to other similar conflicts. The same effect took place in the 

NIMBY case study conflicts related to regional interests and the location of hazardous 

facilities. The reason for this happening can be found in the dominance of emotional 

motives rather than rational dialogue or discussion in the process of such conflicts, 

For instance, in relation to location of the 'y' ollngg\\ ang Nuclear PO\\cr Plants and the 

,\nlllyun Nuc\car \Vaste Disposal Facility, earlier contlicts almost ah\'ays ha\'e 



negative influences on the next project to be proposed. Thus the greater the 

difference of interests between parties and the higher the intensity of conflict, the less 

likely will rational methods effect conflict resolution and the greater will be the 

likelihood of the conflict resulting in a deadlock. Nonetheless, some scholars, for 

instance Park (1999 pAl), have argued that previous conflicts could reduce other ne\\' 

similar conflicts because a society could develop a capability and 'know how' to deal 

with similar conflicts through the previous conflicts. However, this learning 

experience was not found in the cases studied in this research. 

11.3. Conclusions 

From the analysis of the six case studies in Korea, it was found that the environments 

and factors surrounding conflicts related to regional developments had different 

influences on the process of conflicts. As a result, even though the types and issues 

of conflicts were similar to each other, the progresses of conflict and outcomes were 

varied. In particular, the constituency of actors (disputants) involved was found to be 

the most important factor in the process and resolution of conflicts leading to different 

outcomes. Accordingly, although the analysis of the case studies provided evidence 

for the most part on accordance with the suggested analytical framework of Premises 

developed from the literature and Korean experience, some exceptions to the Premises 

were identified (see section 11.2). These were Premise D, which related to the 

internal structure and cohesion of the parties to a dispute, and, Premise G, which was 

concerned with the complexity of conflict issues. In order to find out the reasons 

why the two Premises could not fully explain the phenomena that occurred in some 

conflict case in Korea, it is necessary to modify the Premises by undertaking further 

study. 

Following this overall evaluation of the framework of Premises against the 

case study evidence, the next and final Chapter in this thesis, Chapter 12, wi 11 review 

the research purpose including Research Objective and Research Aims and some 

implications for conflict management and resolution will be suggested. Finally, 

some recommendations for practice and research \\'ill be stated as a part of the 

conclusion, 



Chapter 12. Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations 

12.1. Introduction 

Chapter 12 draws together the conclusions of this research project on the processes of 

conflict management and resolution. The particular focus of the project has been 

intergovernmental conflicts over major infrastructure projects in Korea following 

local autonomy in 1995. The Research Objective and Research Aims developed for 

the project were achieved through the process of literature review and through case 

studies. A set of suggested Premises drawn from the literature review and Korean 

experience was structured as a more specific analytical framework. This framework 

has been examined and evaluated through six comparative case studies of typical 

intergovernmental conflicts over development proj ect in Korea. Some 

recommendations for improving practice in Korea are also suggested. 

This chapter begins (Section 12.2) with a review of the purposes of this 

research and an evaluation of the achievement of the research purpose and some 

further study for its better achievement is proposed. Next (Section 12.3), according to 

the general evaluation of the framework of Premises (see, Section 11.2), some 

implications for conflict management in Korea are considered. These implications 

help supply ideas for the improving the future direction of conflict management and 

the government's roles in intergovernmental conflicts. The final part of the chapter 

(Section 12.4) makes recommendations for practice and research in Korea. It 

suggests alternatives and opportunities for conflict management, seeking new 

paradigms for dealing with conflicts related to regional developments and 

environmental projects. 

12.2. The Review of Research Purpose 

The main objective of this research has been to explore the government's roles in 

effectively managing and resolving conflicts related to regional deyelopments and 

environment projects under the system of local autonomy in Korea (Section 1.3). In 

this context, the research aimed to explore the nature of intergoyenlmental conflicts 

and propose policy altenlati\'es for the effectlYe conflict management and 

recommendations to oyercomc the diffusion of intergo\ernmental conllicts in Korea 

alter I ()()5 \\hen the local autonomy system \\'as fully introduced, :'\ number of 

I I ~, 



Research Aims were defined to construct the research framework and to accomplish 

the Research Objective (for the specification of the Research Aims and Research 

Questions, see section 1.3). 

• Aim 1 was to explore the nature of intergovernmental relations and the 

change of political environment under local autonomy in Korea. 

• Aim 2 was to understand the nature and condition of conflict and to find the 

factors influencing the intensity of conflict. 

• Aim 3 was to review strategies and methods for the conflict resolution, and 

to find variables for conflict resolution. 

• Aim 4 was to analyse the actual condition of various intergovernmental 

conflicts and to examine the present methods of conflict resolution in Korea. 

• Aim 5 was to evaluate the premises related to intergovernmental conflicts in 

transition in Korea through the case study analysis and to suggest implications for the 

government's desirable roles in resolving conflict and, finally 

• Aim 6 was to explore in more detail the potential contribution of a 

mediation-based (Alternative Dispute Resolution: ADR) approach to the management 

of intergovernmental conflicts in Korea. The each Research Aim was accomplished 

by the research framework suggested in section 1.3 (Figure 12.1). 

Figure 12-1. The process for research purpose 
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R. Aim 1 :Intergovernmental ~ ~ Spatial planning system/ 

Relations 
~ / Regional policy 
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Each of these aims was concerned with the goven1menfs role in the place of 

conflicts related to regional developments. Accordingly, the research concentrated on 

establishing and examining the government's roles as disputant and as mediator. In 

order to accomplish the Research Aims, the whole process of this research 

concentrated on answering particular Research Questions related to each Research 

Aim. 

Research Aim 1 was achieved through reviewing the literature and experiences 

of local autonomy in Korea (see Ch.2). It was difficult to make an assessment about 

the influence of local autonomy on intergovernmental relations, and the researcher 

feels that the assessment was rather limited, because the period of Local Autonomy in 

Korea has been relatively short and new legislation and administrative reform is now 

on going. However, it was found that Local Autonomy had already created many 

conflicts related to regional developments. Although these conflicts obstructed and 

delayed the supply of appropriate infrastructure and public facilities, on the other 

hand, the process of conflicts could lead to more acceptable outcomes and more 

appropriate social agreement (Kim and Cha, 1997, p.l 78). The conclusion of this 

review of literature and experience was that under the system of local autonomy in 

Korea, matters such as 'roles', 'right' and 'jurisdiction' needed to be clarified and 

identified as parts of established procedures. In this way they could filter and 

mediate various opinions and issues to establish a more rational and efficient system 

of intergovernmental relations, 

Research Aim 2 was achieved through a review of conflict theory in various 

fields and countries (see Ch.3), while the factors influencing the process of conflict 

were examined in the case studies (see Chs. 8-10). It was found that there was 

comparatively little literature about public organisational conflict. As Lan (1997, 

p.28) has mentioned, today's public administration literature is still shy of systematic 

efforts in the understanding of conflict and its relevance to public administration. In 

spite of such limitations, the researcher concluded that many studies and theories in 

other conflict fields could be applied to intergovernmental conflicts. 

Through the literature re\'iew, it was found that many factors related to actors' 

(disputants) indi\'idual personality had an influence on the intensity of contlict 

Howc\,er, an in-depth analysis of the relations bet\\een actors' per~ona1ity and 

conflict process \\as not carried out in this research project because of the \ cry large 

numher or stakeholdcr~ and indi\idual persons \\110 \\ere in\'oh'l'd in 



intergovernmental conflicts in Korea. In addition, because factors influencing the 

intensity of conflict and the degree of their influence were so varied, it was very 

difficult to select the factors for the analysis in this research and to measure the value 

of the factors in the process of conflict. In this research, therefore a simple 

comparative assessment by each sub-factor was adopted without specifying the 

measurement of numerical values for the analytical factors (see section 7.6). 

However, this aspect of research could be the subject of further study, together with 

studies to identify the factors influencing conflict more specifically and to establish 

more precise measures which evaluate their influence on conflicts. 

Research Aim 3 was also achieved by undertaking a review of the literature 

about conflict resolution (see Ch. 4) and case studies. The researcher divided the 

topics of the development of conflict and conflict resolution in this research. 

However, this division proved to be very difficult to manage in practice, because the 

development of conflict also could be a stage of conflict resolution. As mentioned in 

Section 7.8, most factors influencing the intensity of conflict also affected the process 

of conflict resolution, and therefore it was difficult to identify specific separate 

variables influencing conflict resolution. Accordingly, it was only possible to 

consider a limited number of variables that only affect conflict resolution in this 

research. 

Research Aim 4 was concerned with the experience of conflicts under the 

Korean spatial planning system (see Chs. 5-6). The causes and characteristics of 

conflict in Korea were similar to those of other countries', but particular aspects of the 

spatial policies conducted by the Korean government provided a fundamental reason 

for conflicts related to regional developments. In addition, political environments 

were found to greatly influence the process of conflict and its resolution. For this 

reason, it appeared that conflict resolution was not accomplished through a rational 

dialogue between parties to a conflict, but rather was resolved by a third party 

intervention or the exercise of political power by the ruling party. Conflicts resolved 

by such methods often resumed when the political environment was changed. 

Although political power as exercised by the ruling party was recognised as an 

important factor influencing conflict resolution, the research did not deal \\ith this 

matter. Further study about the relations bet\\een political power and conllict 

resolution wi II be needed in the future. 



Research Aim 5 was to analyse factors and variables in the process of conflict through 

case studies. In order to examine the relationships between factors and the intensity 

of conflict, and to assess the influence of variables in resolving conflicts. a simple 

form of comparative analysis was used in this research (see Chs. 7 -10 and Ch.l1 ). 

Through the analysis of case studies, it was found that the selected factors influencinu 
b 

the intensity of conflict were deeply connected with the intensity of conflict, and the 

relationships between the intensity and conflict resolution generally had an influence 

on the conflict resolution. 

In the process of conflict, most factors had an influence on increasing the 

intensity of conflict, especially the 'external environments' factor, (i.e. the influence 

of political changes and social groups) came to be more important factors after the 

introduction of local autonomy. Besides, 'structure' and 'internal discord' factors 

were not found to influence greatly the intensity of conflict because the cases were 

concerned with intergovernmental conflicts (see Chs. 8-10). In the analysis of 

variables influencing conflict resolution, stakeholders' strategies and tactics were 

found to be the most important variable in resolving conflict. However, when the 

conflict plunged into an impasse stage, the role of a third party or government 

intervention played a decisive role in conflict resolution (see Sections 9.2 and 10.2). 

On the other hand, the results of the analysis of factors and variables in the 

case studies ran counter to two of the Premises (D and G) developed from the 

literature reviews (see Section 11.2). In relation to Premise D relating the degree of 

internal structure of the disputants to the intensity of the conflict, the different case 

studies produced different results. When both parties to the dispute were public 

organisations, the evidence of the conflicts accorded with the proposed Premise 

(Kyungju, Inchon and Wi chon cases; see Sections 9.2, 9.3 and 10.2). However, when 

one side included well-structured social groups or when residents took part in a 

conflict, the intensity of conflict became higher (Anmyuan Island, Younggwang and 

Dong River Dam cases; see Sections 8.2, 8.3 and 10.3). Thus Premise 0 \\'ould 

seem to be dependent on the characteristics of the parties to a conflict suggesting that 

further study about relations bet\veen stnlcture and the intensity of conflict is 

necessary. 

:\s to Premise G, relating the comple\ity and scale of isslies in\oh'ed in a 

con 11 ict to the di Ilicultv of con tlict resolution. thc c,idcnce II"om most 0 r the con 11 ict 

cases \Vas in accordance \\ith the Premise f Ic)\\'e\er. in the Anmyun Island casco 
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where the conflict issue itself was limited in its complexity, the evidence suggested 

that conflict resolution in fact became more difficult. This could be explained by the 

nature of the conflict issue as being one of the residents' basic human rights to health 

and safety, and thus being very strongly felt, and that the conflict originated before 

local autonomy. An additional aspect was the lack of opportunity for 'give and take' 

between the parties to the conflict, which a more complex issue (e.g. the proposal was 

simply for the nuclear waste re-processing plant, with no associated compensating 

regional employment projects) would have allowed (see Section 8.2) The case study 

evidence then suggests that Premise G holds for most conflict cases, but where the 

issue is simple and very strongly felt by residents (and possible social groups) as 

disputants, then it needs modifying. The implication of this finding is that at an early 

stage in the conflict process it is important to identify the simplicity/complexity of the 

issue(s) and the strength of the residents' feelings. 

Finally, Research Aim 6 was to explore in more detail the introduction of 

alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in Korea and government's role in conflict 

resolution. This aim was researched (see ehA) through the process of literature 

review and empirical study. The concept of ADR was found to be wide and vague 

because it involved various methods, so it was impossible to research fully about the 

whole range of ADR approaches. This research therefore focussed on ADR 

approaches based on mediation methods. 

The conclusion was reached that further study about collaborative processes 

for conflict resolution, which have began to be adopted in public sector disputes (the 

special focus of this project) in several different countries, is needed in the future. As 

mentioned before (Section 3A.2), the experience of ADR approaches in developing 

countries has been mainly limited to private sector disputes. Recently, however. in 

the experience the ADR approach in public sector disputes in more developed 

countries', particularly in regional development and environment projects, has greatly 

affected applications of the approach in developing countries. As Moore (1998, 

pp 187 -191) has mentioned, some preconditions are required for the successful 

introduction of ADR. These are, he suggested: a culturally appropriate ADR and 

related procedures; a defined legal regulatory environment: a perception of potential 

parties; resources being provided on the part of government agencies and interest 

groups. At present. Korean society satisfies these prcconditions, \\'hich may promise 

\\'cll It x the future sLiccessful application or ADR approach, The most important pre-



conditions, however, are the government's intention for the introduction of the 

approach and the government's role as mediator, matters which \\ill be mentioned 

further in Section 12.4. 

12.3. Implications for the Resolution of Intergovernmental Conflicts 

12.3.1. Establishment of New Intergovernmental Relations 

and the Role of Government 

As seen in Chapter 2, Local Autonomy has produced many opportunities for 

intergovernmental conflicts. With the decentralisation of political and administrative 

power in Korea, local governments have received both electorally-representative 

mayors and assemblies and more discretion over local affairs. They have also begun 

to pursue their particular local interests within and their regional interests beyond the 

limits of their own jurisdictions. On the other hand, financial power has been even 

more centralised, with the financial dependence of the new local governments on 

central government being even higher than before. In accordance with these 

phenomena, intergovernmental conflicts, especially conflicts between central and 

local governments, have become more complicated and acute. 

In relation to political and administrative powers, the past bureaucratic and 

administrative top down command approach is no longer admissible in 

intergovernmental conflicts in Korea. As a result, it is necessary to establish new 

intergovernmental relations on a more equal footing. Although central government 

now has a good opportunity to mediate or control many conflicts between local 

governments through the centralisation of financial power, at the same time, central 

government's financial support is apt to impair local autonomy. In order to settle or 

resolve intergovernmental conflicts more efficiently, central government needs to 

concentrate on the role of facilitator or mediator for conflict resolution rather than as 

an administrative or political 'controller' through providing or \\'ithholding financial 

supp0l1. In addition, central government needs to consider local gO\'enlment and 

residents (including interest groups) as partners in establishing and implementing 

regional policies. 



12.3.2. Introduction of Prior Consultation System 

Inter-dependence and interaction among local governments have been increasina after 
b 

local autonomy. These relationships can contribute not only to increasing the 

mutual-understand but also mutual struggles between governments. As a result of 

this increase of interaction, there is scope for intergovernmental conflicts to continue 

to increase sharply in the future. Under circumstances of this increase in interaction , 

it is necessary to establish a system for prior consultation over potentially conflictual 

issues and to provide authority to consolidate co-operation among inter-regional 

bodies on a legal basis. In addition, there is a need to introduce area-wide planning 

where it does not already exist so that the spill-over effects of large projects outside 

one local government area into another can be jointly considered. The range of a 

certain service or the effect of a certain plan can spread outside the local boundaries 

of control. In order to solve or mediate a matter concerned with two or more regions, 

joint planning can be introduced and in this case, central government can supply the 

financial incentive or technical 'know how' to the concerned local governments. 

12.3.3. The Harmonisation of Regional Interests and a Fair Share of Burdens 

Many conflicts can be seen to come from an irrational compensation scheme, i.e. an 

imbalance between costs and benefits. This is no less true in Korea in terms of 

regional development proj ects. It is suggested that a scheme for' fair shares' between 

different parties and a rationalised system of compensation should be introduced. 

First of all, common burden-sharing (balancing of benefits and burdens), an 

equilibrium in the distributions of facilities and an auction system for the location of 

facilities can be included in the 'fair shares' category. Next, in relation to locational 

conflicts, the principle of full compensation for negative externalities generated from 

regional development projects and investments needs to be fixed, and various 

compensatory options for regional developments considered and agreed. 

12.3.4. Democratisation and Participation in the Policy Decision-Making 

The present main methods of planning are one-sided and a rigid centralised 

distributive mechanism. The centralised one-sided system can create conflicts and 

can aggravate the conflict situation, Regional planning processes should be opened. 

and regional policies need to be clear. First, an open-door policy o\er information 

related to de\'clopments or policies at the early stage should be introduced. Ihis 
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early open policy should be high profile and can help to serve the objecti\"e of 

transparency in planning and development projects, which can lead to mutual trust 

and hence could make a dialogue and compromise possible. 

In order to prevent conflicts related to regional planning, stakeholders' 

participation in the process of decision making should be encouraged, and all 

concerned stakeholders should be invited to the negotiating table. The participation 

of concerned local governments is a prerequisite for agreement and implementation of 

the agreement, especially when considering the introduction of policies or 

developments related to more than one administration. Such early opportunities for 

participation can facilitate the sharing of technical and professional information and 

contribute to changing from a 'top-down' to a 'bottom-up' approach in decision

making process. Such professional support or common ownership of technical 

information is very important to improve mutual understanding and facilitate 

reasonable negotiations. 

12.3.5. The Decentralisation of the Planning System 

According to Goverde (1992, p.16), 'when the executive part of the government is a 

major participant in the social conflict, the role of manager of these conflicts is quite 

often allocated to the judicial power'. Generally the role of arbiter is difficult to play 

when the governmental institutions involved in an issue are mainly pursuing their 

own institutional interests. While, the role of manger of conflicts is easier to play if 

the institution is only slightly involved as an initiator and intervener in concerned 

fields. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the current planning system in Korea is 

centralised, and central government participates directly and indirectly in conflicts 

related to regional developments. Accordingly the government could not 

appropriately play the role of mediator in many regional developments if such 

conditions continued, and the government's opportunities to act as a mediation service 

will become more difficult. It would be desirable therefore for concerned parties 

negotiate directly with each other, with the parties' exercising self-control under 

central govenlment's guidelines, and a joint committee for planning should be used 

for controlling and supervising the planning or development policy" 



12.3.6. The Introduction of Systems for Conflict Resolution 

Conflict is a result of political, social and cultural interaction, and hence the 

characteristics of conflicts are quite varied. Consequently it is most important to 

introduce and apply a suitable technique and system for the Korean situation in \yhich 

democratisation is still at an infant stage and dialogue between social groups is also 

just beginning as a usual part of decision-making processes. From the findings of 

this research it is therefore suggested that more adequate and modem techniques 

should be used to alleviate and settle the conflicts and that they should be related to 

the general types and stages of conflict which have been observed. These more 

adequate and modem techniques include: 'negotiation for negotiation' (pre

negotiation); direct negotiation; activation of a citizen voting system; the involvement 

of neutral mediator or specialist assistance; and, various alternative dispute resolution 

(ADR) methods 

Direct negotiation is an ideal method for resolving conflicts. Nonetheless, 

when the parties to conflict have no dialogue techniques, the intervention of a 

professional mediator can be a useful method to facilitate a dialogue or to resolve a 

conflict. To set a standard for better methods, it is necessary to relate the methods to 

the main characteristics of the political and administrative system within which they 

will be used. Recently the application of ADR using a third party has been 

increasing in conflicts related to spatial developments or environment issues in Korea 

(ChA) and some experience has been gained. However, much time and endeavour are 

generally required for new systems or techniques to become settled into a society's 

usual workings. Accordingly, the Korean government needs to give urgent attention 

to formulating a policy for ADR and intergovernmental conflict resolution and 

making careful arrangements for its systematic introduction. 

12.3.7. A Change of Perception of Conflicts 

Conflict has been regarded as social pathology, and guided by this perception, the 

Korean central government thought that conflict should be removed from society as 

soon as possible and it depended on the mediation through superior offices' authority. 

Ho\\'e\'l;r, this method could not cope actiyely with yarious social interest conflicts. 

and llsuallv the cOllcel11ed parties remained unsatisfied. This research. ho\\e\·~r. h~IS 

c\plored alternative vic\\ s of such conflicts \\hich do not understand them as 

pathological but as possibly quit~ necessary and usel'lll in a more democratic SOC1L'ty. 



Accordingly, first of all the government needs to change its' perception of this type of 

conflicts. Recently many researches have concentrated on the positive functions of 

conflict which reflects such changes of perception. The opportunity to reach 

constructive results for conflict resolution can be increased under this situation and , 

the parties to conflicts can also deal actively with the concerned matters. As a result 

the parties' satisfaction tends to be higher. 

On the other hand, dynamic and transfonnative methods have begun to be 

emphasised in discussions on the participatory and consensus building process in 

public policy. In accordance with this change, the Korean government needs to 

prepare and supply various programmes and education systems for spreading 

negotiation techniques. At the same time, in order to cultivate a neutral and 

professional mediating position, as Moore (1998, p.187) mentioned, the government 

needs to consider the introduction of an appropriate system according with the 

circumstances of Korean society. 

12.3.8. Efficient Use of the Existing System 

Although the introduction of new systems is important, because the change of 

perception through education or the introduction of a new system cannot be 

accomplished quickly, what is even more important is how existing systems and 

institutions should be handled. As been seen before (Section 6.6), the existing direct 

negotiation system for conflict resolution is the 'wider administrative committee', but 

in practice such committees' activity has been negligible. It is therefore necessary to 

consider a plan for making more practical and more efficient use of this mechanism 

from all angles, including e.g. membership, agenda, the nature of agreement (i.e. 

binding), and, the means of implementation. 

12.4. Recommendations for Practice and Research 

The purpose of this research is to examine the main characteristics of various conflicts 

related to spatial developments or en\'ironmental issues and to propose policy 

altenlatives for the effective conflict management and recommendations under Local 

Autonomy in Korea (see section 1.3). 

The conflicts related to spatial developments are deri\'(~d from variolls and 

compk'\ causcs. and they arc conllected \\ ith di\'crse intcrests and many stakeholders. 

The main isslles at stake arc. for c\amp\c. land usc. social impact and human 



environment. Such concerns have been rapidly increasing as central matters in 

contention. In other words, conflicts are related to the overall quality of human life 

or common interests and in Korea, the type of conflicts has tended to shift from 

regulatory conflicts to social conflicts. Due to their characteristics, spatial conflicts 

cannot be easily resolved or prevented only through the improvement of institutional 

frameworks or policy tools, and frequently such conflicts reach the stage of impasse. 

As a result, new, multiple approaches for conflict resolution are needed to deal with 

these characteristics. Some recommendations for practice and research are now 

suggested. 

• First, in company with the change of basic conflict concerns to 'social' 

conflicts, the focus on regional and environmental disputes in Korea tends to be 

shifting from the resolution of existing problems to the problems of potential impact 

and from 'Band-Aid' remedies to preventive measures. In this way, the preliminary 

prevention of conflict is regarded as more efficient than methods and systems dealing 

with the process and aftermath of conflicts. From this point of view, the various 

collaborative processes used in the UK are good examples of such trends (see Ch. 4). 

As an approach of this kind, ADR has come to be dominant in conflicts related to the 

public sector in developed countries. This trend has only begun to be introduced in 

Korean society, but the experience is still early. 

To encourage the active application of ADR in the public sector in Korea, as 

recommended in section 12.2, first, intergovernmental relations need to correspond 

more closely to the political changes (democratisation and localisation) which have 

recently taken place in the country. It is necessary that government should prepare 

methods. In particular, the decentralisation of the planning system from central 

government to local governments and the establishment of partnership ways of 

working between public organisations should be agreed. Secondly, the government 

needs to make a considerable effort (e.g. in terms of education, of providing a 

working system and finance for the development of ADR service providers and 

professionals) to introduce the ADR approach to intergoyemmental disputes. Thirdly, 

research is urgently needed in order to develop yarious methods of ADR approach 

which would be applicable to Korean society and to study specific topics about r\DR 

including collaboratiyc processes. 
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• Secondly, most conflicts in spatial developments are usually recognised as 

constant-sum (zero-sum), and the game often leads to non-cooperative situation \\'hich 

induces for the disputants to make a worse choice than they can make in a cooperative 

situation (see Ch. 4). It is quite difficult to manage and settle a conflict in zero-sum 

game, because the zero-sum game is a world of merciless and irreconcilable conflict. 

Therefore, first of all it is important to convert a constant-sum situation to non

constant sum game through enlarging the disputant's rewards. In most conflicts 

related to regional development, 'integrative negotiation' can be used. For such 

negotiations, the disputants' 'common interests', 'shared interest' and 'joint interest' 

should be found and realised (Lee, 1989 [in Woo, 1994, p105]). Under such a non

constant sum game, a non-cooperative game associated with regional self-interests 

can often shift to a cooperative game through an appropriate system of pay-off, 

sufficient communication and third party assistance. 

Consequently, this process implies a preferred method to achieve equity and 

fairness and to promote common profits between the regions concerned with a 

conflict. Because most interest conflicts come from the separation of benefits and 

burdens, (Woo, 1994, pp.19-20) a system for establishing equilibrium between costs 

and benefits needs to be established. Nevertheless, in fact this will be difficult to 

achieve in Korea as a political decision process rather than a decision process through 

a 'game', such as rational negotiation for resolution of conflict, is prevalent. 

However, the more recent changes of political power and environment in Korea have 

greatly influenced the process of decision-making in regional policy and development, 

and it also has an important and potentially encouraging influence on the process of 

conflict and conflict resolution . 

• Thirdly, it is necessary to change general perceptions of Koreans of conflicts 

as being negative, destructive and pathologic to a more positive and constructi\'C 

atmosphere. This includes changes in policy and planning environments, including 

an acceptance of prior consultation, of participation from an early stage, of an 

openness of administration. In order to move away from the negative and 

pathological perceptions of intergovernmental conflicts, various institutional systcms 

or educational programmes to need to be established to encourage more positivc and 

accepting perceptions. The Korean go\'ernmcnt has a central responsibility for 

preparing thesc programmes. Conflicts are not meant to be denied. but to be 
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rationally treated for the equitable and efficient management of spatial de\elopment 

and policy. According to Kim and Cha (1997, p.186), 'when conflicts are resolved 

and settled through democratic process and direct negotiation of parties to connict, 

the conflict can contribute to a positive social function'. In addition, the 

establishment of systems or environments for rational negotiation and discussion are 

required. 

• Fourthly, in accordance with efforts to change the negative perception of 

intergovernmental conflicts, the Korean government should develop an emphasis the 

democratisation of development administration i.e. endogenous development. The 

system of development planning and intergovernmental relations over spatial 

planning issues needs to change from a 'top-down', hierarchical structure into one of 

co-operative partnerships. The decentralisation of the planning system not only could 

reduce the central government's unnecessary intervention, but also could accord with 

local autonomy and democratisation. In this way, when central government has 

prepared guidance for overall harmonisation of regional developments and policies in 

Korea, and when local governments have been granted the actual responsibilities to 

establish specific regional developments and policies, conflicts between central and 

local governments would be considerably reduced. 

The summary of recommendations is showed in the box below. 

Box: Recommendations for practice and research 

1. More efficient methods for managing and resolving disputes related to regional 

and environmental disputes in Korea are needed: decentralisation of planning 

system; government's effort for introducing new approaches including ADR; 

study about the new approaches. 

2. The effort of changing from zero sum game to non zero sum game and from non

cooperative game to cooperative game are needed through equity and fairness of 

common profits. 

3. It is necessary that general perceptions over conflicts change from a negative, 

destructive and pathologic atmosphere to a positive and constructive atmosphere. 

4. Government needs to emphasise on the democratisation of development 

administration and re-establish intergoveJl1Jllental relations. 
~--- ------- ---



12.5. Seeking New Paradigms for Conflict I\lanagement and Resolution 

in Korea 

As systems or methods using techniques and skills for conflict management are 

improved and developed, each country has tried to introduce them in spatial conflicts. 

However, as Fisher and at af (1992, p.22) have commented, 'conflict lies not in 

objective fact, but in people's heads', and the 'people's problems all fall within one of 

these categories such as perception, emotion and communication' . Their points 

emphasise that subjective factors concerned with actors including disputants and third 

parties are more important than methods and systems for resolving conflict or 

conflictual issues. Accordingly the provision of management, training and education 

for actors can be useful for preventing conflicts, managing them more constructiycly 

and reaching more generally beneficial resolutions. Nevertheless, there is no denying 

that this factor is subject to the influence of changes in the social and value systems 

and environmental surroundings of each society. 

Consequently, faced with challenges of internal and external changes, central 

and local governments need to seek new paradigms for dealing with conflicts related 

to regional developments or environments. They should initiate various methods 

aimed at enhancing the effect of conflict resolution and improving governmental 

performance in regional and environmental policies. Although some implications 

were suggested in Section 12.2, these were only the start of the research required to 

improve conflict management and resolution. In order to advance the practical 

implementation of the suggestions in Korea, further research studies are necessary: 

e.g. a system for the fair share of costs; for the introduction of alternative methods for 

conflict resolution; and, efficient measures for using the existing system. It will be 

evidence of the government's seriousness in implementing new paradigms that it is 

also prepared to support such studies. 



Appendix 1. Structure of spatial plan in Korea 
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* (I) MOCT: the Ministry of Construction and Transportation. 
(2) SOAP: Special Designated Area Plan 
(3) FAVSZDV: Fishing and Agrarian Villages Settlement Zone Development Plan 
(4) Jeju ICDP: Jeju Island Comprehensive Development Plan 
(5) CRBP: Capital Region Basic Plan. (6) CRMP: Capital Region Management Plan 

Appendix 2. The Planning Framework in England 
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Appendix 3. Third party intercession: four techniques compared 

Aspect of Persuasion Dictation 
Third Party Conciliation Mediation Arbitration Adjudication 

When used A fter dispute Before, during Pnor agreement .\fter other 
and after violate before dispute arise methods fail 

Acceptance by Voluntary Voluntary Voluntary prior No need for all 
Disputants Attendance acceptance disputants to agree 

Aim of disputants To avoid total To avoid \iolent To avoid violent To establish right 
Breakdown Unilateral action by law 

When reject Little goodwill Acceptable mediator Ifhalfway point Cannot be reject in 
Cannot be found between last positions domestic dispute 

unacceptable to one 
disputant 

Emotion state of Enough goodwill Some goodwill Objective Goodwill 
Dispute to seek conciliation Helps Unnecessary 

Nature of Harmonising Middle position A t least half way Unpredictable 
Decision between last position 

Selection of Service may be Mediator chosen by Arbitrator selected by No choice 
Person Taken advantage of Mutual consent mutual consent or 

equal number by each 
disputants with umpire 

Qualification More concerned with Expert knowledge not Has to have expertise Legal background 
Of person Human relationships Essential but basic 

and psychology Knowledge necessary 

Remit Determined by concil- Within bargaining Strictly limited Prescribed by legal 
Liator and disputants Space System 

Privacy Strictly private Mostly private Hearing private/ Public 
Decision public 

Time Uncertain Uncertain Quicker than Long 
Adjudication 

Cost Most cheap Cheap Expensive Most expensive 

Compliance High probability of Depends on residues High in bind arbitration Backed by sanctions 
Compliance of dissatisfaction reputation rare 

Nature of decision Reconciliation main Can only suggest Binding award mostly Decision binding and 

aim not decision (recommendation) judicially enforceable non-compliance 

(amicable) subject to penalties 
(coercive po\\er) 

Next step Recourse to la\\' Strike or disruptiye None in a fe\\ case Hierarchy of courts 

Action Courts 

Parties present Both parties present Can meet the Both parties present Both parties present 

Disputants 
Individually 

Source: RangaraJan ( 1985), pp. 258-9 



Appendix 4. Summary of the survey method for a case study 

The case study survey is divided under two sections. First, is the published and 

unpublished documentary information, which is collected through a literature search. 

finding research articles, newspaper reports, journal and government's reports and 

internal, unpublished materials. The second part of the survey is information about 

the conflict which will be directly obtained through individual, in-depth interviews 

with the representatives of disputants and mediators (Appendices 5, 6 and 7). The 

former material will be largely used for the case studies, nevertheless, when it is 

inadequate, the latter sources will be drawn on and put to practical use as 

supplementary material. This data sought in this survey focussed on the following 

items. 

1. History and background of the conflict 

1) Date of occurrence (emergence) (date of manifest conflict) 

2) Location of the conflict 3) Diary of the conflict 4) Outline of the conflict. 

5) Background to the conflict (history and situation before conflict) 

2. Participants 

1) Disputants (Proponent/ opponent) 

2) Mediator (Third party) 

3) Advisor (technical and procedural assistance) 

3. Causes and issues 

1) Causes of conflict (e.g. unbalance of interest, difference and distrust of technical 

recognition, dispute of jurisdiction, exclusion of participation in decision- making) 

2) Issues: (l) Central and secondary issues 

(2) Changes in the issue over time 

(3) The scale of the issue (spatial sphere, numbers of issues) 

4. Types of conflict 

1) The stage or location of blocking behLhiour (Schmidt's model) 

.2) The relationship bct\\ccn disputants (Pondy's modcl) 

3) Relation bet\\ecn thc body concclllcd \\ ith conllict (Central-Local: Local-Local. 



Central-NGO; Local-NGO) 

5. Methods and tactics for conflict resolution 

1) Type of tactics used by disputants (Govemmentallegal action, Administratiye 

action, Private legal action, Demonstration, Petition/referenda, Lobbying. Press 

campaign, Violent action) 

2) Methods of negotiation used 

3) Forms of communication used 

4) Major methods or techniques of resolution used ('Conquer', Avoid, Vote, Public 

hearing, Governmental decision, Adjudication, Arbitration, Mediation, Bargain 

and negotiation, Joint problem-solving, Private decision) 

5) Obstacles to conflict resolution 

6) Proposed options or compensation 

7) Openness towards outside information 

8) Exclusive stakeholders at the table of negotiation 

5. Process of conflict (In relation to history) 

1) Analyse the process of conflict over time (Setting scene, progress and outcomes) 

2) Duration of the conflict 

3) Factors influencing the duration of the conflict 

4) Major events during the conflict 

7. Aftermath and other information 

1) Implementation of settlement (What has happened since settlement of conflict?) 

2) Influence of conflict (Economic/ environmental costs and benefit) 

3) Implications from the conflict 



Appendix 5. Sources surveyed 

1. Survey of documentary records 

1) Infonnation sought: National Newspapers (Donga, Joongang, Chosun, Kookmin and 

Maeil Economic Daily News etc.): Research reports; Journals (e.g. Korean 

Administration Review), published Government reports and unpublished internal data 

2) Organisations visited to read and collect documents: Office of Prime Minister 

(OPM); Ministry of Construction and Transportation (MOCT); Ministry of 

Science and Technology (MOST); Seoul University Library; the National 

Parliament Library; the Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements 

(KRIHS); the Korea Local Administration Institute (KLAI); the Korea Train 

Express; the Korea Electric Power Company (KEPCO). 

2. In-depth interviews (See: Appendix 7 for details of the questions asked) 

1) Survey Period: February 2000 -April 2000 

2) Disputants and Mediators Interviewed 

(1) Younggwang NPP: MOST; KEPCO; and, Younggwang County. 

(2) Anmyun Island Waste Disposal Facility: MOST; and, KAERI (Korea Atomic 

Energy Research Institute) 

(3) Kyungju HSR: Ministry of Construction and Transportation; Ministry of Culture 

and Tourism 1); and, Cultural Property Association 

(4) Inchon lAM: MOCT; and, Inchon City Government 

(5) Wichon IC: Daegu City Government; Pusan City Government; OPM; and MOCT 

(6) Dong River Dam: MOCT; OPM; Korean Environmental Movement Federation 

2) Categories of Persons Interviewed: 

(1) Disputants: 11 people (Government officials: 5; NGO members: 4; Residents: 2) 

(2) Mediators: 5 people (Central government officials) 

(3) Specialists: 3 people (Author related to the conflict cases) 

3. On the spot field surveys 

These site visits were made to help the researcher establish a more specific knowledge 

of the location of the projects involved, so as to understand the conflict issues better. 

The visits included visits to the sites involved and infomlal meetings and discussions 

\vith residents around the sites. 

I) \\'ichon Industrial Complc\: site (2-1--25 I\larch)' (2) Inchon International Airport 

I\lotorw(\v 1I1terchan~e: KUIl1(l1ll site (27 ~larch) - ~ 



Appendix 6. Covering letter 

To whom it may concern 

\1r. Hyung-Seo Park 
Department of Civic Design 
The Cninrsity of Liverpool 

Abercromby Square 
Liverpool 
L6938.\ 

Tel: -+-+-)5)+794 3109 
Fax:-+-+~151+79-++3]25 

E-mail: parkOO@liverpool.ac.uk 

I am writing to inquire about your OpInIOn on the conflict related to 000 (e.g. 
Anmyun Island Nuclear Waste Facility Siting) and ask for your assistance. 
I am a research student for PhD in Liverpool University and have studied on conflict 
in the regional development or environment relations field. My supervisor is Dr. D. 
Massey. 

Although conflicts have both constructive and destructive functions, most conflicts 
may be incline to the latter. In such case, they constitute several problems such as 
increasing distrust and uncertainty, inconvenience and inefficiency due to the lack of 
infrastructure. 

After introducing local autonomy in Korea, many conflicts concerned with regional 
development or environmental issues have been taking place in several places and the 
aspects have been becoming more complicated. Often national important projects 
have been delayed and changed because of these kind of conflicts. Thus we have 
accounted for the heavy social costs and have stood up to many trials. Therefore the 
need of understanding mechanisms and processes as well as management of conflicts 
has become a pressing question. 

In relation to this matter, I have collected the materials and data about regional 
conflict in Korea. As a part of the processes, I have planned to interview people in 
charge of the conflicts. This survey aims to examine the cause and effect of conflict, 
and the major characteristics of various disputes in the field of regional development 
and to propose recommendations for the effective dispute management in the Korean 
society. Therefore these materials of in-depth interview will be only used for research 
purpose to establish study frame and to suggest alternative measures. 

Even if you have your hands full with your business, please arrange the hours for this 
interview. 
I am more obliged to you. 

Yours faithfully, 

f\ I r. H yung-Sco Park 

"\Ikr )l)97 thL' \)O( P)I \\as tr~lJl"knl'd tll the \10("1 (\11111"tr: lltcUlturL' al1d IllurrSIll) 



Appendix 7. Questionnaires for in-depth interview 

1. Questionnaire for disputants 

A. Disputant (conflict party) 

1. What was your position in the conflict? 

Proponent of project Opponent of project 

Support ofproject Other _________ _ 

2. Who participated in this conflict in addition to your party? 

3. Have there been conflicts between major disputants over other issue? 

Yes No 

3-1. If yes, what was it about? 

4. What was the balance of power between major parties? 

Equity Unbalance Subordinate relationship 

B. Cause and issue of conflict 

1. What did you think was the major cause of the conflict? 

Imbalanced interest Technical difference 

Exclusion from participation Other ____________ _ 

2. Did your party expect the conflict would take place? 

Yes No 

2-1. If yes, what did you do about it?LI __________________ -.1 

3. What was the central issue? 

3. If there were any secondary issues, what were they? 

5. Were there any changes of issues in the course of time? 

Yes No 

5-1. I f yes, what were they? 

C. Process of conflict 

1. \Vhcn did the conflict start? 



2. Has the conflict been settled? 

Yes No 

2-1. If yes, when was it settled? 

3. What influenced the duration of conflict? 

4. What was the relationship between your party and other parties at outset? 

(1) Co-operative (2) Competitive (3) Hostile (4) Neglectful (5) Other 

5. What happened to the relationship change over in the course of time? 

......... ,." ................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 

(1) Co-operative (2) Competitive 

(4) Neglectful (5) Same 

6. Was there any change of party (disputant)? 

Yes No 

6-1. If yes, what change was it? 

(3) Hostile 

(6) Other 
----

Decrease/Secession of parties Addition of parties 

Coalition Split of parties Other 

D. Tactic for resolution 

1. What was type of methods did you use in the progress of conflict? 

··(ijLegaiacilon· .. · .. ···················(2)""Administratlve action 

( 4) Demonstration (5) Petition/referendum 

(7) Press campaign (8) Violence/Direct action 

(3) Private legal action 

(6) Lobbying 

(9) Signature-collecting campaign (10) Other ___________ _ 

2. What was the method for conflict resolution? 

(2) Public meeting (J) Exhibition (-l) Conference (1) Explanation 

(5) \\·orkshop (6) Direct dialoguc (7) Public inquiry (S) Pcrsuasion 



3. Whom did your party consult with? 

E. Negotiation for conflict resolution 

1. How did your party choose your representative? 

............................ , ................................................................. , ..... , ......................... " .......... , ............... . 

(1) Election (2) Official in charge (3) Expert on issue (4) Expert in negotiation 

i51Member ofNGO(6) Member of local assembly {61 Other 

2. What was the channel of communication between parties involved? 

(1) Direct negotiation (2) Media (3) Third party (4) Informal route 

(5) letter (6) Others ( ) 

3. How was the communication between parties? 

Accurate and speedy Accurate but slow 

Speedy but distorted Distorted and slow 

3-1. If the communication was distorted or slow, what were the reasons? 

4. Did your party propose any option to opponent in negotiation? 

Yes No 

4-1. If yes, what was that? 

5. Did the options influence conflict settlement? 

Yes No 

5-1. Ifnot, why do you think so? LI ---------------------' 

6. Were there exclusive stakeholders at the negotiating table? 

Yes No 

6-1. If yes, why were they excluded? LI _______________ --' 

Who were they? 

F. Third party 

1. \\'as there any assistance ofa third party for dispute resolution',) 

Yes No 



1-1. If yes, who was the third partyl.t--------------__ _ 

1-2. What was the major role of the third party? r'--------___ ---. 

2. Do you think a mediator was helpful for dispute resolution? 

Yes No 

2-1. Ifnot, what was the reason? L..------____________ --.J 

3. In the process of negotiation, was there a change of the third party? 

Yes No 

3-1. If yes, what were the reasons? " --______________ -.. 

4. Did your party receive help an additional expert during negotiation? 

Yes No 

4-1. If yes, who and what role was? 

G. Outcome and aftermath 

1. If the conflict was resolved, how did you assess the outcome of conflict resolution? 

The best The second best (although feeling something wanting) 

Dissatisfaction Despair 

2. Did you think that the agreement would be implemented well? 

Yes No 

2-1. If not, why did you think so and how could it be handled better? 

3. What has happened since resolved? 

4. What was the implementation of settlement guaranteed by? 

5. What do think is the most important in the process of conflict resolution? 

6. Finally do you have an additional suggestion or other point for the dispute 

resolution? 

Date: 

\'ellue: 



2. Questionnaire for Mediator 

1. What was your status in the conflict? 

Government official 

Specialist of conflict issue 

Lawyer Member ofNGO 

Specialist of negotiation 

Member of assembly 

Others 

2. Did you have experiences of mediation before? 

Yes No 

2-1. If yes, how have you performed? 

2-2. What kinds of conflict were they? I 
~----------------------------~ 

3. What methods did you use for conflict resolution? 

"'TITOpendiscussi6ii"iftable ................................. "'(2)Pers6rialc6ritacfandpersiiisi6ri 

(3) Joint problem-solving (4) Arbitration (5) Education/Advice 

(6) Small group's argument (7) Other 

4. With a change of situation, was there any change of third party? 

Yes No 

4-l. If yes, by whom to whom was it changed? 

4-2. What was the reason? 

5. Did you have prior knowledge about the conflict issue? 

Yes No 

6. What did you do at the first step as mediator? 

(1) Ground rule (2) Time schedule (3) Collect information 

( -+) Identi fy stakeholders (5) Other 

7. What do you think of the causes of conflict? 

7-1. In the case of contlict betwccn central and local goycl11ment 

Local autonomy and regional self-interest 



Insufficient pre-discussion on the issue 

Central government's magisterial instruction 

Duplication and ambiguity of jurisdiction 

Other 

7-2. In the case of conflict between local and local government 

Regional self-interest Inequity of charge in finance 

Insufficient per-discussion Lack of ability of superior organisation's mediation 

Increase of interdependent relationship Others 
----------------------

7-3. In the case of conflict between central/local and resident 

Change of resident's sense of value Scheme of resident's participation 

Difference of technical perception on issue Mistrust 

Increase ofNGO's participation Others 

8. As mediator, what was the most difficult during intervention? 

(l) Technical and special knowledge (2) Technique for negotiation 

(3) Arrange of time (4) Picture of fact (5) Others 

9. Agreement or compromIse of conflict is no implementation. Goal of conflict 

resolution is accomplished by the implementation of agreement. In order to 

implement the agreement, what means have been used? 

10. What do you think was the most important factor to check the resolution of 

conflict? 

(1) Too much self-interest (2) Deficiio{muiual communication and distrust 

(3) Intervention of outsider (4) Difference of perception on conflict issue 

(5) Other 



11. Do you think implementation of local autonomy influences the increase of contlict 

related to regional development? 

Yes No 

11-1. If yes, what do you think is the major cause?L-I --_________ ~ 

12. In developed countries, Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) approaches have 

been widely used. What do you think about the application of such approaches for 

Korean society? 'I -------------------------, 

13. In developed countries, many professional mediators are active. What do you 

think about the introduction of this system in Korean society? 

14. Finally, for the efficient conflict resolution, what do you think is a pressing 

question in the Korean society? Other suggestions? 

Date: 

Venue 

, , ') , , " 
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